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Chapter 1: The 2011 Field Season of the Actuncan Archaeological Project: Research  
Questions and Investigations 

 
Lisa J. LeCount (University of Alabama)  

 
The goal of the Actuncan Archaeological Project is to examine the processes that led to the 

institutionalization of kingship and the rise of state-level society during the Late Preclassic and Early 
Classic periods from 400 B.C. to A.D. 500 from the perspective of households.  To examine the rise of 
Maya states, the Actuncan Archaeological Project is exploring the organizational changes that occurred 
in households coeval with the centralization of authority of local rulers.   
 A household approach to understanding the rise of Maya kingship has rarely been attempted, 
since most researchers investigating emerging polities focus on the monuments and tombs of rulers.  
The actions of rulers, however, cannot be fully understood without an understanding of the surrounding 
households that had long held kin-based power through their control of land, labor and ancestral 
sources of religious authority. Individual households might have participated differentially in kingly 
strategies to consolidate power since long-established families likely would have resisted mandates to 
relinquish resources, while upstart families may have sided with leaders to achieve greater socio-
economic prominence.  If leaders were able to usurp kin-based power and wealth and redistribute 
status and power to loyal followers, statecraft should be marked by the fragmentation of large 
households and the appearance of others that look larger than expected given normal developmental 
cycles.  Alternatively, it is also possible that in some smaller polities like Actuncan kin-based authority 
remained well-developed, and rulers were unable to consolidate authority over social groups.  Indeed, if 
this was the case, then residential structures will illustrate consistent patterning in size and access to 
wealth as they develop over time.   
 This approach begins with the premise that households grow incrementally through time if no 
pressures are placed upon them besides those associated with the developmental family cycle (Haviland 
1988; Tourtellot 1988).  According to William Haviland (1988), ancient households grew in size and 
composition as new members were added and domestic space was modified to incorporate them.  
Based on this model, archaeologists typically infer that single mounds housed nuclear families, while 
larger groups were the homes of extended families occupied over generations.  However, processes 
associated with the institutionalization of kingship during the Late Preclassic and Early Classic period 
may have profoundly reorganized household composition and practices.  Some junior lineages within 
established households may have sought economic and political rewards by siding with kings rather than 
lineage patriarchs.  Increased tribute demands also may have re-organized work within the family, and 
women may have taken on new or additional tasks within the household. 
 Therefore, during times of political centralization, some households may have fissioned 
becoming smaller than expected based on Haviland’s developmental cycle model, while upstart families 
may have founded new houses.  Household activities also are expected to be more diverse at this time.  
New families may have sought economic stability though craft production or other forms of 
occupational specialization.     
 Given this model, one of the goals of the project is to chart the status, wealth, and prosperity 
indicators for ancient households, including a palace, through the thousand years that span the rise of 
centralized authority at Actuncan.  The project will map structure configurations through time and 
correlate construction phrases with relative (ceramic chronologies) and absolute (radiocarbon) dating 
techniques.  Room sizes, household layouts, and patio spaces will be documented through time to 
compare the trajectories of households.   Artifacts, soils, plasters and other residues from domestic 
contexts will be analyzed concurrently. Soil samples will test for chemical concentrations in patios, 
structures, and adjacent off-mound areas to investigate activity areas associated with eating, cooking, 
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and ritual activities. Soil samples from features and occupation layers also will be collected for 
ethnobotanical studies and micro-artifact analyses, and plaster will be sampled to understand activities 
on formally prepared floors.   
 The hypotheses above concentrate on understanding household strategies to resist or 
participate in the ambitions of Maya kings to consolidate power.  But what strategies allowed leaders to 
successfully institutionalize their positions?  Kings may have engaged in two social approaches to 
consolidate power: 1) coalition building (creation of alliances among non-kin supporters) and 2) moral 
separation (establishment of their corporate group’s legitimate right to order society).  If leaders were 
able to centralize power over kin-based groups, the transition to divine kingship should be marked by 
significant shifts in wealth accumulation as conspicuous differences in household practices emerged, but 
also in relatively homogeneous community-based practices as households became more tightly 
integrated into a cohesive polity.   
 Coalitions are frequently achieved through transactional politics, in which leaders exchange 
goods and services for supporters’ loyalty (Brumfiel 1994:10; Salisbury 1978:111).  Therefore, 
households gained or lost status as a result of their allegiance to, or alienation from leaders and political 
largess.  Exclusionary practices involved those processes that separated rulers from other households 
and naturalized social hierarchies.  John Baines and Norman Yoffee (2000) focus directly upon the 
establishment and maintenance of order, legitimacy and wealth within royal households, but 
exclusionary practices affected elite and commoner households alike.  Moral separation involved not 
only “ideologies of domination and the economic tools with which they are materialized” (Van Buren 
and Richards 2000:3), but a conscious escalation of exclusionary practices that separated leaders from 
competing noble rivals.  Most of these practices revolved around severing extensive kin ties and 
conferred elevated status on loyal nobles.  However, the establishment of divine rulership would have 
been accompanied by imposed moral standards across all social strata; therefore, noble and common 
household practices should have been expected to follow certain norms.   The degree to which people 
complied with moral standards can be measured by documenting shared household practices--such as 
the ways people cooked and served food (LeCount 2010), oriented their houses (Yaeger 2000), and 
buried their dead (Welsh 1988).    
 Concomitantly, successful implementation of exclusionary practices may be reflected by the 
redistribution of wealth and status items during times of political centralization.  As some households 
attempted to align themselves more closely with the emerging power structure though patron-client or 
functionary relations and others lost authority, then trade goods, gifts, foreign symbols and certain ritual 
items should become more spatially limited to select households.  It is also expected that the ruling 
house established exclusionary practices toward all polity members by crafting their own regal-ritual 
items and privatizing rituals that were previously public.  These actions should be reflected in the use 
and organization of space within the ruling house or administrative structures.  
 Both coalition building and exclusionary practices can be measured through shifts in 1) exchange 
relationships, 2) feasting and burial practices and 3) architectural space and usage.   

Exchange relationships: Changes in exchange relationships are best understood through 
Kenneth Hirth’s distributional model.  It is hypothesized that the shift from the Late Preclassic to Early 
Classic period will be marked by increasing economic complexity, especially the establishment of 
markets and attempts by royal families to more tightly manage wealth and stable goods (Blanton et al. 
1996; Earle 2001; Hirth 1996; Masson 2002). Reciprocal exchanges of valuables--jade, obsidian, labor-
intensive local craft items, and far-flung gift items--should parallel the growth of social hierarchies.  As 
social obligations between rulers and functionaries become more expansive, these kinds of goods 
should proliferate while their distribution becomes more restricted. These practices result in highly 
variable artifact assemblages in terms of the sources of goods.  Maya leaders were particularly 
interested in administering trade items (high-quality chert, greenstone, decorated pottery, forest 
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products, and marine fish) and local labor-intensive craft goods (mirrors, decorated pottery, and slate 
items). Implementation of exclusive network strategies would have resulted in the limited distribution of 
prestige goods within the elite stratum.  Redistribution also results in variable household assemblages, 
but in this case, heterogeneity is found in the types and quantities of high-value and imported items that 
map onto social hierarchies.  Market exchange may also have been an elite strategy to increase polity 
prosperity by stimulating household production and rewarding noble families with access to influence 
and wealth.  In market systems, households--regardless of status--had the potential to obtain certain 
kinds of craft goods since markets operate through nonhierarchical provisioning networks.  Therefore, 
the distribution of low-cost goods should be roughly equivalent across households, as well as some 
kinds of high-value, labor-intensive and/or non-local items.  Pottery and obsidian sourcing, as well as 
distributional studies of artifact types can document market systems (Minc 2006; Minc et al. 1994).           

Feasting and burial practices: Comparative analyses of food ways and burial practice point to 
shifting social relations (Hayden 1995, 1996; LeCount 2001; McAnany 1995; Hammond 1991).  Diacritical 
feasting is characteristic of societies with fully developed civil and social hierarchies.  My work indicates 
that ancient Maya feasting is recognizable through pottery vessel forms that were used to serve festival 
fare such as tamales and chocolate.  Chocolate, especially, shows shifts in serving techniques during the 
Classic period, but Preclassic feasting practices have not been as thoroughly explored.  Ceramic and 
faunal assemblages across household contexts will be examined to determine when and to what degree 
exclusive feasting practices within ruling houses began, as well as community feasting patterns 
indicative of new integrative strategies.  Household burial practices (body position, context, and grave 
goods) are expected to become homogenous through time as ritual practices become a marker of group 
identity.   

Architectural space and usage:  Integrative and exclusionary practices will be reflected in shifting 
architectural layouts, access and use of space (Hillier and Hanson 1984; Moore 1996). Although certain 
elements associated with house orientation and construction techniques may become more 
homogeneous through time as people create localized identities, household space is expected to 
become increasingly segregated and specialized through the Preclassic to Classic transition.  The 
development of new architectural layouts and access patterns is expected to be promoted by 
increasingly specialized administrative, economic, ritual or social activities.  More specialized and 
privatized activity space should be limited in access and contain features not seen in more multi-
functional rooms.   
 

Actuncan: Previous Research 
 
Actuncan is situated on a long, low ridge overlooking the Mopán river valley.  Based on his survey of the 
ridge top, James McGovern (1993) divided the site into two sections: Actuncan South---the well-known 
Preclassic temple complex---and Actuncan North---the previously "undiscovered" Classic center.  
Actuncan South is dominated by a triadic temple complex, which is 72 by 120 m in size and rises 32 m 
above the surrounding terrain.  A carved monument, Stela 1, was erected in front of the largest 
structure in Plaza A during the Late Preclassic (Grube and McGovern 1995). The Preclassic center was 
connected to a northern civic center by a wide causeway.   The large formal civic zone is complete with a 
ball court (Structures 13 and 14), range structures (Structures 12 and 19), and pyramids (Structures 15, 
23, and 31).  Smaller plazas (D, E, and F) to the north and east contain small pyramidal structures and, 
possibly, elite residential compounds.  Smaller house mounds, mostly patio-focused groups, are located 
to the north and west of the civic center in an area we call the “Northern Neighborhood”. 
McGovern placed 44 test pits into eight civic structures in Actuncan North and examined extensive 
looters trenches in the southern pyramidal complex.  Using construction volumetrics, he determined 
that half of the northern civic architecture was built during the Late Preclassic period and one-quarter 
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was built during the Early Classic period.  Very little civic construction (about 15%) occurred during the 
Late Classic period. 
 In 2001 and 2004, the Actuncan Early Classic Project directed by Lisa LeCount began a program 
of testing three formal patio-focused groups (mounds less than 2 m in height focused around an open 
space) in the Northern Neighborhood, two focal patio groups (patio group with platform and mounds 2 
to 5 m in height), and areas associated with a range structure.  Testing of formal patio-focused groups 
(Groups 1, 2 and 3) and focal groups (Structures 29 and 41) consisted of placing multiple 1 x 2 m units 
behind or beside masonry architecture in order to document construction phases.  To determine the 
history of occupation of the range structure (Structure 19) without destroying masonry architecture, the 
project excavated a 2 x 2 m unit near the southeast corner of the north courtyard.  When this excavation 
did not yield sufficient information, we trenched across a low platform (Structure 20) that formed the 
eastern side of the courtyard.  Finally, to retrieve a large sample of pottery to seriate, the project placed 
two 2 x 2 m units off the edge of Plaza C, where McGovern (1993) encountered a deep, stratified trash 
deposit.  Excavators screened all lots with ¼ inch mesh to retrieve artifacts.  Radiocarbon samples and 
soil samples were taken. 
 In 2010, the three-year NSF funded project began full scale excavations in residential groups to 
reconstruct changes in architecture and artifact assemblages through time (LeCount and Keller 2011).  
Excavations continued at previously tested housemounds (Group 1 and Structure 41), new exploratory 
excavations were conducted at Group 4 (Structures 33-35), and portions of the site were remapped 
using a total station.   
 The goal of the remapping subproject was to develop a method that could easily integrate 
excavation data into a GIS database in order to make fine grain distribution maps of household artifacts 
and features (Perez 2011).  Because many of the patio groups are rather small, we decided that 
excavation units also should be suitably small, settling on 1 by 1 m units.  McGovern’s map also needs 
more topographic data, and we wanted to correct some of his Maler interpretations.  Specifically, Strs. 
29 and 41’s and Group 5’s Maler interpretations were changed, a raised platform supporting Structures 
67 and 68 was added, and topographic information was greatly improved. We also integrated structures 
found near Actuncan by the Xunantunich Settlement Survey (XSS) into our map (Figure 1.1).    

Continuing excavations at Group 1 focused on exposing terminal architecture of the main 
platforms and living surfaces within the patio (Antonelli and Rothenberg 2011).  Interestingly, we found 
that dirt was either intentionally laid down over the terminal plaster patio floor to function as flooring or 
it accumulated there, perhaps unintentionally, over time.  It was difficult to determine how many dirt 
occupation surfaces there were, but in the southwest corner of the patio there might have been at least 
two: one dating to the Terminal Classic and another dating to the Late Classic. Structures 61 and 62 were 
trenched down to the first plaster floor of the patio on which it appears that all the terminal platforms 
of the patio group were built.  Structure 59’s terminal architecture was exposed across the entire 
southern front of the platform to reveal a multi-platformed arrangement consisting of a central platform 
with ancillary wings on its east and west sides, which we think functioned as a workshop area.  The 
entire patio group was systematically sampled, both on and off-mound, for soil chemistry and 
microartifact analyses.    
 Group 4, a complex of structures situated around a large C-shaped platform supporting 
Structures 33, 34, and 35, received extensive investigations (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011).  Set within a 
semi-enclosed courtyard, the large C-shaped platform is the focal point of three or four small platforms 
(Structures 30, 36, 37, and 38), which may be shrines.  The entire complex is separated from elite 
structures in Plaza D to the east by a low wall or step extending from Structure 29 in the north to 
Structure 39 in the south along the edge of Plaza D.  A low, narrow structure (Structure 32) blocks access 
to the courtyard from Plaza C to the west.  Before excavation, the complex seemed oddly placed and 
arranged in relation to the larger civic design of Actuncan and in need of exploration.  Excavations in the  
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patio area flanked by Structures 33, 34, and 35 uncovered a formally prepared floor sloping to the east 
and a set of stairs leading up to the center of Structure 35 dating to the Terminal Classic period.  Testing 
on top Structures 34 and 35 revealed no plaster floors or walls; rather, project members found evidence 
of low benches that might have been covered with perishable shelters.  C-shaped structures are 
commonly interpreted as popol nahs or council houses, and if Group 4 is indeed a popol nah, it is the 
only one known in the upper Belize River valley.  These excavations indicate that Actuncan was an 
important central place in the valley after the fall of other nearby centers in the Late Classic period.     
 A deep exploratory unit into the center of the platform revealed a well-preserved Early Classic 
structure that was truncated and completely engulfed by the Terminal Classic platform.  Below the Early 
Classic structure and its associated floor is at least one more plaster floor, but the excavations stopped 
before sterile soil was found.  The earliest lots contain a mixture of Middle Preclassic and Terminal Early 
Preclassic ceramic materials indicating that Actuncan was occupied around 1000 BC much like 
Xunantunich to the south and Cahal Pech to the east. 

Figure 1.1. The 2010 Maler and topographic map of Actuncan by Don Perez. 
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 Broad clearing excavations on Structure 41 were designed to understand the arrangement of 
terminal architecture (Mixter 2011).  During the Late Classic period Structure 41 consisted of a large 
pyramidal subplatform that supported a wide building platform located on the northern portion of the 
summit.  On top the building platform the Maya constructed multiple versions of Structure 41-1st

 The style of construction below the summit is rather unusual. No evidence of a central south 
facing stairs was found as initially predicted by the orientation of the substructure, and terraces were 
found to wrapped around the entire substructure creating multiple and segmented work or living 
spaces.  Based on ceramics within the southern terrace fill, this construction dates to the early Samal 
phase (A.D. 600-670) of the Late Classic period.  An Early Classic plaza floor runs under these terraces 
and also under the sloped façade of the pyramidal substructure.  The sloped façade was created by 
covering large limestone and chert boulders measuring 25 to 50 cm in diameter with plaster.  While the 
ceramics diagnostics place the construction of this façade to the Terminal Classic, the contexts may not 
be secure, and it may date to the Late Classic period.  Many of the Terminal Classic diagnostics may 
derive from the terminal structures on top of the summit, not the substructure fill of Structure 41-1

.  
During the Late Classic, the building platform held a large single roomed superstructure with three 
stone-faced benches.  Over time, the Maya reworked this building by closing off the alley between the 
western and central benches.  The Terminal Classic occupation of Structure 41 was marked by a change 
in the structure’s use.  The superstructure was razed, filled, and expanded to the south to create a level 
platform, which according to David Mixter might have been used for rituals.     

st

 Survey work revealed the presence of several auxiliary buildings and a leveled space to the east 
of Structure 41, areas where kin and, or possibly, some non-kin members of the house may lived and 
worked to support the residents of Structure 41.  There is precedence for the Maya locating non-royal 
houses in urban positions on the edges of public plazas at the site of El Perú-Waka’, among others 
(Arroyave Prera 2006).  On the other hand, the structure’s location on the eastern edge of one of the 
site’s four major public plazas may point to an administrative or ceremonial use.  Unfortunately, the 
destruction of the superstructure associated with Terminal Classic ritual activity has obscured the Late 
Classic function of the structure. 

.  

 LeCount suggests that the structure to be a large, urban elite house, although a ritual use of the 
summit during the Terminal Classic is certainly possible.  The layout indicates highly segregated work 
and living areas reminiscent to those described by Folan and colleagues for elite structures at Calakmul 
(Folan et al. 1995).  Extended family members may have lived and worked in the small structures and 
terraced fields to the east.  The house may have been founded as early as the Late Preclassic period, but 
certainly no later than the Early Classic period, and its inception speaks to the centralization of power at 
Actuncan and the interaction between rulers and households during this dynamic period.    
 

2011 Field Season Investigations 
 
The summer 2011 field season focused on understanding Preclassic occupation and community 
arrangements, and we continued to remap the site.  Most of our efforts, however, focused on deep 
penetrating excavations in the elite and commoner households and locating deeply buried structures 
and features using remote sensing surveys.  One exception to this strategy is Angela Keller’s work in the 
potential marketplace area to the east of the aguada in an area we have dubbed the “Western Plaza”.  
The Western Plaza is bounded on the east by a long range structure, Structure 12, and Structure 19 with 
its attached courtyard.  In the center of this plaza is the oddly shaped platform, called the Western 
Platform” that supports Structures 67 and 68.  All unnumbered structures are awaiting the creation of 
new designations based on a valley wide grid system. 
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Remapping Actuncan 
Daniel Salberg surveyed the Northern Neighborhood and peripheral zones to the west and east 

of the site using a total station, including the cobble mounds near the Mopan River.  He continued to 
add geospatial coordinates to the ArcGIS database and create new topographic and Malerized maps of 
the site begun by Don Perez in 2010 (see Salberg Chapter 2).  Remapping Actuncan North was made 
easier by the dry conditions we encountered in May when we first arrived at the site.  What little grass 
there was left on the Galvez property after a long dry season was burnt by Ramon Galvez and his 
cowboys, and some small patches of grass on the Juan property in the Western Plaza were burnt 
inadvertently by the project.   This burning left most of the site north of the Galvez/Juan property line 
where many patio groups are located cleared for mapping.   Every rock was visible on the clayey topsoil 
so locating and mapping stone platforms and arrangements was fast and precise.  

Thirteen new platforms were identified during the course of the field season in the northern 
periphery of the site, all of which are small rectangular structures previously hidden by the dense 
vegetation. As of this time none of these features have been given identification numbers and little is 
known about their function or history.  Patio-focused group O/A2-040_F1 at the northeast most corner 
of the site was found not to exist in this spot.  This XSS site might be located elsewhere nearby.  New 
civic constructions were also located.  The survey found two long low walls emendating from Structure 
44 that block access to the civic space west of Structure 26, the Preclassic E-group.  These low walls are 
similar to those connecting Structure 31 to Group 4, the proposed Terminal Classic period Popol Nah, 
immediately to the south of this area.  All these features effectively created a semi-enclosed plaza 
formed by the Preclassic E-Group to the east, Structure 44 to the north, Structure 34 to the west, and 
Structure 31 to the south.   These walls are similar to those found at Xunantunich that date to the 
Terminal Classic period.  Like the remaining populations at Xunantunich, inhabitants of Actuncan may 
have created more sheltered civic spaces to focus attention on a few significant buildings while 
simultaneously neglecting areas of the site which were associated with previous kings (Jamison 2010; 
LeCount and Yaeger 2010). Finally, a segment of cobble (or chich) mounds located along the Mopan 
River were mapped.  Cobble mounds are common along this stretch of the river and can be found on 
either side of the river north and east of Xunantunich (VandenBosch 1993).  VandenBosch interpreted 
these mounds as domestic structures; however, their association with the river and their location on the 
first alluvial terrace suggests that people who lived or worked on these structures were tied directly to 
economic resources of this ecological niche.  Although the larger, more formally arranged mounds might 
be patio groups or single domestic platforms, some of the linear and grid shaped alignments may have 
formed raised fields, impoundments, or channels to direct and/or hold river water for the raising of 
water-hungry crops, fish, or shellfish.    
 
Continuing Excavations at Group 1 
 At Group 1, Kara Rothenberg continued to examine the occupational history of this large patio-
focused group in the northern neighborhood (Chapter 3).  Her previous excavations focused on terminal 
architecture (Antonelli and Rothenberg 2011) and patio areas.  This year Structures 60 and 61 were 
deeply trenched to understand earlier architectural spaces, recover artifacts, and sample soil, plaster, 
and microartifacts from floors.  Axial trenches were located along each structure’s centerline in the 
same locations as previous 2010 excavations and penetrated structures across their entire width along a 
2 m wide path.  Further, deep units were sunk to sterile deposits to determine all construction phases 
for Structures 60, 61, and 62.   

Structure 60, an eastern platform, had never been tested, and we attempted to give it the same 
treatment as other structures.  There was to be an initial investigation along the patio-side façade to 
determine the exact orientation of the building and the materials used to construct the building.  After 
this was completed, we hoped to place a 2 m wide axial trench into the building starting at the patio-
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side and ending at the back of the platform.  Although we followed our excavation strategies, we were 
only able to excavate down approximately 50 cm because we encountered burials on the patio side of 
the building and dense, trash deposits on the top and eastern side of building. Although only one 
construction phase was well-identified, Rothenberg suggests that Structure 61 was built in at least two 
stages: one on top of the Early Classic patio floor and one below it.  Many human bone fragments were 
found underneath Structure 61-1st

Structure 61’s axial trench exposed multiple floors across a considerable distance, but 
ultimately, it did not reach sterile.  Rather, the trench was terminated at an internal structure floor that 
rests on a penultimate patio floor dating to the Terminal Late Preclassic period.  Significantly, beneath 
this floor, Rothenberg uncovered evidence of two presumably different Late Preclassic structures: one 
on the north side of the trench and one on the south.  The northern structure was made predominately 
of marl, while the southern structure’s facade was made of clay and multiple colored stones and other 
artifacts.  These early platforms are not associated with the initial construction of Group 1 because they 
are separated by layers of relatively sterile yellow fill and their wall orientations do not match those 
above them.  Like other Actuncan domestic structures, Group 1 provides evidence of earlier occupations 
dating to the Terminal Early Preclassic, Middle Preclassic, and early Late Preclassic periods that were 
unrelated to those associated with the patio groups and elite structures we see on the surface. It is my 
proposition that it is these later households, first established sometime early in the Late Preclassic 
period, that were part and parcel of the practices that institutionalized kingship at Actuncan.     

, suggesting that the eastern portion of the group had long been used 
as a place to bury in mass, many individuals. 

Carolyn Freiwald excavated the burials associated with Structure 60 (Chapter 4). Like many 
other eastern structures in the upper Belize River valley (Awe and Helmke 2005; Helmke et al. 2006), 
Structure 60 appears to have been a shrine.  Five burials with a minimum number of individuals 
estimated at ten were found.  For well-represented individuals, it was determined that most were 
oriented north-south, with a prone, extended body position that often also included placing the 
deceased’s right arm behind the back.  Individuals were sequentially buried in this location over an 
extended period of time with each interment disturbing previously buried individuals. No burial was 
complete, and each individual was missing body parts.  Many burials were co-mingled with others, and it 
was difficult to associate body parts with particular individuals.  Neither the spatial extent nor the 
depths of the burial deposits were determined because excavations were terminated at the end of the 
field season. Human remains extended into unexcavated units, but were not retrievable given the time 
allowed.    

Most individuals burials excavated this summer were found buried in the patio directly in front 
of the eastern building and some burials appear to extend under the western wall of Structure 60 which 
dates to the Late Classic period.  Some burials, therefore, pre-date the construction of Str. 60-1st.  Those 
buried in the patio appear to have been placed within the large Early Classic cobble fill that is generally 
found beneath the terminal patio floor in other areas of the patio.  However, in this area the terminal 
patio floor was totally destroyed when the Maya repeatedly placed burials in this location, thus mixing 
later occupation and ritual debris into the grave lots.  This makes dating the burials problematic; 
however, given the fact that the patio floor is missing, it seems logical to suggest that these burials were 
place in this location after its construction.  Further, many were found very near the ground surface 
underneath massive cobbles suggesting that they were buried rather late in the sequence, probably in 
the Terminal Classic period.  But others were found buried deeper in the fill of the patio.  Because 
burials were placed into the rocky fill of the patio, individual graves and their preparations were nearly 
impossible to reconstruct.  It is possible that some individuals were buried in prepared stone lined pits, 
but the nature of the rocky fill makes this interpretation tenuous since most stones associated with the 
burials were the same chert cobbles found in the fill of the patio. Apparently, cobbles from the patio fill 
were used as impromptu materials to form the walls of the burial pits.  Chert cobbles were also place 
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directly on top individuals’ bodies and heads.  One individual was buried in a more formal crypt with 
shaped limestone capstones over his grave; a treatment that suggests he may have been a revered 
ancestor.   

Given the number of burials found in Group 1, it can be suggested that this entire patio appears 
to have been sacred ground for this long-lived residential group.  In 2001 and 2004, two crypt burials 
were found in the northwest corner of patio dug into and resting on top patio floors (Scopa 2005).  A 
third crypt was seen in the sidewall of unit 1D in 2004 and again this year.  That makes a total number of 
14 burials (including one possible child sacrifice) found at Group 1. More interesting, no other patio 
group in Actuncan has produced this number of burials, a pattern which suggests to LeCount that Group 
1 might have been the home of an important founding family of the area.  It is possible that prominent 
members of the community were buried at Group 1 even though they lived elsewhere in the Northern 
Neighborhood or beyond.  This pattern is similar to that found for rural households in the Copan Valley.  
There, Nancy Gonlin (1993) suggests that rural inhabitants had strong ties to “focal residences” because 
burials were associated with only two of seven residential complexes. 
 Rothenberg is especially interested in examining human-altered soils and sediments at Group 1. 
In the 2010 season, Rothenberg collected 304 soil samples for soil chemical residue analysis. These 
samples were collected from as depth roughly 3 to 5 cm below the present ground surface where we 
encountered remnants of ancient occupation surfaces, dating to the Late Classic and, in some cases, the 
Terminal Classic periods.  Off-site samples were taken in the area immediately around the patio focused 
group.  A total of 195 samples were analyzed (187 on-site and eight off-site), each deriving from a 
unique provenience at the site (Rothenberg and Wells 2011).  A few patterns emerged from the data 
that helped guide the 2011 excavations.  First, Rothenberg and Christian Wells found that most 
elements are concentrated in an area of the patio that runs west to east directly in front of Structure 60, 
the eastern shrine. Most notable are the concentrations of phosphorous and barium and, to a lesser 
extent, manganese.  These elements are highly likely to be associated with the burials and burial 
practices that took place in front of the eastern shrine.   Also of importance is the concentration of 
phosphorus and manganese located in the southwest corner of the plaza between structures. This area 
may represent a midden, with the high concentration of phosphorus emanating from decomposing 
organics and Manganese from wood ash from fires.  

This year Rothenberg’s samples were taken from two floors encountered in Structure 61’s axial 
trench, and other soil and plaster floors from around the site.  The largest areas sampled come from the 
two plaster patio floors underneath Structure 61 on the south side of the patio group.  Although the 
coverage will not allow her to reconstruct activity areas that took place across the structure like her 
2010 work, it may speak to changing activities in southern portion of the patio group through time. 

 
Continuing Excavations at Structure 41 and environs  
 This year, Mixter’s excavations on Structure 41 (Operation 6) focused on three separate areas, 
each of which address the history of occupation at the structure and fill in our understanding of the 
structure’s use (Mixter chapter 5).  The primary goal of the 2011 excavations was to continue digging 
down to sterile soil the north-south trench into the main structure begun in 2010.  Located along the 
structure’s centerline, the axial trench penetrates the structure along a 2 m wide path beginning off the 
structure to the south and ending near the center of the summit.  This trench intersected the façade of 
the pyramidal substructure at various building stages.  A second goal was to understand more clearly 
the occupational history of the summit architecture, what Mixter calls the Building Platform. Last year, 
he discovered a Late Classic platform and Terminal Classic platform extensions, but he did not reach 
constructions associated with 41-2nd.  Lastly, a small area on the low, broad terrace to the west was 
tested.  If Structure 41 was a house, Mixter suspects that the terraces would have been used for 
domestic activities.  Originally, Mixter wanted to place test pits on each terrace, but he was only able to 
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test the west terrace because of time constraints.   He also placed a 2 m trench into Structure 40, a low 
platform located to the south of Structure 41 to determine its history and function.  
 Preliminary results of the excavations suggest that the history of these two buildings was 
complex.  Both buildings underwent many major building stages and minor renovations within each 
stage.  The nature of architectural modifications to these buildings points more toward private and 
domestic rather than public and civic purposes.  Although civic architecture do undergo major 
renovations, the layout and style of civic architecture is generally conservative because they reflect the 
stability of major institutions.  Large-scale changes to civic buildings represent important shifts in the 
organization of social, religious or political organizations.  On the other hand, domestic architecture is 
continually modified to fit the rapidly changing needs of families.   
 The construction history of Structure 41 began by at least the Terminal Preclassic period, 
possibly as early as the Late Preclassic period.  Although earlier buildings exist underneath Structure 41-
3rd

 Mixter suggests that both structures experienced construction hiatuses between the Early 
Classic and the Late Classic II periods.  To him, the transition suggests a change in the function of the 
building or the social group who lived there.  Interestingly, this hiatus maps onto the shift in political 
power away from Actuncan to Buenavista del Cayo and Xunantunich (LeCount and Yaeger 2010).  It is 
possible that the residents of the house lived on the Early Classic platform well into the Late Classic 
period because the family’s manpower and authority was siphoned off by leaders of these nearby 
centers.  By the latter part of the Late Classic period, the house may have been rejuvenated by 
descendants of the original family or some other group of non-kin people. 

, all versions of Structure 41 were built on the same structural core.  The southern façade of the Early 
Classic substructure was impressive; it sported a red painted apron molding and may have supported an 
eastern facing masonry superstructure.  After a hiatus, building resumed in the Late Classic II period and 
occupation continued into the Terminal Classic period with evidence of Postclassic visitation.  Structure 
40 was first constructed in the Early Classic period and was modified and used until the Terminal Classic 
period.  The founding of these buildings corresponds to the pinnacle of power at Actuncan and the 
establishment of state-level practices. 

 Underlying the pyramidal substructure are six plaza floors (Joey, Toby, Lime, Nance, Papaya, and 
Quince Floors), the earliest (Quince) dating to the Terminal Early Preclassic and the last (Joey) to the 
Terminal Preclassic period.  Fragments of a Cunil ceramic jar and colander sit on Quince, a burnt marl 
floor, and the jar’s partial rim may have been used as a brazier for a termination deposit.  Nearby sits 
three courses of cut limestone blocks with soft marl mortar that may have been the foundation for a 
Cunil phase platform.  On the floor above this, a water canal was found cut into Papaya Floor, indicating 
that the Maya have been manipulating water since very early times.  Although Cunil ceramics have been 
found in mixed deposits in other parts of the site, the evidence from Mixter’s excavations is the first firm 
evidence of Terminal Early Preclassic occupation at the site. 
 
New Excavations at Group 5  
 One of the goals of the project of the project is to intensively excavate seven domestic groups, 
three of which should be focal patio groups.  Group 5 (Structures 63-66) located immediately to the 
west of Group 1, is the second of three housemounds in this sample.  Group 5 contains four structures 
surrounding a large patio.  No previous excavations have taken place in the area, neither by McGovern 
in the early 90s nor by the Actuncan Archaeological Project.   
 Lauren Hahn trenched Structures 64 and 65, the two largest structures in this patio-focused 
group through their centerline (chapter 6).  Both structures displayed very complex stratigraphy 
indicative of a long-lived household.   Initial construction of both structures may have begun in the 
Terminal Late Preclassic period, and possibly earlier, and both appear to have continuously modified 
into the Terminal Classic period.  In fact, these structures yielded more evidence of major construction 
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episodes than any other patio-focused groups.  Structure 65 underwent at least 5 major construction 
stages with four additional earlier floors beneath 65-5th.  Floors were literally stacked on top of each 
other, with little fill or ballast between construction episodes. Two short steps facing south-southeast 
are associated with a renovation to Structure 65-5th, the façade of which runs perpendicular to the 
steps. This positioning indicates that there was a platform located immediate to the north of Structure 
65 and, possibly, butting a version of it.  Like Structure 65, Structure 64 underwent numerous major 
construction stages.  Four separate construction stages have been found with three additional floors 
found underneath 64-4th

What are interesting about Group 5 are both the rapidity of construction episodes and the 
changing layouts of the structures.  In most domestic structures at Actuncan, major architectural stages 
as exemplified by patio or surface floors were used for extended periods of time, and the orientation 
and center line axis of their platforms remained unchanged over the Classic period. For instance, the 
terminal patio floor at Group 1, which was built in the Early Classic period, was used as a living surface 
well into the Terminal Classic period, a span of hundreds of years.  These patterns speak to the stability 
of the lineages and customs of the families who lived at Actuncan.  This might not be the case for the 
inhabitants of Group 5.   During the Terminal Classic, Structure 65’s platform was aligned directly north-
south, deviating from the previous 350° alignment that had been maintained since 65-5

 in a deep sounding to the south of the platform.  In both cases, all but the 
earliest floor is associated with versions of the structures.       

th

 

.   Structure 64 
also yielded evidence of major architectural modification.  A large stone inscribed with three X’s, 
possibly kin signs referring to the sky, once sat at the front of a bench within a room located on the 
south side of the platform.  Modifications covered over the seat, subsuming this important stone into 
the wall of a later building.  Covering the inscriptions might speak to the loss of authority or position 
members of the household sustained during the Late Classic when Actuncan was subsumed within the 
Xunantunich polity. Both these modifications indicate that Group 5’s membership changed dramatically 
or the inhabitants’ loyalties shifted possibility twice in the Classic period.   

Test Excavations at Three Housemounds: Groups 6 and 7, and Stucture 73 
 One of project’s goals is to test all housemounds at the site.  Based on the current site 
boundaries there are three elite structures (Structures 29, 41, and 73) and at least eight well-defined 
patio-focus groups visible from the surface (Groups 1 through 3, Groups 5 through 7, O/A2-040, and 
T/A2-015) at Actuncan.  This year we tested Groups 6 and 7 and Structure 73.  A patio focused group 
located by the Xunantunich Settlement survey (XSS), T/A2-015, is located deep within the dense forest 
to the west of Actuncan South and was not slated for testing.  Logistically it is too difficult to dig, and 
looting may be a problem in this area.  Another XSS group, O/A2-040, could not be found in the burnt 
pasture of the northern neighborhood.  Because of this, it was deleted from the 2011 site map.   
 Group 7, located in the northeast corner of the site, is an expansive patio-focused group with 
Structure 58 serving as the principle mound.  Group 6 is a Type III site in the XSS site typology, therefore, 
it is defined as a “formally arranged patio group of low height lacking a focal mound” (Ashmore et al. 
1994).  Structure 73 appears to be an elite house similar in architectural layout to Structures 29 and 41.  
Test excavations at the three groups were directed by Borislava Simova (Chapter 7).  

At Group 6, Structures 54 and 53 were tested (Operation 13).  Structure 53 appears to have 
been the more substantial platform, which probably was constructed in the Early Classic period. Both 
buildings were occupied in the Late, and possibly, Terminal Classic period.  Angela Keller suggests that 
the buildings may not have been residential in nature, but served special functions for the members of 
Group 1 located approximately 40 m to the south.  The two groups may have been linked by a low, 
broad prepared walkway or short sacbe.   

Group 7, composed of Structures 55 through 58, was extensively tested.  Only Structure 55, the 
eastern structure, was not tested because it may have been an ancestor shrine with multiple burials for 
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which the project was not prepared to deal with this year.  Based on limited ceramic analysis, the group 
appears to have been founded in the Terminal Late Preclassic period and occupied into the Terminal 
Classic period, although only Structure 57, the western structure, yield significant numbers of Terminal 
Classic diagnostics.   

Structure 73, a large pyramidal structure with low terraces on the north, east and west sides, 
received limited testing due to time constraints.  We assume this building is an elite residential structure 
because the architectural layout is very similar to Structures 29 and 41; however, its isolated location off 
the west side of Plaza B, the large formal sacbe that connects Actuncan North to the southern triadic 
temple and Plaza A, makes this interpretation somewhat problematic.  Nonetheless, it could have been 
the home of a founding elite family. 

Clearing operations and test pits revealed highly complex terminal architecture.  The summit 
may consist of two platforms, a lower platform to the east and a larger platform to the west.  Unit A and 
B were placed in the saddle of the summit platforms.  There, Simova and her crew located a chert 
eccentric resting above large limestone capstones indicative of a tomb.  These units were terminated 
and the capstones were reburied because the project lacked time to excavate a presumably time-
consuming tomb at the close of the field season.  Units C and D at the base of the structure on the 
terrace near the central axis of the building.  Three plastered floors, probably associated with the 
surfaces of the terrace or patio were found.  The deposits were highly disturbed by a fallen tree, and 
excavations were terminated before sterile was found.  Two contiguous units (Units E and F) were 
placed at the top of Structure 73’s pyramidal substructure, near its midline, at the base of a possible 
superstructure located off-center on the western side of the summit.  There an Early Classic termination 
deposit of smashed feasting vessels was found beneath what appears to be architectural collapse 
resting on a deep deposit of dark, rich accumulated soil with artifacts.  It is possible that the building was 
terminated in the Early Classic period, and stood unoccupied for many years.  No Late or Terminal 
Classic diagnostics were found in surface units.  If this was indeed an elite house, the family either 
moved away or forced to relocate from this prominent location during the Early Classic period.  

 
Remote Sensing Surveys and Ground Truthing 

Results of the first three seasons of field work have led to the realization that additional data 
from areas outside residences are required to test the project’s hypotheses stated above.  Although 
houses grew in size and architectural complexity through time, we assume that the ancient Maya 
conducted many activities outside their houses, beyond their patios around the periphery of the 
architectural group.  In order to more fully evaluate changes in domestic activities over time, outdoor 
features not visible from the modern data surface require investigations.   

Rather than testing extensive areas around houses with shovel test pits which is labor intensive 
and slow, remote sensing surveys may be able to pinpoint buried archaeological remains including 
household trash, low walls and features around houses more rapidly across the interstitial areas 
between groups. By demarcating the boundaries of domestic activities around houses, the survey may 
allow the project to investigate 1) the size of ancient household properties, 2) shifting property 
boundaries within ancient urban centers, and 3) determine if plaza areas were devoid of habitation.   

Remote sensing surveys have become important tools for archaeological research.  Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR) uses the continuous transmission of high frequency electronic signals emitted 
into the earth to detect buried features. Subsurface objects or certain soils interrupt the signal, and the 
interruptions are recorded for further investigation. Because the Preclassic Maya built stone houses, 
platforms and other features, this geophysical technique aids in the location of very ancient remains 
buried at depths up to 10 meters.  Magnetometer surveys work on the premise that the world has a 
relatively static magnetic field, and cultural (and some natural) forces interrupt that field. Ancient 
activities, such as burning, digging, building platforms and walls, and depositing household trash change 
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the soil’s magnetic intensity, which the magnetometer detects as distinct irregularities called anomalies 
from those transmitted from unaltered soil.   

Remote sensing has not been used much in the Maya lowlands since it often yields spurious 
results.  For instance, Christine Halperin’s (2007) magnetometer survey at Motul de San José, Guatemala 
yielded mixed results. She targeted three 40 x 40 m areas of the site for geophysical survey.  Two did not 
produce results, but one did.  In the successful area, all of the excavation units targeting anomalies 
contained middens or archaeological features.   She found that the intensity of the magnetic signal 
tends to broaden and weaken proportionately with the depth of the archaeological feature.  Middens 
located below 1.0 m had weaker signatures than those closer to the ground surface around 0.25 m 
below the ground surface.  Ground truthing excavations in areas with anomalies did reveal 
archaeological features including architectural features and middens of varying size. As an additional 
control, she placed units in areas where magnetic readings were relatively normal. These units did not 
contain any significant archaeological or geological features.   

Because of the experimental nature of this research, the project surveyed three areas across of 
the site, representing three different natural and cultural history of deposition.  Area 1 is located in Plaza 
F to the west of Structure 26, a long north-south trending platform thought to be an early E-group.  It is 
assumed that the stratigraphy in this area is complex and deeply stratified; therefore, GPR may be the 
best technique to detect buried stelae or structures.  Area 2 is the Northern Neighborhood of Actuncan 
where many patio-focused groups are located.  Here, it is assumed that the interstitial spaces between 
structures were relatively undisturbed by massive earth moving and construction projects associated 
with more centrally located civic areas.  Modifications to the land should be minimal and cultural 
deposits shallow, mostly middens, small platforms, pits, or residues of activities too dangerous or messy 
to be located near households, such as pottery making.  Both magnetometer and GPR were proposed 
for this area.  Area 3 is located in the Western Plaza to the west of Structure 19 where market activities 
might have been located.  Because the plaza is not located in the heart of the civic center, it is assumed 
that the occupation surfaces, plaza floors, or ancillary structures are near the current ground surface 
and stratigraphy is uncomplicated, lacking multiple floors and multi-stage platforms.  Both 
magnetometer and GPR surveys were conducted in the area.  A narrow strip of land between Areas 2 
and 3 was not surveyed because it contained a wire fence line separating the Juan and Galvez 
properties.  Group 1 straddles this fence line; therefore, it was not surveyed.  However, other patio-
focused groups were completely surveyed including Groups 5, 6, and 7.    

Chester Walker, owner and consultant of the Archaeo-Geophysical Associates, conducted the 
surveys from May 23rd to the 31st

At Actuncan, a total, 60,621 square meters (6.06 ha) of land was surveyed (4.82 ha in the 
Northern Neighborhood and 1.24 ha in the Western Plaza) by carrying the gradiometer along a one-
meter traverse interval.  It is the largest remote sensing survey in the Maya lowlands conducted to date. 
Survey results were imposed over a GIS generated map of the site, thus locating the finds with high 
precision.  A Bartington Grad 601 Fluxgate Gradiometer yielded excellent results in Areas 2 (Northern 
Neighborhood) and Area 3 (Western Plaza).  The gradiometer was not used in Area 1.  The GRP failed to 
detect buried stelae or structures in Area 1 and did not detect buried features in Area 3.   

.  Ted Nelson, a senior UA major in Anthropology helped Walker with 
equipment and laying out transect intervals during the sensing. Walker presents the magnetometer data 
and interprets the anomalies in Chapter 8. 

Causal inspection of the magnetic gradient map illustrates the utility of the survey for locating 
buried natural and cultural features (Figure 8.3).  Groups 5, 6, and 7 in the Northern Neighborhood 
stand out as clusters of linear and complex dipole signals, reflecting the limestone and chert cobble 
platforms.  The foundations of all platforms at Actuncan were cut into sterile clay soils of the ridgetop, 
presumably because the earliest Maya preferred to build platforms on stable ground rather than shifting 
topsoils.  Over time, constructions were placed on these early foundations creating a mound made up of 
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the remains of a succession of platforms and perishable or masonry superstructures.  At Actuncan, the 
ancient Maya constructed platforms using a variety of materials: chert cobbles, limestone blocks, clay, 
and trash.  Cobbles were readily available from the river bank as material for fill and retaining walls, but 
good quality limestone was rare and reserved for the facades of buildings.  Clay and trash in variable 
amounts also were used as fill materials in platforms.  Plaster, made from burnt limestone, was used to 
coat facades, patio surfaces, and plazas.  In the Northern Neighborhood, most platforms would have 
supported perishable superstructures made of waddle (small poles) and daub (packed clay). Burnt daub 
is commonly found in habitation areas and in trash deposits.   

In addition to these cut-and-filled domestic constructions, topographic features, such as swales, 
cow paths, and plow furrows, that cut down through the clay also can be seen in the magnetic gradient 
map.   Around the patio-focused groups in the Northern Neighborhood, many points of high magnetism, 
called anomalies, stand out from the low gradient associated with the undisturbed clay subsoil.  Some of 
the linear anomalies form rectangles or long lines, which may be buried platforms, and other are 
complex dipoles, which may be discreet cultural and natural features.  According to Walker, the spatial 
distribution of anomalies in the North Neighborhood illustrates an area of enhanced magnetic gradients 
sometimes called a “village effect,” a pattern resulting from intense utilization of land by community 
members over an extended period of time.   

In the Western Plaza, magnetic signals are quieter.  The northeastern corner of Western 
Platform that supports Structures 67 and 68 can be seen as linear dipoles, and there appears to be a 
long linear feature that runs across the plaza east to west that connects the Western Plaza with 
Structure 19.  A small buried platform appears near the western termini of the linear feature. 

The success of the Actuncan magnetometer survey is unprecedented in the Maya lowlands.  
According to Walker, the success is due to the presence of shallow conductive soils across much of the 
Northern Neighborhood.  In this area of the site, mounds and features were cut into the clayey subsoils 
of the ridge top.  Cultural deposits are relatively shallow in comparison to those in the civic center, and 
no plaza surfaces capped subsoil or fill deposits across ridge top north of the Western Plaza.  Like other 
areas of the world where magnetometer surveys are successful, such as the American Southeast 
(Johnson 2006; Walker 2009; Walker and Blitz 2010), Actuncan’s domestic mounds and features are 
readily identified in the geophysical data because of the effects of induced magnetism associated with 
clay subsoils and cut-and-filled archaeological remains that are not capped by massive buildings.   

Clay soils can exhibit both high induced and remnant magnetism depending on the natural and 
cultural forces that have altered them.  Induced magnetism is the magnetic effect that the earth’s 
magnetic field has on objects and sediments, whereas, remnant magnetism is created when an object 
maintains its own magnetic field, as in the case when objects are thermally altered and become weak 
magnets in their own right (Kvamme 2006:207).  Most archaeologists understand the processes 
associated with remnant magnetism and the types of remains that are associated with them including 
ancient hearths, modern-made iron tools, and burnt daub.  However, induced magnetism is less well 
understood by most non-specialists.  All soils, sediments, and rocks have an effect on the earth’s 
magnetic field because they contain variable amounts of materials that can become magnetized, mainly 
iron in the form of hematite (Kvamme 2006:208).  According to Walker (2009:19), if the effects of 
induced magnetism are strong compared to the surrounding soil matrix, archaeological remains 
including pit features, wall trenches, or other features associated with cutting and infilling can be 
identified in geophysical data.   
 Another reason for the success of the survey may be due to the differential magnetic 
susceptibility of soils and building materials at the site.  The ability of a material to become magnetized 
is a function of its magnetic susceptibility, which depends on the presence of minerals that can become 
magnetized.  Soils possess a magnetic susceptibility larger than rocks because they undergo two natural 
processes.  First, there is a tendency for iron minerals to accumulate in topsoils, and second, a 
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fermentation process occurs in alternating periods of wetness and dryness that transforms hematite to 
its more magnetic forms (magnetite and maghemite).  In the jungles of Central America, the 
pronounced wet and dry seasons would be conducive to this fermentation process.  At Actuncan, the 
differential magnetic susceptibility of anthropogenic soils, the clay subsoil of the ridge top, and the 
limestone building materials the ancient Maya used to construct their platforms and stone structures is 
striking.  According to John Weymouth and Robert Huggins (1986:195), typical values for magnetic 
susceptibility of materials are as follows (all in units of 10' einu/g): 

 
Limestone 10 
Subsoils 50-100 
Topsoils 100-1,000 
Heated soils, fired clays 1,000-2,500 

 
Due to the interaction of microbes, organic matter and naturally occurring ferrous oxides topsoils are 
more magnetic than subsoils, which, based on the chart above, are a magnitude of order higher in 
magnetic susceptibility than limestone.  Consequently, subsoils that have been disturbed by 1) digging 
and infilling with anthropogenic soils and 2) constructing platforms made of limestone and rock produce 
measureable changes in magnetic strength and alignment compared to those that have not been 
disturbed.  Further, daub would be easily detected by the magnetometer survey, and broad areas of 
relatively high magnetic gradient should reflect the burnt remains of perishable buildings or clay floors. 

Actuncan’s soils are members of the Yaxa Suite (specifically Mollisol) found on the Early Tertiary 
limestones in the rolling country of western Belize, north of the Belize River (Jenkin et al. 1976; see also 
Wright et al. 1959; Baillie et al. 1993).  Mollisols are dark organic-rich soils that constitute some of the 
world’s most important agricultural soils (Brady 1990:67).  The main soils of the Yaxa Suite are dark 
colored blocky clays that are neutral or alkaline and well supplied with calcium and magnesium but have 
only moderate contents of other nutrients such as iron.  Santiago Juan, son of landowner Rudy Juan, 
stated that the soils of the archaeological site are high in Al (aluminum) and P (potassium), which is 
typical for Yaxa Suite soils.  We found that the anthropogenic soils in Northern Neighborhood test pits 
often exhibited small specks of dark red to black mottling embedded in the dense blocky clay, which 
may be associated with magnetite, maghemite, or magnesium.  However, this is merely speculation, and 
soil samples are required to tests the exact chemical composition of the soils in areas of the site.    

Moisture content also may have played a large role in the recovery of data.  This spring no rain 
fell during the week in which the survey was conducted and it had not rained in previous weeks; 
therefore, the soil remained evenly dry and differential moisture was not a factor in data recovery.  
Further, Areas 2 and 3 are relatively flat pasture or fallow milpa (farmland) that is covered in grass.  
Trees are virtually absent.  Before the survey, the pasture land of the Northern Neighborhood was burnt 
and the dry grass of the Western Plaza was chopped to the ground.  This preparation allowed for a rapid 
and evenly-paced pedestrian survey that resulted in high sample density and good resolution.   
 Geophysical surveys resulted in data than must be interpreted by archaeological testing, called 
ground truthing.  At Actuncan, 1 x 1 m test units were dug in areas with strong signals to understand 
what kind of archaeological feature were detected by the remote sensing signals.  John Blitz oversaw the 
ground truthing portion of the project, and Nelson, Salberg, and Craiker lead teams of Belizean men who 
did the digging and screening (Chapter 9).  In all, nine 1 x 1 m test units were dug in areas where survey 
results yielded strong signals, and two control units were placed in areas of low signal strength.   Like in 
more extensive excavations, soil was sifted in ¼ inch screens to recover artifacts, and soil layers were 
mapped and photographed. However, no soil samples were taken.  With these data, we hope to identify 
patterning in the magnetic anomalies based on size, strength, and shape of the signals in order to assign 
feature types (pits, platforms, walls, middens, etc.) to them.  
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Anomaly test excavations determined the probable source of the anomalies in 8 of 9 sample 
locations: two thermal events and six cut-and-fill events associated with platform construction and the 
digging of pits. One sample location produced ambiguous results. As predicted, nothing was discovered 
in the two control units that would be expected to create a magnetic anomaly. Within the Western 
Plaza, much of the space was magnetically “quiet”, a pattern confirmed by Keller’s (this volume) 
systematic study of chemical and artifactual data in the plaza.  The positive results of the 2011 ground 
truth excavations make a convincing case that the majority of anomalies detected and mapped in the 
magnetometer survey are ancient Maya cultural features, especially buried structure or plaza remains. 
 After studying the magnetometer map and the results of the anomaly tests, Walker and LeCount 
tentatively identified anomalies that have a high probability of representing buried platforms.  In Figure 
1.2, those rectangular anomalies filled with red or grey have the highest possibility of representing 
platforms, whereas the majority of anomalies are complex dipoles probably representing a diverse set of 
smaller natural and cultural features.  It is important to remember that many anomalies cannot be easily 
classified as a specific kind of feature based on size or strength of the magnetic signal alone.  Magnetic 
fields decay rapidly as the depth of the feature increases so signal strength or shape of the anomaly is 
not necessarily indicative the size or kind of buried feature.  A small nail located near the surface can 
produce a large sized dipole; whereas 
a deeply buried platform may be 
marked by a group of weak gradients.  
Shallow top soils can also be 
problematic since they can produce 
noisy data like that seen northwest of 
Group 6 obscuring linear 
arrangements that may be indicative 
of buried platforms.  Topography, 
therefore, is a complicating factor in 
the interpretation of anomalies.  
Nonetheless, a number of patterns in 
the Actuncan data can be discussed 
with some degree of certainty.  

 Of particular interest to the 
project is finding buried domestic 
platforms. Walker, along with other 
remote sensing specialists, has been 
able to systematically identify 
magnetic signatures for Mississippian-
period wall trench structures in the 
American Southeast.  There, a weak 
positive rectangular pattern 
composed of linear dipoles represents 
the trenches in which poles for the 
walls were buried.  Burnt daub, as 
well as hearths, also creates strong, 
high contrast positive magnetic 
gradients that enhance the house 
signature.  At Actuncan, our data lend 
evidence to suggests that buried Maya 
platforms also can be identified by a 

Figure 1.2.  Location of probable buried platforms 
marked as filled rectangular anomalies. 
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rectangular pattern of anomalies, but here, there appears to be two kinds of platforms: those associated 
with weak, low contrast positive and negative linear dipoles similar to those seen in the American 
Southeast and those made up of stronger contrasted linear and complex dipoles with abrupt boundaries 
unlike anything seen in association with North America houses.  We suggest that the more strongly 
marked rectangular patterns, those colored red in Figure 1.2, are associated with domestic platforms.  
Some close groupings of these strongly marked rectangular signatures are comparable in size and 
arrangement to magnetic gradients associated with visible patio groups (see Figure 8.6).  According to 
Blitz and colleagues (this volume) the most likely explanation for this pattern is that these are residential 
structures, perhaps nascent patio groups or similar domestic arrangements, which were not occupied as 
long or continually refurbished to the same extent as the visible patio groups. Likely candidates for 
buried patio groups or single mounds can be seen clustered around Structure 48 in the northeast corner 
of the survey area and north of Group 7 in the northwest corner of the survey area.  LeCount and Keller 
suggest that the more weakly positive rectangular patterns may have been agricultural terraces or other 
kinds of non-domestic platforms. For instance, there is a set of very large rectangular anomalies marked 
in grey located in floodway of the aguada seen in the southeastern portion of the map.   

 LeCount is interested in identifying houselots for patio-focused groups in the Northern 
Neighborhood (see Huston et al. 2004).  Based on the anomaly map, anomalies do cluster together, but 
not in ways that we might expect if households regularly conducted domestic or economic activities 
immediately adjacent to the visible structures. Group 1, the longest occupied patio-focused group in the 
Northern Neighborhood, does not exhibit a halo of magnetic features around it; nor does Group 5, 
located to the southeast of Group 1, exhibit high magnetic signatures outside the patio area.  Blitz and 
colleagues tentative conclusions are that many of the daily household activities such as cooking, eating, 
storage, and crafting of small items or finishing of larger items (such as chert tools) were highly 
concentrated directly at the patio groups, and that ancillary structures serving domestic functions are 
not lying hidden beneath the ground surface immediately adjacent to patio-focused groups.  Rather, at 
Actuncan, the interstitial spaces between patio-focused groups do not appear to be formally 
constructed or contested.  Unlike Chunchumil, Yucatan, there are no definitive boundaries marking 
houselots nor do the anomalies around patio groups conform to any particular arrangement.   These 
patterns may indicate that each individual patio-focused group maintained very different social, 
political, and economic arrangements and that the neighborhood was tied together through 
interdependent relationships.  These data also suggest that one model, such as Haviland’s development 
cycle, does not explain the range of diversity seen in the data.  However, these hypotheses require 
further testing.   

 One method to understand the spatial patterning of magnetic anomalies would be to measure 
their centrality around patio-focused groups by nearest neighbor analysis. This technique might help 
make sense of the irregular spacing of anomalies.  Regardless of the outcome a nearest neighbor 
analysis, more field investigations are required to understand the organization of activities outside 
houses.  Extensive excavations to expose archaeological remains associated with complex dipoles and 
rectangular anomalies would help us link anomaly types to particular features and constructions.  This 
would help us determine where everyday activities took place within houselots or whether certain 
activities such as ceramic production were not practiced by all households. Nonetheless, not all cultural 
features can be understood using magnetometer data since some ancient activities did not involve 
digging, infilling, or burning. Trash deposits or garden plots located directly on the original occupation 
surface may not be visible using the magnetometer map.  Because of these limitations, a field program 
of systematic post holing to recover artifact and soil samples are necessary.  According to Keller (this 
volume) there appears to be a pattern of high phosphorus and high artifact densities around structures 
in the West Plaza similar to those reported by Cynthia Robin (2002) at Chan Nohool.  Therefore, a suite 
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of techniques are required to identify houselots at Actuncan and suite of activities associated with daily 
life in the Northern Neighborhood.  
 
Market Place Posthole Survey and Testing  
 This year, Keller initiated a multi-year program to examine the physical correlates of plaza 
activities (Chapter 10).  Initially her focus was market exchange, but now she has expanded her research 
to address a wider range of productive and performance activities that may have taken place in ancient 
Maya plazas.  Her research methodology for the Plaza Research Project is centered on the systematic 
sampling of entire plazas using relatively small, standardized collection units (ie posthole tests) to 
recover soil samples for chemistry analysis and pH readings and macroartifact and microartifact 
collections.  Test units and remote sensing data inform and guide the collection of these samples and aid 
in the interpretation of the posthole data. The first plaza to be extensively tested is the West Plaza, an 
open area covering roughly 1.5 hectares adjacent to the site's central civic and ceremonial plazas. The 
plaza is located on the western periphery of the site, bounded by a causeway to the east, a reservoir to 
the west, and household groups to the north and south. 
 Combined results of artifact and soil studies indicate that the West Plaza was not a flat uniform 
plaza as it now appears from the modern ground surface, rather it contained discrete areas of activities 
and built spaces. To the north and south, elevated P values suggest organic trash disposal, possibly 
individual trash or waste piles, associated with households located near the periphery of the plaza. 
Adjacent to the Plaza Platform that flanks the western edge of the plaza, the magnetometry data 
indicate a low subplatform and an east-west trending structural feature that would have separated the 
plaza into two distinct areas.  Along the edges of these features, artifact counts and P values are slightly 
elevated.  Hot spots of high artifact distributions suggest in situ lithic reduction in discreet areas of the 
West Plaza. According to Keller, the lithic reduction most likely occurred in association with market 
trade or as attached production for the royal court located immediately to the east.  

 
Conclusions 

 
 The 2011 field season was the largest, most diverse set of investigations carried out at Actuncan 
to date by the project.  The goals of the season were to 1) continue remapping portions of the site, 2) 
continue household excavations at Str. 41 and Group 1, 3) begin broad scale excavations at Group 5, 4) 
test three other domestic groups (Groups 6 and 7 and Structure 73), 5) conduct remote sensing surveys 
in three areas of the site, 6) ground truth anomalies found in the remote sensing surveys, and 6) 
conduct a posthole survey and test the proposed market place area located in the Western Plaza.   We 
were aided in these investigations by an extremely dry spring that made the mapping, remote sensing 
surveys, and market place testing subprojects very effective. 

One of the major findings of the project is that most of the patio-focused groups visible on the 
ground surface today appear to have been founded sometime in the Late Preclassic period.  At Structure 
41, the large pyramidal and terraced structure on the eastern edge of the site, the earliest floor (Joey’s 
Floor) associated with building dates to the Terminal Preclassic period, if not the Late Preclassic.  Groups 
1, 5, 6, and 7 also appear to have been founded in the Terminal or Late Preclassic period based on the 
ceramic dating of deposits associated with the earliest stone foundations of these buildings. It is 
LeCount’s proposition that these founding households were part and parcel of the practices that 
institutionalized kingship at Actuncan given that state-level institutions represented by the triadic 
temple, Stela 1, and the E-group date to this time.     

Beneath the domestic structures seen from the ground surface today lie deposits associated 
with an earlier village that was transformed sometime between 400 and 200 BC into the Late Preclassic 
civic center.  At Structure 41, seven plaza or patio floors (counting Toby’s Floor) and a possible Cunil 
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phase structure made of limestone slabs and marl were found below Structure 41-4th

Another major finding is that each individual patio-focused group may have maintained very 
different social, political, and economic arrangements.  Group 1 appears to have been the founding 
household.  It contains the greatest number of burials and the most orderly architectural arrangement.  
Based on artifact data from Structure 59, it also appears that Group 1 was involved in multi-craft 
production of lithic tools and slate objects.  Group 6, a set of two small platforms located immediately 
north of Group 1 and possibly connected to it by a raised walkway, may have been a special function, 
possibly a ritual area for Group 1.  Like Group 1, Group 5 was a long-lived household but its rapid series 
of architectural modifications in Structures 64 and 65 indicates that the social relations between its 
residents may not have been as stable as that of Group 1.  Group 7 is a large and extensive patio-
focused group located at the northwestern corner of the site.  Most of the platforms date to the Classic 
period and fewer Preclassic deposits were found here than in other groups.  The discordant alignment of 
structures may indicate that each platform served different purposes or that they were built by families 
tenuously associated with the focal family of the group. Unlike Group 1, there is no evidence of craft 
production at Groups 5, 6, or 7.  Structure 73, a possible elite structure located to the west of the sacbe 
that connects Actuncan South and North together, exhibits monumental construction technique not 
found in any other domestic structures at the site. Although shaped similar to Structure 41, it was 
constructed from large limestone blocks and abundant plaster. The structure was terminated in the 
Early Classic period as evidenced by an extensive deposit of smashed ceramic sherds near the summit of 
the building. Although venerated in the Early Classic, there is little evidence of later re-visitation.  

.  Similarly, 
underneath Structure 61, the southern platform of Group 1, two Late Preclassic platforms---one 
structured of marl and the other made of clay and multi-colored stones---were encountered.  In 2010, 
the project also uncovered a Middle Preclassic deposit containing abundant Terminal Early Preclassic 
sherds deeply buried under the C-shaped platform (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011).  Currently, the 
association between these earlier deposits and the building foundations of the Preclassic civic center are 
not entirely clear.  At Group 5 and Structure 41, the long sequences of early patio or plaza floors 
beneath the Late to Terminal Classic domestic structures appear unbroken.  However, nothing is known 
about the connection between these earlier floors and the later buildings.  The best evidence for a 
hiatus or radical transformation of the site comes from Structure 61, at Group 1.  Here, the earlier Late 
Preclassic structures were buried by a thick deposit of yellow clay loam that contained very few artifacts.  
These early structures also are not aligned in the same cardinal orientation as the later structure, nor 
were they built of the same materials and construction techniques.   These data point to a radical shift in 
population, as does the rapid building of Group 7 to the north of Group 1.   

 Evidence to support the varied nature of households also comes from the remote sensing data.  
Non-habitation space in the Northern Neighborhood does not appear to be formally constructed or 
contested.  Further, there appears to have been no definitive boundaries marking houselots or any 
patterned arrangement of features and buried platforms around patio-focused groups.  In light of 
household excavation and the remote sensing data sets it can be suggested that Actuncan households 
were quite varied, tied together into a community through interdependent economic, social, and 
political relations.  These data also suggest that one model, such as Haviland’s development cycle, does 
not explain the range of diversity seen in the data.   
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Chapter 2: Mapping Actuncan during the 2011 Season 
 

Daniel J. Salberg (University of Alabama) 

 
Mapping activities during the 2011 field season expanded upon those that were begun in 2010. Our 
primary aims were to determine the boundaries of Actuncan North, remap previously identified patio 
groups and single mounds in this area of the site, and continue to expand and refine the topographic 
relief map begun by Don C. Perez during the preceding field season (Perez 2011). The ultimate goal of 
the mapping project is to better understand ancient settlement patterns within Actuncan North, a 
complex arrangement of at least four formal plazas, monumental architecture, and domestic structures 
located to the north of Actuncan South, the Preclassic temple group and Plaza A. We had particular 
interest in mapping what would be colloquially referred to throughout the season as the “Northern 
Neighborhood,” a collection of patio-focused groups and single mounds located on the northern 
periphery of the site, as well as mapping terrain directly to the east of the site towards the Mopan River. 
Unfortunately, Actuncan South and areas to the west of the site core are covered by dense vegetation 
and we lacked both the manpower and the time to facilitate extensive mapping efforts there.  In current 
small scale maps of the sites, Actuncan South remains unchanged from James O. McGovern’s original 
map (2004).  Increased visibility in the northern and eastern parts of the site, however, allowed us to 
map numerous small structures not before identified and to reinterpret Malerized representations of 
two features in the site core. 
 A Topcon GTS-220 Total Station and Carlson Surveyor data collector were utilized to map the 
topographic relief and visible architecture. In addition, the 1 x 1 m grids across all excavations were 
staked out using the Total Station. Data was entered into ArcGIS, a computerized mapping program, to 
produce a topographic site map as well as more detailed maps of each research operation. 
 

Previous Research 
 

James O. McGovern began mapping Actuncan during his project’s first season of investigations in 1992 
and continued through the 1993 field season. That first season saw the mapping of the main structures 
at Actuncan South. The following year Actuncan North was mapped after being identified in aerial 
photographs. Dense secondary growth made extensive mapping of the site difficult, and McGovern 
reported that the varied topography of some regions posed problems in the mapping process. The 
extreme topography in the south and east portions of the site were especially error-prone. 
 Perhaps McGovern’s greatest contribution to research at Actuncan was an excellent Malerized 
representation of the site. Malerization is an interpretive method of map-making whereby an attempt is 
made to represent the dimensions, height, and orientation of mounded architectural features in two 
dimensions. The sides of mounds are depicted as straight lines that often meet each other at right 
angles, and height is represented by the distance between a feature’s base and the overlying platform. 
This convention creates an idealized rendition of what remains on the landscape and is intended to 
visualize the magnitude and extent of a site. 
 Perez’s efforts during the 2010 field season were focused on the creation of a topographic relief 
map of the site core that would place this Malerized map within the context of the local landscape. 
Increased visibility today compared to McGovern’s time at Actuncan in the early 1990s aided 
topographic mapping and demonstrated the need for revisions to McGovern’s original map. The 
integration of topographic data obtained during the 2010 field season with James O. McGovern’s 
Malerized representation of the site ultimately produced a detailed map which allows us to better 
understand the relationship between human-made features and the natural landscape at Actuncan.  
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Current Research 
 

The primary aim of mapping efforts during the 2011 field season included the expansion and refinement 
of the topographic relief and Maler architectural map created by Perez in 2010 (Figures 2.1). These 
efforts were greatly facilitated by dry conditions and pasture clearing by local landowners for cattle 
grazing. Although lamentable for local landowners, the dry conditions at the start of the field season led 
to wild and man-made fires that burned away much of the dense grasses and brush that covered the 
northern portions of Actuncan. This provided improved visibility both within parts of the site core and 
across the Northern Neighborhood. Subsequent clearing by landowners east of the site towards the 
Mopan further facilitated mapping efforts. In addition, the clearing helped reveal the extent of a large 
number of cobble mounds arrayed across the Mopan floodplain. The last two weeks of mapping efforts 
for the field season were focused on creating a high resolution relief map of these mounds in the hopes 
that we could discern some sort of spatial pattern.   
 The 2011 topographic mapping effort utilized several strategies. Initially topographic 
measurement points were taken at five meter intervals, but it was quickly realized that this degree of 
resolution was superfluous for much of the terrain on the ridge top. A more efficient strategy was 
implemented that involved adapting our intervals to the degree of relief across the site. The terrain in 
the Northern Neighborhood and along the eastern slope of the site was mapped at roughly 10-15 meter 
intervals. Additional points were taken in areas of steep incline or decline. Owing to the slight relief of 
the Mopan floodplain, this area was mapped at 20 meter intervals except around cobble mounds, which 
were generally mapped at two meter intervals. These strategies provided the necessary precision to 
create accurate representations of the topography at Actuncan. 

Figure 2.1.  The 2011 Maler and topographic map (2 m contours) of Actuncan North by Daniel J. 
Salberg. 
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Actuncan North Maler Map 
 
Increased visibility in the Northern Neighborhood and east of the site core revealed a number of small 
features and structures. Although the collapsed remnants of civic architecture and formal domestic 
structures at Actuncan generally appear as large chert cobble and limestone block mounds 
superimposed on the landscape today, smaller features can often only be identified by inconspicuous 
clusters of rocks with slight relief.  Early in the season we took advantage of the wild fires to map 
individual rocks found across the North Neighborhood. Since Actuncan rests on a ridge top with few 
natural rock inclusions, it’s generally assumed that lithics at the site were moved there by people. 
Angela Keller and I were therefore able to confidently categorize certain rock clusters as archaeological 
features. 

Ultimately, 13 new architectural features were identified during the course of the field season. 
Two small rectangular structures were found in the West Plaza, west of Structures 12 and 19 and east of 
the aguada. Both features have an area slightly greater than 15 m2 

Of the four newly identified features associated with Group 7, two are terrace-like features just 
south of the group, one is a small rectangular structure north of the group, and the last is a very small 
rectangular structure located in the center of the group. The rectangular structure north of the group 
has an area of approximately 25 m

and demonstrate little topographic 
relief. In the Northern Neighborhood eight features were identified. These structures include four 
platforms near Group 7 and another three located north of Group 3. On the eastern slope of the ridge 
top overlooking the Mopan River another four features were identified.  None of these features have 
been given a name or identification number as of now, and little is known about their potential 
occupation history. 

2 and has a relief of less than half a meter.  The two terrace-like 
features are characterized by non-linear lines of stones roughly 15 meters long. Terraces may have been 
part of subsistence activities at the site, or were perhaps built to prevent erosion on the surrounding 
slopes. The latter structure, which has an area of no more than 9 m2

 Another four rectangular features were identified 
north of Group 3 (Figure 2.2). The smallest of these rocky 
features has an area of roughly 15 m

, exhibits almost no topographic 
relief, but was an impressive orientation of cobbles and 
limestone blocks that form an almost perfect rectangle.  

2, while the larger three 
features are more clearly defined as platforms, 
approximately 40 to 50 m2

On the eastern slope of the ridge top overlooking 
the Mopan River another four features were identified. 
These include two small rectangular structures and two 
terrace-like features. Both rectangular structures are roughly 25 
m

 in size. All of these features 
exhibit a relief of less than half a meter. The four features 
appear as isolated mounds on the landscape and are 
probably not directly associated with one another. The 
southwestern most structure is directly southeast of 
Structure 48. Geophysical survey conducted this field season 
identified a large complex anomaly to the northeast of these 
structures. Excavation Unit 14F tested this anomaly and 
identified a possible refuse area (see Blitz et al. this volume). 
It is unclear if the excavated feature is associated with 
Structure 48 or any of the newly identified structures.   

2 in area, whereas the terrace-like features range from 10 – 

Figure 2.2.  New platforms 
identified near Group 3. 
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20 meters in length. This part of the site was brushier than the 
rest of the  
Northern Neighborhood, and therefore, the orientation and 
size of these platforms as understood from the Malerizations 
should be considered tentative. 

The Malerized representations of two structures in the 
site core were also reinterpreted. Angela Keller noted that the 
earthen rise underlying Structures 67 and 68 appears to have 
been modified more than was previously thought. We decided 
to refine the Malerized representation of the rise in light of 
this new interpretation (Figure 2.3). This area has been 
interpreted by Keller as a possible marketplace. Remote 
sensing surveys, shovel tests, and ground truthing of 
magnetometer anomalies in the West Plaza conducted in 2011 
should allow us to evaluate this hypothesis. 

In the northeastern portion of the civic core, Keller 
and I also mapped two long low walls that block access to the 
civic space created by Structures 44, 23, and 26 (Figure 2.4).  
The increased visibility during the field season allowed us to 

identify these two walls, one of which appeared as a long line of 
stones stretching south from Structure 44 to the northeast 
corner of Structure 23 and another running west from Structure 

26 towards the first line of stones.  Lisa LeCount notes that these low walls are similar to those 
connecting Structure 31 to Group 4, the proposed Terminal Classic period Popol Nah (Mendelsohn and 
Keller 2011), immediately to the south of this area.  All these features effectively created an enclosed 
plaza, dubbed the “Stela Plaza” by Keller, to the west of the 
Preclassic E-Group formed by Structures 26 and 27.   Like 
Xunantunich, inhabitants of Actuncan created more semi-
private civic spaces by blocking access to certain plazas during 
the Terminal Classic period, a strategy that focused attention 
on a few significant buildings, while simultaneously neglecting 
areas of the site which were associated with previous kings 
(Jamison 2010; LeCount and Yaeger 2010).  

 
Actuncan North Tin Maps 

 
One of the major goals of mapping during the 2011 field 
season was the addition of topographic data around the 
periphery of the site core in order to better situate the site on 
the landscape.  As mentioned above, we successfully mapped 
a large stretch of terrain encompassing the northern and 
northeastern peripheries of the site. This area stretched about 
200 meters north of a modern fence line that divides the 
Galvez and Juan properties and about 1,350 meters east-west 
from the Mopan River to a small creek demarcating the 
western edge of the North Neighborhood. In total, this 
mapping effort encompassed roughly 250,000 m2.  

Figure 2.3.  Revised platform 
underlying structure 67 and 68. 

Figure 2.4. Newly identified walls 
associated with Structure 44. 
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Contour maps and Triangular Irregular Networks (TIN) maps were created in ArcGIS using the 
topographic data collected in 2010 and 2011. Topographic maps such as these are a two-dimensional 
representation of a portion of the three-dimensional surface of the earth. Contour topographic maps 
demonstrate elevation of features on the landscape by connecting data  points (with x-, y-, and z- 
values) of equal elevation to create contour lines. TIN maps, on the other hand, are a digital means of 
representing topography. TINs are constructed by triangulating a set of data points. The edges of TINs 
form contiguous, non-overlapping triangular surfaces and can be used to approximate the position of 
important linear features on a topographic surface, such as ridgelines or stream courses. At Actuncan 
North, the TIN map illustrates clearly how the site sits on the toe of the ridge top (Figure 2.5). 
TIN maps were especially useful in representing the dimensions of the cobble mounds to the east of 
Actuncan on the Mopan River floodplain (Figure 2.6). The anomalous mounds, which consist primarily of 
assorted chert cobbles, stretch up and down the western side of the Mopan River near the site of 
Actuncan. The cobble mounds range in elevation from less than half a meter to roughly two meters in 
height, and vary greatly in shape, length and diameter. Some cobble mounds are roughly circular with 
diameters ranging from slightly less than five to more than 15 meters across. The majority of the cobble 
features, however, are long linear lines. Linear cobble mounds have widths of roughly three to 10 
meters across and lengths of 10 to well over 100 meters.  The project undertook an extensive mapping 
strategy in the hopes of identifying some sort of spatial pattern in the layout of the cobble mounds. 
Topographic points were taken at roughly two meter intervals in order to establish the necessary 
precision to accurately represent the mounds. Currently, it is unclear if the mounds are natural or 
human-made. One potential hypothesis is that the mounds are the remains of an ancient fishery or 
raised fields, although these have yet to be tested by project members.  

Similar features occur elsewhere in this stretch of the Mopan River.  Jon VandenBosch (1993) 
mapped and tested cobble mounds near the site of San Lorenzo as part of the Xunantunich Settlement 
Survey in 1992.  He tentatively classified their morphology based broadly on shape: 1) long linear 

Figure 2.5.  TIN map of Actuncan North. 
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mounds, 2) isolated mounds, and 3) mounds attached to linear features.  His excavations revealed both 
natural and cultural factors for the creation of the cobble mounds.  He concluded that the cobble 
mounds were indeed cultural, finding evidence for formal Late Classic architecture and domestic trash in 
both small and large cobble mounds.  Deep test pits found that these constructions sat directly on a 
coarse yellow brown sand deposit underlain by a “series of alluvial deposits characteristic of high 
intensity, high velocity floods to low velocity foods and perhaps colluvial deposits as well” (VandenBosch 
1993:91).  Cobbles were stained by organics, and extremely water worn sherds were found in these 
deposits.  Minor lensing of sands and pebbles also indicate that the lower strata were deposited by 
recurrent flooding probably during the Early Classic period.  Roughly a meter and half below the ground 
surface, VandenBosch uncovered the remains of two houses with earthen floors, post molds, and 
possible hearths, one dating to the Protoclassic and the other to the Late Preclassic (VandenBosch 1993: 
91-2). Although his excavations point to domestic activities, not all cobble mounds may be households.  
More extensive study is needed to determine the nature of these mounds.  

At Actuncan proper, attempts to map the southern and western periphery of the site were 
unsuccessful due to heavy vegetation. With the exception of the aguada in the western portion of the 
site and a small trail running along the sacbe from Actuncan North to Actuncan South, this area is almost 
completely covered in dense bush. A more concerted effort involving the cutting of brechas must be 
made to map these areas unless it is cleared in the near future. 

As mentioned above, the total station was also utilized in the excavation efforts during the 2011 
field season. The 1 x 1 m excavation units were staked out using the total station. The position of each 

Figure 2.6.  TIN map of cobble mounds located below Actuncan on the Mopan River 
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staked point was recorded with elevation data, which could be used in generating the topographic map 
of the site. In 2010 excavation grids were staked across large sections of structures and this allowed Don 
Perez to generate fine-grained topographic representations (Perez 2011). This year, in order to save 
time for other mapping efforts, we generally staked only what we believed would be excavated. 
Extensive gridding was not needed since the topography of structures had been well mapped in 2010 
and units were generally staked only where we thought excavations would be conducted.  

 
Summary 

 
During the 2011 field season fires and plowing by landowners created the necessary visibility to allow us 
to identify 13 small features located across Actuncan North. Two of these features are located in the 
west plaza, seven are located in the North Neighborhood, and four are located on the eastern slope of 
the Actuncan escarpment overlooking the Mopan River. In addition, the natural rise underlying 
Structures 67 and 68 was modified and two shallow walls were identified demarcating the western and 
northern borders of the Stela Plaza in the northeastern section of the civic core.   

We greatly expanded the topographic relief map of Actuncan began in 2010 by collecting 
topographic data across the northern periphery of the site. Terrain to the west and south of the site 
core are characterized by dense vegetation that prevented extensive mapping in both 2010 and 2011. 
The topographic map was extended north of the site core east-west from the Mopan River to a small 
creek on the western border of the Northern Neighborhood. This information should allow the project 
to better interpret ancient settlement patterns at the site. A large section of anomalous cobble mounds 
were mapped along the Mopan floodplain. In the future the project plans to complete additional work 
around these mounds and map other cobble mound clusters along other parts of the Mopan River.   
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Chapter 3: The 2011 Excavations at Group 1 
 

Kara A. Rothenberg (University of South Florida, Tampa) 

 
 Group 1 is a residential plazuela group located northwest of the civic core of Actuncan. The 
group consists of four structures, numbers 59, 60, 61 and 62, on a raised platform. Like most of the 
architecture in Actuncan North, Group 1 is oriented roughly 8 degrees west of true north. Group 1 was 
initially tested in 2001 and 2004 (LeCount 2004; LeCount and Blitz 2002, 2005; LeCount et al. 2005) 
when a trench was placed into the northwest corner of the group, between Structures 62 and 59. These 
excavations uncovered a long occupation sequence beginning in the Preclassic and continuing into the 
Terminal Classic period. During the 2010 field season, we focused on defining the most recent 
construction episodes of three out of the four mounded structures (Structures 59, 61 & 62). This field 
season at Group 1, we focused primarily on investigating the fourth structure located on the eastern 
edge of the patio (Structure 60, subsumed under Operation 12) and re-opening last year’s north-south 
trench through the middle of the southern structure (Structure 61, subsumed under Operation 1). The 
overarching goal of this season was to excavate vertically within structures in attempts to understand 
the construction sequences of each building and ultimately explore overall construction history of the 
plazuela group. In addition to Structures 60 and 61, a unit (Unit C, also subsumed under Operation 1) 
from 2004 was reopened that exposed 
the eastern side of Structure 62, the 
western structure of the group. The 
original unit was 2 x 2 m but this season 
we only focused on the southwest 
corner of the unit due to time 
limitations. Again, we employed vertical 
excavation here to explore the history of 
this portion of the group.  
 Figure 3.1 shows the distribution 
of 1 x 1 m units throughout Group 1 
overlaying a Malerized representation of 
the group. A total of 64 units were 
excavated this season: 41 units 
associated with Structure 60, 22 with 
Structure 61, and one with Structure 62. 
In the figure, units subsumed under 
Operation (Op.) 1 are displayed in bold 
typeface, Op. 12 units are in italic 
typeface and units colored in grey were 
opened in previous years. Two 
differences occur in the designation of 
the units from the north-south trench 
that runs through Structure 61 in 
comparison to the 2010 excavations. 
First, during this year’s excavations we 
noticed that a 1 x 2 m section of the 
trench was missing unit names in the 
center of the structure so two additional 

Figure 3.1.  Malerized representation of Group 1 with 
2011 Operations 1 and 12 units and previously excavated 

areas shaded in gray. 
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units were assigned (Units LLLL and MMMM, marked with an asterisk in Figure 3.1). Therefore, units LLL, 
MMM, NNN, and OOO may not correspond exactly to those assigned in the 2010 season. Second, due to 
confusion at the beginning of the season, Units EE and HH at the very north end of the trench have been 
switched with each other from 2010. In other words, Unit HH from 2010 is Unit EE in 2011 and vice 
versa. 
 

Structure 60 
 

Structure 60 is the eastern structure of Group 1. The initial goal of this season was to understand the 
construction sequence of this structure. While workers were clearing vegetation from the surface of 
Group 1 for excavations, what was thought to be the southwest corner of Structure 60 became 
apparent. Due to the visibility of this portion of architecture, we began excavations at this corner (Units 
A and B) in attempts to define the limits of the terminal construction episode. This corner turned out to 
be within the structure, possibly a construction wall, since we uncovered Wall #3 just west of where we 
began excavations. Excavations continued west and north with the aim of defining the western edge of 
the structure. Figure 3.2 shows the excavated extent 
of Wall #3 which appears to be the western edge of 
the terminal construction stage of Structure 60. 
Figure 3.3 shows the wall in elevation. Wall # 3 is 
four courses high and was built using small cut 
limestone blocks averaging 20 by 5 cm in size for the 
upper three courses and chert cobbles for the 
construction of the lowest course. We did not 
uncover any evidence of plaster. Excavators 
uncovered approximately five meters of the wall, but 
due to time constraints, the northwest corner of the 
structure was not uncovered. The wall is oriented 
roughly 8 degrees west of north. 
 Although no plaster surface was found 
preserved directly west of Wall #3, the elevation, 
ballast, and soil color change noticed in the profile 
suggests that Wall #3 may have been built on top of 
Edwin’s First Patio Floor. The elevation of the ballast 
occurs at the same elevation of Edwin’s First Patio 
Floor seen elsewhere in the group (also see Antonelli 
and Rothenberg 2011:5; LeCount and Blitz 2001:31; 
LeCount and Blitz 2005:9 for more information on 
this floor). Alternatively, this floor could represent an 
internal platform of Structure 60. Either way, this 
floor was likely disturbed tremendously when the 
ancient Maya placed the burials mentioned later in 
this chapter and more fully described by Carolyn 
Freiwald in her osteology report (Chapter 4) into the 
patio.  Figure 3.2 also shows the location of crypt 
stones to the west of the wall that will be discussed 
later in Freiwald’s chapter. 

Figure 3.2.  Plan of Wall #3, the western 
façade of Structure 60-1st. 
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 With the goal of excavating 
vertically into Structure 60, we 
opened a west-east trench through 
the center of the structure. However, 
this trench was not fully employed 
because we encountered an 
abundance of human burials in front 
of the building, as well as under the 
fill of the platform itself, and thus our 
interests shifted to understanding 
these remains rather than excavating 
into the structure.  Units located 
immediately west of the Structure 60 
(U, V, W, GG, HH, and II) all contained 
portions of one or more burials. A 
concentration of large boulders were 
associated with the first few burials 
we encountered (Figure 3.4), but later, excavators revealed more formal crypt stones, shown in Figure 
3.2, associated with other burials.  Interestingly, when looking at chemical patterns from the soil 
chemical analysis of the patio from last season, a concentration of a variety of elements (including 
phosphorus) was seen running west-east across the middle of the patio, corresponding with the location 
of these boulders (see Rothenberg and Wells 2011 for a full discussion of the soil chemical analysis). 
Additionally, west of this season’s excavations, we can see a line of boulders on the surface running 
west-east along the center of the patio. Due to the chemical patterning and the presence of these 
boulders, I propose that there may be more burials running through the middle of the patio. Further 
excavations focused in the central part of the patio can explore this hypothesis.  
 We did not see any evidence of Edwin’s First Patio Floor anywhere in the area, likely due to the 
extreme disturbances caused 
from the placement of the 
burials. In the area west of the 
platform’s façade wall (Wall 
#3) and near the burials, 
excavators found cave 
material, including a 
speleothem and cave pearls 
(Figure 3.5). This is interesting 
as cave materials have yet to 
be found elsewhere in the 
group and they speak to the 
potential spiritual importance 
of Structure 60. Additionally, 
we found a pair of 
counterweights directly west 
of Wall #3. It was unclear if the 
weights were purposefully placed as a 
type of offering or if they were simply 
fill components.  

Figure 3.3.  Elevation of Wall #3, the western façade of 
Structure 60-1st. 

Figure 3.4.  Large boulders overlying burials to the west of 
Structure 60. 
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 Despite the newfound focus on 
the burials, we were able to define 
another wall on the eastern side of the 
structure (Wall #4, Unit NN).  Due to its 
crude form, being composed entirely of 
large chert cobbles that were not chipped 
to resemble limestone, this wall is likely a 
construction or retaining wall dating to the 
terminal construction episode. Wall #4 
was approximately 40 cm high at its 
highest point and composed of two 
courses of stones. Excavators were unable 
to find a formal cut stone wall associated 
with this construction. Perhaps it was 
dismantled in antiquity and used for 
construction elsewhere. Figure 3.6 shows a 
plan and profile view of the portion of Wall 
#4 that was visible in Unit NN. Due to time constraints, we were unable to investigate further into the 
structure from the eastern side, though we collected an abundance of artifacts from the terminal 
construction phase in this area, and reached culturally sterile soil at 252 cmbd 1 to the east of Wall #4.  
The earliest material uncovered here dates to the Middle Preclassic period suggesting that it was during 
this time that the area was first occupied. Based on current knowledge of the structure, it measures 7 m 
north-south and at least 4 m east-west, though likely more since we did not uncover the northern edge. 
The portion of the structure we encountered was built in one construction stage based on the depth and 
construction of Wall #3 and its articulation with Edwin’s First Patio Floor. However, as mentioned below, 
this stage was built over existing burials and more construction stages are likely present below this one 
due to the presence of earlier artifacts in the easternmost units.   

 We attempted to excavate directly into the platform 
immediately behind the western façade wall (Wall #3) in Units E 
and G with the hope that burials were only present in the patio 
west of the structure; however, shortly after excavating to the 
depth of the basal wall stones we encountered human bone 
fragments and decided that, since we would likely encounter 
more burials here and the field season was quickly coming to an 
end, we would terminate excavations of this structure for the 
season. It seems as though the burials associated with these 
bone fragments are beneath the terminal platform of Structure 
60 and therefore the structure may have at least two stages of 
construction: one built over the burials and possibly one (or 
more) before that. Fill contexts within the structure and above 
the bone fragments primarily date to the Late Classic and 
Terminal Classic periods with some Early Classic material just 
before we encountered bone fragments. Figure 3.7 shows the 
east-west elevation of Structure 60 at the end of the season. 
We hope that in the future someone with the knowledge of and 
interest in human osteology and bioarchaeology will chose to 
further investigate this area of Group 1. We conclude that there 
are an abundance of burials associated with Structure 60 and 

Figure 3.5.  Cave material found west of Structure 60. 

Figure 3.6.  Plan and profile view of 
Unit NN showing Wall #4, Structure 

60. 
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the investigation of them can aid in understanding factors such as kinship relations, diet, and migration 
at Group 1 through time. 
 

Structure 61 
 

Structure 61 is the largest platform in the plazuela group and is located in the southern part of Group 1. 
We investigated the terminal construction episode of this structure in 2010 using broad horizontal 
exposure of the northern façade and a north-south axial trench through the center of the structure.  The 
axial trench revealed large dry-laid cobble construction overlying, in the north, a step constructed of 
small cut limestone blocks placed in two lines with a row of small cobbles in between (Walls #7 and # 8). 
These stones likely represent a previous construction (61-2nd

 Figure 3.8 shows the entire western wall profile of the fully excavated trench at the end of this 
season. The terminal construction stage is defined by large dry-laid fill. There are two distinct fill layers 
of large rock fill indicated in the profile as Strata A and B, which may be associated with different 
construction episodes of Structure 61. The uppermost layer of fill (Stratum A) consists of larger (greater 
than 50 cm mixed with 25-50 cm) cobbles whereas Stratum B consists of slightly smaller (25-50 cm 
mixed with 6-25 cm) cobbles. It appears that these layers represent two different fill episodes since 
Stratum A primarily consists of material dating to the Terminal Classic Period and Stratum B consists of 
material mostly from the second part of the Late Classic Period. Although excavations and examination 
of the profile do not show evidence of a plaster floor or other prepared surface between these fill layers, 
the difference in material from the two fill contexts suggest that these represent two distinct 

) episode built atop Edwin’s First Patio Floor 
that was leveled before the construction associated with the dry-laid cobble fill began. We also 
uncovered a retaining wall (Wall #11) in the southern part of the trench, likely associated with the 
cobble construction sequence. However, due to time constraints last year, the trench was not 
completed any deeper than Edwin’s First Patio Floor and the southern and northern excavations were 
not connected. Therefore, this season the trench was reopened and we continued to excavate deeper 
down and further into the structure. Our goals were to connect the north and south excavations in 
order to understand earlier construction episodes and to uncover extensive portions of structure or 
patio floors to retrieve soil samples for chemical analyses. 

Figure 3.7.  East-west axis of Structure 60 showing location of burials and structure walls. 
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construction episodes (61-1st-a and 61-1st-b). It is possible that 61-1st-b (Stratum B) supported an 
internal structure floor that was razed in preparation for the final construction phase of 61-1st-a 
(Stratum A). If this was indeed the case, Stratum B would be associated with the penultimate 
construction of the platform (61-1st-b), which sits on Glen’s Floor to be described below. Although messy 
due to the large cobble fill, from the profile it appears that that construction of Structure 61-1st

 Beneath Strata A and B, two floors with preserved plaster were uncovered. The first one we 
encountered, Glen’s Floor, is likely a structure floor, rather than a patio floor, since it appears to 
abruptly end in the northern portion of the trench at Wall #15, a wall in line with but beneath Walls #7 
and # 8, the steps constructed of small cut stones found in 2010 (see Antonelli and Rothenberg 2011 for 
more information on this wall). Fill beneath this floor dates to the Early Classic period. I also suspect it is 
a structure floor because it does not appear to be at the level of any other patio floors encountered in 
excavations elsewhere in the group. The southern edge of Glen’s floor was not found in Unit NNN, 
therefore it must terminate somewhere under the stones located in Unit LLL or LLLL. I conclude that 
Glen’s Floor, along with Walls #15 and 16, are associated with another construction sequence, Str. 61-
3

 may 
have included four internal construction walls running east to west that were made of large chert 
cobbles set on end.  These walls may have been required to hold the loose dry-laid fill. Some of the walls 
are as high as 40 cm with two courses of cobbles.  No such walls were found running north to south, 
which would have created internal construction bins like those seen in larger civic structures at 
Xunantunich and other places to hold fill materials in place (LeCount and Yaeger 2010:90). It is possible 
that these retaining walls also may have formed steps or terraces; on the northern side, these retaining 
walls were identified as Walls #10 and #14, but not identified with wall numbers on the southern side.  

rd, which dates to the Early Classic period. Beneath Glen’s Floor, we encountered another plaster floor 
which, due to its elevation, is likely Edwin’s Second Patio Floor identified in previous excavations. It 
appears that Edwin’s Second Patio Floor extends at least into Units QQ and RR but may have extended 
further in antiquity as it appears this floor has been cut and filled with large cobbles in this area. At the 
time of the use of Edwin’s Second Patio Floor, a perishable structure may have been present in this 

Figure 3.8.  South-north axis of Structure 61. 
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location rather than a formal stone structure since we could not find any evidence of stone architecture 
at this level. However, we were unable to find any evidence of post molds to support this interpretation. 
Due to the poor preservation of the floors encountered in Group 1, none were excavated as a separate 
lot, but, rather, they were excavated along with the fill beneath them. Therefore, in the Harris Matrix 
presented at the end of this chapter each floor is in an analytical unit along with the fill beneath it. 
Formal ballast was not apparent in these floors. 
 The exposed portions of Glen’s Floor and Edwin’s Second Patio Floor were sampled for activity 
analysis using soil chemical residues. Samples of approximately 25 g were collected using a 25 cm 
staggered grid matrix and stored in sterile Whirl-Pak® bags. A total of 22 samples were collected from 
Glen’s Floor and 55 from Edwin’s Second Patio Floor. These samples are currently undergoing analysis 
and will hopefully provide a comparison for spatial use at different points in time. 
 The trench was exterminated at Edwin’s Second Patio Floor due to lack of time, but deep 
excavations continued at the north and south ends of it. In the north, excavations continued down in 
Unit HH, below Wall #8. Glen’s Floor and the fill immediate below it rests on Edwin’s Second Patio Floor, 
which dates to the Terminal Late Preclassic period. Based on this year’s excavations and those from 
previous years, it appears that this patio floor extended across the entire patio surface from Structure 
59 to the area underneath Structure 61-2nd

 The Marl Structure is composed of cobble fill overlaid with a marl surface shown in the profile at 
the northern edge of the excavation. Over this structure is a stratum of yellow clay loam (10 YR 5/6) that 
contains very few artifacts and appears to have been deliberately placed there due to the smooth and 
abrupt soil boundary between the marl surface of the structure and the clay. Interestingly, the material 
from inside the Marl Structure dates to the Late Preclassic period, not the early part of the Middle 
Preclassic period, as we would have 
predicted given other excavations in the 
upper Belize River valley (see Brown 2011). 
We excavated 60 cm of the Marl Structure, 
from its preserved top to its base, which 
rests on another abrupt soil boundary. The 
Marl Structure was built of grayish brown 
(10 YR 5/4) silty loam and small cobble fill. 
It appears that a step may have existed to 
the north of the main structure. The Marl 
Structure appears to be oriented in the 
same roughly N-S direction as other 
structures in Group 1, but this is not 
entirely clear since we only uncovered a 
small portion of the structure. 

 for at least 3 m. Significantly, beneath the level of Edwin’s 
Second Patio Floor, we uncovered evidence of two presumably different structures, one on the north 
side of the trench and one on the south (Edwin’s Second Patio Floor was not preserved in the south). In 
the north, we did not uncover any evidence of a floor corresponding to Edwin’s Third Patio Floor but 
rather, between Edwin’s Second Patio Floor and the Marl Structure we only found a layer of brown silty 
loam and another layer of yellow clay loam.  

 In the south, we encountered the 
Yellow Clay Structure that also dates to the 
Late Preclassic period and, as expected, this 
structure occurs at approximately the same 
elevation as the Marl Structure to the 
north. This structure is also overlaid by 

Figure 3.9.  Northern façade of Yellow Clay Structure 
located near south side of Structure 61. 
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yellow clay, though the clay fill seems to be the same as that which form the structure’s wall and fill. 
Unlike the orientation of the Marl Structure, the Yellow Clay Structure is different in that it is aligned 
NW-SE (Figure 3.9). Of additional interest, the wall we uncovered that represents the Yellow Clay 
Structure northern façade is composed not only of white limestone cobbles, but also of one bright red 
stone, one dark grey stone, two red and grey sherds, and one large bifaced rock. Perhaps this 
arrangement is of cosmological significance given the fact that the ancient Maya oriented their world 
with colors and important substances, but since such a small portion of the structure was examined we 
can only speculate at this point. The wall is composed of a single course of stones embedded in the clay 
that makes up the fill of this structure.  
 Beneath both the Marl and Yellow Clay Structures is a brown (10 YR 4/4) clay stratum abundant 
with artifacts dating to the Late Preclassic period which in turn sits upon a mottled red and brown (10 YR 
4/4 and 5 YR 4/6) clay layer. The soil boundary between the brown and red layers is again smooth and 
abrupt, as seen with the yellow clay previously mentioned, suggesting that this layer was placed 
deliberately there by the ancient Maya when they first came to inhabit this area of the site. Excavators 
uncovered additional Late Preclassic period material near the top of the red clay stratum, but then the 
artifacts ceased as they dug further down. Because of this we concluded that the red clay is the natural 
layer upon which the ancient Maya first built their structures throughout Group 1.  
 During excavation of the trench, we uncovered two lip-to-lip vessel caches in the fill of Structure 
61. First, we found a cache in Unit HH (lot 5, Feature #1) below and slightly underneath Wall #7 at a 
depth of 198 cm below datum 7 (Figure 3.10). Wall #7 is estimated to date to the Early Classic period 
based on ceramic materials found within it; however, Feature #1 is located just over 20 cm below the 
base of the wall.  Therefore, it is entirely possible that the cache is may be associated with an earlier 
construction episode rather than with the episode that includes Wall #7. However, we did not find 
evidence of any other walls near the cache that may represent an earlier construction. The ceramics that 
were a part of the cache were not able to be securely dated because they were simple plain wares 
without decoration; but, the material surrounding the cache dates to the Terminal Late Preclassic 
period.  It is likely that this cache was placed in this location as a dedicatory votive to a perishable 
structure associated with Edwin’s Second Patio Floor.  It is also possible that this cache was placed in 

                      Figure 3.10.  Feature #1 (1HH4F.1), a lip-to-lip cache below Wall #7 in Structure 61. 
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this position by the ancient Maya during the Early Classic period when they dedicated Structure 61 by 
digging a pit and placing the pot within the Terminal Preclassic fill of the patio or substructure.  
Due to the poor preservation and the high number of cracks in the pottery vessels, this cache was 
unable to be removed intact to excavate in the lab. We removed an abundance of burned material from 
between the vessels but did not see any other artifacts. Samples of the material within the vessels were 
collected for floatation but have yet to be analyzed. The material seems to have been burned elsewhere 
other than inside the vessels since the ceramic sherds themselves did not show evidence of burning.  
 The second lip-to-lip cache was found in Unit DD (lot 6, Feature #2) in the fill below Glen’s Floor 
at 178 cm below datum 7 (Figure 3.11a). This cache was not found in association with any walls but, 
rather, was completely surrounded by the fill beneath Glen’s Floor and above Edwin’s Second Patio 
Floor. This fill dates to the Early Classic period.  In this case, we were able to remove this cache from the 
field intact then excavate it in the lab under a more controlled environment. In the cache we found bird 
bones, two greenstone pebbles, and a greenstone bead (Figure 3.11b). Thus far, Structure 61 is the only 
structure at Group 1 that has produced caches, and both of these caches were found beneath the 
northern portion of the Structure 61. 
 

Structure 62 
 

In 2004, LeCount and others (2005) opened Unit 1C with the goal of investigating the construction 
history of Structure 62. However, due to time constraints, they were unable to excavate to culturally 
sterile soil and only reached the level of Edwin’s Second Patio Floor. This season Unit C was re-opened 
and excavations continued below this floor. We focused excavations in the southwest quadrant of the 
original 2 x 2 m unit, creating a more easily manageable 1 x 1 m unit to continue deeper investigations. 
Figure 3.12 shows the profile of the western side of Unit C. The figure displays the portion of the unit 
that was previously excavated as well as the portion we excavated this season.   
 Beneath Edwin’s Second Patio Floor, we uncovered a preserved plaster floor that correlates to 
Edwin’s Third Patio Floor from previous investigations. However, not far beneath this floor was yet 
another intact plaster floor. Due to their close proximity I am interpreting this floor as a plastering 

Figure 3.11.  Feature #2 (1DD6), a lip-to-lip cache in 
situ below Glen’s Floor in Structure 61 (left, a); bird 

skeleton and one of three greenstone artifacts found 
inside vessels (right, b). 
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episode of Edwin’s Third Patio Floor and 
thus designated the two floors as 
Edwin’s Third Patio Floor, Part 1 (upper 
floor) and Edwin’s Third Patio Floor, Part 
2 (lower floor). Re-plastering events such 
as this have not been found elsewhere in 
Group 1. Edwin’s Third Patio Floor, Part 2 
was the last plaster floor encountered 
during excavations of Unit C. 
Significantly, below Edwin’s Third Patio 
Floor, Part 2 we encountered layers of 
yellow, brown, then red and brown 
mottled clay with smooth abrupt soil 
boundaries as seen in the excavations of 
Structure 61, mentioned previously.  In 
all, we excavated approximately 1 m 
below Edwin’s Third Patio Floor. 
 Interestingly, Structures’ 61 and 
62 basal clay layers exhibit similar 

patterns. During excavations, excavators 
encountered a yellow clay stratum that 
appeared to be culturally sterile, but as 

they continued digging through this layer, we came upon brown clay, which was abundant with Late 
Preclassic artifacts, followed by a stratum that was composed of mottled red and brown clays. At first, 
this last layer yielded many Late Preclassic artifacts, but then became culturally sterile about 10 cm 
below the top of the lot. The soil boundaries between the deepest two strata as well as between the 
upper two strata are smooth and abrupt. Abrupt soil boundaries suggest that the clay was placed in one 
sudden episode; therefore, Angela Keller and I hypothesize that the yellow and brown clay layers were 
placed over the natural red clay by the Maya, perhaps in an attempt to level an area for settlement. As 
seen in the profile of Structure 60, the red clay is present in Unit NN, east of Wall # 4, but the layering of 
yellow, brown, and mottled red to brown clays is not. Perhaps this is because we reached sterile on the 
eastern rather than the western or patio side of Structure 60, a pattern suggesting that these clay layers 
have something to do with the choice of location on the ridge top for the early house and the 
construction techniques that the ancient Maya used to raised the ground level up to Edwin’s Third Patio 
Floor, the first patio surface of Group 1. When looking at the Harris Matrix presented in the Appendix to 
this chapter, the clay layers were placed as separate analytical units for each structure. Though I think 
that these clay layers are correlated, this was done because we did not physically connect the strata 
through excavation. 
 

Conclusion 
 
During the 2011 field season, we excavated three structures, Structures 60, 61, and 62. In Structures 61 
and 62, the earliest analytical unit dates to the Late Preclassic period, although Middle Preclassic 
materials were found mixed in these deposits. In Structure 60, we were limited by the amount of 
excavation within the structure we could complete due to an abundance of burials but we were able to 
determine that the earliest analytical unit dated to the Middle Preclassic period.  This early material was 
located on the east side of the structure (Unit NN). We conclude that the surface underneath the Group 
1 plazuela was initially occupied in the Middle Preclassic period when ancient people settled on natural 

Figure 3.12.  Profile of Unit C, Structure 62. 
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mottled red clay. The area was likely leveled by humans at least twice, once using a layer of brown clay 
and once using a yellow clay layer, before building the first plastered patio floor, Edwin’s Third Patio 
Floor, in the Late Preclassic period. Later, larger formal stone platforms were built upon Edwin’s Second 
Patio Floor, which dates to the Terminal Late Preclassic period. The group was continuously occupied 
and modified until the Terminal Classic period. Future excavations will focus on defining a construction 
sequence of Structure 59 for comparison with patterns found in the other structures. 
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Appendix 3A– Harris Matrices and Analytical Units 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3A.1. Harris Matrix of Operation 1. 
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Table 3A.1. Description of Operation 1 Analytical Units for Structures 61 and 62. 
 

Analytical Unit 
Name 

Location Description 
Associated Lots 
(Unit/Lot) 

Terminus Post 
Quem 

Str. 61-1st-a Str. 61 

Large dry-laid cobble fill 
(greater than 50 cm mixed   
with 25-50 cm) associated 
with terminal construction 
sequence of Str. 61. 

QQ/2-3, RR/2, 
SS/2, TT/2, LLL/2, 
MMM/2, NNN/2, 
OOO/2-3, LLLL/2, 
MMMM/2 

Terminal Classic 

Str. 61-1st-b Str. 61 

Medium dry-laid cobble fill  
(25-50 cm mixed with 6-25 
cm) associated with 
penultimate construction 
sequence of       Str. 61. 

DD/5, FF/5, 
OO/4, PP/4, 
QQ/4, RR/3-4, 
SS/3-4, TT/3-4, 
LLL/3, MMM/3-
4, NNN/3-4, 
OOO/3, PPP/3, 
LLLL/3, 
MMMM/3-4 

Late Classic II 

Str. 61-2nd Str. 61 

Construction sequence 
associated with Walls #7 & 
8 (in the north) and Walls 
#11 & 13 (in the south) as 
well as the fill below them. 

HH/5 & 7, RRR/4, 
PPP/4-5, QQQ/4-
5 

Early Classic 

Edwin's 1st 
Patio Floor 

Str. 61 
Fill below Edwin's 1st Patio 
Floor (Str. 61, north side) 

EE/4-5 & 7, HH/4 
& 6 

Early Classic 

Str. 61-3rd Str. 61 

Construction sequence 
associated with Walls #15 & 
16 and Glen's Floor as well 
as the fill below them.  

DD/6-7, EE/8 & 
9, FF/6-7, HH/8 
& 9, PP/5-6, 
QQ/5, RR/5-6, 
SS/5, TT/5, 
PPP/6-8, QQQ/6-
8 

Early Classic 

Edwin's 2nd 
Patio Floor 

patio 
Edwin's 2nd Patio Floor and 
fill below it. 

C/22-26, HH/10-
12 

Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

Edwin's 3rd 
Patio Floor,  
Pt. 1 

patio 
Floor below Edwin's 3rd 
Patio Floor, Part 1 and fill 
below it. 

C/27 
Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

Edwin's 3rd 
Patio Floor,  
Pt. 2 

patio 
Floor below Edwin's 3rd 
Patio Floor, Part 2 and fill 
below it. 

C/28-30 Late Preclassic 

Analytical Unit 
Name 

Location Description 
Associated Lots 
(Unit/Lot) 

Terminus Post 
Quem 
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Analytical Unit 
Name 

Location Description 
Associated Lots 
(Unit/Lot) 

Terminus Post 
Quem 

Yellow Clay A Str. 61 

Yellow clay layer placed as 
fill over brown clay fill under 
Str. 61 and Strs. 61-sub1a  
& -sub1b. Likely the same as 
Yellow     Clay B. 

HH/13, PPP/9, 
RRR/5-6, SSS/4 

Late Preclassic 

Yellow Clay B Str. 62 

Yellow clay layer placed as 
fill over brown clay fill 
beneath Str. 62. Likely the 
same as Yellow Clay A. 

C/31 Late Preclassic 

Str. 61-sub1a Str. 61 
Yellow Clay Structure 
embedded into yellow clay 
fill, south side of Str. 61 

RRR/7-9, SSS/5-7 no diagnostics 

 Str. 61-sub1b Str. 61 
Marl Structure under Yellow 
Clay, north side of Str. 61. 

HH/14 Late Preclassic 

Brown Clay A Str. 61 

Brown clay layer placed as 
fill over natural red clay, Str. 
61. Likely the same as 
Brown Clay B. 

HH/15, SSS/8 Late Preclassic 

Brown Clay B Str. 62 

Brown clay layer placed as 
fill over natural red clay, 
beneath Str. 62. Likely the 
same as Brown Clay A. 

C/32 Late Preclassic 

Red Clay A Str. 61 

Brown clay mottled with red 
clay, beneath Str. 61. Few to 
no artifacts. Possibly natural 
soil. Likely the same as Red 
Clay B and Red Clay in Op. 
12. 

SSS/9 no diagnostics 

Red Clay B Str. 62 

Brown clay mottled with red 
clay, beneath Str. 62. Few to 
no artifacts. Possibly natural 
soil. Likely the same as Red 
Clay A and Red Clay in Op. 
12. 

C/31-34 Late Preclassic 
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Figure 3A.2. Harris Matrix of Operation 12 for Structure 60. 
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Table 3A.2. Description of Operation 12 (Structure 60) Analytical Units. 
 

Analytical Unit 
Name 

Location Description 
Associated Lots 
(Unit/Lot) 

Terminus Post 
Quem 

Dist. Surface 
Str. 60    
& patio 

Surface lots on and directly 
west of Str. 60 

A-OO/1 Terminal Classic 

Large Patio 
Cobbles 

patio 

Large cobbles in patio to 
west of Str. 60 above and 
intermingled with Burials 6-
8. Possibly placed to 
delineate burials. 

I/2-3, U/2-5, V/2, 
W/2-3, X/2-3, 
EE/2-3, GG/2, 
HH/2, II/2 

Terminal Classic 

B. 6 patio 
Burial 6, intermingled with 
Burials 7 & 8 and Large Patio 
Cobbles. 

V/3, GG/3, HH/3 Terminal Classic 

B. 7 patio 
Burial 7, intermingled with 
Burials 6 & 8and Large Patio 
Cobbles. 

V/4, W/4, GG/4, 
HH/4, II/3 

Late Classic 

B. 8 patio 
Burial 8, intermingled with 
Burials 6 & 7 and Large Patio 
Cobbles. 

V/5, W/5, GG/5, 
HH/5, II/4-5 

no diagnostics 

Str. 60-1st Str. 60 
Structure fill associated with 
terminal construction 
sequence of Str. 60. 

D/2, E/2-4, F/2, 
G/2, FF/2-3, JJ/2, 
LL/2-3, NN/2-3 

Terminal Classic 

Edwin's 1st 
Patio Floor 

patio 

This floor was not preserved 
but this analytical unit was 
placed where we thought 
the floor once was based on 
its elevation elsewhere in 
the patio group. 

n/a n/a 

B. 9 & 10 patio 
Intermingled Burials 9 & 10 
under crypt stones in patio 
west of Str. 60 

U/6, V/6 no diagnostics 

Str. 60-2nd Str. 60 
Structure fill associated with 
Str. 60 below soil color 
change, to east of Wall #4 

NN/4-5 Late Classic II 

Red Clay Str. 60 

Brown clay mottled with red 
clay beneath Str. 60. Few to 
no artifacts. Possibly natural 
soil. 

NN/6-7 Middle Preclassic 
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Chapter 4: Actuncan Burials: The 2011 Field Season 
 

Carolyn Freiwald (University of Wisconsin – Madison) 
 

The Classic Maya had no formal cemeteries, and instead buried their dead in diverse places, 
including houses, alleys, plazas, temple shrines, chultunes, and caves.  However, burial practices were 
increasingly standardized by the Classic era, with patterned regional differences in burial treatment like 
body position and orientation (Schwake 2008; Welsh 1988).  In the Belize River Valley, individuals were 
most commonly placed in a prone, extended position with the head oriented to the south (Willey et al. 
1965; Yaeger 2003).  This pattern may relate to family or individual origins or other social affiliations: 
89% of the individuals born in or around the Belize Valley were interred with their bodies oriented to the 
south (Freiwald 2011). 
 While there are myriad religious and cultural implications of each aspect of an individual’s 
treatment after death (Clayton 2010; Morris 1991; Parker Pearson 1999), burials provide an abundance 
of information about changing sociopolitical conditions.  They serve as signals of wealth and status, 
(Binford 1971; Saxe 1970), either of the individual, his/her family, or the community, as well as the 
opportunity that death presents to rewrite the social role of the deceased (Wright 2006:107).  The burial 
location also provides a tangible connection between a family and the land where revered ancestors are 
interred (McAnany 1995, 1998).  At Actuncan, changing burial practices, like grave preparation, the 
quantity and type of burial goods, or the location of interments may mirror important sociopolitical 
changes that occurred at the site specifically, and within the upper Belize River valley more generally.  
 This chapter presents an overview of burials excavated during the 2011 field season. Eight 
burials were recovered from four distinct locations and include a minimum of 12 individuals (MNI = 12).  
At least three additional individuals were identified in graves that were not excavated, and other human 
remains were recorded as isolated finds that were not associated with a formally prepared grave.  All 
burial contexts were screened using 1/8 inch mesh, and some remains were removed from the field 
using foil as temporary packaging for excavation and analysis in the field laboratory.  

Osteological analysis of the skeletal remains is not yet complete, including four burials 
excavated during previous field seasons (Scopa Kelso 2005).  This report provides a description of the 
2011 burial contexts, and a full analysis will be completed in 2012.  The main focus in this section is a 
description of burials associated with Structure 60, the eastern structure of Group 1.  Burials 5, 11, and 
12 are described elsewhere in this report (see chapters by Simova and Mixter).   
 

Burials 5, 11, and 12 
 

Operation (Op.) 6, Feature 1, Burial 5.  Burial 5 is located immediate south of Structure 41 on a 
Late Preclassic plaza floor (Toby’s Floor) that was burned and buried by the construction of a Terminal 
Late Preclassic  (Joey’s Plaza Floor) that underlies Structure 41-3rd, which formed the architectural base 
on which all later construction phases were built (see Mixter, this volume).  As such it is likely a sacrifice 
for the termination and dedication associated with these building events.  The burial consists of the 
fragmentary remains of a 3 to 5 year old child.  The child was buried in a simple pit, and because of the 
fragile condition of the remains, we removed the burial as a block in the field in order to excavate it 
more properly in the field laboratory.  All human remains were recovered either by sorting dried bone 
from other microartifacts by hand or by rinsing the matrix through a fine mesh to catch the smaller 
fragments.  This technique also resulted in the recovery of 22 greenstone and shell beads and two shells, 
all of which were found in the matrix in or around the bowl in which the child’s head rested. Identifiable 
bone is limited to portions of the skull, including maxillary and mandibular teeth, which provide the 
basis for the initial age estimate.  
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Two additional burials have not yet been analyzed.  Operation 6, Feature 7, Burial 11 contained 
the partial remains of one adult interred in a seated position.   This individual was found in front of the 
south façade of Structure 41-1st within the ritual fill used to terminate Structure 41-2nd and build 
Structure 41-1st

 

.   A second juvenile (16C/12 and D/10 Feature 3, Burial 12) was buried in the fill of 
Structure 57, Group 7 (see Simova, this volume).   The child was located near the corner of a platform 
buried just above sterile soil in the fill of the initial platform of Structure 57.  The cranium was crushed 
flat from the weight of the stones above it, some of which may have formed a cist.  The head was 
oriented to the south, with the deciduous teeth oriented to the east. So the child may have been buried 
on his or her side, though the teeth could have easily migrated to this position from a different location.  
While some remains were mapped and removed in the field, most of the burial was removed as a block 
for excavation and analysis in the lab.  Both burial contexts are described by Mixter and Simova 
elsewhere in this report. 

Burials 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
 

Group 1 is a residential plazuela group with four structures on a raised platform that excavators 
investigated during the 2001, 2004, 2010, and 2011 field seasons.  The group was occupied from the 
Late Preclassic through the Terminal Classic periods, and the patio group began to serve as an important 
burial location during the Early Classic or possibly earlier (LeCount and Blitz 2001, 2005).  The 2011 
excavations in the eastern building (also see Rothenberg, this volume) will provide insight into changing 
burial practices at Actuncan.  More specifically, changes in an individual’s burial treatment, like the 
extent of grave preparation and the quantity and quality of buried wealth items, can address the level of 
integration of households into local political institutions, but also must be interpreted in the context of 
changing burial practices at the regional level. 

The project’s goal of excavation in the eastern building, Structure 60, was to reconstruct the 
history of the building’s construction and how its use related to the overall occupation of the plazuela 
group.  As burials were discovered west of the structure, the focus shifted from the building itself to the 
adjacent patio, where at least 10 individuals were buried.  Eastern structures often functioned as sacred 
ground for the interments of key members of the household (Helmke et al. 2006; McAnany 1995).  
Ancestral shrines contain both single interments and burials with multiple individuals, some of whom 
were buried in shrine structures that predate residential occupation of the site.  In some cases, use of 
the shrines continued after occupation of the site ended (Connell 2000; Helmke et al. 2006).   

Many residential shrine structures have been excavated in the Belize River Valley, including 
Pook’s Hill (Helmke 2000, 2003; Helmke et al. 2006), Chaa Creek (Connell 2000) and Zubin (Iannone 
1996) (also see Aimers et al. 2000; Awe et al. 1992; Braswell 1998; Driver and Garber 2004; Mitchell 
2006; Powis 1992; Powis and Hohman 1994; Ricketson 1931; Schubert et al. 2001; Song 1995).  Not all 
community members were interred in these structures (Aimers et al. 2000).  Initially, burials in ancestral 
shrine structures at Chaa Creek and the Chan site near Xunantunich contained adult males.  However, 
burials of multiple individuals---both males and females---became more common during the Late and 
Terminal Classic (Connell 1995, 2000; Novotny and Kosakowsky 2009).  This included individuals who 
were not born in the vicinity of the site, who sometimes were interred with those who likely had local 
origins (Freiwald 2011).  Burials in eastern structures at Zubin and Pook’s Hill provide other examples of 
burial patterns in shrine structures.      

At Pook’s Hill, Helmke (2000) found that burials of important ancestors during the Late and 
Terminal Classic were incorporated into the construction of the eastern shrine structure, or were placed 
in front of it in a series of plaza floors.  Grave goods were scarce, but some caches may have been 
associated with the burials or related mortuary and offertory activities.  Most interments contained the 
primary remains of a single individual; however, the remains of seven individuals were identified in one 
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burial. At Pook’s Hill, use of the eastern shrine continued after occupation of plazuela group ended 
(Helmke et al. 2006; Helmke 2000, 2003).  
 At Zubin, the eastern structure (Structure A-1) of a minor center plazuela group contained 
multiple burials placed in front of and within the building.  A series of simple crypts and cists, most with 
grave goods, contained both children and adults.  Like the shrine structure at Pook’s Hill, at least one 
burial contained the remains of multiple individuals and although most burials date to Late and Terminal 
Classic period, a number of individuals were interred during earlier periods before residential 
occupation has been identified.  Most individuals were placed in extended, prone body positions with 
the head oriented to the south, following Belize Valley burial norms common to sites along the Belize 
River, as well as its Macal and Mopan tributaries.  While a detailed comparison with Actuncan burials in 
Group 1 must await osteological analysis, more precise dates for each burial, and reconstruction of the 
burial contexts, similar basic patterns are present with what may represent site-specific differences. 
 

2011 excavations in Group 1, Structure 60 
 

A series of superimposed burials were located to the west of Structure 60, which is the 
easternmost building in Group 1 (Figure 4.1).  The ancient Maya placed these burials within the rocky fill 

Figure 4.1.  Burials 6 through 10 west of Structure 60. 
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of the Early Classic patio, but the dates of each burial are not yet known because the burial contexts 
were not sealed by a later floor.  In fact, the terminal floor of the patio was totally destroyed in this 
portion of the patio when the Maya repeatedly placed burials in this location, allowing later occupation 
and ritual debris to be mixed into the graves.  All graves were dug into the rocky substrate which 
consisted primarily of chert cobbles and boulders, and fill rocks likely were used as impromptu 
capstones to cover the head and body of the deceased, some of which were visible upon initial 
excavations of the first excavation lot.  It is possible that the ancient Maya deliberately created rock-
lined pits using in situ fill rocks for some of the burials, but it is just as likely that they simply pushed 
rocks aside to create a pit, which after the body was interred, was covered with more rocks.  The burials 
were located at approximately the same level; that is, 40 to 90 cm below datum (bd) with most found at 
approximately 50 to 60 cm bd.  Teeth from two of the burials (Burial 6 and Burial 9, primary individual) 
were sampled for radiocarbon dating, which will supplement temporal information derived from 
ceramics associated with the burial contexts.  

Burials or fragments of bone were identified in seven 1x1 m units aligned along the western 
façade of Structure 60, with the majority of the human remains identified in the 4 m2 located directly in 
the front central part of the structure. In all, six burials containing one or more individuals were 
excavated. These were aligned north-south, parallel to the west wall of Structure 60.  A concentration of 
boulders appeared to be associated with the first group of burials excavated (Burials 6 and 7), while 
crypt stones formed part of the graves of the others (Burials 8, 9, and 10). The interments were located 
within and under the building platform, and none extended into the building itself. However, small bone 
fragments identified during excavation of the structure’s west wall suggest the presence of additional 
burials within Structure 60-1st

The burials follow patterns described during 2001 and 2004 excavations in Group 1, which 
reflect broadly similar burial practices elsewhere in the Belize Valley. Most individuals were oriented 
north-south, with a prone, extended body position that often also included placing the deceased’s right 
arm behind the back. Group 1 Burials 1 and 4 contained single individuals interred in a prone, extended 
position, with the body oriented to the south. The right arm of the individual in Burial 1 also was placed 
behind the individual’s back. Both individuals were interred in crypts that were constructed in a similar 
manner and included burial goods that suggest an Early Classic date.   A third interment, Burial 3, was 
located above Burial 4, and contained a child placed in a simple grave in a supine position. Future 
analysis will compare the treatment of this child with other child burials at the site, and further examine 
the relationship between Burials 3 and 4, which are not fully understood (LeCount and Blitz 2005).  

.  It is also possible that the Maya disturbed earlier burials when they built 
the final stage of the platform, and the bone fragments in the fill of the terminal platform derive from 
this construction activity. 

Burial 2, which describes the separate interments of at least three individuals in a midden 
associated with Structure 18, requires further analysis.  As with Burials 5, 11, and 12, there is variability 
in burial practices that may relate to temporal change, but also may be explained by the age, sex, or 
status of the deceased.  This discussion awaits determination of demographic characteristics of the 
individuals, as well as more detailed contextual analysis of the burials.  

One notable feature associated with the Structure 60 burials that has not been described 
elsewhere was the extent to which new interments disturbed existing ones.  The initial goal of our 
excavations west of the structure was to explore an east-west configuration of stones that appeared to 
mark a burial or cache.  However, each attempt to explore this possible feature encountered a north-
south oriented burial that was not evident in the arrangement of boulders or cobbles above it.  Nearly 
every grave included elements from a second individual and/or was missing body parts.  This will be 
described in detail for each burial (to the extent that the initial analysis permits) and the implications 
will be explored in the conclusion.  
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Operation 12 Burial 6 Feature 1 (MNI = 1) 
 
One individual was interred in a simple pit with minimal grave preparation.  No associated burial 

goods have been identified, but one worked marine shell was found within the feature.  The bones are 
poorly preserved and highly fragmented: only minimal fragments of the rib cage or vertebral column 
were noted.  The body was placed in a prone, extended position with the right arm flexed and placed 
behind the back.  The body lay with the head oriented to the south, and most skeletal elements 
remained in anatomical position.  A small number of Early Classic ceramics were present, which may 
have been included in the matrix in which the grave was placed.  

Most bones were recovered ~50 cm below the datum: the innominate and skull were at the 
same elevation, ~ 44-53 cm bd.  Most postmortem movement of the bones appears to be the result of 
cobbles and boulders displacing the body as it decomposed.  The skull was crushed by the weight of the 
boulder placed above it.  Roots also caused additional fragmentation of the bones. 

 
Operation 12 Burial 7 Feature 2 (MNI = 2) 

 
One adolescent was interred in a simple pit with minimal grave preparation.  However, a bird 

bone and a drilled shell bead were found in the vicinity of the grave and may have been intentional 
inclusions.  The body was placed in a prone, extended position with the right arm flexed and placed 
behind the back and the left arm extended.  The body lay with the head oriented to the south, and most 
skeletal elements remained in anatomical position.  Like Burial 6, the skull was crushed by the weight of 
the boulder above it (Figure 4.2).  The age estimate is based on the identification of a proximal ulnar 
epiphysis in anatomical position.  

The bones were recovered from approximately the same level as Burial 6, but Late Classic 
ceramics associated directly with the bones provide an approximate date for the burial.  A second 
individual is represented by a number of bones to the east of the primary individual, including a skull.  
These are referred to as individual 2, though they may be disturbed remains from one or more different 
graves.  Many of the long bones were vertically embedded in the matrix, wrapped in and around cobbles 
and boulders.    
 

Operation 12 Burial 8 Feature 3 (MNI = 3) 
 

 Individual 1 was interred in a simple 
pit that disturbed an existing burial just 
below it (Individual 3), as well as the feet of 
an individual at the northern end of the grave 
(Individual 2).  Most of the body was in 
anatomical position, with two important 
exceptions.  There was no skull or left arm; 
however, an arm in anatomical position with 
the shoulder girdle still attached lay across 
the legs.  It is probable that this is the left 
arm of Individual 1 and that it was displaced 
during the preparation of another grave to 
the east.  

Individual 1 was interred in an 
extended, prone body position oriented to 
the south (note: the head would be oriented Figure 4.2.  Skull of Burial 7 Individual 1 crushed by the 

weight of the boulder placed above it. 
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to the south if present).  The right arm is 
flexed and paced behind the back.  
Although there appears to be minimal 
grave preparation, unlike Burials 6 and 7 
the matrix contained fewer cobbles and 
artifacts.  With the exceptions previously 
noted, all skeletal elements are present.  
There is a worked whitetail deer limb shaft 
to the north of the burial, but it is not clear 
how it is associated with the body.  

Individual 2 is represented only by 
lower limbs, but these suggest a burial 
oriented to the north instead of the south.  
The burial extended into an unexcavated 
part of the patio, so only the lower limbs 
were removed.  Individual 3 is represented 
only by the skull, shoulder girdle, and right arm.  Like the other burials, the skull, which faced east, was 
crushed under weight of the boulder above it.  No date is available yet for this burial, but each of the 
three burials are placed at approximately 65 cm bd. 
 

Operation 12 Burial 9 Feature 4 (MNI = 2) 
 

Burial 9 represents the most complex and least-understood burial context.  The crypt shown in 
Figure 3 contained the remains of multiple individuals that likely represent sequential interments. The 
crypt was lined with small to medium sized cobbles and upright limestone blocks and capped with flat 
limestone slabs, similar in construction to crypts associated with Burials 1 and 4. At the southern end of 
the burial, one cranium was placed next to the skull of a (probably) complete, articulated burial (Figure 
4.4).  The primary individual was interred in a prone position, but the orientation of the body is not yet 
clear.  This individual is likely an older adult male, as the mandible was edentulous with the exception of 
a single tooth.  A carved antler was identified in the area of the chest and or neck (Figure 4.5), but it is 
not clear how other artifacts found at this level were associated with the burials.  This includes a 
miniature bottle, a speleothem, and obsidian 
located between 75 and 95 cm bd.  Some 
stones lined the grave, including three 
horizontally placed capstones that lay across 
the southern end of the grave. 
  The 2nd cranium likely was in a 
discrete burial that was later disturbed by the 
construction of the stone-lined crypt and the 
interment of the articulated individual.  The 
easternmost stone lining the southern end of 
the crypt was situated on top of facial bones 
of the 2nd cranium, and the maxillae 
embedded onto the stone were probably 
associated with the extra cranium.  Shell ear 
ornaments that were recovered in the vicinity 
of the cranial elements likely belonged to this 
individual (Figure 4.6).  

Figure 4.3.  Top of Burial 9 crypt. 

 

Figure 4.4.  Two crania in prone position at southern 
end of Burial 9 crypt. 
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Other bones associated with the 
individual are not yet identified due to the 
complexity of the burial.  Multiple 
articulated limbs were situated above and to 
the north of the cranium and skull.  Some 
bones were highly fragmented but mostly 
complete, while others that likely were the 
remains of fragile bones like scapulae, 
vertebrae or ribs were nearly impossible to 
recover.  The remains described as Burial 9 
may have been disturbed multiple times.  
The two skulls were located at the 
southern end of the burial; other cranial 
elements were present one meter to the 
north in the middle of the burial.  We 
initially suspected that the configuration of stones in the lot above the burial extended into the 
structure.  To illustrate the level of disturbance, one cranial element was found situated within the shaft 
of a complete but fragmentary femur, neither of which was in anatomical position.  
 Most bones were located at ~75 cm bd, but extended deeper in the northern end of the grave.  
No diagnostic ceramics have yet been identified, and a significant amount of work remains to identify all 
the bone fragments, each of which was plot-pointed three dimensionally in space, including the 
orientation and position of each fragment.  It is possible that this feature extends underneath the 
structure, as excavation in the central front section of the structure was stopped when cranial remains 
were identified less than one meter east of Burial 9.   
 

Operation 12 Burial 10 Feature 5 (MNI = 2) 
 

The final burial included one individual placed in a prone, extended body position with the 
upper body oriented to the south.  No skull was present, and the lower left arm was disturbed by 
excavation of Burial 9 before Burial 10 was discovered.  The body was situated between 75 and 85 cm 

bd, and like Burial 9, no date has yet been assigned.  Preservation of 
the bones generally was good, and most elements were present and 
generally were in anatomical position.  The lower limbs of a second 
individual were discovered in the north end of the grave.  These 
were covered and marked, but not excavated.  

 
Conclusions 

 
 The patio of Group 1 contains a large number of closely-
placed burials with similar burial treatment and body position, 
including two that were excavated during the 2001 and 2004 field 
seasons.  The standard burial treatment included placing the body 
in an extended, prone body position, with the right arm placed 
behind the back and the head oriented to the south.  However, 
many burials contained remains of additional individuals, and it is 
necessary to differentiate between treatments of the body as the 
individual was interred versus later disturbance of the grave.  The 
burial treatment of the child also requires further analysis.  There 

Figure 4.5.  The carved deer antler placed with the 
primary individual in Burial 9. 

 

Figure 4.6.  Shell ear ornaments 
found in association with 

second cranium in Burial 9. 
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also was variation in the level of grave preparation and the presence of burial goods, which may relate 
to temporal change, but requires analysis of other factors, like sex and age. 

What I describe here are only initial observations because a complete skeletal inventory and 
temporal information is needed to fully understand the contexts and to parse out a more precise burial 
sequence.  However, at this time it is possible to assign a relative sequence to some of the burials: Burial 
6 was interred in patio fill that contained Early Classic materials, as was Burial 7 immediately to the east. 
Burial 7 disturbed one or more existing graves, and human remains not associated with a specific burial 
were identified in multiple units, including Units 12 GG, II, HH, and V.  The interment of Burial 8, located 
to east of Burials 6 and 7 toward Structure 60, may have occurred during the same broad timeline, as 
each of the graves is placed at approximately the same level.  However, Burial 8 disturbed two prior 
interments, and in turn was disturbed by a later burial.  If the preliminary interpretation of the skeletal 
elements is correct, the disturbance of Burial 8 did not occur long after death, as the articulated left arm 
was displaced and remained in anatomical position.  The skulls of both Burials 8 and 10 were missing, 
presumably either disturbed or removed after burial.  Extra cranial elements are present throughout the 
matrix, and it is parsimonious at this point in the analysis to suggest that this displacement was the 
result of postmortem disturbance. 

Assigning a date to the burials and understanding their sequence will provide the background 
needed to assess this suggestion.  It is clear that the location of the burials along the patio side of the 
eastern structure and possibly underneath the platform was an important one that was repeatedly used 
to inter selected members of the family, household, or larger community.  However, while the place 
itself may have been considered sacred, the exact location of each burial was not carefully tracked, or 
was no longer considered important after a certain length of time.  Burials were repeatedly disturbed, 
and it would have been obvious to the ancient Maya that they were disturbing the bones of previously 
interred individuals.  In some cases, the displaced element(s) may have been moved back to an 
appropriate position, or removed for curation in another location.  In other cases, body parts of 
individuals---who possibly were venerated ancestors--- were left in the surrounding matrix.  These body 
parts were large enough to have been clearly visible; therefore, they appear to have been treated with 
enough reverence to be left in place.  
   Maya burial practices are commonly framed as a dichotomy between reverential treatment of 
ancestors and desecratory handling of sacrificial victims or enemies (e.g., Berryman 2007; Cucina and 
Tiesler 2007; Weiss-Krejci 2003, 2004).  Intentional post-mortem movement of bones has received 
scholarly attention (Harrison 1997), as have taphonomic factors affecting skeletal remains in 
archeological contexts (Duday 2006; Duday and Sellier 1990; Nilsson-Stutz 2005).  However, 
unintentional disturbance of human remains occurred frequently and the implications have not been 
sufficiently explored.  This is another line of evidence that can be used to explore changes in 
sociopolitical conditions.  If energy invested in grave preparation and burial goods declines, does 
disturbance of burials in sacred locations change as well?  
 In addition to establishing dates for the burials, the relationship of the individuals buried in 
Group 1 will be explored using dental metric and non-metric traits as part of Anna Novotny’s 
dissertation research.  Analysis of the skeletal remains will be completed in 2012, and interpreted in 
conjunction with the artifacts and associated contexts excavated in Op. 12 in 2011 and previous field 
seasons.  The tremendous variability in Maya burial practices can complicate interpretations of the 
meaning of aspects of burial treatment.  This stage of research has generated more questions than 
answers.  However, this ultimately will result in a more nuanced understanding of how burial practices 
relate to broader sociopolitical questions at Actuncan and in the upper Belize River valley.  
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Chapter 5: The 2011 Excavations at Structures 40 and 41 

David W. Mixter (Washington University in St. Louis) 

The 2011 excavations on Structures 40 and 41 were designed to address the Actuncan 
Archaeological Project’s stated goal of understanding the developmental cycle of ancient Maya houses 
(LeCount 2011; LeCount and Blitz 2005; LeCount et al. 2011).  The research program aims to examine 
the construction sequence and changes in activities taking place within households during the time 
divine kings begin to rule at Actuncan.  While research within Groups 1, 5, 6, and 7 has focused on patio-
focused domestic groups, research at Structure 41 investigates a possible house constructed on top of a 
single large mound.  The difference in construction and organization between these two kinds of 
households suggests that they were likely occupied by different kinds of people.  Lisa LeCount and 
colleagues (2011:20-21) have previously suggested that Structure 41 and similar single urban houses 
may have functioned as an integral part of “house societies” (sensu Joyce and Gillespie 2000; Lévi-
Strauss 1982).  In this model, single monumental urban domiciles functioned as urban “big houses” that 
acted as the domiciles of rural corporate groups.  Houses located within the city center were placed to 
strategically integrate rural elite into the urban political and economic centers.  Such a situation is 
recorded ethnohistorically for the highland Quiche’ Maya (Carmack 1981).  By comparing the 
construction sequences of large single structure households by patio-focused domestic groups, we can 
understand 1) the difference social, political and economic relations of people inhabiting these two 
types of households and 2) whether the people living in these types of households are affected similarly 
or differently by the introduction of divine kingship as a political system. 

My 2011 investigations at Structures 41 and 40 were the second season of large-scale 
excavations at mounds located along the eastern urban edge of Actuncan (Figure 5.1).  In 2010, the goal 
of understanding the Late Preclassic to Early Classic transition of Structure 41 was foiled by the 
surprising quantity of Terminal Classic material scattered on top of the structure (Mixter 2011a).  
Instead of rapidly passing through these later layers, we opted to expand our excavations horizontally.  
In 2011, I refocused effort on trenching through Structure 41 in order to understand the Early Classic 
occupation.  Additionally, excavations were conducted on Structure 40, just to the south of Structure 41.  
Structure 40 is a low two-tiered mound 11 m long and 7 m wide (Figure 5.2).  The lower tier is 
approximately 1 m high and the upper tier approximately 1.5 m.  Structure 40 faces north across a small 
section of plaza towards Structure 41.  Although the structures are spatially related, they are not aligned 
perfectly.  Rather, Structure 40 is offset slightly to the west, off the centerline of Structure 41.  Based on 
the size and location of Structure 40 and its association with Structure 41, I hypothesized that it might 
have been an ancestral shrine associated with the Structure 41 household.  If this building was indeed a 
shrine, the ancestors contained within could shed light on the continuity of occupation at Structure 41.  
If Structure 40 was not an ancestral shrine, it could have served as a stage for a variety of public and 
private functions, and materials found within it would provide a window into the nature of elite 
occupation on Structure 41. 

My research goals for excavations on Structure 40 and 41 are two-fold.  First, excavations on 
Structure 41 aim to understand how this structure’s architectural arrangement changed through time.  
Through this data, we hope to understand how the nature of occupation on Structure 41 relates to 
specific events and processes in ancient Maya history, specifically, how the building’s construction 
related to the rise of divine kingship at Actuncan.  Second, excavations on Structure 40 and activity area 
research on Structure 41 aim to understand the function of Structure 41.  If this structure was a “big 
house” then Structure 40 should play an ancillary or ritual function in relation to Structure 41.  I 
hypothesize that this structure had a ritual function related to the corporate group occupying Structure 
41. 
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Organization of this Report 
 
The bulk of this report 

describes the 2011 excavations 
of Structures 40 and 41.  Since 
Structure 41 is larger and 
clearly the more dominant 
structure within this elite 
household, I will begin by 
describing the excavations of 
this building.  Here, excavations 
focused primarily on a single 
trench running south to north 
through the Structure 41 
mound first begun in 2010.  
Although I will not reiterate a 
full description of my 2010 
horizontal excavations across 
the top surface of the Structure 
41 platform (Mixter 2011a:56-
61), I begin by briefly 
summarizing the findings from 
last year’s excavations of the 
trench so that a more 
integrated understanding of 
the substructure can be 
presented.  I then continue by 
describing the 2011 
excavations in detail by 
analytical unit.  Following the 
discussion of Structure 41, I 
detail the 2 m wide trench 
placed along the centerline of 
Structure 40. 

The 2011 excavations were recorded using operations, units, and lots.  All excavation units 
within the primary trench on Structure 41 were located in Operation 6.  Operation 19 was a small 4 by 4 
m excavation on the west terrace of Structure 41.  Operation 10 was the trench located on Structure 40.  
All excavations were executed within a 1 by 1 m grid and each 1 m square was assigned a letter 
designation. 

Operation 6 contains 109 units, from A to FFFFF established over three field seasons of work 
(2004, 2010, and 2011).  During the 2011 season, excavations were located in 38 of these units (T, U, V, 
W, X, Y, AA, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG, II, JJ, KK, MM, NN, OO, PP, QQ, SS, UU, VV, WW, XX, YY, ZZ, GGG, HHH, 
III, JJJ, XXXX, YYYY, ZZZZ, EEEEE, FFFFF).  These units provided the primary horizontal provenience control 
for the excavations.  Each unit was further divided into lots based on cultural strata encountered during 
vertical excavations.  Units are designated sequentially within operations, and lots are designated 
sequentially within units.  Because lots are numbered during excavation, they represent the order of 
excavation, which does not necessarily equate to stratigraphic priority.  Individual lots are noted as 
follows: 6AA/3 – where the 6 is the operation, AA is the unit, and 3 is the lot.   

Figure 5.1.  Map of Structures 40 and 41 and excavation units in 
Operations 6, 10 and 19. 
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Excavating large architecture in 1 by 1 m units 
requires careful correlation between neighboring units.  
Cultural strata and features rarely fit within the 
boundaries of a single 1 by 1 m space.  As a result, 
neighboring lots of the same cultural strata were 
combined into groups of lots termed analytical units.  
This recording system is similar to the “lot groups” used 
by other projects (Haviland 1985:161; Yaeger 2000:382-
384).  Each unit is named and numbered.  Analytical 
units are numbered within an operation.  These numbers 
do not indicate stratigraphic priority but instead 
correspond to the numbered identifiers on the 
excavation Harris Matrices presented in appendices.  
Analytical unit numbers are noted using AU as an 
identifier – for example AU3 or AU54i

In the report that follows, I begin by briefly summarizing the 2010 excavations on the Structure 
41 trench.  I then describe each analytical context in turn following rough stratigraphic order.  I do not 
describe most analytical contexts established in 2010 in detail.  I only provide a modified synopsis for 
analytical contexts modified since 2010.  Analytical units from both seasons have been integrated into 
an updated Harris Matrix that should be used as a reference to resolve any questions about cultural 
association.  To conclude this section, I provide a brief synopsis of the architectural construction 
sequence of Structure 41 as it is currently understood.  From there, I describe excavations at Structure 
40. 

.  Because this 
report is presented in sections by operation, the 
operation number has typically been omitted when 
discussing AU.  Unless otherwise noted, the AU number 
refers to the operation currently being discussed.  
Additionally, in Table A.1, I have included terminus post 
quem (TPQ) dates for each analytical unit based on either 
field ceramic analysis by LeCount and Borislava Simova or 
stratigraphic relationship to securely dated analytical 
contexts.  It is important to remember that not all ceramic phase dates are created equal.  Poorly 
preserved sherds and small sample sizes can limit our ability to securely date an analytical unit.  LeCount 
(LeCount 1996, 2004) notes that this is especially true for ceramic complexes that contain rare temporal 
diagnostics, such as the Terminal Classic and the Terminal Late Preclassic periods.  Each of these 
complexes is dominated by types (or closely related groups and wares) that span multiple phases, such 
as Belize Red for the Late and Terminal Classic periods and Sierra Red for the Late and Terminal 
Preclassic periods. As a result, terminal complex are often misrepresented as members of earlier 
complexes.  In addition, disturbances can lead to the mixing of diagnostic sherds between archaeological 
contexts.  In this chapter, many contexts are current listed with no established TPQ.  In the descriptions 
of each analytical unit that follow, I detail factors that confound the dating of analytical units. 

 
A Brief Synopsis of the 2010 Excavations on Structure 41 

 

The 2010 excavations are described in full detail in a previous report (Mixter 2011a).  Thirty three 
analytical units were defined during the 2010 field season; however, only a portion of these excavations 
related directly to the excavations continued during 2011.  The 2010 excavations can be divided into 

Figure 5.2.  Maler reconstruction of 
Structure 40-1st based on observation of 

the modern surface. 
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four major excavation efforts.  First, excavations along a 2 m wide swath began with Units O and P in the 
south to establish a path for the major north-south trench.  Vertical excavations into the trench were 
limited to the southernmost portion of the trench, through the modern surface was removed from the 
entire length of the trench.  Second, a 2 by 1 m test pit placed in Units P and UUU was excavated into 
the plaza to the south of Structure 41 in order to provide stratigraphic levels for excavations to follow in 
2011.  These excavations previewed some of the findings from 2011.  Third, broad horizontal 
excavations exposed the terminal phase architecture associated with the surface of Structure 41’s 
platform.  These excavations revealed the nature of the complex Terminal Classic use of Structure 41.  In 
addition to the report on the 2010 excavations, this operation has been reported on in a recent 
conference paper (Mixter 2011b).  Fourth, a 2 by 2 m test pit was placed on the western edge of the 
structure in order to investigate patterns of access to the structure.  Here, I briefly describe the first and 
second excavation efforts from 2010 since these units were expanded upon during the 2011 field 
season.  I only describe intact architectural features here.  For a full description of collapse and modern 
surface layers, see Mixter 2011a. 

The 2010 trenching excavations aided in defining our understanding of the terminal and 
penultimate construction phases of the Structure 41 substructure and the plaza to the south of 
Structure 41.  Excavations revealed that the final construction phase of Structure 41 (known as Structure 
41-1st-A) dated to the Terminal Classic period and consisted of a large open platform fronted by two low 
terraces off the southern edge.  An angled façade connected the upper platform to the terraces.  The 
penultimate construction phase, known as Structure 41-1st-B, dates to the Late Classic II period and 
differs from Structure 41-1st

Below the summit, the southernmost terrace was constructed behind Red Wall and is known as 
Red Terrace.  Red Wall is a crudely constructed retaining wall built primarily out of roughly cut limestone 
cobbles and chert river cobbles, now heavily collapsed.  The top of Red Wall is visible on the modern 
surface and was excavated primarily in Units O and P.  If this terrace ever had a plaster surface, it has 
entirely eroded away.  Instead, the top of Red Terrace is defined by a large cobble and boulder deposit 
that collapsed onto it from higher up the structure.  The fill of Red Terrace itself consists primarily of soil.  
Based on ceramics, the earliest this terrace could have been constructed was during the Late Classic IIb 
phase – corresponding the very end of the Late Classic. 

-A primarily in the organization of the platform’s surface architecture.  
During the Late Classic period, the platform likely supported a perishable building that faced south 
toward Actuncan’s triad temple group and Xunantunich, only the foundation and benches of which 
survived. 

To the north of Red Terrace, Green Wall was exposed in Units YYYY and U.  Green Wall is a 
second crudely constructed retaining wall.  Although only preserved at the lowest course in Unit U, the 
Green Wall was well preserved in Unit YYYY.  The wall was built of a mix of chert cobbles and limestone 
rubble.  Based on the preserved portion, the wall appears to have been at least 80 cm tall.  Excavations 
during the 2011 season seem to confirm my interpretation that Green and Red Terraces were 
constructed contemporaneously (Mixter 2011a:54) as part of the Structure 41-1st

Both Red and Green Terraces rest on Joey’s Floor, a thick plaster floor that extends into the 
plaza to the south of Structure 41.  Joey’s Floor or its eroded remnants were exposed in every 
excavation unit excavated to a low enough depth. 

 construction phase.  
Excavations through Red Terrace in 2010 revealed that the lowest course of stones in Green Wall did not 
reach all the way to the plaster floor below.  Instead, it was seated in the soil used to construct Red 
Terrace. 

Red Terrace was removed in Units P, S, T, U, XXXX, and YYYY down to the level of Joey’s Floor.  
The fill consisted of two distinct fill layers.  The upper layer was packed soil with limited large inclusions.  
The lower level was a thin hard packed clay-like layer resting directly on top of Joey’s Floor.  I have 
previously hypothesized that this lower clay-like layer was the result of the incorporation of fine 
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material from the eroding plaster floor into the packed soil fill above it.  Alternatively, this layer may 
have been an intentional termination of this floor.  A similar phenomenon was seen above Toby’s Floor 
excavated in 2011. 

In Units U and V, Green Wall and its associated Green Terrace fill were removed revealing Blue 
Wall.  Blue Wall was a well constructed, stone masonry wall.  This wall is associated with Structure 41-
2nd

Like Red and Green Walls, Blue Wall was constructed on top of Joey’s Floor.  A test pit was 
initiated in the plaza to the south of Structure 41 in order to understand the sequence of plaza floors 
constructed below Joey’s Floor.  In Units UUU and P, these excavations revealed the broken edge of 
Toby’s Floor in the northeast corner of Unit P.  Similarly to Joey’s Floor, Toby’s Floor is a plaster plaza 
floor.  During the 2010 excavations, no architecture was found associated with Toby’s Floor.  This floor 
was exposed more extensively during the 2011 field season. 

 and represents the front of a Southern Terrace prior to the construction of Red and Green Terraces.  
Blue Wall was partially dismantled and disassembled in antiquity prior to the construction of the Green 
Terrace.  Because the wall was only exposed in a 1 m wide space, it was difficult to understand the 
relationship between this wall and other excavated structures.  A larger section of Blue Wall was 
exposed in 2011 and will be discussed in the full description of those excavations. 

Behind the Blue Wall, a 3 m wide by 1 m long section (Units W, Y, and Z) was excavated to 
understand fill behind the Blue Wall and to date this feature.  These excavations revealed a fill of neatly 
stacked, cut-limestone blocks.  These stones were heavily disturbed by a combination of intentional 
dismantlement by the Maya in the past and the roots of a large tree that had recently fallen.  This fill 
rests in front of a rough stone alignment known as Yellow Wall.  During the 2010 season, this fill was 
difficult to interpret; however, the continuation of excavations in this area during 2011 has clarified 
these architectural features.  These excavations will be revisited below. 

To the north of Yellow Wall, a fill layer of large chert cobbles, 25 to 50 cm in diameter, was 
uncovered.  This layer appears to be the collapsed remains of the structure’s southern façade.  This fill 
covers a roughly 6 m long section of the trench, between Yellow Wall and the surface of the platform 
(Units X, AA, BB, EE, FF, MM, NN, OO, PP, UU, NN, WW, XX).  In this section of fill the cobbles were found 
crudely packed at an angle indicating that this façade may have always been sloped.  Remnants of 
plaster on a few chert cobbles suggest that the plaster façade of this architectural phase was 
constructed as a thin layer placed directly on top of these cobbles.  Current evidence suggests that this 
large cobble fill was associated with Structure 41-1st

Excavations in Units YY, ZZ, II, JJ, CC, DD, GG, and HH cleared the surface of the Supplementary 
Platform associated with Structure 41-1

-A. 

st

Excavations in 2010 uncovered two construction phases of the Building Platform and likely the 
arrangement of the associated superstructure.  Structure 41-1

-A.  Although the plaster surface has entirely eroded away, this 
space appears to have been an open area in front of a pole and thatch or bajareque structure positioned 
on top of the structure’s Building Platform.  Both the Supplementary Platform and the Building Platform 
were subject to extensive horizontal excavations that will not be described in detail here (Mixter 
2011a:56-61; 2011b).  Only the finds within the 2011 trench are described.  On top of the 
Supplementary Platform, the 2011 trench excavations followed the same 2 m wide swath until just 
south of the Building Platform.  Here, excavations shifted 1 m to the east in order to follow a line closer 
to the center line of the Building Platform.  In 2011 Units YY, ZZ, II, JJ, CC, DD, GG, GGG, KK, HHH, QQ, III, 
SS, JJJ were excavated in this area.  These excavations also aligned with the shallow 2010 test pit located 
in Units AA, HHH, and the northern edges of Units SS and JJJ. 

st-A consists of an open platform, likely 
topped by a perishable structure oriented to the south.  During this phase, we have no evidence for 
internal masonry divisions.  This platform is the subject of ongoing microartifact analysis to evaluate 
activity spaces (Mixter 2011b).  The terminal platform was constructed by filling the razed foundations 
of low masonry architectural features associated with Structure 41-1st-B and by extending the southern 
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edge of the Building Platform 1 m to the south.  Units KK, HHH, III, QQ, JJJ, and SS are all associated with 
the Structure 41-1st

The Structure 41-1
-A Building Platform. 

st-B Building Platform was bounded on its southern edge by Fuchsia Wall, a 
low platform face that runs roughly east – west through the northern edge of Units KK and HHH.  
Structure 41-1st-B’s Building Platform supports remnants of three low masonry benches, all of which 
were constructed on top of the Cruz’s floor.  The center bench is located within our trench.  This center 
bench is fronted by a step-like plinth (Wall F), located in the southern part of Units JJJ and SS.  The 
southern face of the center bench (Wall G) is located in the northern edges of Units JJJ and SS.  In 2010, 
a shallow test pit was excavated into the center bench in Units AAA, HHH, and the northern edge of 
Units JJJ and SS.  The findings from this pit will be discussed later in light of further excavations during 
the 2011 field season.  Based on current evidence, it seems unlikely that Structure 41-1st

In sum, excavations during 2010 uncovered two major construction phases associated with the 
substructure of Structure 41.  Structure 41-1

-B supported 
masonry walls.  These findings correct earlier reports concerning the make-up of the building (LeCount 
and Blitz 2011:25).  Excavations during the 2011 season, described below, however, do suggest that 
Structure 41 supported a masonry superstructure during earlier construction phases. 

st is a tall platform with a sloped southern façade connecting 
to two low terraces (Red and Green).  In 2010, we found hints of Structure 41-2nd

Excavations on top of the Supplementary Platform revealed two sub-phases of construction 
associated with the Structure 41-1

 by the discovery of 
Blue Wall behind the southern terraces.  Yellow Wall and fill layers behind Blue Wall are highly disturbed 
and required additional exposure to draw any concrete conclusions.  Both construction phases appear to 
have been constructed on top of Joey’s Floor.  The discovery of Toby’s Floor in the test excavation to the 
south of Structure 41 pointed to earlier still phases of construction. 

st substructure.  Structure 41-1st-A consisted of a large open Building 
Platform constructed on the northern edge of Structure 41 and Structure 41-1st

 

-B had a slightly smaller 
Building Platform on which was built three low masonry benches. 

The 2011 Excavations on Structure 41: Operation 6 
 

The 2011 excavations of Structure 41 began where the 2010 excavations left off.  The excavation season 
began by clearing the underbrush that had grown up over the top of the Structure 41 during my nine 
months away and removing the material that had been used to fill in our partially excavated trench at 
the end of 2010.  Backfill was removed from 39 excavation unitsii.  South of Blue Wall, we re-exposed 
Joey’s Floor as we had left it in 2010.  Green Terrace remained unexcavated in Units YYYY and ZZZZ.  
Above and north of Blue wall, Yellow Wall was re-exposed along with the top of the large chert cobble 
fill associated with Structure 41-1st.  On top of the Supplementary Platform, removal of the backfill 
exposed the internal architecture associated with Structure 41-1st

Only four new units were opened in Operation 6 during the 2011 field season.  Of these, Units 
CCCCC and DDDDD represent mixed contexts.  During the backfill removal process, soil was accidentally 
removed from the modern surface of a previously unexcavated unit (Unit CCCCC).  Artifacts recovered 
from CCCCC/1 were salvaged, but Unit CCCCC was not excavated further.  Unit DDDDD was established 
as a way to “clean-up” previously excavated units.  Lots from this unit represent material from 
excavations aimed at straightening excavation walls that began to constrict the excavation area as we 
dug deeper.  As a result, the artifacts contained in DDDDD lots are from stratigraphically mixed contexts. 

-B.  Additionally, backfill was removed 
from the test pit placed into the central bench in Units AAA, HHHH, and the northern edges of Units SS 
and JJJ. 

Additionally, Units EEEEE and FFFFF were excavated off the western side of our primary trench 
next to Units YYYY and ZZZZ.  These units were opened because I believed I had found a crypt burial 
extending into western wall of our trench based on standing stones found in Unit YYYY.  This feature will 
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be described later in more detail.  While a burial wasn’t encountered in this location, this excavation 
allowed me to fine tune my understanding of the stratigraphy in this section of the trench. 

During the 2010 season, the trench was only excavated down to Joey’s Floor and north to Blue 
Wall in Unit V.  In 2011, the trench continued north along the same trajectory, following the modern 
surface units cleared along the 2 by 2m path mentioned above.  Because Structure 41 isn’t oriented 
exactly along cardinal directions, by the time the trench reached the summit of the platform, our 
excavations had veered west of the center axis.  Beginning with Units GG and GGG, we offset our 
excavations one meter to the east.  The trench was not excavated to the same depth in all areas, but 
rather to the greatest depth time allowed.  Two exploratory test pits were excavated to test for earlier 
construction phases.  On the southern edge, Units T and XXXX were excavated to sterile soil, exposing a 
deep history of occupation below Structure 41.  In the section that follows, analytical units are described 
one-by-one, divided into sections by construction phase.  Excavations have uncovered at least four 
major construction phases of Structure 41 and several sub-phases.  Within each construction phase, I 
first detail each analytical unit excavated during the 2011 season.  Within a construction phase, 
analytical units will be described by their location relative to the structure.  After describing each 
analytical unit, I provide a discussion that attempts to coherently describe each architectural phase.  
After discussing the well documented phases, I describe the findings from the test pits placed both in 
the summit of the platform and the plaza beneath the Red Terrace.  The relationship between the 
various architectural features is best documented by the west profile of the north-south axial trench 
(Figure 5.3).  The full Harris Matrix of excavations in Operation 6 can be seen in Figure 5A.1. 

 
Structure 41-1

 

st 

Structure 41-1st was the final construction phase of Structure 41.  Many of the upper analytical units 
from this construction phase were excavated exclusively during the 2010 field season and can seen in 
the report from that season  (Mixter 2011a).  On the upper surface of the Structure 41 platform, 
Structure 41-1st has been divided into two subphases, Structure 41-1st-A and Structure 41-1st-B based 
entirely on the different configuration of internal architectural elements on top of the Building Platform, 
namely, Structure 41-1st-B had three masonry benches and Structure 41-1st-A does not.  Structure 41-1st

 During the 2011 field season, excavations related to Structure 41-1

-
B’s masonry benches and perishable superstructure were constructed on top of Cruz’s floor, the final 
preserved plaster floor of the Building Platform.  During this phase, the Building Platform was 
constructed to the north of Fuchsia Wall, a low, one course high platform edge.  The central bench was 
bounded on its southern edge by Low Wall F.  South of the Supplementary Platform, the sloped and 
plastered substructure would have connected to the stepped Red and Green Terraces below.  Today, 
the façade has collapsed exposing the large chert cobble fill.  Two southern terraces were constructed to 
the north of Red and Green Walls.  The description of this construction phase will begin with analytical 
units associated with the lower terraces and will continue to the north.  Because this construction phase 
is the final phase, the façade was obscured by collapse debris.  Excavation of these collapse units will be 
described first.  Many of the upper analytical units from this construction phases were excavated 
exclusively during the 2010 field season and can seen in that report. 

st mostly relate to removing 
the fill of this construction phase in order to expose Structure 41-2nd.  The Southern Terrace of Structure 
41-2nd was constructed north of Blue and Yellow Walls and was topped by Melon Floor.  Structure 41-
2nd

 Excavations uncovered several termination activities associated with end of Structure 41-2

’s Supplementary Platform was faced on its southern edge by Tapir Wall.  On the Building Platform, 
Cruz’s Floor was superimposed over Marlon’s Floor and the remains of Leopard Wall. 

nd.  
Blue Wall was intentionally dismantled prior to the construction of Structure 41-1st.  The stones from 
this wall may have been placed directly in front of Blue Wall, and then encased within Green Terrace.  A  
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high density zone of Early Classic polychrome ceramics was found located on Melon Floor.  Also, during 
the construction of Structure 41-1st

 

, a hole was excavated through Melon Floor along the face of Tapir 
Wall in order to ceremonial inter an individual intrusively into this earlier structure. 

Southern Terrace 
South Terrace Surface – AU8: lots excavated in 2011: EEEEE/1; FFFFF/1.   This analytical unit 

consists of the modern humus layer that has developed on the southern edge of Structure 41.  As 
described in the 2010 report, the modern surface units of Op. 6 were divided into five discrete analytical 
units based on their location relative to the structure.  The modern humus of this layer developed on 
top of large rubble collapse and sheet wash that has covered the structure between the collapsed edge 
of the Supplementary Platform and southernmost edge of the structure’s terraces to the south.  Most of 
the units in this analytical unit were excavated during the 2010 season (Table A.1).  During 2011, new 
Units EEEEE and FFFFF were opened to the west of the main 2 m wide trench.  These units contain a 
dark colored humus layer with a Munsell color of 10YR3/1 and a small number of 1 to 6 cm cobble 
inclusions.  These lots are surrounded on all sides by excavation lots associated with the same analytical 
unit.  Excavations in this analytical unit terminated above AU13. 
 South Terrace Sheet Wash – AU13.  Lots excavated in 2011: EEEEE/2; FFFFF/2.  This analytical 
unit consists of a layer of sheet wash directly below the modern day humus layer.  In 2011, two lots 
were added to this analytical unit, EEEEE/2 and FFFFF/2.  These lots consist of a dense layer of small (1 
to 6 cm, with a few slightly large) chert and broken limestone bits.  The soil consists of a 10YR 3/2 clay 
loam.  This analytical unit appears to be small material that has eroded, likely due to colluvial forces, 
from higher up on the substructure.  This layer is surrounded on all sides by material from the same 
analytical unit, excavated in 2010.  This sheet wash rests on top of the Green Terrace Collapse, and the 
remains of the Green Wall and Green Terrace Fill #1, listed from south to north.  The Green Wall runs 
east to west within the northern half of EEEEE/2. 

Green Terrace Collapse – AU9.  Lots excavated in 2011: EEEEE/3.  This analytical unit consists of 
a large (6 to 25 cm, mostly on the larger side) limestone and chert collapse.  This matrix consists of clay 
loam soil with a Munsell value of 10YR 5/3.  This unit is contiguous with YYYY/3, 4, and 6 to the east.  
The collapsed fill in EEEEE/3 was contained between Green Wall, which runs through the northern half 
of this excavation unit and the southern wall of the excavations.  This collapse rests on top of Red 
Terrace.  The material within the collapse likely derives from the top of Green Wall and fill eroding from 
the South Façade Cobble Fill well above to the north.  The source of this material is corroborated by the 
Late Classic II TPQ date, the same as for Green Terrace Fill and earlier than the Terminal Classic date of 
the South Terrace Sheet Wash above it. 

Red Terrace Fill – AU10. Lots excavated in 2011: EEEEE/4.  Red Terrace Fill consists of a layer of 
dense 10YR 5/3 clay loam laid as fill for Red Terrace.  If this terrace had a plastered surface, it has been 
eroded by time.  This fill includes a small number of small (1 to 6 cm) stone inclusions, but is largely 
composed of soil.  Lot EEEEE/4 is directly below EEEEE/3.  The small section of this fill excavated in 2011 
is positioned to the south of Green Wall and Green Terrace Fill #2.  AU10 rests on the level of Joey’s 
floor.  Joey’s floor extends about 20 cm into EEEEE from the east, but it is eroded in the western part of 
the unit.  Excavations were not completed to this level to the south or west of EEEEE.  On the northern 
edge of AU10, Green Wall does not rest on Joey’s Floor, but instead rest on top of the Green Terrace Fill 
#2, 20 to 30 cm above Joey’s Floor. 

As noted in the review of the 2010 excavations above, AU10 has a TPQ of Late Classic IIb.  This 
date corresponds nicely with the Late Classic II date for the Green Terrace and Green Terrace collapse, 
suggesting a contemporaneous construction. 
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Green Terrace Fill #1 – AU11.  Lots excavated in 2011: V/10; YYYY/12; ZZZZ/4, 5; EEEEE/5; 
FFFFF/3.  The lots consisted of the top layer of the Green Terrace and Green Wall.  These lots were 
excavated quite rapidly because we were familiar with the stratigraphy in this area from 2010 
excavations.  AU11 consists of a 100 to 110 cm thick layer of 10YR 6/3 sandy loam located between the 
Green Wall to the south and the Blue Wall to the north.  This context is a highly compacted soil level 
with a low density of limestone inclusions 1 to 25 cm in size.  In the lower parts of this fill, the density of 
inclusions gradually increases.  This level grades into a lower fill, Green Terrace Fill #2 (AU12), which is 
composed primarily of stacked broken limestone blocks.  In YYYY/12 and ZZZZ/4 excavations penetrated 
through AU12 to Joey’s Floor below.  The composition of this matrix will be described in the AU12 
section below. 

Green Wall is part of this analytical unit.  This architectural feature was detailed in the 2010 
report (Mixter 2011a:Figure 5).  Blue Wall is to the north and below Green Fill.  As described in 2010, 
Blue Wall (part of Str. 41-2nd

Green Terrace Fill #2 – AU12.  Lots excavated in 2011: FFFFF/4.  During the 2011 field season, 
AU12 was excavated in FFFFF/4 and the bottom portions of YYYY/12 and ZZZZ/4.  In these units, AU12 
was composed of an inclusion-rich fill of dense 10YR 6/4 clay loam.  The limestone inclusions appear to 
be broken and roughly stacked stones that appear to have been previously used in a masonry wall.  
These stones rest on Joey’s Floor.  Like AU11, AU12 is located in between Blue Wall to the north and 
Green Wall to the south.  Since Blue Wall was intentionally dismantled prior to the construction of 
Green Terrace, it seems likely that the stones used to form this fill came from that wall.  This layer 
contained a number of pieces of broken, red painted and sculpted plaster, similar to those found in 
2010.  Although this plaster may have come from elsewhere within the site, it seems likely that this 
plaster came from an earlier dismantled construction phase of Structure 41. 

) appears to have been intentionally dismantled when Structure 41 was 
built.  As a result, a portion of Green Wall Fill, excavated in lots V/10 and ZZZZ/5, passes over the top of 
Blue Wall and the southernmost portion of Blue Wall Fill. Green Terrace Fill #1 has a TPQ date of Late 
Classic II, which matches well with Red Terrace Fill, suggesting contemporaneous construction. 

Green Terrace Fill has an Early Classic TPQ date.  This date is somewhat confusing because 
stratigraphically, this fill episode is clearly contemporaneous with the Late Classic II construction of 
Green and Red Terraces (AU10 and 11).  The early diagnostics found within this lot may reflect either the 
source of the material or sampling error associated with a single small lot of ceramics containing too few 
diagnostics to yield a reliable date.  Alternatively, they may represent a break in occupation of Structure 
41 between the dismantling of Blue Wall during the Early Classic and the construction of Structure 41-1st

 

 
during the Late Classic II period. 

South Façade 
South Façade Collapse – AU71.  Lots excavated: EE/3,4; FF/3,4; X/3; AA/4.  I have called the 

section of Structure 41 between Green Terrace and the southern edge of the Supplementary Platform 
the South Façadeiii

As noted in the 2010 report (Mixter 2011a:55), this section of the trench is quite confusing, due 
to a combination of accumulated collapse material, the erosion of the architecture originally in this area, 

.   As discussed in the 2010 report, the façade exposed in this section of the trench, 
roughly 7 m long, appears to incline slightly from south to north.  On the modern day surface, it is 
marked by large (over 25 cm in diameter) chert river cobbles protruding from the mound.  Below the 
modern surface (AU 16 – excavated in 2010), it became clear that the next strata is a dense fill layer 
composed primarily of these large cobbles.  Deeper excavations have made it clear that these boulders 
relate to two different contexts.  To the north, these boulders are the remains of the substructure’s fill, 
which has been spilling out of the front of the structure since antiquity.  This context (AU17) will be 
described next.  The southern portion of these boulders is collapsed materials from this large cobble 
substructure fill.   
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a large tree fall, and settling fill from within Structure 41-3rd

South Façade Cobble Fill – AU17.  Lots excavated in 2011: MM/3; NN/3; OO/3; PP/3; UU/3; 
VV/3; WW/3; XX/3.  As noted in the description of AU71, this analytical unit is composed of the large 
chert cobble fill from the southern façade of Structure 41-1

 (see AU63 and 73 below).  In particular, I 
suspect much of the material at the bottom of AU71 lots come from Yellow Wall Fill (AU72). 

st.  These lots are the same as lot 2 of each 
unit excavated in 2010.  The fill grades from large (25 to 50 cm) chert cobbles, to smaller bits of broken 
rubble.  The upper zone of this analytical unit is composed of more chert while the lower part seems to 
have more broken up limestone.  The construction methods used in AU17 reflect the haphazard 
construction methods used in the construction of Structure 41-1st

In Units NN, OO, PP, UU, and VV, this analytical context rests on top of a zone of mostly 
undressed limestone cobble fill (AU68).  The matrix of AU17 and AU68 are similar and basically grade 
into one another.  The two are separated because AU 68 includes termination material related to Melon 
Floor (part of Structure 41-2

.  As suggested in the 2010 report 
(Mixter 2011a:56), I suspect this fill is all that remains of an angled front façade that was created by 
placing white plaster directly on large rubble fill.  The absence of a formally constructed façade of cut 
stones led to the catastrophic collapse of the building’s facade. 

nd) below.  In Units WW and XX, this deposit rests on top of a layer of 
carefully stacked, reused cut limestone blocks (AU66).  This different fill is related to the termination of 
Structure 41-2nd.  For a description of these deposits, see the entry for AU66, AU68 and entries 
describing the architecture of Structure 41-2nd

While the TPQ date for AU17 is Postclassic, the quantity of Postclassic diagnostics is low, and 
they are found only in only 1 of the 22 lots excavated between 2010 and 2011.  I suspect that these 
sherds washed into the top of this fill layer and didn’t get removed with AU16.  Most of the excavated 
lots have a Late Classic TPQ.  A few lots have a smattering of Terminal Classic.  It seems likely to me that 
this cobble construction dates to the beginning of the Terminal Classic, as the transition from Late to 
Terminal Classic ceramics was in progress. 

 below. 

Melon Floor Termination – AU68.  Lots excavated: NN/4; OO/4; PP/4; UU/4; VV/4.  The primary 
matrix of AU68 is similar to that of the lower portion of AU17.  It consists of undressed limestone rubble 
6 to 25 cm in diameter within a 10YR 4/2 matrix.  Excavations in NN/4 initially resulted in the discovery 
of Melon floor, a southern terrace associated with Structure 41-2nd

These lots were differentiated from AU17 because they include a layer of broken ceramic 
material scattered across the surface of Melon floor, which I interpret as a termination event based on 
the large quantity of polychrome ceramics observed during field recovery.  This material is associated 
with the closing stages of Structure 41-2

 (see full description below).  Melon 
floor only extends north from NN to the northern edge of UU and VV.  North of this point the floor is 
broken (see AU66 and 67) 

nd and the construction of 41-1st

This deposit dates strictly to the Early Classic with a large sherd sample.  This TPQ date is 
confusing given the Late Classic II date of the cobble fill layer above and the location of these ceramics 
sitting on a floor.  This termination act could have either been performed using curated ceramics or the 
structure could have been abandoned during the Early Classic and then later reoccupied.  Evidence from 
Green Wall Fill #2 (AU12) also supports the abandonment and reoccupation hypothesis. 

.  Of the units excavated, the 
highest density of ceramics is centered in VV/4 and PP/4 and diminishes in density to the east and south.  
Analysis of the ceramic material from these lots will further our understanding of this deposit.  Analytical 
Units 66 and 67 appear to be related to this the same termination event. 

Tapir Wall Cut Fill – AU66.  Lots excavated: WW/4,6; XX/4,5; YY/2,4; ZZ/2.  The material found in 
these lots consists of a fill placed south of the Tapir Wall (see Structure 41-2nd and 3rd) and cut intrusively 
into the Melon Floor.  Similar to the scattered ceramics on the Melon Floor in AU68, the material in this 
analytical unit appears to be associated with the termination of Structure 41-2nd.  At the time of this 
termination, the Maya working on Structure 41 dug through Melon floor for about a meter south of the 
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Tapir Wall down to base of this wall, where it rests on Kumquat Floor (see Structure 41-3rd

The matrix consists primarily of carefully stacked cut limestone blocks relocated from their 
original contexts and used as fill.  The matrix of this fill is primarily 10YR 6/3 clay loam.   Surrounding 
Burial 11 is an impromptu enclosure of chert cobbles that differentiated the burial space from the fill 
around it.  Cobbles with at least one flat edge were chosen to encapsulate the burial to the north.  Their 
edges were placed facing to the south and served as a rest for the individual’s back.  Below the burial, 
but collected as part of Lot WW/6, the individual was sitting on a large metate fragment.  In the chert 
cobble fill below Burial 11, a large number of polychrome sherds, a figurine head, and some modeled 
plaster debris were found.  I would speculate that this plaster debris may have fallen or been removed 
from the southern face of the Tapir Wall.  Right against the face of the Tapir Wall, a single row of 
stacked, small cut-limestone blocks was pressed against the wall.  These are separated from the larger 
limestone fill by a thin column of loose, dry soil. 

).  In Unit 
WW, on the east side of the trench, a seated burial (AU67, Feature 7, Burial 11) was found within the fill 
of the cut.  AU66 passes around all sides of this burial and material from AU67 is probably contained in 
part in AU66.  Material from the tops of Lots XX/2 and ZZ/2 likely bleed into the large chert cobble fill 
placed across the south façade (AU17), while that from Lots WW/4 and XX/4 likely bleed into AU68 to 
the south. 

Unfortunately, no TPQ date has been established to date this deposit.  In the future, a date 
might be able to speak to whether this deposit is contemporaneous with AU68. 

Feature 7, Burial 11 – AU67.  Lots excavated: WW/5.  This analytical context consists of a seated 
burial placed within the ritual fill used to terminate Structure 41-2nd and build Structure 41-1st

Other than the metate the individual was sitting on, no formal grave goods were found with the 
body.  Two chert flakes and one broken sherd are all that were identified during the excavation.   
Additionally, in the field, numerous thin plaster flakes (3 mm in diameter) were seen to cover the body.  
The nature of these flakes is unknown, but they may have come from the face of Tapir Wall.  
Alternatively, and totally speculatively, they may have derived from a painted gourd. 

.  
Osteological details of the individual will be analyzed by Carolyn Freiwald next year.  Here, I only present 
an abbreviated discussion of the burial as observed in the field.  Preservation of the bones was variable, 
with some bones well preserved and others almost entirely decomposed.  The individual appears to 
have been an adult whose erect body faced approximately southeast.  As noted in the description of 
AU66, the individual’s back was resting against an informal wall of flat chert cobbles.  Collapse of the fill 
from above the individual caused the body to slump forward and to the left. 

The individual was resting in a matrix of 10YR 6/3 clay loam.  Because of the cavity created by 
the decomposing body, the material within the feature is much looser than in the fill around.  The body 
was smashed and bones were scattered a bit by large chert cobbles that were displaced from the fill 
around the body.  Other than the flat stones behind the individual’s back and the metate below, the 
burial does not seem to have been placed in a prepared grave, but rather was placed between fill layers. 

Because of the paucity of grave goods, no TPQ date was established for this burial.  We may be 
able to determine an age in the future either from radiocarbon dating or analysis of AU66. 

 
Building Platform 

Fuchsia Wall – AU61.  Lots excavated: KK/5; HHH/5.  Fuchsia Wall formed the south face of the 
Structure 41-1st-B Building Platform prior to the construction of the Building Platform Extension off 
Fuchsia Wall’s southern face.  Fuchsia Wall is a simple wall built of cut limestone blocks sitting on their 
narrow edge (Mixter 2011a:58-59, Figure 11).  In this analytical unit, we removed the blocks from 
Fuchsia Wall in order to investigate the earlier construction of the Building Platform.  The matrix directly 
around the Fuchsia Wall stones consists of a 10YR 4/2 clay loam. 
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The removal of Fuchsia Wall exposed the southern edge of two different Building Platform 
floors.  Cruz’s floor is the final preserved floor of Structure 41-1st

Fuchsia Wall was constructed on top of the broken edge of Marlon’s Floor, the next earliest 
floor in the sequence.  There, removal of Fuchsia Wall also exposed the southern ends of two large cut 
stones oriented north-south.  These two stones form the southern edge of Leopard Wall, a filled double-
faced wall associated with Structure 41-3

.  This floor is likely the same as the 
Edwin’s Floor and the floor of the same name both defined in 2010 (Mixter 2011a:59-61).  Even though 
its surface is slightly below the top of Fuchsia Wall, Cruz’s Floor appears to be associated with the use of 
Structure 41 following the construction of this wall. 

rd (see AU62 below).  The discovery of the rough edges of 
Marlon’s Floor and Leopard Wall terminating into the back of Fuchsia Wall suggests that these 
architectural features were intentionally dismantled when Fuchsia Wall was constructed.  The 
construction of Structure 41-1st-B included the removal of the southern part of the Building Platform 
associated with Marlon’s Floor and earlier versions of Structure 41.  Possibly 4.4 m worth of material, 
between Tapir Wall and Fuchsia Wall, was removed during this construction.  This modification is 
important because it means that prior to the construction of Structure 41-1st-B, Structure 41 may have 
had a significantly different arrangement atop the Supplementary Platform.  While Structure 41-1st is 
oriented south and held a perishable superstructure, Structure 41-2nd and 3rd

Terminal Building Platform Fill – AU74.  Lots excavated: QQ/3; III/3.  The analytical unit consists 
of fill used to cover Cruz’s floor in the construction of Structure 41-1

 may have been oriented 
east or south and might have held a full or partial masonry superstructure. 

st-A.  This fill is 10YR 3/1 clay loam 
with small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  The excavated section was located between the northern 
(back) edge of Fuchsia Wall and Low Wall Fiv

Central Bench Fill – AU28.  Lots excavated in 2011: JJJ/4; SS/4; QQ/4.  This context consists of a 
10YR 3/1 clay loam with 6 to 25 cm limestone inclusions.  Located behind Low Wall F, this analytical unit 
is the fill of the central bench associated with Structure 41-1

.  Beneath this fill, we uncovered the variably preserved 
Cruz’s Floor.  We did discover that Low Wall F rests directly on Cruz’s Floor.  It seems likely that this 
analytical unit is the same as AU29 and that Cruz’s Floor is the same as Edwin’s Floor, both excavated in 
2010 in Units TT, BBB, PPPP, and RRRR. 

st

The Central Bench has been dated to the Late Classic II based on ceramic TPQ.  Based on this 
date, we might surmise that Structure 41-1

-B.  Excavations exposed the continuation 
of Cruz’s Floor north under Low Wall F to the southern edge of the test pit excavated into the central 
bench during 2010 (Mixter 2011a:60-61, Figure 14).  In this test pit, Cruz’s Floor was found to be either 
eroded or cut later on. 

st

Cruz’s Floor Fill – AU62.  Lots excavated: QQ/5; SS/5; III/4; JJJ/5.  This analytical unit consists of 
the fill between Cruz’s Floor and Marlon’s Floor.  The fill matrix consists of a 10YR 4/2 clay loam with 
small (1 to6 cm) limestone inclusions.  Cruz’s Floor is a 4 cm thick plaster floor.  The two floors are only 
separated by about 10 cm of fill.   

-B was built contemporaneously with Red and Green 
Terraces. 

Below the fill, excavations unveiled Marlon’s Floor, the next earlier floor in the sequence, and 
Leopard Wall, a double faced, filled masonry wall.  Large patches of burning on both the top of the wall 
and Marlon’s Floor suggest a termination prior to the construction of Cruz’s Floor.  See AU60 below for 
more details. 

 
Discussion 

Continued excavations of Structure 41-1st have provided additional information concerning 
Structure 41’s final construction phase, the most important of which improve the dating of this 
construction.  The consistent presence of Late Classic II ceramics within the fill of Red and Green 
Terraces, the chert cobble façade fill, and the center bench on the Building Platform suggests a roughly 
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contemporaneous construction of all these elements.  Additionally, the smattering of Late Classic IIb and 
Terminal Classic sherds in these contexts points to a construction either just after or on the cusp 
between the Late and Terminal Classic periods. 

Additionally, the new dates suggest a hiatus in construction between the Early Classic period 
and the construction of Structure 41-1st-B in the Late Classic period.  This possible gap is based on the 
massive Early Classic termination deposit on Melon Floor that is then immediately covered by Late to 
Terminal Classic chert cobble fill and on the pile of dismantled stones encased by Green Terrace and 
located directly to the south of Blue Wall.  Certain aspects of Structure 41-2nd

Generally, the external form of Structure 41-1

, discussed in the section 
below, confound this possible interpretation. 

st

 

 continues to be the same as understood in 2010 
(Mixter 2011a). 

Structure 41-2
 

nd 

Structure 41-2nd is the penultimate renovation of Structure 41’s substructure.  During the 2010 
excavations, we discovered only hints of 41-2nd, but after this year’s work it appears to consist mostly of 
renovations to the southern side of the substructure.  During this construction stage, the building 
consisted of a two-tiered structure made up of Structure 41’s large Supplementary Platform 
(constructed initially in an earlier building episode) and a 2.1 m high, 7.7 m deep Southern Terrace 
attached to it.  There is no evidence that this construction phase was a substantial renovation to the 
Supplementary or Building Platforms.  Inhabitants of Structure 41-2nd continued to use the existing 
Supplementary and Building Platforms from Structure 41-3rd.  In fact, evidence suggests that Structure 
41-2nd may have been an unplanned construction episode undertaken because of structural deficiencies 
in Structure 41-3rd

 Structure 41-2
’s Southern Terrace.   

nd subsumes Blue, Yellow, and Tapir Walls and Melon and likely Marlon’s Floor 
associated with the structure’s Southern Terrace.  Like Structure 41-3rd before and 41-1st after, Structure 
41-2nd’s Southern Terrace was constructed on top of Joey’s Floor.  Blue Wall forms the southern edge of 
the Southern Terrace, resting directly on Joey’s Floor.  Although Blue Wall was partially dismantled, it 
reached at least up to the level of Kumquat Floor, the remaining terrace surface from Structure 41-3rd.  
Structure 41-2nd’s terrace only remained at this height for a space about 1 meter wide.  Just north of 
Blue Wall, Yellow Wall sits on Kumquat Floor.  Although the space between the two walls is heavily 
disturbed, it seems as though Yellow Wall forms the southern retaining wall of a new terrace level 
surfaced by Melon Floor.  One meter to the north of Yellow Wall, the coarsely constructed Hippo Wall 
also rests on Kumquat Floor and acts as a true internal construction wall.  Hippo Wall was never an 
exterior face of Structure 41.  Melon Floor continues north until it terminates one meter to the south of 
Tapir Wall.  The intervening meter was filled with materials related to Burial 11 during the termination 
of Structure 41-2nd

The construction of Structure 41-2
 (see AU 66 and 67 above). 

nd superseded the Southern Terrace of Structure 41-3rd.  
Structure 41-3rd consisted of a simple terrace with a south terrace face known as Lion Wall and a top 
surface known as Kumquat Floor.  The plaster floor of Kumquat Floor lips up to Tapir Wall, suggesting 
that the two are at the least contemporaneous.  Tapir Floor is the southern face of the Supplementary 
Platform wall constructed as part of Structure 41-3rd.  During the construction of Structure 41-2nd, Lion 
Wall was dismantled down to one course of stones and Blue Wall was constructed directly in front 
(south) of it.  The back edge of stones in Blue Wall touches the face of the superseded Lion Wall.  The 
height of the Southern Terrace was built up 60 cm as Melon Floor was superimposed over top of 
Kumquat Floor.  The construction of Melon floor covers only the bottom two-thirds of Tapir Wall.  At 
least 50 cm of the wall are exposed following the construction of Structure 41-2nd.  During this 
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construction phase, this small exposed 
portion of Tapir Wall continued to act as 
southern face of the Supplementary 
Platform. 

Structure 41-2nd’s Building 
Platform would have been surfaced by 
Marlon’s Floor (AU60) and topped by a 
masonry building associated with 
Leopard Wall.  Because there is no clear 
evidence that these aspects of Structure 
41 were renovated during the 
construction of Structure 41-2nd, they are 
described in the section for Structure 41-
3rd

 
 below. 

Southern Terrace 
Blue Wall – AU34.  Lots 

excavated: V/11; ZZZZ/6.  This 
analytical unit consisted of the 
materials associated with Blue Wall and its fill.  Previously described (Mixter 2011a:55), Blue Wall was 
constructed of courses of cut limestone blocks stacked in rows.  In between the rows, the blocks were 
leveled through the insertion of small 1 to 6 cm limestone chinking stones set into the front of the wall.  
Fragmentary sections of plaster remain in place across the face of the wall.  Five courses of stone in the 
eastern portion of the south facing wall exposed in Unit V were preserved.  To the west, in Unit ZZZZ, 
only the first course of wall stones is preserved (compare Figure 5.3 to Mixter 2011a: Figures 4 and 7).  
The top of the wall appears to have been intentionally dismantled in antiquity.  As I suggested earlier, 
AU12 may contain stones removed from this wall.  Besides the stones, the wall itself contained a 10YR 
8/1 clay loam matrix.  The back edge of the first course of stones in Blue Wall rests along the front 
(south) edge of Lion Wall (part of Structure 41-3rd

Interestingly, the construction methods used to build Blue Wall are very similar to those found 
on the Early Classic building beneath Group 4 (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011:38-40).  This suggests that 
these two constructions are likely contemporaneous. 

).  Later, Blue Wall was covered by the construction of 
Green Terrace Fill, which covers it. 

Blue Wall Fill – AU15. Lots excavated in 2011: V/12; W/6; X/4v; Y/5; ZZZZ/9.  This analytical unit 
consists of large roughly cut limestone blocks stacked behind Blue Wall and on top of the truncated 
remains of Lion Wall.  In some areas the blocks are quite neatly stacked, while in other areas they seem 
to have been thrown in haphazardly.  The matrix around the blocks is a 10YR 7/2 clay loam.  This fill was 
partially excavated in 2010 and likely supported the remains of a now eroded floor.  A large loose area 
of soil in Unit W points to a tree disturbance.  The material excavated in 2010 sits within this potentially 
disturbed zone.  To the north, Gorilla Wall, a cobble retaining wall associated with Structure 41-3rd

The nature of the construction material found in AU15 suggests that this fill was put in place to 
the south of Gorilla Wall following the demolition of Lion Wall.  Lion Wall, which is only preserved to one 
course and is hidden behind Blue Wall, appears to have been intentionally dismantled during the 
construction of Structure 41-2

, 
forms the boundary of this analytical unit. 

nd

The TPQ ceramic designation of AU15 suggests either a Late Classic date or a Terminal Preclassic 
date.  I am hesitant to accept any date for this context because of the disturbed nature of the top of this 

.  It is possible that the cut limestone fill in this analytical unit partially 
consists of the stones pulled off the Lion Wall. 

Figure 5.4.  Location of Feature 3, a hole cut thorough 
Joey’s Floor, in relation to Blue Wall. 
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zone and the uncertain boundary between this context and Green Terrace fill above and to the south of 
it.  The line between these two analytical units was at times unclear and I suspect mixing happened.  The 
possible Late Classic date is based on a small ceramic sample from lots near or on the top of this 
analytical unit.  The top of this analytical unit is not sealed or clearly defined.  As a result, later ceramic 
material was likely erroneously collected with this analytic unit. 

Feature 3 – Top – AU35.  Lots excavated: ZZZZ/7.  This lot consists of a feature located directly in 
front of Blue Wall (Figure 5.4).  The pit, which appears as a hole through Joey’s Floor, is approximately 
40  by 30 cm, with the long dimension coming south from Blue Wall.  Rather than a rectangle, the hole is 
oval, with rounded edges.  Based on the location on the pit, which is right up against Blue Wall, it 
appears to have been originally dug by the Maya after the construction of Blue Wall.  The matrix within 
the hole is 10YR 6/4 sandy loam, totally different than the matrix of Joey’s Plaza Fill (AU7).  Additionally, 
the material in the 13 cm deep hole is very loose, suggesting it was refilled later in time.  A plaster cap 
on top of the hole lips up to the Blue Wall, indicating that his recapping happened sometime after the 
construction of this wall.  A very limited number of small ceramic and lithic artifacts were found within 
this feature.  Whatever it contained prior to the capping was removed in antiquity.  My best speculation 
is that this hole was a posthole or an emptied centerline cache. 

This feature has a TPQ date of the Terminal Late Preclassic.  It is unclear if this date refers to the 
original construction of the feature, the feature’s reentry and resealing, or material that was mixed in 
from Joey’s Plaza Fill 1, which surrounds the feature.  Ultimately, the feature is best dated based on 
associated construction episodes. 

Yellow Wall – AU73.  Lots excavated in 2011: X/6; AA/6.  First discovered during the 2010 
excavations (Mixter 2011a:55), Yellow Wall is an enigmatic line of stones that crosses from east to west 
across our excavation trench.   This crudely constructed wall was either heavily disturbed after it was 
built or was initially constructed as an interior wall using roughly faced stones.  The existence of a 
retaining wall, Hippo Wall (AU70, described below), about a meter to the north suggests that Yellow 
Wall was originally an exterior platform facade while Hippo Wall was a retaining wall holding in the fill 
behind it.  Yellow Wall seems to form the southern face of a terrace topped by Melon Floor (known as 
the Melon Terrace). 

Unfortunately, our understanding of the associations between Yellow Wall and other contexts 
are frustrated by the heavily disturbed nature of deposits near the top of Units W, Y, X, and AA.  As 
noted above, following the abandonment of the building, this section suffered badly from heavy 
collapse material spilling out of Structure 41-1st

Finally, Yellow Wall was found to have been constructed directly on Kumquat Floor, the first 
Southern Terrace floor of Structure 41-3

 fill, disturbing the lower Yellow Wall, and accumulating 
around and on top of this wall.  Additionally, a large tree disturbance in Unit W to the south of the 
Yellow Wall disturbed this zone (see AU15). 

rd.  The section of Kumquat floor under Yellow Wall appears to 
be the southernmost preserved portion of this floor.  Further to the south, this floor was likely removed 
during the construction of Blue Wall.  While this evidence suggests that Yellow Wall predates Blue Wall, 
this connection is not conclusive because the missing floor could also be a result of the disturbance in 
this area.  More importantly, Kumquat floor is heavily warped, which appears to have happened in 
antiquity.  I suggest that the deformation of Kumquat Floor was due to the poor quality of the fill used 
to construct Structure 41-3rd north of Gorilla Wall.  The instability of Gorilla Fill (AU63) under Kumquat 
Floor likely contributed to the disturbance in this area of excavation in two ways. As Gorilla Fill subsided, 
Yellow Wall collapsed backward (north) into Structure 41, rather than south off the structure.  This 
should be impossible due to the presence of terrace fill to the north, but the presence of a 20 cm dip in 
the level of Kumquat Floor directly to the north explains this collapse pattern.  Second, the construction 
of Yellow Wall and Melon Terrace may have been in response to the unattractive slumping of Kumquat 
Floor.  As Kumquat Floor continued to slump, it eventually led to the inward collapse of Yellow Wall.  
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Additionally, though difficult to prove, I suspect that the construction of Blue Wall was also associated 
with the slumping of Kumquat Floor. 

While I have suggested that Yellow Wall dates to the construction of Structure 41-2nd

Yellow Wall Fill – AU72.  Lots excavated: X/5; AA/5.  This layer consists of fill to the north of 
Yellow Wall.  Because this section of the building is heavily disturbed (see AU73 description above), I 
only positively identified a small portion of fill within a divot in Kumquat Floor as Yellow Wall Fill.  This 
20 cm deep divot sits between Yellow Wall to the south and Hippo Wall to the north and was capped by 
collapsed stones from both walls sitting on it.  This layer sits directly below the South Façade Collapse 
(AU71).  It consists of a 10YR 6/2 clay loam with large cut stone inclusions from the walls collapsing in 
from the north and south. 

, this 
assignment is far from secure due to the remarkable level of disturbance in this part of the trench and 
the poor preservation of the wall. 

The Yellow Wall Fill has a TPQ date of Late Classic II with a mix of earlier sherds.  Given the 
disturbed nature of the material around the Yellow Wall and the nearby landing spot of collapse from 
Structure 41-1st, it is probable that these dates result from mixing with that material rather than the 
construction of Yellow Wall.  Based on the Early Classic date of Melon Floor Termination (AU68), I have a 
hard time believing that Structure 41-2nd

Hippo Wall – AU70.  Lots excavated: EE/5; FF/5.  Hippo Wall is a chert cobble retaining wall likely 
constructed as the face of the building core behind Yellow Wall.  Like Yellow Wall, Hippo Wall rests 
directly on Kumquat floor.  The cobbles form a roughly flat surface facing south.  Although the wall only 
has one course of stones in most exposed areas, the wall originally consisted of at least two courses of 
stone and likely reached the level of Melon Floor in antiquity.  Additional stones from the wall were 
found collapsed to the south (see AU72 above).  The matrix in among the wall stones was 10YR 5/3 clay 
loam.  Hippo Wall likely retained the dry-laid fill of Melon Terrace.  AU70 is to the south of AU69, the 
Hippo Wall Fill. 

 dated to the Late Classic. 

Hippo Wall Fill – AU69.  Lots excavated: EE/6; FF/6; MM/4.  These lots consist of material from a 
zone of dry laid repurposed cut limestone (25-50 cm) fill resting on top of Kumquat Floor behind (north) 
Hippo Wall.  The matrix of AU69 is 10YR 6/3 clay loam.  Material from these lots likely consists of a mix 
of two different fills from both above and below Melon Floor.  Here, near the edge of the Southern 
Terrace, Melon Floor is heavily eroded.  Melon Floor was first discovered in the excavations of MM/4 
emerging from the west excavation wall with NN.  To the north of this context, where Melon Floor was 
found better intact, the excavations were differentiated above (AU68) and below (AU65) Melon Floor.   

This analytical context is another one that is difficult to provide a secure TPQ date.  Because 
excavations were so difficult in this area, I know MM/4 included material both above and below the 
level of Melon Floor, indicating that AU69 contains a mixing of material culture between this analytical 
unit and AU17 above it.  I give the firm Late Classic date from MM/4 and the tentative Terminal Classic 
and Postclassic dates from EE/6 and FF/6 very little credence.  I suspect this material dates to the same 
time as AU65. 

Melon Fill – AU65.  Lots excavated: NN/5; OO/5; PP/5; UU/5; VV/5.  This analytical unit consists 
stacked limestone blocks (>50 cm) and other fill materials between Kumquat Floor and Melon Floor.  
Between the stones, the matrix is a 10YR 5/3 clay loam.  On top of the stacked limestone, Melon Floor 
was constructed on a layer of 10 to 20 cm chert cobble ballast mixed with a soft, loose soil. 

Even though Melon Fill was disturbed by the termination of Structure 41-2nd (AU66-68), Melon 
Fill (and Melon Floor) likely ran from Hippo Wall to the south to Tapir Wall to the north.  Melon Floor 
originally appears to have abutted Tapir Wall between the wall’s apron and sub-apron (for full 
description see AU56).  During the use of Structure 41-2nd

 

, only the upper portion of Tapir wall was 
exposed as a slightly battered edge to the structure’s Supplementary Platform. 
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Discussion 
Structure 41-2nd consists of structural elements that stabilized the Building Platform to the south 

including the replacement of Lion Wall with Blue Wall and Kumquat Floor for Melon Floor.  The floor 
replacement seems to have been motivated by the rapid destabilization of Kumquat Floor due to the 
receding Gorilla Fill below.  These floors are 60 cm apart.   While I believe that Yellow and Hippo Walls 
were related to the same construction event, the collapse and disturbance of this area makes this 
interpretation difficult to verify.  Furthermore, the intentional dismantlement of platform facades prior 
to the construction of Structure 41-1st

 

 left few strict boundaries between older and newer deposits, 
making dating difficult.  I tend to believe that this renovation dates to the Early Classic period, not the 
Late or Terminal Classic, as suggested by a small number of diagnostic ceramics. 

Structure 41-3
 

rd 

The substructure of Structure 41-3rd formed the architectural base on which all later construction phases 
were built.  Structure 41-3rd was composed of a single large Supplementary Platform with attached low 
terrace off the southern edge.  The Supplementary Platform likely held a vaulted masonry structure, 
which may have sat on a low Building Platform.  Later renovations on the southern side of the 
supplementary have obscured the dimensions of the superstructure.  During later construction 
episodes, it is clear that a Building Platform (discussed as part of Structure 41-1st above) was constructed 
on which a masonry superstructure, and later a pole-and-thatch building, was built.  Both Structure 41-
1st and 2nd utilized the same Supplementary Platform and architectural core constructed as part of 
Structure 41-3rd.   As part of Structure 41-3rd, the first identified iteration of a Southern Terrace was 
constructed off the southern side of the structure.  The fill below the Supplementary Platform is 
different than the fill of the Southern Terrace, suggesting that they were constructed separately (though 
possibly contemporaneously).  Like all later construction phases, Structure 41-3rd

The Southern Terrace of Structure 41-3

 was constructed on 
top of Joey’s Floor.  It is important to note that the earliest structure associated with Joey’s Floor has not 
been identified. 

rd was about 7.4 m long and 1.7 m high (above Joey’s 
Floor).  The now truncated Lion Wall formed the southern face of this terrace and Kumquat Floor 
formed the surface.  Because the southern face was mostly removed in the construction of Structure 41-
2nd, it is unclear if there were originally any architectural elaborations along the front face of the terrace.  
Internally, the fill of the Southern Terrace below Kumquat Floor and to the north of Lion Wall was 
constructed in two discreet bins.  About 1 m to the north of Lion Wall, an informal construction wall, 
known as Gorilla Wall, was built to contain a dense clay fill that forms the core of the Southern Terrace.  
Gorilla Wall was fully preserved up to the level of Kumquat Floor.  Gorilla Wall never served as an 
external face during the occupation of Structure 41.  Between Lion Wall and Gorilla Wall, the fill was 
substantially different.  Very little of this fill remains in place following the destruction of the façade 
during the construction of Structure 41-2nd

Kumquat Floor has preserved strangely since antiquity.  Most plaster floors associated with 
Structure 41 remain quite level across the expanse of the floor despite hundreds of years since their 
abandonment.  Kumquat Floor appeared to be “rolling” with rises and dips.  The elevation change from 
one rise to dip can be up to 20 cm.  As discussed above (see AU73) Yellow Wall was heavily disturbed by 
this rippling floor.  These rises and dips seem to have been caused by the floor unevenly receding into 
the naturally subsiding Gorilla Fill below.  I hypothesize that the construction of the Southern Terrace 
associated Structure 41-2

. 

nd

At the north edge of Structure 41-3
 was required to replace the damaged Kumquat Floor. 

rd’s Southern Terrace, Kumquat Floor lips up to the bottom 
edge of Tapir Wall.  Tapir Wall is the well preserved and well constructed southern face of the 
Supplementary Platform constructed as part of Structure 41-3rd.  This wall has the same construction 
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style as Lion wall and is elaborated in a typical Early Classic apron molding style.  The top section of this 
wall was visible as part of the later Structure 41-2nd

The Supplementary Platform constructed at part of Structure 41-3

.  Based on the way the plaster of Kumquat Floor lips 
up the Tapir Wall, it seems likely that this wall, and the Supplementary Platform edge it forms, were 
built prior to the construction of the Southern Terrace.  Because this wall was not excavated, this 
sequence cannot be certain. 

rd continued to be used to 
various extents until the structure was abandoned.  On the Supplementary Platform, no plaster floor 
was securely identified.  In 2010, excavations only uncovered a thin layer of small gravel ballast 
extending from the top edge of Tapir Wall, in the south, to the southern edge of the Building Platform.  
The lack of an earlier surface below this ballast suggests that the floor constructed as part of Structure 
41-3rd remained in use later.  Excavations in the Building Platform revealed three successive plaster 
floors associated with Structure 41-3rd: Marlon’s Floor, Lemon Floor, and Cherry Floor from late to early.  
Marlon’s Floor and Lemon Floor are both associated with Leopard Wall, a double-sided masonry wall 
running north to south.  This wall suggests that Structure 41 supported a vaulted masonry structure at 
least during these two sub-phases.  Both of these floors and Leopard Wall appear to have been cut by 
the Maya where Fuchsia Wall (associated with Structure 41-1st) was later placed.  This intentional 
cutting suggests that both of these floors and Leopard Wall originally extended further to the south.  
These floors may have covered the entire Supplementary Platform during their use.  Also, the 
orientation of Leopard Wall suggests that the superstructure on Structure 41-3rd

Cherry Floor, located beneath Lemon Floor is at the same level as the ballast extending across 
Supplementary Platform.  During this 
construction subphase, the Supplementary 
Platform does not appear to have supported a 
Building Platform.  During Structure 41-1

 may have been 
oriented to the west instead of south.  Because we only have one section of wall from this masonry 
structure, this suggestion is only tentative. 

st

Beneath Cherry Floor, the 
Supplementary Platform was constructed using 
dry-laid chert cobble fill.  The top surface of 
Structure 41-4

, and 
possibly throughout the sequence, Cherry floor 
continued to be used where it was not covered 
by the Building Platform. 

th was discovered in a 1 by 2 m 
test pit through this fill.  This structure will be 
described in the next section; however, it is 
worth noting that this earlier structure appears 
be wholly different, not incorporating any of 
the architectural elements associated with the 
southern side of Structure 41-3rd

 
. 

Southern Terrace 
Lion Wall Fill – AU64.  Lots excavated: 

W/7.  Lion Wall is a single course of massive 
stones that originally formed the face of 
Structure 41-3rd’s Southern Terrace built 
directly on top of Joey’s Plaza Floor.  This 
massive wall is constructed of very large cut-
limestone blocks averaging approximately 65 

Figure 5.5.  Plan map showing the relative locations 
of Lion and Gorilla Walls.  Note Lion Wall’s header 

and stretcher architecture. 
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cm long, 35 cm wide and 10 cm 
high.  The stones are all the same 
height and are positioned in an 
alternating fashion as stretchers 
(with the long side facing south) 
and headers (with the narrow side 
facing out) (Figure 5.5).  All of the 
blocks were flattened on their 
southern edge to form a faced 
facade.  This architectural 
construction technique is 
particularly stable because the 
headers are secured into the fill 
behind the wall.  Unfortunately, 
only the lowest course is 
preserved.  The upper courses 
must have been dismantled in 
antiquity in association with the 
construction of Structure 41-2nd

The remains of Lion Wall Fill are located beneath Blue Wall Fill (AU15) above it and seem to be 
the original in situ fill located between the platform face of the Southern Terrace (Lion Wall) and the 
face of the core fill (Gorilla Wall).  The fill between Lion Wall and Gorilla Wall was excavated in order to 
test whether these walls were contemporaneous.  The fill consists of a dense 10YR 5/3 clay loam with 
uncut limestone inclusions 6 to 25 cm in size.  While the fill between the two walls is different from the 
fill behind Gorilla Wall (compare with AU63), they appear to be roughly contemporaneous.  Based on its 
crude construction, Gorilla Wall was not an exterior wall and appears to have been a construction wall 
retaining the core fill of the Southern Terrace behind Lion Wall.   Differential fill between the core and 
the masonry façade is common in Maya architecture (von Falkenhausen 1985:130), especially in the 
Early Classic period.  Excavations through Lion Fill found that both it and Gorilla Wall rest on Joey’s Floor, 
suggesting that an earlier architectural phase associated with Joey’s Floor has yet to be found more 
deeply buried in the center of the building. 

, 
particularly Blue Wall.  The face of 
Lion Wall has remnants of plaster, which likely originally covered the entire wall.  Additionally, at least 
one later resurfacing of Joey’s Floor lips up to Lion Wall.  This suggests that Joey’s Floor was resurfaced 
after the construction of Lion Wall.  Earlier versions of Joey’s Floor pass below Lion Wall and can be seen 
below fill further to the north.  Similarities in construction techniques between Lion Wall and Tapir Wall 
(AU56) suggest that these two constructions may have been contemporaneous. 

Gorilla Fill – AU63.  Lots excavated: X/7,8; Y/6; AA/7,8.  The Gorilla Wall is a retaining wall that 
forms part of a construction pen built of stacked chert cobbles between 25 and 50 cm in size (Figure 
5.6).  Gorilla Fill is a wet-laid fill of mottled 10YR 5/3, 10YR 5/8, and 10YR 3/2 clay.  This clay is incredibly 
compacted and was very difficult to excavate because it was dense and heavy.  Within the fill, inclusions 
include a scattering of large chert cobbles and small limestone inclusions.  Very little cultural material 
came from these lots.   

The Gorilla Fill was only excavated 1 m to the north of Gorilla Wall because of the difficulties of 
excavation.  This fill layer rests directly on Joey’s Floor.  In total this fill layer is 1.4 m deep. As noted in 
the AU64 entry, Gorilla Wall appears to be associated with the construction of Lion Wall.  Gorilla Fill 
forms the core fill of the Southern Terrace.  Gorilla Fill is directly below Kumquat Floor, which we first 
found preserved under Yellow Wall.  This floor runs north through the trench for 6 m from Yellow Wall 

Figure 5.6.  Gorilla Wall is an internal wall that formed the 
southern edge of an informal construction pen. 
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and to the base of Tapir Wall.  
Prior to the dismantling of 
Lions Wall, Kumquat floor 
probably ran from the top of 
this wall to the base of Tapir 
Wall.  Kumquat floor lips up to 
Tapir Wall, suggesting Tapir 
Wall was constructed first.  At 
one time, this was a well 
constructed plaster floor.  
Unfortunately, either the 
weight of activities on Kumquat 
Floor or the internal shrinkage 
of the clay used in Gorilla Fill 
caused the fill to compress, 
drawing portions of Kumquat 
Floor down and creating an 
uneven surface.  From Yellow 
Wall to Tapir Wall, Kumquat 
floor has a wavy profile.  As noted for AU73, I suspect this disfiguration led to the construction of 
Structure 41-3rd

Gorilla Fill has been assigned a Late Preclassic TPQ date based on ceramics.  I suspect this date is 
too early.  Gorilla Fill sits on top of Joey’s Plaza Floor which dates to the Terminal Late Preclassic at the 
latest (see discussion in AU5 and AU37).  Ceramics from only one of the five lots in this analytical unit 
has been sorted and this matrix has a remarkably low density of artifact, so a later date may yet be 
determined. 

. 

Tapir Wall Fill – AU56. Lots excavated: ZZ/4.  Tapir Wall is a south facing platform facade wall of 
the Supplementary Platform built as part of Structure 41-3rd

On the surface of the sub-apron and basal molding, a large portion of the original plaster is 
preserved, much of which is painted red.  The plaster surface is continuous from Kumquat floor to the 
apron soffit, suggesting the Kumquat floor and the terrace it sits on were constructed at the same time 
as the Tapir Wall.  The apron, on the other hand, has very little plaster remaining.  Melon Floor likely 
joined with Tapir Wall at the level of the apron soffit, leaving the apron exposed throughout the use of 
Structure 41-2

 (Figure 5.7).  At this time Kumquat Floor, 
which lips up to it, was the surface of the Southern Terrace below the Supplementary Platform.  Tapir 
Wall was constructed using the same method of alternating stretchers and headers used to construction 
Lion Wall (AU64).  In profile, this wall has three stacked sections.  Each section appears to have been 45 
to 50 cm high and built using three courses of stone.  The lowest section is a basal molding.  This section 
is tilted, or battered, so that the top of the third stone is recessed about 10 cm from the bottom edge of 
the lowest stone.  The middle section, or sub-apron, is inset to the north by about 15 cm.  The sub-apron 
also has about 10 cm of batter.  The top section, or apron, is outset about 20 cm from the top of the 
sub-apron.  This section also has about 10 cm of batter.  The construction of this wall is a modified form 
of the apron molding common during the Early Classic period (von Falkenhausen 1985:127-128).  But it 
is unusual because of the equal size of the apron, sub-apron, and basal molding.  Although the 
difference in slope between the sections is minimal, this style does recall talud-tablero style 
architecture. 

nd.  During this time, the plaster on the apron likely eroded leaving only the exposed facing 
stones. 

Figure 5.7.  Tapir Wall and Kumquat Floor.  Note apron molding 
architectural style of Tapir Wall. 
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The fill behind (north) Tapir 
Wall consists of 10YR 3/2 shifting to 
10YR 5/2 clay loam full of small stone 
inclusions.  This fill is positioned below 
the Supplementary Platform Ballast 
(AU57), which I present below out of 
stratigraphic order in order to 
emphasize the architectural description 
of Tapir Wall.  Only a small section of 
this fill was excavated; however, it was 
likely similar to the Supplementary 
Platform Fill (AU55) described below. 

Supplementary Platform Ballast 
– AU57.  Lots excavated: CC/2; DD/2; 
II/2; JJ/2; GG/4,5; YY/3; ZZ/3; GGG/3,4.  
This analytical unit consists of a layer of 
chert cobble ballast that rests on top of 
the Supplementary Platform Fill (AU55).  
This material appears likely to have 
been ballast placed on top of AU55 in 
order to level the fill for the 
construction of the platform surface.  
This ballast lies on top of Tapir wall and 
extends north to the southern edge of 
the Building Platform Extension (Mixter 
2011a:57-58).  Later, during Structure 
41-2nd

South of the Building Platform, the ancient plaster floor that rested on top of the ballast of the 
Supplementary Platform was not found, having completely eroded away.  It is unclear if the remaining 
ballast was placed during the construction Structure 41-3

, there would have been a slight 
(50 cm) step up from Melon Floor to the 
Supplementary Platform, as the apron 
Tapir Wall would have formed a raiser.  

rd or sometime later related to the removal of 
the masonry structure on top of Structure 41-2nd and 3rd (see AU 61).  No earlier preserved floor was 
encountered beneath AU57.  If this ballast was placed during the construction of Structure 41-3rd

Supplementary Platform Fill – AU55.  Lots excavated: GG/6,7,8,9; KK/6,7; GGG/5,6,7; HHH/6.  
This analytical unit consists of a thick layer of large (25-50 cm) dry-laid chert and limestone structure fill.  
These large inclusions are located within a 10YR 4/3 clay loam matrix.  This layer is between 135 and 150 
cm thick and forms the core fill of the Structure 41-3

, then it 
may have been covered by Cherry Floor (AU58), the earliest floor associated with the surface of 
Structure 41-3rd.  If so, this missing floor may have remained exposed until the structure’s 
abandonment. 

rd platform.  We recognized ephemeral lines of 
stones within this analytical unit, and they hint at the presence of possible construction bins.  Otherwise, 
the fill is fairly uniform throughout AU55.  The thickness of this fill suggests that Structure 41-3rd was a 
major construction phase that formed the base of all subsequent architectural phases.  In fact, the same 
Supplementary Platform surface seems to have been used until the structure’s abandonment.  Lots 
GG/6 and GGG/5 are below AU57, and KK/6 and HHH/6 are below Cherry Floor Ballast.  At the base of 

Figure 5.8.  East profile of Structure 41’s Building Platform 
showing the sequence of superimposed plaster floors. 
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Lots GG/9 and KK/7, we 
encountered Grape Floor, the 
top of Structure 41-4th located 
underneath Structure 41-3rd

 
. 

Building Platform 
During the use life of 

Structure 41-3rd, the Building 
Platform went through three 
different incarnations (Figure 
5.8).  The latter two episodes, 
during which Marlon’s Floor and 
Lemon Floor were active, were 
both associated with Leopard 
Wall.  This double-faced wall 
runs north to south and suggests 
that Structure 41 held a masonry 
walled structure during this time.  
During the earliest incarnation of 
Structure 41-3rd

Marlon’s Floor – AU60.  
Lots excavated: III/5.  Beneath 
Cruz’s Floor, Marlon’s Floor 
spreads to the east and west of 
Leopard wall (Figure 5.9).  Leopard Wall is the lowest course of a double-faced and filled masonry wall 
that stretches from south to north through Units QQ, SS, and AAA.  Generally, double faced masonry 
walls are associated with superstructures, not platforms.  This wall was probably part of a likely-vaulted 
masonry superstructure on top of Structure 41-3

, Cherry Floor 
likely covered the entire 
Supplementary Platform.  Due to 
the limited exposure of this floor, 
it is unclear what kind of 

superstructure was on top of 
Structure 41 at this time. 

rd

The lowest course of stones associated with the western face of Leopard Wall is intact in the 
excavated area.  Five stones stretch from the back of Fuchsia Wall to the south across Units QQ and SS.  
The last surviving stone crosses the boundary between Lot SS/5 and the 2010 excavations in Unit AAA.  
Further to the north, a single stone crosses to the east, suggesting that the wall either turned or ended 
here.  Since Units AAA and HHHH were disturbed in antiquity (Mixter 2011a:60-61), it is hard to know 
which scenario is correct.  The eastern face of Leopard well is less well preserved.  While the 

.  Based on current excavations, it is unclear whether 
this wall is the east or west façade of the superstructure or is an internal wall.  The section of wall 
uncovered does not include a clear corner with any other wall that might indicate an orientation.  
Furthermore, the wall (along with Marlon’s Floor) has been entirely removed south of unit QQ.  The wall 
likely originally extended much further to the south.  Based on the wall’s location roughly in the center 
of the Supplementary Platform and the possibility that it continued further to the south, I suspect that 
Leopard Wall formed the western face of a west facing superstructure situated on the eastern half of 
Structure 41’s Supplementary Platform. 

Figure 5.9.  Plan map of Structure 41-3rd’s Building Platform 
showing the relationship between Leopard Wall and Marlon’s 

Floor.  Note the preserved paint on the western edge of 
Marlon’s Floor and the areas of heavy burning. 
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southernmost stone located next to Fuchsia Wall is in place, the stones located further to the north have 
been removed or miss placed.  A second stone may be out of place in Lot QQ/5 and a stone located in 
the 2010 excavations in Unit AAA follows the same line.  We know that stones were previously located 
in the gaps because Marlon’s Floor lips up to both faces of Leopard Wall.  North of the single in place 
stone, Marlon’s floor lips up to an empty space where a cut stone previously was located. 

Based on the large block construction of Leopard Wall, which measure 70 cm by 30 cm, I believe 
this architecture to be contemporaneous with the Lion and Tapir Walls.  Unfortunately, further ceramic 
analysis needs to take place to secure the dating of these three architectural features. 

In the narrow excavated section to the west of Leopard Wall, well preserved patches of 
Marlon’s Floor have red paint.  To the east of Leopard Wall, the floor is cracked in places and marked by 
heavy burning, especially across the northern portion of Lots SS/5 and JJJ/5.  This burning can also be 
seen across the top of the wall stones in the same area.  In 2010, I hypothesized that similar burning was 
related to a post-abandonment tree burning incident.  However, in combination with the deconstruction 
of Leopard Wall, I now believe that this burning is related to the intentional dismantling of the double-
faced wall.  This burning event is an interesting parallel to the termination event seen on Melon floor 
located on the Southern Terrace below the Supplementary Platform (AU68).  Perhaps this burning event 
was associated with a termination event manifested in multiple locations on the structure.  

The matrix of this analytical unit included the lot that penetrated Marlon’s Floor and the ballast 
immediately below.  This ballast consists of 10YR 4/2 clay loam with small (1 to 6 cm) inclusions.  
Marlon’s floor sits almost immediately on top of Lemon Floor, with only a thin layer of ballast between 
them.  This lot derived from excavations in a single 1 m2

Lemon Floor Ballast – AU59.  Lots excavated: KK/3; HHH/3; III/6.  This lot consists of the Lemon 
Floor and a layer of ballast below.  Lemon Floor is a thin (3 cm) plaster floor.  Based on its location, it 
appears to post-date the construction of Leopard Wall.  The ballast consists of a 10YR 4/3 chert cobble 
fill.  This layer was originally identified in Lot III/6, where the floor is well preserved.  Lots KK/3 and 
HHH/3 were retroactively assigned this analytical unit.  In these later two lots, Lemon Floor was found to 
be heavily eroded.  The analytical unit was terminated at Cherry Floor. 

 test unit, limiting the view of context.  That said, 
it is clear that Lemon floor was also associated with Leopard Wall.  Lemon Floor and Leopard Wall 
appear to be contemporaneous or Lemon Floor was constructed first. 

Cherry Floor Ballast – AU58.  Lots excavated: KK/4; HHH/4; III/7.  Cherry Floor is the next plaster 
floor located stratigraphically below Lemon Floor and is the earliest floor associated with Structure 41-
3rd.  As with AU59, this analytical unit was originally identified in a single 1 m2

Based on the elevation of Cherry Floor, it seems possible that this floor is the same as the floor 
identified at the bottom of the 2010 test excavations in Units AAA, HHHH, SS, and JJJ.  Additionally, I 
think this floor is the right elevation to have rested on top of AU57 and formed the initial surface of the 
Supplementary Platform during the later use lives of the structure. 

 test unit excavated in Unit 
III.  The assignment of KK/3 and HHH/3 to this analytical unit was retroactive based on evidence of a 
highly eroded plaster floor above these lots.  Below Cherry Floor is small limestone gravel ballast.  Below 
this, we encountered the same large (25-50 cm) chert cobble fill found in AU55, the lots associated with 
the Supplementary Platform excavated below and to the south of the Building Platform.  Excavations in 
Lot III/7 continued into this context in order to collect a ceramic sample.  Excavations halted because of 
the paucity of artifacts coming from these lots. 

 
Discussion 

The investigations of Structure 41-3rd indicate that Structure 41 had a very impressive 
appearance.  The substructure was decorated with a painted apron molding.  Bits of painted modeled 
plaster found in the fill of later Southern Terrace renovations point to the possibility of sculpted stucco 
decorations.  Additionally, Leopard Wall indicates the presence of a masonry superstructure.  Based on 
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the single preserved course of stones, it is unclear whether this superstructure had a full corbelled vault 
or if the masonry wall was a partial wall stub supporting a perishable structure.  Perhaps the demolition 
of this superstructure is the source of the vault “key” stones identified of the northern edge of the 
substructure during 2004 test excavations (LeCount and Blitz 2005:71). 

The north-south orientation of Leopard Wall does call into question the orientation of Structure 
41-3rd.  Because Structure 41-1st is clearly oriented to the south, we have long presumed that earlier 
construction phases were built the same way.  Since excavations behind Fuchsia wall revealed that the 
Structure 41-3rd

The dating of Structure 41-3

 Building Platform was cut, this surface may have continued much farther to the south.  
As a result, Leopard Wall could be an interior wall associated with a structure facing south or the 
exterior wall of a structure facing west.  Additional excavations on the west side of the structure might 
be able to address this question. 

rd

 

 is currently problematic.  The only established ceramic TPQ is Late 
Preclassic for Gorilla Floor, which seems too early.  Based on the superposition of the Lion Wall and 
Gorilla Fill over Joey’s Floor, at least the Southern Terrace appears to date to this time.  At the moment, 
we don’t have any concrete evidence to date the Supplementary Platform or any of the Building 
Platform dates.  Based on their association with the Southern Terrace, a TPQ of the Terminal Preclassic 
seems likely; however, even this is uncertain.  Since we don’t totally understand the architectural 
connection between the Southern Terrace and main substructure at this time, it is possible that one 
predates the other.  Dating these features will have to wait for a full analysis of the ceramics and 
radiocarbon dates. 

Structure 41-4
 

th 

In the 2 by 1 m test pit into the Structure 41-3rd Supplementary Platform the top surface of Structure 41-
4th was uncovered.  Because of the limited exposure, the size and shape of this structure is unknown.  
Given its elevation above Joey’s Floor, the structure must have been at least 1.7 m high.  Structure 41-4th 
might have been taller if it was associated with the earlier Toby’s Plaza Floor instead of Joey’s Plaza 
Floor.  Grape Floor is the plaster floor that serves as the surface of the Structure 41-4th

 

 platform as we 
know it. 

Unknown Platform 
Grape Floor and Ballast – AU54.  Lots excavated: GG/10; KK/8.  Excavations into the Structure 

41-3rd substructure revealed an earlier building located 135 cm below the surface of the Structure 41 
Supplementary Platform.  This earlier building has been called Structure 41-4th

Grape Floor appears most likely to be an otherwise unrecognized architectural phase.  However, 
given the similar elevation to Kumquat Floor, it is possible that Grape Floor is a northern continuation of 
Kumquat Floor, which could pass under Tapir floor.  Additionally, it is not known which plaza surface 
Structure 41- 4

 and has only been 
uncovered in a 2 by 1 m excavation unit.  As a result, our information about this building is limited.  
Below AU55, we uncovered Grape Floor.  Excavations determined that Grape Floor is 6 cm thick, and the 
floor was constructed on small (1 to6 cm) chert cobble ballast.  This ballast rested within a 10YR 4/3 clay 
loam matrix.  We excavated 15 cm into the ballast in order to collect a ceramic sample for dating; 
however, this material has not yet been analyzed. 

th is associated with.  Since Joey’s Floor passes under Gorilla Fill, it could be associated 
with this floor.  Alternatively, Structure 41-4th

Like Structure 41-3

 could be associated with the earlier Toby’s Floor.  None of 
the later architectural phases are associated with this plaza floor. 

rd, the date of Structure 41-4th

 

’s construction is poorly understood.  A firm 
date will have to weight further ceramic analysis. 
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Structure 41 Southern Plaza Excavations 
 

To the south of Structure 41, an open space stretches between the building and Structure 40.  Before 
the construction of Group 4, this space may have been the southeastern fringe of Plaza C.  In 2010, 
excavations to the south of Structure 41 uncovered two stages of plaza floor construction, Joey’s Floor 
and Toby’s floor (Mixter 2011a:52).  During 2011, a test excavation continued until we found culturally 
sterile levels.  Rather than continuing to dig in the test pit (Units UUU and P) initiated in 2010, 
excavations (mostly Units T and XXXX) were placed further to the north.  Here, I thought the pit might 
allow us to follow stratigraphy north into the trench.  While the complexity of Structure 41 and time 
limitations on the field season precluded this kind of excavation, the location of our test excavations 
proved to be fortuitous.   
 In Units T, U, V, XXXX, YYYY, ZZZZ, and EEEEE we excavated 28 cm down between Joey’s and 
Toby’s Floors.  This excavation uncovered three features that are likely all associated with a single child 
burial.  This burial and the abundant ceramic material pressed onto Toby’s Floor around it are likely 
related to a termination ritual associated with the construction of Joey’s Floor. 

In Units T and XXXX, we continued to excavate below Toby’s Floor until we hit sterile soil.  These 
excavations unveiled a sequence of six likely plaza surfaces, dating back as far as the Terminal Early 
Preclassic period associated with Cunil Complex ceramics.  The superposition of these floors is as 
follows: Joey’s, Toby’s, Lime, Nance, Papaya, and Quince Floors from latest to earliest.  Joey’s Floor has 
been discussed in detail due to its association with Structures 41-1st through 3rd

In the following section, the excavations from this plaza test pit will be described in stratigraphic 
order beginning with Joey’s Floor.  Although some of these analytical units were defined during the 2010 
excavation season, those excavations are not continuous with the excavations described below due to 
the shift from testing in Units UUU and P to XXXX and T. 

.  Toby’s Floor is an intact 
plaster floor discussed briefly in the previous paragraph.  Twenty-eight cm below Toby’s Floor is Lime 
Floor, a thin, heavily burned plaster floor.  Thirty-two cm below Lime Floor, Nance Floor is a similarly 
thin heavily burned plaster floor.  Approximately 20 cm below Nance floor is Papaya Floor, an 
occupation surface constructed out of tamped marl.  Papaya Floor, contained Feature 5, a water drain 
carved into the marl surface.  Twenty-two cm below this floor and resting on Quince Floor is a deposit 
containing only Cunil ceramics.  Quince Floor is a thin layer of marl seen only in the profile.  This floor 
rests directly on top of leveled sterile clay and is heavily burned in Unit XXXX.  The Cunil ceramics are 
associated with Feature 6, a termination deposit resting right on the clay in Unit XXXX, and Feature 8, 
the edge of a round or apsidal structure located primarily in the northern half of Unit T.  Because this 
feature is a buried architectural feature with a form totally different from Structure 41 above, I have 
adopted the Tikal Project convention of considering it a different entity (Coe and Haviland 1982:49).  
Feature 8 is called Structure Sub-1 in order to indicate its location entirely below the modern surface 
and its independence from the later Structure 41 construction sequence. 

 
Plaza Space 

Joey’s Plaza Floor – AU5.  Lots Excavated in 2011: T/9; U/10; V/13; XXXX/6; YYYY/7,13; ZZZZ/10; 
EEEEE/6.  This analytical unit consisted of lots associated with Joey’s Plaza Floor.  This plaster plaza floor 
extends from Unit UUU in the south across all units to the south of Lion Wall.  As noted previously 
(AU63,64), the floor passes north under Lion and Gorilla Walls.  The Southern Terrace of Structure 41-
3rd, and probably that whole construction phase, was built on top of Joey’s Floor.  Further north, the 
floor is preserved better due to its location beneath standing architecture.  Here, at least three distinct 
resurfacing events can be identified.  The southern end of the floor, especially south of Red Terrace in 
Units P and UUU, is highly eroded.  In these two units, the plaster floor appears to have been replaced 
with a set of interlocking paving stones where it was eroded (Mixter 2011a:52).  Additionally, the floor is 
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heavily eroded in the eastern half of Unit EEEEE.  This analytical unit consists exclusively of the removal 
of Joey’s Floor. 

The TPQ dates for AU5 are a bit confusing.  In general, I split them into two different categories.  
From the 2010 excavations in Unit P, ceramics suggest a Late Classic TPQ date.  In areas excavated 
during 2011, an Early Classic TPQ is observed.  Two confounding factors could have resulted in the 
differences between these dates.  First, the erosion of the floor in P and UUU could have resulted in 
later dates from collapse material mixed into this analytical unit.  Second, the practice of resurfacing 
plaster floors could have led to the incorporation of ceramic materials from later resurfacing episodes.  
At least three distinct layers of plaster were identified during excavations.  I suspect that this behavioral 
pattern led to the discrepancy between the Early Classic TPQ of this analytical unit with the Terminal 
Preclassic date assigned to the fill layer (AU7) below. 

Joey’s Plaza Fill #1 – AU7.  Lots Excavated In 2011: T/10; U/11; V/14; XXXX/7; YYYY/8,14; 
ZZZZ/11; EEEEE/7.  This fill lot consists a 10YR 5/4 clay loam fill located directly below Joey’s Plaza Floor.  
The matrix is a hard packed soil with a low density of inclusions, mostly small (1 to 6 cm) broken bits of 
limestone.  Initial ceramic analysis has provided a confusing dating picture.  As with AU5, the 2010 
excavations in Units UUU and P provided a different date from the 2011 excavations farther to the 
north.  Units UUU and P have been assigned a TPQ date of Early Classic.  But with the exception of Lot 
ZZZZ/11, all the lots excavated in 2011 provided a Terminal Preclassic date.  Why the discrepancy?  I 
suspect the difference relates to the placement of the paving stones in the plaza.  This operation caused 
ceramics to filter down into this level.  Because of the consistency of this pattern, I accept the Terminal 
Preclassic construction date for Joey’s Floor.  The one exception is Lot ZZZZ/11, which contains Terminal 
Classic and Early Classic sherds.  This lot contains the intrusive Feature 3 (AU35), which is likely the 
source of the later material in this lot. 

AU7 forms the fill located between Joey’s and Toby’s floors.  In Units U, V, ZZZZ, EEEEE, and the 
northern half of YYYY, this analytical unit subsumes all the lots in the entire space between these two 
floors except lots from a possible termination deposit.  In Units T, XXXX, and the southern half of YYYY, 
AU7 sits on top Joey’s Plaza Fill #2 (AU37), an artifact-rich fill situated just above Toby’s Floor.  The 
difference between the two fills was identified by the transition to a stickier, more clay-rich fill.  AU37 
contains Features 1 (AU38), 2 (AU39), and 4 (AU40) within its matrix, suggesting that these four 
analytical units combine to form a termination deposit of Toby’s Floor. 

Feature 3 – Bottom – AU36.  Lots Excavated: ZZZZ/8.  This lot consists of a section of fill with the 
footprint of Feature 3 between the bottom of AU35 and Toby’s floor.  This lot was separated from 
ZZZZ/7 during excavation because of a transition from sandy loam to a matrix with a higher percentage 
of clay.  As it turns out, the 10YR 5/4 matrix of ZZZZ/8 is identical to that of AU7.  I no longer consider 
this lot as part of Feature 3.  Instead, it should be considered part of Joey’s Plaza Fill #1. 

Joey’s Plaza Fill #2 – AU37.  Lots Excavated: T/11; XXXX/8,10; YYYY/9.  This analytical unit is an 
approximately 10 cm thick fill layer consisting of 10YR 7/3 clay loam matrix and artifacts.  Although the 
soil texture is classified the same as AU7, this layer felt denser and more clay-rich than the matrix above.  
This analytical unit includes small (1-6 cm) limestone gravel inclusions and a particularly high density of 
artifacts. 

On the line between Units XXXX and YYYY, excavations uncovered Burial 5 (Features 1 and 2).  
Burial 5 is a child burial placed directly on top of Toby’s Floor (Figure 5.10; see AU38 and 39 below).  In 
addition to the high density of artifacts, this analytical unit contains a high density of charcoal, indicating 
in situ burning associated with the burial.   

In the northwest corner of Unit YYYY continuing into the eastern edge of EEEEE, a line of five flat 
stones (Feature 4, AU40) facing southeast was discovered.  This line of stones rests directly on Toby’s 
Floor and is about 15 cm tall at its highest.  Although fill in this zone was not recorded within AU37, 
these stones face towards Burial 5 and seem likely to have been associated with that deposit. 
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Taken together, the ritual nature of 
the child burial, the high density of artifacts, 
and the evidence of burning suggest that 
these material were part of a termination 
deposit associated with the end of Toby’s 
floor and the construction of Joey’s Floor.  
The dating of AU37, 38, 39, and 40 are all 
based on the likelihood that they were 
constructed contemporaneously with AU7.  
It seems likely that the construction of Joey’s 
floor and the fill below took place during a 
single construction event.   

Feature 1, Burial 5 – AU38.  Lots 
Excavated: XXXX/9; YYYY/10.  Along with 
AU39, this analytical unit contains the 
remains of Burial 5 of a child and its burial 
goods.  This analytical unit consists of a 35 
by 30 cm roughly oval shaped area 
containing the remains.  The 10 cm of matrix 
within this area and directly above Toby’s 
Floor were collected intact in the field and 
returned to the lab for excavation by 
Freiwald.  Here, I discuss the burial context 
only.  Burial 5 appears to be a single juvenile 
individual placed on Toby’s Floor.  The 
remaining bones are incredibly fragmentary.  
It has not been determined whether or not 
the individual was articulated.  The cranium 
was identified facing down with its head to the south.  The individual’s face rests in a whole, small Sierra 
Red bowl.  In addition to the bowl, the burial was accompanied by 18 shell beads and four greenstone 
beads that were likely originally strung into a necklace. 

The oval shaped section of sediment containing the burial was collected as a single block of soil 
to be excavated in the lab.  We were unable to contain the entire burial within this pedestal – some 
remains escaped around the edges.  Soil removed during the creation of the pedestal was collected 
separately for flotation.  Additionally, the later discovery of a high density zone of bone in the northeast 
corner of YYYY/9 (AU39) suggests that the body extended beyond the AU38 pedestal.  The material in 
this corner was collected separately as AU39.  All of the dirt around the pedestal was collected in the 
field and processed through flotation.  These float samples have not yet been analyzed.  The matrix of 
AU38 is the same as for AU 37. 

Feature 2, Burial 5 – AU39.  Lots Excavated: YYYY/11.  This feature consists of an area containing 
a high density of bones located in the NE corner of YYYY/9.  The bones in Feature 2 were located below a 
limestone rock.  This stone is square with curved corners and was found laying flat on top the bones.  
The stone is 13 by 14 cm in size.  The top of the stone is heavily burned.  The burned nature of the stone 
suggests that it may have been an intentionally placed part of the deposit.  All sediment from this 
analytical unit was collected for flotation.  The matrix of this analytical unit has the same properties as 
AU37. 

 

Figure 5.10.  Plan Map of Toby’s Floor showing the 
relative locations of Features 1, 2, and 4. 
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Feature 4 – AU40.  
Lots Excavated: YYYY/15.  This 
analytical unit consists of a 
single lot associated with 
Feature 4, a line of five 
upright stones stretching 
diagonally from the northwest 
corner of Unit YYYY into the 
eastern edge of EEEEE (Figure 
5.11).  These stones are 
footed shallowly into Toby’s 
Floor and are all cut flat on 
the same side facing roughly 
southeast.  The stones are 
between 7 and 15 cm in 
height.  Material around the 
stones was collected for 
flotation.  The only artifact of 
note was a single bone placed in front of the stone alignment.  The stone alignment faces directly 
toward Burial 5 and I suspect that Feature 4 is related to the same termination deposit associated with 
AU37, 38, and 39. 

Toby’s Plaza Floor – AU41.  Lots Excavated: T/12; XXXX/11.  This analytical unit consisted of the 
excavation of Toby’s Floor and underlying small coble ballast (Figures 5.3 and 5.12).  Toby’s Floor is a 7 
cm thick plaster floor resting on fist-size cobble (5 to 20 cm) chert cobble ballast.  Rather than place 
gravel ballast between these larger cobbles and the floor, the plaster was placed directly on the larger 
cobbles.  As a result, the ballast stones are embedded in the plaster floor.  This ballast contained a high 
density of broken ceramics rims that appear to have been placed as a bed for the plaster floor. 

This analytical context has a Late Preclassic TPQ, as does AU42 below.  AU43 below has a 
Terminal Preclassic TPQ based on a much smaller ceramic sample.  While this suggests a later date, a 
more detailed analysis of the ceramics is needed to confirm the Terminal versus Late Preclassic date. 

Toby’s Plaza Fill – AU42.  Lots Excavated: T/13; XXXX/12.  This analytical unit is a fill made up 
mostly of soil with few artifacts located in between Toby’s Floor and Lime Floor.  The fill matrix is a 10YR 
6/4 sandy loam with few small (1-6 cm) chert inclusions.  At the base of this lot we encountered the 
burned surface of Lime Floor Ballast. 

Like AU41 above, this analytical unit has a Late Preclassic TPQ date, but may date later than that 
pending further analysis of the ceramics from Lime Floor Ballast. 

Lime Floor Ballast – AU43.  Lots Excavated: T/14; XXXX/13.  This analytical unit is the burned 
surface of the floor ballast for Lime Floor.  No plaster remains from Lime Floor.  The floor’s presence is 
hinted at from a thin layer of carbon on top of a small (1-6 cm) chert cobble floor ballast.  The heavily 
burned nature of this floor points to a ritual termination event. 

Despite being below two analytical units with Late Preclassic TPQ dates, AU43 has been dated to 
the Terminal Late Preclassic.  I am skeptical of this date because of the relatively smaller sample size of 
sherds analyzed for AU43 compared to AU41 and 41.  A more detailed analysis of the ceramics and 
radiocarbon dates from the burned floor may resolve this discrepancy. 

Lime Plaza Fill – AU44.  Lots Excavated: T/15,16; XXXX/14,15.  This analytical unit is a 30 cm thick 
layer of fill located between Lime Floor Ballast and Nance Floor.  This fill is an artifact-rich 10YR 5/4 clay.  
Only a low density of small (1-6 cm) limestone inclusions are included within this fill.  This fill has a Late 
Preclassic TPQ date.  

Figure 5.11.  View of Feature 4 looking roughly northwest. 
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Nance Floor Ballast – AU45.  Lots 
Excavated: T/17; XXXX/16.  This analytical unit 
is the ballast of a destroyed plaster floor.  
Similar to Lime Floor above, Nance Floor is 
only attested to by a thin layer of carbon 
resting on large (6-25 cm) chert and limestone 
ballast.  Because of the way this level was 
excavated, it may be – more or less – the same 
as AU46 below.  This analytical unit has an 
uncertain TPQ date.  At the base of AU45, 
Papaya Floor was identified in the 
westernmost 40 cm of XXXX.  East of this 
section of marl floor, Papaya the large cobble 
fill continues down to Papaya Floor. 

Nance Plaza Fill – AU46.  Lots 
Excavated: T/18; XXXX/17.  This analytical unit 
is similar to AU45 above.  It consists of a layer 
of fill containing mostly large (6-25 cm) broken 
pieces of limestone.  In between these 
inclusions, the matrix is made up of a 10YR 6/3 
clay loam.  Beneath it, Papaya Floor was found 
to be a heavily sculpted marl surface, possibly 
forming a water drain feature (Feature 5).  The 
fill of AU46 was used to fill the contours of 
Papaya Floor in order to level the plaza.  This fill 
may date to the Late Preclassic, but very few 
dateable sherds were recovered from this 
analytical unit. 

Papaya Floor, Feature 5 – AU47.  Lots Excavated: T/19; XXXX/18.  These lots contain the thick 
(up to 20 cm) marl surface known as Papaya Floor.  This section of Papaya Floor slopes gradually from 
north to south.  Additionally, the marl surface has actually been sculpted (Figures 5.12, 5.13).  In the 
center of Unit T, a trough runs from the northern edge of the unit to the southern edge.  I have labeled 
this trough Feature 5.  At the northern edge of Unit T, Feature 5 is 5 cm deep and 25 cm wide.  It 
continues south at about these dimensions for about 70 cm.  In the southern 30 cm of Unit T, the trough 
lowers to only 2 cm high and widens to 80 cm wide.  Based on the shape of Feature 5, I hypothesize that 
it is a drain for water management. 

AU47 consists primarily of white marl sediment used to make Papaya Floor.  Very few artifacts 
were recovered from this analytical unit.  In fact, no artifacts were collected from Lot T/19.  This 
analytical unit dates to either the Middle Preclassic or Late Preclassic.  The small sample of artifacts 
made dating this analytical unit difficult. 

Papaya Floor Ballast – AU48.  Lots Excavated: T/20; XXXX/19.  This lot consists of a layer of 
medium sized (6-25 cm) chert cobble ballast imbedded in a white (10YR 8/1) marl matrix.  In the 
majority of Unit T, the ballast rests on a thin layer of marl that sits on top of a hard packed soil fill, 
known as Papaya Fill (AU 50).  In Unit XXXX, this ballast rests on top of a burnt layer of large (10 to 25 
cm) cobbles (AU51).  The tops of the cobbles are 5 cm higher than the top of Papaya Floor.  In the 
northern portion of Unit T, we uncovered Feature 8, a 100  by 35 cm portion of the southern edge of a 
round or apsidal structure (Structure Sub-1) constructed of cut limestone blocks and soft marl mortar.  

Figure 5.12.  North profile of test pit below 
Structure 41 showing sequence of plaza 

construction episodes. 
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Based on the presence of  Cunil ceramics in this 
and all lower analytical units, AU48 probably 
dates to the Terminal Early Preclassic. 

The north profile of Units XXXX and T 
show that Structure Sub-1 sits on top of a thin 
layer of marl, known as the Quince Floor.  This 
floor was not explicitly recognized during 
excavations, but it was clearly present in the 
north profile.  The Quince floor also appears to 
have been at the same level as the burned 
layer that Feature 6 rests upon (see AU49 and 
52 below), suggesting that this burned layer is 
actually the burning of Quince Floor. 

Structure Sub-1 is constructed of hard 
cut-limestone blocks placed in two and, in 
some places, three courses of stone (Figures 
5.12, 5.14).  In total, the remaining structure is 
14 cm high.  These stones were heavily 
covered in very pale brown (10YR 8/3) packed 
marl.  In the northeast corner of Unit T, this 
marl forms a flat surface, which may have been the edge of the structures top.  The structure was not 
constructed as a vertical wall.  Instead, each successive course of stones appears to be set back, 
suggesting a stepped construction.  Alternatively, heavy use of marl may have been used to create a 
slope or curving edge.  The heavy use of marl as a construction material is reminiscent of Cunil period 
structures excavated at nearby Cahal Pech (Awe 1992; Healy et al. 2004:107). 

Cobbles Covering Feature 6 – AU51.  Lots Excavated: XXXX/20.  This lot consists of a single layer 
10 to 25 cm sized chert cobbles resting directly below AU48 in Unit XXXX.  The top of these cobbles are 
heavily burned.  The matrix around these cobbles consists of a 10YR 5/3 clay loam mottled with 
noticeable white (10YR 8/1) flecks that formed a sediment.  This sediment also contains small (1-6 cm) 
chert cobbles.  The removal of this analytical unit revealed Feature 6, a cache of partial Cunil ceramic 
vessels and a heavily burnt surface (See AU49 below).  Few ceramics were recovered from AU51, but 
they provide a Terminal Early Preclassic TPQ date. 

Feature 6 – AU49.  Lots 
Excavated: XXXX/21, 22.  This 
analytical unit consists of a major 
burning event likely associated with 
the termination of Quince Floor and 
Structure Sub-1.  This deposit consists 
of the partial remains of at least three 
smashed Cunil vessels placed on a 
surface or in a pit that sat at the level 
of Quince Floor, all of which were 
heavily burned (Figure 5.15).  If Quince 
Floor once covered this area, there is 
no evidence of it.  Only a thin ash layer 
remains to speak to the presence of a 
surface, a floor, or the bottom of a pit.  
If Quince Floor was present here, 

Figure 5.13.  Drain feature carved into the tamped 
marl Papaya Floor. 

 

Figure 5.14.  Structure Sub-1. 
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Feature 6 appears to have been the 
result of a very hot burning event 
that entirely destroyed the floor in 
Unit XXXX, but didn’t affect it in 
neighboring Unit T.  However, this 
was probably not the case, since 
the ceramics are not burnt beyond 
recognition. Besides the presence 
of ash, Feature 6 is located in a 
matrix of 10YR 6/4 clay.   

The cluster of Cunil 
ceramics are centered in the 
northeast quadrant of Unit XXXX.  
The deposit is centered on the 
partial rim of a large jar.  About one 
third of the rim is preserved in situ.  
The ring that would have been 
created by the rim may have 
formed a base for burning things, 
much like a fire grate or brazier.  
The primary cluster of sherds 
extends off to the northwest from 
the main jar rim.  Three different vessels have been identified.  The two largest vessels are partial 
remains of a jar with a vertical handle and a colander, both of which are classified as Ardagh Orange-
brown (Figure 5.16); but black Sikiya Unslipped sherds, two with a fine incised line, were also found (M. 
Kathryn Brown, personal communication 2011).   Zotz Zoned Incised and Uck Red sherds were also 
found nearby.  Sherds from both partially reconstructable vessels were found throughout the sub-
Papaya floor analytical units. The area of burning extends with varying intensity across Unit XXXX.  The 
highest intensity of burned material was located around the cluster of ceramics and tapers off in all 
directions.  Five wood charcoal samples for radiocarbon dating were taken.  Additionally, all sediment 
from within the large rim sherd was collected for flotation. 

Quince Fill – AU50.  Lots Excavated: T/21.  This lot consists of a layer of fill directly below Quince 
Floor where it is preserved in Unit T.  The matrix of this analytical unit is primarily a 10YR 5/6 clay with 
both very small (0-1 cm) limestone and medium (6-25cm) chert inclusions.  Below Quince Floor, the 
matrix is slightly different in the eastern and western halves the unit.  In the west half, the clay is heavily 
burned and contains streaks of black (10YR 2/1) burned earth.  In the east half, the clay has no indication 
of burning and includes a higher density small white (10YR 8/1) limestone flecks.  I am not sure if this 
continuation of burned earth is related to the burning associated with Feature 6 or earlier accumulated 
occupations.  It is curious that the burned smudges continue east under the preserved portion of Quince 
Floor.  Based on excavations in AU52 and 53 below, this clay is the top of the natural clay deposit that 
underlies all of Actuncan. 

Prepared Surface on Sterile Clay – AU52.  Lots Excavated: T/22; XXXX/23.  The analytical unit is 
the clay matrix below Feature 6 and AU 50.  This lot consists of excavation lots dug to determine if this 
clay deposit was sterile.  In this analytical unit, the clay gradually changed from 10YR 5/6 to 10YR 4/6.  
This shift corresponds with a reduction in the quantity of charcoal flecks in the matrix.  Additionally, the 
color change corresponds with the addition of natural red and yellow concretions to the clay matrix.  
Low densities of artifacts were found in this analytical unit.  This deposit is capped by Quince floor and 
the thin burned surface in Unit XXXX and it transitions to culturally sterile clay in AU53 below. 

Figure 5.15.  Feature 6.  Burned deposit of Cunil ceramics 
placed on Quince Floor. 
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Sterile Clay – AU53.  Lots Excavated: XXXX/24.  This analytical unit is a continuation of the 
culturally sterile clay discovered at the base of AU52.  Three ceramic sherds were found on the very top 
of this lot and no further cultural materials were found below.   The matrix consisted of a natural 10YR 
4/6 clay deposit with red and yellow concretions.  Excavations continued down 20 cm in order to ensure 
that we had reached sterile levels. 

 
Discussion 

The test excavation into the plaza to the south of Structure 41 revealed a long sequence of 
occupation from Terminal Early Preclassic to Terminal Late Preclassic periods and hints at the rituals 
performed in association with the termination of each occupation phase.  Evidence of special treatment 
of old floors during construction of the new floors, and possibly new constructions at Structure 41, was 
found for four of the six plaza floors encountered.  Toby’s floor was associated with a juvenile burial, 
burning, and the deposition of a layer of ceramic sherds.  Lime and Nance Floors were both heavily 
burned.  Quince Floor was associated with the Cunil ceramic termination deposit in which a partial jar 
may have been used as the center piece for burnt offerings.  Additionally, two remarkable architectural 
features were uncovered.  Feature 5 is a water canal cut into Papaya Floor, indicating that the Maya 
have been manipulating water since very early days.  The discovery of the buried Structure Sub-1 
provides the first conclusive evidence that Actuncan has been occupied intensively since 1000 BC.  The 
presence of a Terminal Early Preclassic occupation at the site had previously only been suggested by a 
few Cunil sherds mixed in later deposits from excavations across the site. 

 
Structure 41’s West Terrace: Operation 19 

 
Operation 19 was a new set of excavations initiated on the west terrace of Structure 41 in order to 
investigate the construction sequence of this terrace and the possibility that a stair used to access the 
structure might be located here.  The location of these excavations was intended to align with the 2  by 
2 m excavation unit (6 VVV, WWW, BBBB, and CCCC) placed on the west side of Structure 41 during the 
2010 excavation season (Mixter 2011a:61-63).  Excavations were located in a 3 by 2 m space on the flat 

Figure 5.16.  Partial Cunil vessels found in Feature 6.  (a) Ardagh Orange-brown colander.  (b) Ardagh 
Orange-brown jar with a vertical handle. 
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portion of the west terrace.  Six contiguous 1 by 1 m excavation units were labeled A through F.  
Excavations never began in Units C and D due to time restraints.  These excavations were positioned to 
investigate a linear pile of large limestone rubble visible from the modern surface on the northern 
portion of this terrace.  Excavations began after research finished for the season on Structure 40.  Before 
the end of the season, our research only succeeded in identifying Piña Floor the surface of the final 
construction phase.  Because these excavations took place so late in the season, none of the ceramics 
were analyzed for dates.  For the Harris Matrix of these excavations see Figure 5A.2. 
 
West Terrace 

West Terrace Surface – AU1.  Lots excavated: A/1; B/1.   This analytical unit consists of the 
modern humus layer that has developed on top the terrace since its abandonment in ancient times.  The 
matrix consists of a 10YR 3/1 clay loam soil with small (0 to 1 cm) gravel inclusions.  Below this lot is 
AU2, a layer of sheet wash similar to that seen of the southern side of the structure.  The only difference 
is three large cobbles protrude from this fill in the northwest corner of Unit A. 

West Terrace Sheet Wash – AU2.  Lots excavated: A/2; B/2.  These lots consist of sheet wash off 
the top of Structure 41 that has covered the surface of the West Terrace.  The matrix is a 10YR 3/2 clay 
loam with small (1 to 4 cm) limestone inclusions.  Unlike the terminal surface of Southern Terrace, very 
few large cobbles from the collapse of Structure 41-1st

Large Stone Collapse – AU3.  Lot Excavated: A/3.  This lot consists of the zone of large (25-50 cm) 
chert and limestone collapse located in the northwest corner of unit A.  These stones appear to have 
collapsed onto Piña Floor from the strange linear feature of piled stones located north of our 
excavations.  The matrix of this lot consists of a 10YR 3/2 clay loam, just like the sheet wash above. 

 accumulated on the West Terrace.  Beneath AU2, 
a pile of large chert and limestone cobbles (AU3) was identified in the northwest corner of Unit A.  The 
top of this pile of stones was noted below AU1.  Below the remainder of AU2, this sheet wash rested on 
the variably eroded remains of Piña Floor (AU4).  Microartifact samples were collected from the surface 
of Piña Floor in order to investigate possible activity zones. 

Piña Floor and Ballast – AU4.  Lots Excavated: A/4; B/3.   These lots consist of material taken 
from Piña Floor and its associated ballast.  Excavations continued as deeply as possible in order to obtain 
a fill sample for dating.  The fill consists a 10YR 4/2 clay loam matrix containing medium sized (6 to 25 
cm) limestone rocks.  Future ceramic analysis may be able to date this context.  Excavations in Op. 19 
halted at this depth due to the end of the field season. 

Microartifact Sampling – AU5.  Lots Excavated: E/1; F/1.  These lots were excavated as one 
analytical unit with the goal of rapidly reaching Piña Floor in order to collect microartifact and plaster 
chemistry samples for activity zone analysis.  This analytical unit is a mix of AU1 and AU2 described 
above.  In the northern part of Unit E, more collapse material from AU3 was encountered.  This material 
was left in place.  In the remainder of the units, Piña Floor was reached and microartifact and plaster 
chemistry samples were taken.  The matrix of this analytical unit was not screened for three reasons: 1) 
it consisted of the modern surface of the mound which has been heavily impacted by cows, 2) the 
materials here were not in situ, they derive from upslope having been brought to this location by sheet 
wash, and 3) we lacked the time to do so. Artifacts encountered during excavation were 
opportunistically collected. 

 
Discussion 

The excavations on the west terrace encountered the terminal terrace floor, and I collected a 
ceramic sample for dating this construction phase.  In addition, the discovery of collapse material in Unit 
A confirmed that the linear feature visible from the surface is likely a cultural feature of some kind.  
Perhaps the most interesting discovery is that lack of large cobble collapse located on the Piña Floor.  
This lack of collapse debris is strikingly different from the situation on the southern side of the structure.  
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I suspect this relates to the unique construction sequence of the Supplementary Platform face located 
directly above the area chosen for excavation.  The 2010 excavations of Units 6 VVV, WWW, BBBB, and 
CCCC revealed that this section of the building was not covered in large chert cobbles (Op. 6AU17) 
during the later occupation of the structure.  These cobbles only were in place south of Purple Wall 
(Mixter 2011a:62).  That suggests that this corridor had a specific function that required keeping it free 
of cobbles.  Perhaps this corridor served as the primary access point to the surface of the Supplementary 
Platform through a series of short, narrow terraces. 

 
Excavations on Structure 40: Operation 10 

 
As noted in the introduction, the excavations on Structure 40 were initiated to identify its function and 
its association with Structure 41.  In order to meet this goal, a 2 m wide trench was placed on the 
centerline of the structure beginning in the north and running south toward the edge of Plaza D.  
Structure 40 is a 1.5 m high substructure with a top surface approximately 11 m wide (east to west) and 
7 m deep (north to south).  From the modern surface, it appears as though the structure had a single 
low, wide step off the northern edge of the building, thus orienting the building more toward Structure 
41 than any other structure visible at Actuncan today.  The southern edge of the structure rests on the 
edge of the platform that the eastern edge of Actuncan North is built on.  Off the south side of the 
platform, the structure falls off rapidly towards the ravine separating Actuncan North and South.  Like 
the southern face of Structure 41, a layer of large chert cobbles is evident on most of the surface of 
Structure 40.  On the western side of the structure, the cobbles are not evident and may be absent, 
suggesting a different construction sequence from the eastern part of Structure 40. 

The location of the excavation trench into Structure 40 was chosen with two things in mind.  
First, a centerline excavation would likely encounter cached deposits that would point to the ritual 
importance of the building.  Second, by exploring the platform along its centerline, the excavation would 
clip the edge of the high, western portion of Structure 40.  Understanding the difference between these 
two parts of the building may be critical to understanding the building’s function.  Additionally, 
microartifact and plaster chemistry samples were taken from all floor surfaces encountered in order 
evaluate the presence of activity areas and determine their function. 
 While the stratigraphy in the field was not easy to follow, the Harris Matrix for Operation 10 was 
more straightforward than that for Structure 41 (Figure 5A.3).  Excavations began just north of the 
structure because the research plan was designed to determine the stratigraphy of the plaza and follow 
the terminal floor south into the building.  Interpreting the architecture of Structure 40 was difficult due 
to two types of disturbances.  One, a large tree appears to have fallen and burned in antiquity on top 
the platform, creating a large area in the center of the structure that was disturbed by heavy root action 
and the tree’s fall.  Two, the southern edge of the structure appears to have suffered from major 
slumping into the ravine.  Plaster floors that should otherwise be level slope drastically down from north 
to south (Figure 5.17).  Because of the consistency of this sloping, I suggest that the entire back end of 
the structure has suffered from slumping.  This kind of taphonomic force makes sense because the 
structure’s southern edge sits on a steep decline.  But our excavations found that this slumping wasn’t 
even across the structure.  The sloped floors are much more evident in the east profile as opposed to 
the west profile. 
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Excavations revealed three defined construction phases.  Structure 40-1st consisted of either two 
construction subphases or one major construction phase with a final minor renovation that added a 
short extension off the front (north side) of the Structure.  The different interpretations depend on the 
relationship between contexts.  Structure 40-2nd contained at least two identifiable subphases.  
Structure 40-2nd-A and B both consisted of long, flat platforms, which likely supported a bench.  These 
two phases are distinguished by the addition of a new northern façade to the front of Structure 41-2nd-
B.  Below Structure 40-2nd-B, identifying specific additional subphases becomes tricky because of 
slumping and broken floors.  There may be up to two additional subphases, but in the section that 
describes Structure 40-2nd, I emphasize the difficulty we had in following floors and understanding the 
stratigraphy of the building.  Structure 40-3rd is not well understood because we excavated only the 
northern edge of this structure and its associated plaza floor.  Structure 40-3rd

 

 structure does not follow 
the same form as its later counterparts.  The northern facade is about 4 m south of later construction 
phases indicating it was a much smaller platform.  In the following section, I describe one by one the 
analytical units defined within Operation 10 in roughly stratigraphic order.  At the end, I will summarize 
our findings about Structure 40. 

Structure 40-1st 
 
Structure 40-1st is the final construction phase of Structure 40-1st.  This construction phase consists of a 
single level, 50 cm high platform.  The core of the building was constructed using a large river cobble fill.  
Orangutan, Wildebeest, and Chimp Walls are all rough cobble retaining walls constraining this fill.  
Orangutan is located in Units O and P on the southern side of the structure.  On the northern side of the 
fill, Wildebeest Wall, located in Units D and E, retains the upper 30 cm of large cobble fill.  Chimp Wall, 
located 50 cm further to the north of Wildebeest Wall, retains the lower 30 cm of fill on top of Structure 
40-2nd

 As part of Structure 40-1
.  Wildebeest Wall and its associated fill rest on top of Chimp Wall and Chimp Fill behind. 

st, the presence of two different northern facades divides the 
construction into two subphases: Structure 40-1st-A and Structure 40-1st-B.  Earlier, as part of Structure 
40-1st-B, the façade is Ostrich Wall, a thin layer of veneer stones.  Following this, Structure 40-1st

 In the plaza to the north of Structure 40, Structure 40-1

-A was 
constructed with Zebra Wall as the façade.  Zebra Wall is a masonry platform façade constructed out of 
large limestone blocks. 

st

 Beneath Structure 40-1

 is associated with Apple Floor.  This 
floor is a soil or thinly plastered floor that extends north from beneath Zebra Wall out into the plaza.  
This floor appears to have been poorly constructed based on the lack of thick plaster. 

st, Structure 40-2nd is a more complex structure.  This earlier structure is 
associated with two southern facades as well, Giraffe and Tiger Floor.  The surface of Structure 40-2nd’s 
platform surface is a plaster floor known as Mango and Plum floors.  This platform surface has two 
names because a tree disturbance separated these two sections of the floor.  In the western section of 
the excavations, a masonry bench sits beneath the Large Cobble Fill (AU2).  All features of Structure 40-
2nd were covered by either Structure 40-1st

 Beneath Apple Floor, a pile of stones are strewn across Kiwi Floor, the plaster plaza floor to the 
north of Structure 40-2

 or Apple Floor. 

nd.  These stones appear to have been intentionally dismantled from Giraffe and 
Tiger Walls, possibly for use elsewhere on the site.  These stones point to a hiatus in the occupation of 
Structure 40 prior to the construction of Structure 40-1st

 

.  Rather than cleaning up these stones, when 
Structure 40 was reoccupied, the Maya simply raised the plaza floor and hid the stones under Apple 
Floor. 

Analytical Units 
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Structure 40 Surface – AU1.  Lots Excavated: A/1; B/1; C/1; D/1; E/1; F/1; G/1; H/1; I/1; J/1; K/1; 
L/1; M/1; N/1; O/1; P/1; Q/1; R/1.  This analytical unit consists of modern soil development on top of 
Structure 40.  The matrix of this analytical unit consists of a 10YR 4/1 silty loam.  To the north of the 
Structure, this soil matrix contained small (1 to 6 cm) chert inclusions.  On top of the structure, the 
matrix contains larger, medium sized (6-25 cm) chert and limestone inclusions.  Below this analytical 
unit, the size and form of the terminal construction phase of Structure 40 became clear.  In the northern 
edge of Units G and H, a roughly made retaining wall, called Wildebeest Wall, formed the northern edge 
of the building’s core fill.  In Units O and P, a similar line of stones known as Orangutan Wall formed the 
southern edge of the building’s core fill.  Between these two lines of stones this core fill consists of a 
dry-laid fill of large chert and limestone cobbles.  This fill is approximately 5 m wide.  Lots E/1 and F/1 
revealed a smaller dry-laid fill that was likely the backing of a collapsed exterior masonry platform wall.  
Lots A/1, B/1, C/1, and D/1 rest on top of the collapse of Structure 40’s northern platform edge.  Lots 
Q/1 and R/1 rest directly on Apple Floor, the ephemeral final version of the plaza floor to the north of 
Structure 40.  Ceramics suggest that this context dates to the Terminal Classic period.  This date is not 
surprising since we know people occupied Actuncan until the Postclassic period.  Nonetheless, these 
ceramics may not relate to construction episodes. 

North Structure Wash – AU3.  Lots Excavated: A/2; B/2; C/2; D/2.  This analytical unit consists of 
a layer of 10YR 3/1 silty clay loam sheet wash that has covered the collapsed north face of the Structure 
40 platform following the structure’s abandonment.  This material is basically colluvium deposited here 
from higher on the building to the north.  In addition to the silty clay, this matrix includes small (1 to 6 
cm) chert cobble inclusions.  This context contained a high density of artifacts, especially large ceramic 
sherds and lithic debris.  This analytical unit rests directly on top of a layer of larger collapse from 
Structure 40’s northern face (AU4). 

North Collapse – AU4.  Lots Excavated: A/3; B/3; C/3,4, 5; D/3,4,5.  This analytical unit consists of 
the Zebra Wall, the terminal northern platform façade of Structure 40, and its associated collapse.  
Because this wall is significantly collapsed, it was difficult to differentiate between collapse stones and 
the wall during excavation.  The matrix of this analytical unit grades from 10YR 3/1 furthest from the 
structure to 10YR 5/2 just behind Zebra Wall’s likely original location.  Zebra Floor and its collapse rest 
on Apple Floor.  This floor is only marked by a soil change.  We know it is a floor because it served as the 
resting place for many collapsed stones from Structure 40. 

The remains of Zebra Floor consist of several large (20 to 40 cm on a side) cut-limestone blocks 
flattened on their northern edges.  In the eastern edge of Unit C, three collapsed stones likely sat one on 
top of the other, indicating that in some locations Zebra Wall was at least three courses high.  Zebra 
Wall formed the northern platform edge of Structure 40-1st-A.  The fill south (behind) of Zebra Wall 
covered a possible previous platform edge constructed of small veneer stones known as Ostrich Wall 
(see AU49).  Zebra Wall appears to have been a 1 m wide extension added to the northern side of the 
platform, likely associated with the same building core as Ostrich Wall.  The replacement of Ostrich Wall 
with Zebra Wall is the primary difference between Structures 40-1st

Ostrich Fill – AU9.  Lots Excavated: E/2; F/2.  Located directly behind Zebra Wall, Ostrich Wall 
was a platform edge constructed of thin (10 to 20 cm tall) cut-limestone veneer stones placed on end.  
This wall is evident above the level of Apple Floor up to the same height as Zebra Wall in the southern 
edge of Unit D.  In Unit C, the stones of this wall are not clearly defined.  It is possible that this area, 
Ostrich Wall collapsed along with Zebra Wall in front.  Alternatively, Ostrich Wall may have been a 
fortuitously placed set of stone within the fill behind Zebra Wall.  Based on my observation, however, I 
believe that Ostrich Wall formed the veneer of structure 40-1

-A and B. 

st

Ostrich Fill is a matrix of large (25-50 cm) chert cobbles in a 10YR 3/1 clay loam situated 
between Ostrich Wall and Wildebeast Wall, a large stone retaining wall to the north.  This layer of large 
cobbles does not reach all the way to the level of Apple Floor.  Rather, it terminates on top of a layer of 

-B. 
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small cobbles associated with Chimp Wall.  Located directly behind Ostrich Wall, Chimp Wall is an 
informal retaining wall.  Chimp Wall and Wildebeast Wall to the south seem to form a stepped 
construction, with Wildebeast Wall retaining a Large Cobble Fill (AU2), and Chimp Wall retaining a fill of 
smaller stones below Wildebeast Wall (AU10). 

Based on ceramics, this context has a secure TPQ date in the Late Classic with the possibility that 
some materials date to the Terminal Classic period.  A Late Classic date for the final construction seems 
to make sense in the context of the dates from Structure 40’s large cobble fill (Op. 6AU17 discussed 
above). 

Large Cobble Fill – AU2.  Lots Excavated: G/2; H/2; I/2; J/2; K/2; L/2; M/2; N/2.  These lots consist 
of medium to large (5 to 50 cm) limestone rubble and chert cobble fill located between Wildebeast Wall 
to the north and Orangutan Wall to the south.  Although this fill episode is primarily composed of dry-
laid stones, it is mixed with loose clay loam transitioning from 10YR 3/1 at the top to 10YR 4/2 in the 
base of the analytical unit.  In the northern portion of Units G and H, this fill sits on a distinctly different 
fill placed to the south of Chimp Wall (AU10).  In Units K, M, and N, this analytical unit rests on top of 
Mango Floor – the surface of the structure associated with Structure 40-2nd.  In Units J and L, 
excavations through this analytical unit revealed the remains of Feature 2 (AU11), likely a bench feature 
associated with Structure 40-2nd

Ceramic analysis suggests that AU2 dates to the Terminal Classic period.  Given the uncapped 
nature of this fill and evidence of disturbance, providing a definitive TPQ date is problematic. 

.  In Units I and J and the southern portions of Units G and H, the matrix 
within the structure is heavily disturbed by what seems to most likely have been a large tree.  The tree 
seems to have fallen and burned sometime since the structure’s abandonment, leaving a confused 
jumble of fill materials.  Even though some of this disturbed material was excavated in a separate 
analytical unit (AU12), the disturbance was present in portions of Lots G/2, H/2, I/2, and J/2 because it 
wasn’t recognized until after the excavation of AU2.  Indications of burning are present on stones 
scattered across the disturbed area of Operation 10’s east profile, indicating the severity of the burning.  
As will be discussed in AU12 below, this tree disturbance also penetrated and split at least one plaster 
floor as well as Feature 2 (AU11). 

Chimp Fill – AU10.  Lots Excavated: E/3; F/3; G/3; H/3.  Chimp Wall is an informal retaining wall 
constructed of roughly shaped limestone blocks.  These blocks are aligned with their flattened faces 
pointing north and fit into Chimp Fill to the south.  Chimp Wall is one course of stones about 20 cm tall.  
The wall and the fill both rest directly on top of Plum Floor or its eroded remains.  Plum Floor is likely the 
same as Mango Floor seen further to the north.  The two have been named separately because they are 
not continuous.  They are separated by the major tree disturbance noted in AU2 and AU12. 

Chimp Fill consists of a layer of medium (6 to 25 cm) chert cobbles packed with 10YR 4/2 clay.  
The southern edge of this fill backs up on the disturbed zone (AU12) described in my discussion of AU2 
above.  Because of this disturbance, it is difficult to tell if AU10 and AU2 were constructed 
contemporaneously or if Chimp Wall and Fill came first with the Large Cobble Fill constructed later.  
These two could potentially be different core constructions associated with Orangutan Wall and Zebra 
Wall.  If the fills are contemporaneous, then Zebra Wall is probably a short extension off the northern 
edge of Structure 40. 

Chimp Fill has a ceramic TPQ date of the Early Classic period; however, this date seems too early 
considering that Chimp Wall was likely constructed contemporaneously with the Large Cobble Fill (AU2).  
Alternatively, although I find it unlikely, it is possible that Chimp Fill predated the construction of AU2 
and Apple Floor (AU5).  In this case, this fill would be related to an earlier construction phase. 

Apple Floor Fill – AU5.  Lots Excavated: A/4; B/4; Q/2; R/2.  This analytical unit consists of 
excavations through the eroded Apple Floor and its associated fill.  Apple Floor is a very ephemeral plaza 
surface identified because material from Zebra Wall clearly collapsed onto this surface.  This floor was 
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also identifiable due to a clear soil change from 10YR 4/1 sandy loam (AU1) to 10YR 5/2 clay loam with 
small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  Ceramics suggest a Late Classic II date for these deposits. 

Beneath Apple Fill, we identified Kiwi Floor, the penultimate plaza floor.  Kiwi Floor is a plaster 
floor preserved variably in areas excavated to the south of Structure 40-2nd.  Continued excavations 
showed that Structure 40-2nd

Additionally, beneath Apple Floor, we identified two phases of the northern edge of Structure 
40.  Giraffe Wall and Tiger Wall are both lines of cut stones resting on top of Kiwi Floor.  Each of these 
walls appears to be partially dismantled (see AU13,14 below).  In front of these walls, a haphazard pile 
of stones, called Feature 1 (AU6), was found.  Around this and along the front of Giraffe wall, other 
stones were strewn about (AU7).  These deposits were excavated separately.  Additionally, just in front 
of Giraffe Wall, two large ceramic sherds appear to have been smashed and left in a pile.  These few 
sherds may be a ritual deposit of some sort. Microartifact samples were taken from the surface of Apple 
Floor in order to evaluate potential activity zones in this portion of the plaza. 

 was built on top of Kiwi Floor. 

Mixed Surface and Apple Floor – AU8.  Lots Excavated: S/1; T/1.  In Units S and T, excavations to 
reach Kiwi Floor from the surface were combined into one lot rather than two.  This was done to 
expedite excavation of Feature 1, which we thought might have capped a ritual deposit of some kind.  
As a result, these lots represent a mixed context. 

Feature 1 – AU6.  Lots Excavated: R/3.  Dismantled Stones on Kiwi Floor – AU7.  Lots Excavated: 
A/5; B/5.  I describe AU6 and 7 together because I believe they are part of the same phenomenon.  
Beneath AU5, broken cut-limestone blocks lay strewn across Kiwi Floor (Figure 5.18).  The stones in this 
deposit are generally on the 
large side (25 to 50 cm).  The top 
stone of one particularly large 
pile (Feature 1) rests directly 
under Apple Floor.  This pile also 
contains a few chert cobbles as 
well.  These stones rest directly 
in front of Giraffe and Tiger 
Walls, both of which appear to 
have been intentionally 
dismantled.  Both are generally 
preserved to only one course of 
stone, but have two courses in at 
least one place.  It seems likely 
that these walls were both 
higher when they were in use.  
Additionally, the east edge of 
Giraffe Wall ends suddenly, 
seemingly truncated by later 
constructions efforts.  Overall, 
the stones in AU6 and 7 seem to 
be debris associated with the 
systematic dismantling of the 
front of Structure 40-2nd prior to 
the construction of Apple Floor 
and Structure 40-1st.  While 
these deposits don’t have 
enough associated ceramics to 

Figure 5.18.  Preserved remains of the Structure 40-2nd’s northern 
edge.  Note the broken limestone blocks strewn across Kiwi Floor to 

the north of the structure.  These stones were likely piled here 
during the intentional dismantling of Giraffe and Tiger Walls. 
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date them, I suggest that they relate to events that happened before Apple Floor was built during the 
Late Classic II period and after Giraffe Wall was constructed, likely in the Early Classic period. 

 
Structure 40-2nd 

 
Structure 40-2nd is the penultimate iteration of Structure 40.  The two final subphases of Structure 40-2nd 
are coherent archaeologically despite the disturbing forces noted above.  Earlier than this, several 
additional plaster floors appear to be floating within the fill of Structure 40-2nd.  Absent better 
understanding, I assume that these floors are bits remaining from earlier incarnations of Structure 40-
2nd.  Generally, however, these floors are quite confusing.  I will divide this introduction into two parts.  
In the first part, I describe the coherent vision of Structure 40-2nd-A and B.  In the second part, I orient 
the reader as best I can to the stratigraphy below the platform surface of Structure 40-2nd

 Structure 40-2

-B.  Please 
keep in mind that these contexts were incredibly confusing both during excavation and in the profile 
drawings. 

nd-A and B are both low platforms, rising only 30 to 40 cm above the plaza floor.  
Both of these structures were built on top of Kiwi Floor, a plastered plaza floor that runs from under 
Structure 40-2nd to the north.  The only difference between Structure 40-2nd-A and B is the position of 
the north façade.  Structure 40-2nd-B is associated with Tiger Wall, a low wall constructed of large (30 by 
60 cm) cut-limestone blocks positioned end to end.  Tiger Wall runs east to west forming the northern 
face of Structure 40.  During the construction of Structure 40-2nd-A, Tiger Wall was superseded by 
Giraffe Wall.  This new wall was placed directly to the north of Tiger Wall, only extending the platform 
by about 50 cm.  Giraffe Wall was constructed using exactly the same technique as Tiger Wall.  Both 
walls likely had at least two courses of stone.  Unfortunately, both walls suffered from intentional 
dismantling between the constructions of Structure 40-2nd-A and Structure 40-1st

 The surface of Structure 40-2
 (AU6, 7 above). 

nd

 In Units J and L, Feature 2, a C-shaped alignment of stacked cut stones filled with marl protrudes 
from the western excavation wall.  The stones used to construct this feature are very badly preserved.  
Despite the preservation issues, it seems clear that Feature 2 is the remnants of a bench that was 
constructed as part of Structure 40-2

 is covered by Plum Floor to the north and Mango Floor to the 
south.  Plum and Mango Floors are both parts of the same plaster floor.  They are named separately 
because the tree disturbance in units G, H, I, and J has created a gap between the floors.  Overall, the 
Mango/Plum floor stretches from the northern edge of Units E and F to the edge of our excavations at 
the southern edge of Units K and L. 

nd

 On the northern side of the platform, the fill of Structure 40-2
-A and B 

nd is dominated by Antelope Fill, a 
large boulder dry-laid fill.  This fill rests directly on top of Kiwi Floor in Units E and F and the northern 
halves of Units G and H.  This fill appears to have been laid contemporaneously with the construction of 
Structure 40-2nd

 South of Antelope Wall and below Plum and Mango Floors it is very difficult to understand the 
stratigraphy.  In the southern half of Units G and H and the northern half of Units I and J, 1 m wide 
sections of two different floors were found: Apricot and Cashew Floors.  Apricot Floor was constructed 
directly above Cashew Floor.  Apricot Floor is situated roughly where the gap is between Plum and 
Mango Floors, but 15 to 20 cm lower.  Between Apricot and Cashew Floors is a area of dense Early 
Classic polychrome pottery and burning, likely suggesting a termination ritual.  Cashew Floor rests 
another 15 to 20 cm beneath Apricot Floor with approximately the same footprint. 

-B. 

 The north edge of Coconut Floor aligns roughly with the southern edge of Apricot and Cashew 
Floors.  This floor runs south to the edge of my excavations in Units K and L.  Stratigraphically, Coconut 
Floor is entirely below Mango Floor.  Elevation wise, it rest about halfway between Apricot Floor and 
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Cashew Floor.  While I suspect it originally attached to one of these floors, it is currently impossible to 
say which. 
 Below these floors, Kiwi Floor runs from north of Structure 40, under all iterations of Structure 
40-2nd.  Across most of the trench, this floor appears to terminate at the northern edge of Units K and L, 
when it runs into the top of Cheetah Wall.  Cheetah Wall is the only remnant of Structure 40-3rd (see 
below).  In the eastern edge of the trench where Cheetah Wall doesn’t exist, Kiwi Floor appears to dip 
down and continue further south beyond this wall.  The junction between these two architectural 
features was ambiguous during excavation and differs between the east and west profile drawings.  
Cheetah Wall rests on top of Jocote Floor, which will be discussed in the section about Structure 40-3rd

 
. 

Analytical Units 
Giraffe Wall Fill – AU13.  Lots Excavated: A/6; B/6.  Giraffe Wall is a low wall constructed of 

rectangular cut-limestone blocks.  The wall faces north toward the plaza, and it forms the front platform 
edge of Structure 40-2nd

Giraffe Wall was constructed almost immediately in front of Tiger Wall with very little fill in 
between.  What fill there is consists of a 10YR 4/2 clay loam with limited stone inclusions. 

-A.  Across most of the exposed wall, only one course of stones remains in place.  
In the western side of Unit B, two stones of a second course remain in place, separated by small chinking 
stones used to level each successive course of stones.  Although this wall is in much worse shape, this 
construction method resembles the one used to build Blue Wall on Structure 40.  The wall doesn’t 
continue to the eastern edge of Unit A.  If the wall was intended to end here, I would have expected it to 
turn a corner rather than just ending abruptly.  I suggest that this unexpected cut was the result of 
Giraffe Wall being intentionally dismantled, resulting in the piles of stones seen on Kiwi Floor (AU6, 7). 

Tiger Wall and Fill – AU14.  Lots Excavated: B/7; C/6; D/6; E/4; F/4.  Tiger Wall is the front 
platform wall of Structure 40-2nd

Tiger Fill forms the fill of Structure 40-2

-B.  Giraffe Wall appears to be a narrow extension of the front of the 
structure placed directly in front (to the north) of the similarly constructed Tiger Wall is similar in 
construction to Giraffe Wall.  Four stones are preserved in the lowest course of the wall, each between 
50 and 35 cm long.  One stone in the second course was preserved on the western edge of Unit B.  The 
east edge of this wall also ends abruptly.  Along with the absence of more stones in the second course, 
this abrupt ending suggests to me that the wall was also intentionally dismantled. 

nd

Antelope Fill – AU15.  Lots Excavated: E/5; F/5; G/4; H/4.  Located in the southern 70 cm of Units 
E and F and the northern 60 cm of Units G and H, Antelope Fill is a loose fill constructed of large (30 to 
50 cm) unshaped chunks of limestone.  Unlike the eroded nature of the floor above Tiger Fill, the plaster 
Plum Floor is mostly preserved across the surface of Antelope Fill.   Antelope Fill was constructed by 
placing progressively smaller stones on top larger ones until it finally graded into gravel ballast for Plum 
Floor.  Some of the stones in Antelope Fill are large enough that their bottoms rest on Kiwi Floor below 
and their tops brush against the bottom of Plum Floor.  Although this fill is primarily dry-laid, the stones 
are loosely packed with 10YR 4/2 to 10YR 5/3 clay loam.  The northern edge of Antelope Fill also 
corresponds with the preserved edge of Plum Floor above.  Further to the north, the broken edges of 
two more floors (Apricot and Cashew) became visible in the profile at the edge of excavations.  These 
two floors do not pass through the area of Antelope Fill, suggesting they were cut prior to the placement 
of this fill.  The relationship between Plum Floor and these floors will be discussed in AU12 below. 

-B located directly to the south of Tiger Wall.  This fill 
consists of variably sized (1 to 50 cm) chert and limestone rocks contained within a 10YR 4/2 to 10YR 5/3 
clay loam.  This fill rests on top of Kiwi Floor across its entire expanse.  The Plum Floor likely once 
covered Tiger Fill, but this plaster floor is now heavily eroded.  About 20-30 cm into Units E and F, Tiger 
Fill ends.  To the south, Antelope Fill continues. 

Antelope Fill appears to be related to Structure 40-2nd-B.  This fill replaced the truncated 
northern edge of an earlier construction phase of Structure 40-2nd. 
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Disturbed Mango/Plum 

Floor – AU12.  Lots Excavated: 
G/5; H/5; I/3, 4; J/3,5.  In Units 
I and J and the southern 
portions of Units G and H, a 
large disturbance made 
understanding the 
architectural phases of 
construction quite difficult.  I 
have already discussed this 
disturbance in the context of 
AU2 above.  Based on burned 
marks along Mango and Plum 
Floors and throughout AU2 in 
general, the disturbance 
appears to have been the 
result of a large tree with 
penetrating roots.  The 
disturbance likely derived from 
a tree burning intensely 
enough that it burned through 
its roots.  No other disturbance 
could account for this 
widespread, but not intense 
or universal, burning.  The 
root action caused remarkable 
upheaval to the archaeological 
context.  Additionally, based 
on the mixing of strata in this area, I suspect the tree fell prior to burning, pulling up and redepositing 
material on its way down. 

In addition to burning and churning the fill layers above, the tree disturbance appears to have 
broken Mango and Plum Floors.  Although labeled separately in the field, based on elevation these two 
floors were probably originally the same.  The gap between the two floors is about 70 cm.  Fragmentary 
evidence of plaster on top of the disturbed material in between the two may be an indication that the 
floor has simply been destroyed.  On the other hand, Apricot Floor, which is located only within this gap, 
may be the missing section of Plum/Mango Fill that has been pushed down.  Understanding how the fill 
from the middle of the structure connects to the fill at the back of the structure would help with these 
discrepancies. 

Feature 2 – Likely Bench – AU11.  Lots Excavated: J/4; L/3.  Located in Unit J and L and built on 
top of Plum/Mango Floor, Feature 2 appears to be a bench feature (Figure 5.19).  This identification is 
not definite and is complicated by major preservation issues.  Feature 2 appears to be a C-shape 
architectural feature constructed of faced stone blocks the ends of which enter on the southern edge of 
Unit J and exit along the northern edge of Unit L.  The eastern edge of Feature 2 runs just on the eastern 
side of the boundary between Units J and L and I and K.  The interior of the feature was filled with 10YR 
6/3 clay loam, that actually appears to be mostly wet-laid marl. 

Unfortunately, two factors led to difficulty in understanding Feature 2.  One, the builders of 
Structure 40 used poor quality stone to construction Feature 4.  The possible bench was primarily 

Figure 5.19.  A portion of the west profile of the north-south axial 
trench through Structure 40 showing the location of Feature 2, a 

bench constructed out of heavily eroded stones. 
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constructed out of a siltstone of some kind.  These large shaped blocks of silt stone have shattered into 
smaller, angular stones.  While these stones are still roughly in place, the splitting of these stones has 
definitely hampered our understanding of the face of the structure.  Elsewhere on Feature 4, a soft 
limestone was used for construction.  Because of the softness of the material used, these stones are 
heavily deteriorated.  Instead of appearing as cut stones, these stones look like large greenish limestone 
lumps within the AU2 matrix.  Two, Feature 2 is heavily disturbed by the same tree that has disturbed 
the rest of the structure’s interior.  This disturbed area passes into Unit J, heavily affecting our 
understanding of the feature’s northeast corner.  Despite these disturbances, Feature 2 does appear 
most likely to have been a bench associated with Structure 40-2nd

Mango Floor and Fill – AU17.  Lots Excavated: I/6; J/7; K/3; L/4.  This analytical unit consists of 
the Mango Floor and the fill material located below this floor.  The analytical unit begins in Units I and J 
just to the south of the disturbed area (AU12).  This analytical unit consists of a 10YR 5/3 clay loam with 
large (6-25 cm) chert cobbles.  At the base of these lots, excavation stopped at a burned zone resting on 
top of another chert cobble fill layer (AU18).  The burned layer is at the same level as Apricot Floor, 
suggesting that it may or may not be the remains burned and eroded remains of this floor. 

. 

The material in this analytical unit has an Early Classic TPQ date, like all dated lots below Plum 
and Mango Floor. 

Material on Coconut Floor – AU18.  Lots Excavated: I/7; J/8; K/4; L/5.  This analytical unit is 
composed of smaller chert cobble fill in a 10YR 5/3 clay loam.  This excavation unit is a relatively thin 
layer resting directly on top of Coconut Floor.  As noted above, it is unclear if the ash lens on top of this 
layer is associated with Apricot Floor.  If not, then Apricot Floor and Coconut Floor may be the same. 

Material Between Apricot and Cashew Floor – AU16.  Lots Excavated: G/6; H/6; I/5; J/6.   The 
layer between Apricot and Cashew Floors is primarily a matrix of artifacts.  Aside from that, this 
analytical unit is a 10YR 4/3 clay loam matrix with 1 to 6 cm sized limestone inclusions.  The ceramic 
sherds in the matrix are well preserved and on first glance they appear to have a high percentage of 
polychromes. To the south of Cashew and Apricot Floor, the elevation of Coconut Floor is between the 
elevations of Cashew and Apricot floors.  While it is likely that one of these floors was originally 
contiguous with Coconut Floor, it is currently impossible to say which.  The architectural associations of 
these floors are incredibly difficult to tease out. 

Coconut Fill – AU19.  Lots Excavated: G/7; H/7; I/8; J/9.  These excavations include lots derived 
from fill found when we punched down through both Cashew and Coconut Floors in order to 
understand if there were earlier construction phases underneath them and to garner a date for Coconut 
Floor and Fill.  This fill rests on top of the continuation of Kiwi Floor, which runs from the plaza in the 
north under Structure 40-2nd.  Kiwi Floor runs beneath both Cashew and Coconut Floors.  In the 
southern part of Units I and J, Kiwi Floor is broken.  The break in Kiwi Floor is located on the northern 
edge of Cheetah Wall.  Kiwi Floor is at the same elevation as the tops of the stones in Cheetah Wall.  
Cheetah Wall is wall built of cut-limestone blocks that straddle the boundary between Units G and H and 
Units I and J and is the only remnant of Structure 40-3rd

Cheetah Wall Termination – AU20.  Lots Excavated: K/5; L/6.  This analytical unit consists of a 
dense deposit of broken and burned ceramic sherds located along the top of Cheetah Wall.  This 
material was burned in situ based on the remains of burning on the Cheetah Wall stones.  The matrix is a 
10YR 4/2 clay loam.  This deposit is dated to the Early Classic period.  The excavation of this deposit also 
uncovered the southern edge of Cheetah Wall.  This analytical unit was excavated to the level of the top 
of Cheetah Wall.  In the eastern profile of the excavation unit, Kiwi Floor appears to continue south of 
the Cheetah Wall.  In the western profile, it appears to be truncated.  During excavations, Kiwi Floor was 
badly eroded above Cheetah Wall and further south and the relationship between the two was 
somewhat unclear. 

 uncovered. 
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Kiwi Fill – AU21.  Lots Excavated: G/8,9; H/8,9; I/9,10; J/10,11.  This lot consists of excavations 
below Kiwi Floor in order to expose the southern face of Cheetah Wall and to gain a ceramic sample to 
date this occupation layer.  This matrix consists of a 10YR 5/3 clay loam.  Below Kiwi Floor, the earliest 
exposed floor is the Jocote Floor.  This floor passes under Cheetah Wall to the north.  Similar to the 
pattern associated with Kiwi Floor and Giraffe Wall, several low piles of stone appear in front (to the 
north) of Cheetah Wall.  Perhaps these relate to the dismantling of Cheetah Wall. 

 
Structure 40-3

 

rd 

Structure-40-3rd

Cheetah Fill – AU22.  Lots Excavated: K/6; L/7.  These lots are a test excavation behind (north) of 
Cheetah Wall intended to acquire a sample of ceramics for dating.  This analytical unit consists of a 10YR 
5/3 clay loam with large (6-25 cm) chert and limestone rocks used as fill.  At the base of the remaining 
Cheetah Wall, we encountered the continuation of Jocote Floor from the other side of the wall. 

 is represented by a single line of stones, Cheetah Wall, located in Units I, J, K, and L 
(Figure 5.20).  The line is faced on its southern side indicating that it is the northern face of this earlier 
structure.  The line emerges from the western excavation profile, but ends in Unit I before reaching the 
western profile.  Jocote Floor, a tamped marl floor surface, was uncovered in units G, H, I, and J.  This 
floor passes under Cheetah Wall to the southern edge of excavations.  Because such a small segment of 
this wall was uncovered, it is poorly understood. 

Jocote Floor - AU23.  Lots Excavated: K/7; L/8.  These excavations punched through Jocote Floor 
behind Cheetah Wall in an effort to gain a radiocarbon sample or temporally diagnostic ceramics for the 
construction of this floor.  Almost immediately below, another floor was encountered and excavations 
were terminated.  In this shallow excavation, the matrix consisted of a 10YR 5/3 clay loam. 

 
Discussion 
 Research on Structure 40 presents a similar construction pattern to that seen for Structure 41.  
While we don’t understand the full depth of chronology associated with Structure 40, we do have a 
sense of the Classic Period constructions on this space.  The earliest exposed construction phase 
(Structure 40-3rd) is poorly understood.  Structure 40-3rd appears to be wholly different than the 
buildings that post-dated it.  Cheetah wall appears to be the northern wall of Structure 40-3rd and is 
located much further south than for later construction phases.  The deposit of smashed ceramics and 
burning located directly on top of Cheetah Wall suggest that Structure 40-3rd

 Structure 40-2

 was replaced during the 
Early Classic period. 

nd 
appears to have been 
constructed during the 
Early Classic period.  Only 
the final construction 
subphases associated 
with both Plum and 
Mango Floors are clearly 
identifiable, but there 
may be up to two more 
subphases of 
construction associated 
with some combination 
of Apricot, Cashew and 
Coconut Floors.  If Figure 5.20.  Cheetah Wall and Jocote Floor. 
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these construction phases did exist, they were intentionally dismantled and truncated.  All that remains 
now are small sections of platform surfaces with no constructed edges.  Earlier floors have simple been 
incorporated into the fill of later structures. 
 On clue to the puzzle of these construction subphases may come from analysis of the two 
termination deposits within the fill.  In the field, the materials from the termination deposits on top of 
Cheetah Wall and Cashew Floor appeared similar.  Both contained Early Classic polychrome ceramics 
and evidence of extensive burning.  It is possible that these two deposits are part of the same 
termination event.  In this case, the southern side of the structure associated with Cashew floor must 
have been cut down prior to the placement of these deposits.  Additionally, this situation would suggest 
that Apricot and Coconut Floors were once the same.  More detailed analysis of the ceramic from these 
two deposits may be able to test this hypothesis. 
 Structure 40-1st

 

 likely dates to the Late Classic or Terminal Classic period.  Because Apple Floor 
dates to the Late Classic II, every construction phase stratigraphically above this deposit post-dates this 
construction.  Three analytical units contained evidence of continued use into the Terminal Classic 
Period.  Ceramics from AU1, indicate that the use of the structure, but not necessarily construction, 
continued into the Terminal Classic period.  The Large Cobble Fill (AU2) and Ostrich Fill (AU9) also both 
included Terminal Classic ceramics.  These analytical units are both unsealed deposits located directly 
below the modern surface.  As a result, more detailed analysis of the ceramics is required to determine 
if construction ended during the Late or Terminal Classic. 

Preliminary Conclusions 
 
Research during the 2011 field season set out to determine the construction sequence of Structures 40 
and 41 and to evaluate proxies for the function of these two buildings.  Excavations succeeded in 
unveiling multiple construction phases of both buildings and a long construction history of the area 
dating from the Terminal Early Preclassic to the Postclassic period.  At the moment, functional 
interpretations of the two buildings continue to be somewhat ambiguous. However, the nature of 
architectural modifications of the buildings points more toward private and domestic rather than public 
and civic purposes.  Although public architecture associated with political, ritual, or social institutions 
certainly undergo renovations, changes in the layout and style of civic architecture is generally 
conservative as opposed to domestic architecture, which is continually modified to fit the rapidly 
changing needs of families (Cowgill 1997).  Hopefully, analysis of the artifacts recovered from 
excavations and plaster chemistry samples taken from all plaster surfaces will shed light on the 
functional interpretation of these structures.  In addition, surprising finds included the discovery of a 
pure Terminal Early Classic deposit and associated rounded building located directly on sterile soil 
beneath Structure 41. 
 Several new observations about the construction and occupation history of these two buildings 
point to a fairly complex relationship between the occupants of Structure 41 and the shifting political 
history of Actuncan.  Construction of Structure 41 in a form similar to the one visible from the surface 
began during the Terminal Preclassic and continued through to the Terminal Classic periods.  Although 
earlier buildings exist underneath (Structure 41-3rd), all versions of Structure 41 after the Terminal 
Preclassic period were built on the same structural core.  The renovations mostly consisted of 
modification to the Southern Terrace and reorganization of the superstructure.  Although our 
understanding of the early building sequence of Structure 40 is much less complete, this structure 
seems to have been constructed originally by the Early Classic period and then used and modified into 
the Terminal Classic period.  It is therefore interesting to note that the construction histories of the two 
structures seem to differ slightly.  While Structure 40 appears to have been modified substantially 
during the Early Classic period, Structure 41’s construction seems to date mostly to the Late or Terminal 
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Preclassic periods.  These time periods likely correspond to the pinnacle of power at Actuncan (Grube 
and McGovern 1995; McGovern 2004), and the establishment of state-level practices. 
 Between the Early Classic and the Late Classic II periods, both structures seem to have gone 
through a construction, and possibly occupation, hiatus.  On Structure 40 this hiatus is quite obvious.  
The dismantling of the southern face of Structure 40-2nd is marked by stones from Giraffe and Tiger Wall 
piled on Kiwi Floor.  It seems unusual that large piles of stones would be left untouched in front of an 
actively used structure.  Later, these stones were covered by the construction of Apple Floor, at which 
time Structure 40-1st was built.  On Structure 41, the hiatus is more subtle.  The core of the 
Supplementary Platform (Structure 41-3rd) dates to the Terminal Preclassic period, and this substructure 
appears to have been used well into the Early Classic period (through the construction of Structure 41-
2nd).  Major termination deposits on Melon Floor point to the end of Structure 41-2nd’s use at this time.  
The ceramics in the fill covering this termination deposit are primarily Late Classic II in date, suggesting a 
date considerably later than the termination of Melon Floor for the construction of Structure 41-1st

 Additionally, this break seems to be the time of transformation from a masonry structure on top 
of Structure 41 to a perishable structure and a possible change in orientation from east to south.  This 
transition suggests a change in either the function of Structure 41 or social organization of the people 
who lived there.  The shift appears to have required a remarkable amount of effort deconstructing the 
masonry superstructure on top of Structure 41’s substructure.  Perhaps this indicates a change in status 
of the residents living on top of Structure 41.  If indeed there was a hiatus in construction, they may be 
different people altogether.  Alternatively, the structure may have had an entirely different function 
during the Late and Terminal Classic shifting from domestic to ritual or vice-versa. 

.  The 
major anomalous deposit is AU12, Green Wall Fill 2.  This deposit consists of stacked limestone blocks 
resting on the plaza floor just to the south of Blue Wall.  Rather than a fill deposit, these stones might be 
a pile of cut blocks removed from Blue Wall for reuse elsewhere.  When Green Terrace was built, they 
placed the fill right over it. 

 Determining the function of these two buildings is much more tenuous.  Structure 40 is clearly 
not an ancestor shrine as originally hypothesized.  No burials were encountered within the structure or 
in front of it.  The presence of a single bench on one side of Structure 40-2nd might suggest that the 
space was a domicile; however, benches are found in a wide variety of structure.  The field identification 
of ceramic sherds from ritual vessels such as censers and drums suggests a more public function for 
Structure 40.  Perhaps the single bench was used for an individual of power to hold audiences.  Like 
Structure 41, the last major renovation episode could easily have been accompanied by a change in 
function.  Unfortunately, Structure 40-1st

 The most likely function for Structure 41 continues to be use as a big house.  Mano and metate 
fragments found in excavation provide evidence for a domestic use of the structure.  The early masonry 
structure would have formed a perfect outpost for rural lineages.  That said this hypothesis remains 
somewhat tenuous.  Furthermore, it is possible that the function shifted with the construction of 
Structure 41-1

 provides very little architectural evidence for function. 

st

 The importance of finding an underlying structure associated with Cunil ceramics cannot be 
understated.  Although the presence of Cunil ceramics throughout later contexts suggested that 
Actuncan was occupied during this early time period, little firm evidence for this early time period had 
been encountered until this year.  Curiously, the stratigraphy below Structure 41 does not have a pure 
Middle Preclassic level.  Future research may reveal more about these early time periods at Actuncan, 
and Structure 41 specifically. 

 and the removal of the masonry structure.  Ongoing analysis of artifacts, microartifacts, 
and soil chemistry signatures contribute to understanding the function of both structures. 
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Notes 
 

i  In order to reduce confusion, I have changed the Analytical Unit conventions from the 2010 report on Structure 
41 (Mixter 2011a).  In the previous report, a “C” – for context – was used to note an analytical unit number.  This 
notation is too easily confused with the unit “C” and a lot number.  Since units are always labeled using multiples 
of the same letter (C, CC, CCC, etc), AU will never be used to designate a unit. 
ii  In addition to the units excavated in 2011, backfill was removed from units P, S, AAA, UUU, and HHHH.  
iii  The South Façade includes units W, X, Y, Z, AA, BB, EE, FF, MM, NN, OO, PP, UU, VV, WW, and XX. 
iv  Low Wall F was defined in 2010 as one of several low wall stubs associated with Structure 41-1st

v  While a lot called 6X/4 was excavated, precise measurements during mapping suggest that this lot was located 
entirely within the constraints of 6W/6.  Excavating into X would have required excavating past Gorilla Wall. 

-B that formed 
internal architectural features associated with the Building Platform (Mixter 2011a:59-60, Figure 12). 
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Appendix 5A 

Figure 5A.1.  Operation 6 Harris Matrix of 2010 and 2011 excavations. 
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Table 5A.1: Operation 6 Analytical Units 

Analytical 
Unit Number 

Analytical Unit 
Name 

Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post 
Quem 

AU1 South Plaza Surface 2010: F/1, G/1, N/1,O/1, P/1, UUU/1 Postclassic 
AU2 South Plaza Sheet 

Wash 1 
2010: F/2, G/2, O/2,3, P/2,3, UUU/2 Postclassic 

AU3 South Plaza Sheet 
Wash 2 

2010: F/3,4, O/4, P/4,5,6, UUU/3,4 Terminal Classic 

AU4 Red Retaining Wall 
Collapse 

2010: O/5, P/8,9,10,11 Late Classic I 

AU5 Joey’s Plaza Floor 2010: P/7,13, S/4, T/8, UUU/5 
2011: T/9, U/10, V/13, XXXX/6, YYYY/7,13, 
ZZZZ/10, EEEEE/6 

Late Classic I? 

AU6 Joey’s Plaza Floor 
Stone Pavers 

2010: P/14, UUU/6 Late Classic I?  

AU7 Joey’s Plaza Fill 1 2010: P/15,16, UUU/7,8 
2011: T/10, U/11, V/14, XXXX/7, YYYY/8,14, 
ZZZZ/11, EEEEE/7 

2010 - Early 
Classic/ Tzakol 1 
2011 – Terminal 
Preclassic 

AU8 South Terrace 
Surface 

2010: H/1, I/1, J/1, K/1, L/1, M/1, Q/1, R/1, 
S/1, T/1, U/1, V/1, W/1, X/1, Y/1, Z/1, AA/1, 
BB/1, XXXX/1, YYYY/1, ZZZZ/1 
2011: EEEEE/1, FFFFF/1 

Terminal Classic 

AU9 Green Retaining 
Wall Collapse 

2010: S/2, T/4,5,6, U/5,7, XXXX/3,4, 
YYYY/3,4,6 
2011: EEEEE/3 

Late Classic II 

AU10 Red Terrace Wall 
and Fill 

2010: P/12,13, S/3, T/7, U/6, XXXX/5, YYYY/5 
2011: EEEEE/4 

Late Classic IIb 

AU11 Green Terrace 
Fill 1 

2010: V/4,5,6,7 
2011: V/10, YYYY/12, ZZZZ/4, 5, EEEEE/5, 
FFFFF/3 

Late Classic II 

AU12 Green Terrace 
Fill 2 

2010: U/8,9, V/8,9 
2011: FFFFF/4 

Early Classic? 

AU13 South Terrace 
Sheet Wash 

2010: I/2, T/2,3, U/2,3,4, V/2,3, W/2, 
XXXX/2, YYYY/2, ZZZZ/2 
2011: EEEEE/2, FFFFF/2 

Terminal Classic 

AU14 Collapse South of 
Yellow Wall 

2010: W/3, Y/2, Z,2 Terminal Classic 

AU15 Blue Wall Fill 2010: W/4,5, Y/3,4 
2011: V/12, W/6, X/4, Y/5, ZZZZ/9 

Late Classic 
Mixed with 
Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

AU16 South Façade 
Surface 

2010: X/1, AA/1, BB/1, EE/1, FF/1, MM/1, 
NN/1, OO/1, PP/1, UU/1, VV/1, WW/1, XX/1 

Not Established 

AU17 South Façade Fill 2010: X/2, AA/2,3, BB/2, EE/2, FF/2, MM/2, 
NN/2, OO/2, PP/2, UU/2, VV/2, WW/2, XX/2 

Postclassic? 
Terminal Classic?  
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2011: MM/3, NN/3, OO/3, PP/3, UU/3, 
VV/3, WW/3, XX/3 

Late Classic 

AU18 Building Platform 
Surface 

2010: HH/1, GG/1, KK/1, LL/1, QQ/1, RR/1, 
SS/1, TT/1, AAA/1, BBB/1, CCC/1, DDD/1, 
GGG/1, HHH/1, III/1, JJJ/1, KKK/1, LLL/1, 
MMM/1, NNN/1, OOO/1, PPP/1, QQQ/1, 
RRR/1, SSS/1, TTT/1, ZZZ/1, AAAA/1, 
DDDD/1, EEEE/1, HHHH/1, IIII/1, JJJJ/1, 
KKKK/1, LLLL/1, MMMM/1, NNNN/1, 
OOOO/1, PPPP/1, QQQQ/1, RRRR/1, SSSS/1, 
TTTT/1, UUUU/1 

Terminal Classic, 
possibly 
Postclassic 

AU19 Supplementary 
Platform 1 Surface 

2010: CC/1, DD/1, II/1, JJ/1, YY/1, ZZ/1, 
EEE/1, FFF/1, XXX/1, YYY/1, FFFF/1, GGGG/1, 
VVVV/1, WWWW/1, AAAAA/1, BBBBB/1 

Classic? 

AU20 Building Platform 
Extension Collapse 

2010: GG/2, HH/2, GGG/2, OOO/2, SSS/2, 
TTT/2, XXX/2, YYY/2, AAAA/2, EEEE/2, 
FFFF/2, GGGG/2 

Postclassic 

AU21 Building Platform 
Extension Fill 

2010: GG/3, HH/3, KK/2, LL/2,3,4, HHH/2, 
KKK/2, MMM/2, ZZZ/2, AAAA/3 

Terminal Classic, 
Possibly 
Postclassic 

AU22 East Platform Edge 
Fill 

2010: FFFF/3, GGGG/3, AAAAA/2, BBBBB/2 Not Established 

AU23 West Edge Surface 2010: VVV/1, WWW/1, BBBB/1, CCCC/1 Late Classic II 
AU24 West Edge Sheet 

Wash 
2010: VVV/2, WWW/2, CCCC/2 Late Classic 

AU25 West Edge Collapse 2010: VVV/3,4,5, WWW/3,4,5, CCCC/3,4, 
BBBB/2,3,4,5 

Terminal Classic 

AU26 Fill South of Orange 
Retaining Wall 

2010: VVV/6, BBBB/6 Terminal Classic 

AU27 Fill Within Cut in 
Cruz’s Floor 

2010: SS/3, AAA/4, JJJ/3, HHHH/4 Late Classic 

AU28 Central Bench Fill 2010: SS/2, AAA/2,3, JJJ/2, HHHH/2,3 
2011: QQ/4, SS/4, JJJ/4 

Late Classic II 

AU29 Building Platform 
South Collapse 

2010: QQ/2, RR/2, TT/2, III/2, NNNN/2, 
OOOO/2, QQQQ/2, KKK/3, MMM/3, PPPP/3 

Late Classic II 

AU30 Building Platform 
West Bench Alley 
Collapse 

2010: TT/3, BBB/2, DDD/2, PPPP/2, RRRR/2, 
TTTT/2 

Late Classic IIb 

AU31 Supplementary 
Platform 1 Fill 

2010: AAAA/4 Not Established 

AU32 Building Platform 
Fill 

2010: MMM/4, OOO/3 Note Established 

AU33 Disturbed Building 
Platform Collapse 

2010: LLL/2, NNN/2 Not Established 

AU34 Blue Wall 2011: V/11, ZZZZ/6 Not Established 
AU35 Feature 3 – Top 2011: ZZZZ/7 Terminal Late 

Preclassic? 
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AU36 Feature 3 – Bottom 2011: ZZZZ/8 Early Classic? 
AU37 Joey’s Plaza Fill 2 2011: T/11, XXXX/8,10, YYYY/9 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
AU38 Feature 1, Burial 5 2011: XXXX/9, YYYY/10 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
AU39 Feature 2, Burial 5 2011: YYYY/11 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
AU40 Feature 4 – Line of 

Stones 
2011: YYYY/15 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
AU41 Toby’s Plaza Floor 2011: T/12, XXXX/11 Late Preclassic 
AU42 Toby’s Plaza Fill 2011: T/13, XXXX/12 Late Preclassic 
AU43 Lime Floor Ballast 2011: T/14, XXXX/13 Terminal Late 

Preclassic?  
AU44 Lime Plaza Fill 2011: T/15,16, XXXX/14,15 Late Preclassic 
AU45 Nance Floor Ballast 2011: T/17, XXXX/16 Cunil? Middle 

Preclassic?  
AU46 Nance Plaza Fill 2011: T/18, XXXX/17 Late Preclassic? – 

one sherd 
AU47 Papaya Floor, 

Feature 5 
2011: T/19, XXXX/18 Late Preclassic? 

or Middle 
Preclassic 

AU48 Papaya Floor 
Ballast 

2011: T/20, XXXX/19 Terminal Early 
Preclassic 

AU49 Feature 6 2011: XXXX/21,22 Terminal Early 
Preclassic 

AU50 Quince Fill 2011: T/21 Terminal Early 
Preclassic 

AU51 Cobbles Covering 
Feature 6 

2011: XXXX/20 Terminal Early 
Preclassic 

AU52 Prepared Surface 
on Sterile Clay 

2011: T/22, XXXX/23 Terminal Early 
Preclassic 

AU53 Sterile Clay 2011: XXXX/24 Terminal Early 
Preclassic 

AU54 Grape Floor and 
Ballast 

2011: GG/10, KK/8 Not Established 

AU55 Supplementary 
Platform Fill 

2011: GG/6,7,8,9, KK/6,7, GGG/5,6,7, HHH/6 Not Established 

AU56 Tapir Wall Fill 2011: ZZ/4 Not Established 
AU57 Supplementary 

Platform Ballast 
2011: CC/2, DD/2, GG/4,5, II/2, JJ/2, YY/3, 
ZZ/3, GGG/3,4 

Not Established 

AU58 Cherry Floor Ballast 2011: KK/4, HHH/4, III/7 Not Established 
AU59 Lemon Floor Ballast 2011: KK/3, HHH/3, III/6 Not Established 
AU60 Marlon’s Floor 2011: III/5 Not Established 
AU61 Fuchsia Wall 2011: KK/5, HHH/5 Not Established 
AU62 Cruz’s Floor Fill 2011: QQ/5, SS/5, III/4, JJJ/5 Not Established 
AU63 Gorilla Fill 2011: X/7,8, Y/6, AA/7,8 Late Preclassic 
AU64 Lion Wall Fill 2011: W/7 Not Established 
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AU65 Melon Fill 2011: NN/5, OO/5, PP/5, UU/5, VV/5 Not Established 
AU66 Tapir Wall Cut Fill 2011: WW/4,6, XX/4,5, YY/2,4, ZZ/2 Not Established 
AU67 Feature 7, Burial 11 2011: WW/5 Not Established 
AU68 Melon Floor 

Termination 
2011: NN/4, OO/4 PP/4, UU/4, VV/4 Early Classic 

AU69 Hippo Wall Fill 2011: EE/6, FF/6, MM/4 Postclassic or 
Terminal 
Classic?, likely 
Late Classic 

AU70 Hippo Wall 2011: EE/5, FF/5 Not Established 
AU71 South Façade 

Collapse 
2011: X/3, AA/4, EE/3,4, FF/3,4 Terminal Classic 

AU72 Yellow Wall Fill 2011: X/5, AA/5 Late Classic II 
AU73 Yellow Wall 2011: X/6, AA/6 Not Established 
AU74 Terminal Building 

Platform Fill 
2011: QQ/3, III/3 Not Established 

 

Table 5A.2: Operation 19 Analytical Units 

Analytical 
Unit Number 

Analytical Unit 
Name 

Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post 
Quem 

AU1 West Terrace 
Surface 

A/1, B/1 Not Established 

AU2 West Terrace Sheet 
Wash 

A/2, B/2 Not Established 

AU3 Large Stone 
Collapse 

A/3 Not Established 

AU4 Piña Floor and 
Ballast 

A/4, B/3 Not Established 

AU5 Microartifact 
Sampling 

E/1, F/1 Not Established 

 

  

Figure 5A.2.  Operation 19 Harris Matrix of 2011 excavations. 
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Figure 5A.3.  Operation 10 Harris Matrix of 2011 excavations. 
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Table 5A.3: Operation 10 Analytical Units 

Analytical 
Unit Number 

Analytical Unit 
Name 

Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post 
Quem 

AU1 Structure 40 
Surface 

A/1, B/1, C/1, D/1, E/1, F/1, G/1, H/1, I/1, 
J/1, K/1, L/1, M/1, N/1, O/1, P/1, Q/1, R/1 

Terminal Classic? 

AU2 Large Cobble Fill G/2, H/2, I/2, J/2, K/2, L/2, M/2, N/2 Terminal Classic? 
or Late Classic 

AU3 North Structure 
Wash 

A/2, B/2, C/2, D/2 Late Classic I 

AU4 North Collapse A/3, B/3, C/3,4,5, D/3,4,5 Late Classic I 
AU5 Apple Floor Fill A/4, B/4, Q/2, R/2 Late Classic II 
AU6 Feature 1 R/3 Not Established 
AU7 Dismantled Stones 

on Kiwi Floor 
A/5, B/5 Not Established 

AU8 Mixed Surface and 
Apple Floor 

S/1, T/1 Mixed Context 

AU9 Ostrich Fill E/2, F/2 Terminal Classic? 
or Late Classic 

AU10 Chimp Fill E/3, F/3, G/3, H/3 Early Classic 
AU11 Feature 2 – Likely 

Bench 
J/4, L/3 Not Established 

AU12 Disturbed Mango/ 
Plum Floor 

G/5, H/5, I/3,4, J/3,5 Early Classic 

AU13 Giraffe Wall Fill A/6, B/6 Not Established 
AU14 Tiger Fill B/7, C/6, D/6, E/4, F/4 Early Classic 
AU15 Antelope Wall E/5, F/5, G/4, H/4 Not Established 
AU16 Material Between 

Apricot and 
Cashew Floor 

G/6, H/6, I/5, J/6 Early Classic 

AU17 Mango Fill I/6, J/7, K/3, L/4 Early Classic 
AU18 Material on 

Coconut Floor 
I/7, J/8, K/4, L/5 Not Established 

AU19 Coconut Fill G/7, H/7, I/8, J/9 Not Established 
AU20 Cheetah Wall 

Termination 
K/5, L/6 Early Classic 

AU21 Kiwi Fill G/8,9, H/8,9, I/9,10, J/10,11 Not Established 
AU22 Cheetah Fill K/6, L/7 Not Established 
AU23 Jocote Floor K/7, L/8 Not Established 
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Chapter 6: The 2011 Excavations at Group 5: Structures 64 and 65 
 

Lauren Hahn (University of California – San Diego) 
 

 One component of the research carried out during the 2011 field season of the Actuncan 
Archeological Project was an exploration of two structures in Group 5, a patio-focused household group 
to the northwest of the Actuncan site center.  Because of its proximity to Group 1, it is possible that the 
residents of Group 5 maintained a close relationship with those living at Group 1, but no evidence has 
yet been recovered to shed light on the nature of that relationship.  Group 5 is also close to the western- 
most platform of the site, which supports Structures 67 and 68.  This area has been identified as a 
possible market location (Keller and Craiker, this volume).  Group 5 consists of at least four structures—
Structures 63, 64, 65, and 66—which face a central patio area.  The group is built on a landscape rise 
that most likely was a natural feature that residents modified and enlarged over time.  Unlike many 
patio-focused groups at Actuncan and elsewhere, Group 5 does not have a symmetrical quadripartite 
organization with a fully enclosed patio space.  Instead, Group 5 appears to have a relatively wide 
entranceway that faces the large plaza to the southeast.  Nonetheless, the ancient Maya residents of 
Group 5 maintained the quadripartite organization of many patio-focused groups by placing structures 
to the east, north, west, and probably south.  Interestingly, Group 5 also may contain architectural 
features in the northwest corner of the group that represent an entrance stair, a buried structure and 
ancillary platforms to the north or west structures, or a combination of these elements.  
 During the 2011 field season, we excavated 2 m wide trenches through both the northern and 
the western structures in Group 5—Structures 64 and 65, respectively (Figure 6.1).  The excavation 
trench in Structure 64 was termed Operation 
(Op) 9, and that in Structure 65 was termed 
Operation (Op) 11.  These areas were chosen for 
excavation in order to document the 
construction and activity history of the buildings, 
strategies which are in line with the project’s 
goal of investigating the long-term development 
of the site’s social organization.  Because Group 5 
architecture is generally lower and smaller than 
several of the other nearby residential groups, 
including Group 1, it is assumed that its residents 
were of a lower socioeconomic level than their 
neighbors.  By excavating Group 5, we hoped to 
gain a better understanding of how major 
changes in the site’s sociopolitical landscape 
affected the lives of non-elites, especially as 
reflected through major changes in the layout of 
their residential units and activities related to 
their living space.  Specifically, we were 
determined to reach early levels of occupation, in 
order to view these important changes in long 
chronological perspective.  Operations 9 and 11 
trenches were the first excavations in Group 5 by 
archaeologists.  
 
 

Figure 6.1. Plan view of Group 5 showing structures 
and operations.  Operation 9 is a 2 x 11 m trench 

running north-south through the center of 
Structure 64 (top, center).  Operation 11 is a 2 x 12 
m trench running east-west through the center of 

Structure 65. 
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Methods 
 At the beginning of the 2011 field season, Group 5 was covered with dense secondary growth, 
which our Belizean workers cleared so that we could see the layout of the group more clearly.  The 
workers also then erected a barbed-wire pen around the group to keep out cattle. Remote sensing was 
carried out in the area immediately surrounding Group 5 by Dr. Chet Walker (this volume), and then the 
Op. 9 and Op.11 trenches were laid out along what we determined to be the axial lines of Structures 64 
and 65, respectively.  Daniel Salberg and Lauren Hahn shot in 1 x 1 m excavation unit grids in locations 
determined by the Actuncan master grid, so all units were oriented directly north-south.  We placed an 
11 x 2 m trench oriented north-south over Structure 64, and a 10 x 2 m trench oriented east-west over 
Structure 65.  We later extended the Structure 65 trench 2 m westward, although a single 1 x 1 m unit 
was excluded from excavation due to the presence of a large tree in that unit. 

We cleared the surface of the trenches of all vegetation, and excavated each unit as a distinct 
locus.  All material was screened through ¼ inch mesh, and all artifacts collected in the field were 
washed, sorted, counted, weighed, and recorded in the Actuncan project lab.  The excavators also 
collected four-liter samples from all surface lots and some structure floors in order to obtain 
microartifacts for analysis; these samples were washed and dry-screened through nested, size-graded 
mesh to separate artifacts of different size grades. Additionally, we collected plaster and soil samples 
from all prehistoric surfaces that we encountered, along with carbon samples.  Carbon was collected in 
aluminum foil, and plaster and soil samples were collected in Whirl-Pac sample bags. Many of the 
ceramics collected from Ops 9 and 11 were analyzed by Lisa LeCount in order to assign dates to the 
various structural phases of Structures 64 and 65, but other types of material culture await analysis.  All 
materials were stored in the Actuncan project storage container at Clarissa Falls resort, except for the 
plaster and soil samples, which were taken to the United States for analysis.   
 

Structure 64: Operation 9 
 
 Excavation of Structure 64 was complicated by two factors.  First, the structure’s architecture 
consists of numerous small construction phases, only a few of which remained in a good state of 
preservation at the time of excavation.  It is possible that tree growth or other natural factors 
contributed to the degradation of the structure’s architecture in the centuries since it was occupied.  
Second, the Op. 9 excavation suffered under two teams of inexperienced or careless excavators.  
Although the excavations were carefully supervised, progress was slow and some data may have been 
lost or overlooked.  Nonetheless, we were able to gain a solid understanding of the structure’s basic 
occupation history, layout, and development.  Figure 6.2 shows the eastern profile of the Op 9 trench.  
 
Terminal Architecture: Structure 64-1st

 Based on surface observations, I initially hypothesized that the terminal front (southern) wall of 
Structure 64 would be apparent very close to the surface in or near Units A and B.  An alignment of 
several large limestone blocks was visible from the surface.  Excavation revealed that these blocks may 
have formed a construction wall or retaining wall; however, we did not recover worked facing stones in 
situ associated with these large blocks, which would be expected if the alignment formed a retaining 
wall for the terminal stage of construction.  Thus it is probable, but not certain, that this line of large 
stones is an indicator of the final size and location of the structure.  I have designated this construction 
phase 64-1

  

st.  
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Two large blocks appeared to have collapsed southward onto a surface that was likely 
associated with this terminal construction phase.  I designated this surface Patio Floor #1 (Figure 6.2).  
This surface may have been plastered in antiquity, but no evidence of plaster remains beyond small 
amounts of subsurface ballast.  The area above this surface was covered with small and medium-sized 
chert and limestone cobble fill, probably collapsed or washed down from the top of Structure 64.  The 
line of large blocks that likely indicates the terminal construction runs east-west along the northern 
edge of Units A and B, so that most of the area within Units A and B and all of Units U and V are within 
the Group 5 patio space.   

The structure itself was excavated in Units C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, and P.  We 
excavated Units Q and R, but they contained only a few collapsed stones, and revealed the northern 
extent of the structure.  Units S and T were placed at the far northern end of the Op 9 trench, but we did 
not open these units.  Clearing a small amount of soil matrix and small cobbles from the top of the 
structure, we noticed a line of very small cut limestone blocks running east-west through Units E and F.  
Later excavation revealed that this line was actually the top course in a wall, which I call Lily Wall, that 
extended downward as part of an earlier construction phase, which I discuss in more detail below.  
Nonetheless, because of its location and its height relative to the probable terminal alignment found in 
Units A and B, it is possible that the top course of Lily Wall formed a step onto a higher platform, 
potentially indicating the interior space of the terminal construction phase of Structure 64.  

In the rear (north) of the building in Units Q and R, we were able to identify the northernmost 
extent of the structure, indicated by two rows of large cut limestone boulders.  These two rows appear 
as tiers, with the northernmost row found at a deeper elevation than the row to the south.  The lower, 
northernmost row appears to be a foundation element that was placed into a cut in the natural clay soil 

Figure 6.2. East Profile of Operation 9 trench. 
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of the area.  This cut appears to be man-made, and although it contains some artifacts, it is most likely 
natural soil.  The second tier—present in Units O and P—is made of cut limestone blocks that act as 
facing stones, with uncut boulders to the south.  It is possible that additional tiers were present in 
antiquity, but no indications of their presence or location were recovered.  Because time constraints 
prohibited us from trenching all the way through the structure, at this time it is impossible to say 
whether this northern extent of the structure was in place when Structure 64 was first built or whether 
it was a later extension, but in the northern areas in which we did penetrate the structure, earlier 
phases of construction were not present.  Thus the excavations on the back side of Structure 64 suggest 
that the northern edge of the structure may have remained in the same place as the structure was 
gradually expanded to the south.    
 
Structure 64-2nd

 Below the terminal patio floor associated with Structure 64-1
  

st

 Patio Floor #3 was preserved in 
fairly good condition and it articulated 
with several interesting construction 
features (see Figure 6.3).  The first of 
these is a possible inset step found in 
Unit D.  This architectural feature consists 
of several carved limestone blocks, some 
of which were found in an upright 
position facing south, and some of which 
were found articulating with the south-
facing blocks at a right angle, with their 
faces to the west.  Unfortunately, these 
few blocks were all that remained of this 
construction feature because the feature 
was only present in the western part of 
Unit D and did not continue eastward 
into Unit C.  It is possible that the rest of 

, we encountered a layer of 
cobble fill above a second patio floor, which was plastered and preserved in relatively good condition.  I 
designated this floor as Patio Floor #2.  This fill was approximately 40 cm deep, and within it we 
encountered a soil color change, from dark 10YR2/1 humic soil to a lighter 10YR4/8 silty loam.  It is 
possible that this color change indicates 
the presence of a surface, but no other 
indications of such a surface are present.  
Although the color change follows the 
contours of the ground surface rather 
than lying flat as would be expected with 
a man-made surface, I suggest that this 
color change is the result of the 
degradation of a patio floor. We did 
encounter another plaster floor in Units C 
and D, close to the level of the soil color 
change.  Although this plaster floor is 
above the level of Patio Floor #2, because 
we encountered it at a later date, I 
designated it Patio Floor #3.  

Figure 6.3. Plan view of Structure 64-2nd, south face.  Only 
worked facing stones are shown.  
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this architectural feature was dismantled in antiquity prior to the construction of Structure 64-1st.  It is 
also possible that this area was damaged by tree growth or other natural processes.  Patio Floor #3 
passed directly under this group of stones, and no traces of plaster were found on the faces of the 
stones.  The possible inset step is designated Structure 64-2nd

 Patio Floor #3 also articulated with a possible bench feature, and with Lily Wall, which intersects 
the western side of the bench and forms its northern edge.  Below the top three courses, Lily Wall is 
built of much larger, faced, and hardened limestone blocks, and the plaster floor lips up onto the lowest 
course of stones in Unit F.  In Unit E, however, these lower courses are not present.  Instead, the top 
courses of Lily Wall sit atop fill stones, which form the fill of the bench structure.  The presence of 
additional courses of Lily Wall above the top of this fill suggests that the bench was only as tall as this fill, 
and that Lily Wall reached a greater height than the bench.  The western face of the bench feature 
extends southward from Lily Wall at a right angle (near the line separating Units C and E from Units D 
and F in Figure 6.3) and intersects the southern wall of the bench (near the southern edge of Unit C), 
which was preserved in fairly good condition at the eastern edge of Unit C.  Because our excavation only 
consisted of a 2 m wide trench, we were not able to fully expose more of this feature.  Therefore our 
description of it as a “bench” is based solely on its size, shape, and position relative to the structure.  
This description may or may not be substantiated in future excavations.  I have designated the bench, 
Lily Wall behind it, and the associated plaster floor as Structure 64-2

-a.  

nd

 We removed the fill below Patio 
Floor #3, including the fill of the bench 
structure, down to the level of Patio Floor #2.  
We found numerous large boulders in the 
area below Patio Floor #3, but no evidence of 
additional construction features was present.  
These large boulders appeared to have 
warped the plaster of Patio Floor #2, which 
was in a very poor state of preservation in 
this area. Because of the poor state of 
preservation, it was impossible to tell 
whether the floor continues below this 
construction fill deeper into the structure to 
the north; however, I consider this to be 
likely.   

-b.   

 
Structure 64-3
 After removing the top three courses 
of Lily Wall, which consisted of small 
limestone blocks, , along with small and 
medium-sized chert and limestone cobble fill 
behind it, excavations revealed an earlier 
construction phase.  Several small worked 
limestone facing blocks, with their faces to 
the south, were present in the area where 
Unit E meets Unit G.  This line of facing 

stones does not continue westward into 
Units F and H, and there were no indications 
of a plaster floor at the base of the facing 

rd 

Figure 6.3. Plan view of Structure 64-2nd, south face.  
Only worked facing stones are shown.  

 

Figure 6.4.  Plan view of Structure 64-2nd, 64-3rd, & 
64-4th, showing relative levels of floors. 
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stones.  At the level of the top of this line of stones, however, we encountered a probable surface, 
indicated by the presence of small, level ballast stones.  I designated this surface as Structure Floor #1. 
No plaster fragments were found, but this was probably due to the ancient surface’s proximity to the 
modern ground surface.  Above this floor, we encountered a row of cut limestone facing stones, which 
faced eastward and stretched across Unit G into Unit I (Figure 6.4).  This line, which I call Poppy Wall, 
was probably originally at least two courses high, although the second course is only indicated by only 
two stones.  The line probably represents the eastern façade of a low platform situated near the center 
of the structure.  Although this probable platform and its associated floor are at a higher elevation than 
other architectural features we encountered during excavation of Structure 64, it is unlikely that they 
were associated with the terminal architectural phase.  This is because not only was the front (southern) 
step up onto the floor covered over by the fill of at least one subsequent construction phase, but the 
floor itself and probably the low platform were also deliberately covered by fill.  A line of large, 
unworked limestone and chert boulders runs east-west through Unit I, probably a construction wall that 
was put in place when this construction phase was covered over.  Unfortunately, time constraints 
prohibited us from excavating further into the top of the structure. 
  
Structure 64-4th

The lower course of Lily Wall was an important part of an earlier construction phase that 
predated the addition of the bench and the upper courses of the wall associated with Structure 64-2

  

nd-b.  
After removing the upper courses of this wall, we encountered a very hard plaster floor at the level of 
the top of the first (lowest) course.  I designated this floor as Structure Floor #2 (Figures 6.4, 6.5).  It 
appears that at the time this floor was in use, the lowest course of wall stones continued eastward into 
Unit E, where in our excavations described above we found fill associated with Structure 64-2nd

During excavation, we 
uncovered two intriguing finds 
associated with this phase of 
construction.  First, in the fill of 
Lily Wall, we recovered a figurine 
head that dates to the Middle 
Preclassic Period (Figure 6.6).  It is 
likely that this head was curated 
through generations before it was 
finally deposited in construction 
fill of Structure 64-2

-b.  It 
possible that the wall was removed in this area because  Structure Floor #2 continues into Unit E, but 
only in the northern portion of the unit behind (north of) the probable course of stones.  Without this 
course of stones, the floor in Unit E would end arbitrarily, while nearby in Unit F, the floor ends at the 
top of the course of stones, which create a step down onto the patio floor.  It is likely that the first 
course of stones in Unit E was 
removed at the time of the 
addition of the bench feature and 
the upper courses of stones 
leaving a cut in Structure Floor #2.   

nd.  Other 
ceramic materials recovered from 
this context place the TPQ date 
for this fill in the Terminal Classic 
period.  Second, the large 
hardened limestone block that 

Figure 6.5.  Structure 64-4th showing Structure Floor #2 and the 
large limestone block with X-shaped incisions.  
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forms the first course of Lily Wall in Unit F, which 
articulates with Structure Floor #2 above, has 
three X-shaped incisions on its upper surface (see 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5).  The significance of these 
carvings is unknown, but they do not appear to be 
formal decorative elements.  

Time constraints prevented us from 
excavating further below Structure Floor #2, 
northward into the center of the structure, and 
below Patio Floor #2 at the base of the large stone 
carved with X-shapes.  Because we did not reach 
the center of the building, it is likely that there are 
additional construction phases that we did not 
encounter.  We were able to conduct deep 
penetrating excavations in Units U and V in the 
patio area, as well as Unit R in the back of the 
structure. 
 
Additional Construction Phases: Patio Floors #4, 5, 
and 6 
 In order to obtain more information and 
dates for the establishment of Group 5 and 
Structure 64, we excavated Units U and V below 
the level of the terminal plaster floor in this area, Patio Floor #2.  At a depth of approximately 20 cm 
below this floor we encountered another plaster floor, Patio Floor #4 (Patio Floor #3 was the 
designation given to the floor abutting Lily Wall further to the north, which was absent in this area; for 
this reason Patio Floor #4 sits below Patio Floor #2).  Between Patio Floors #2 and #4, we removed a 
layer of small ballast stones, which sat above small and medium-sized chert and limestone cobble fill.  
Patio Floor #4 consists of 4 to 5 cm of very hard, cement-like plaster that was difficult to excavate.  
Below Patio Floor #4, we removed only a thin layer of small ballast pebbles before encountering another 
plaster floor, Patio Floor #5. This floor was preserved in good condition, although it was much softer 
than Patio Floor #4, being made of marl rather than hard plaster, and was only 2 to 3 cm thick.  It also 
showed signs of burning in several areas.  
 Below the surface of Patio Floor #5, we removed approximately 12 cm of plaster, ballast, small 
chert and limestone cobbles, and soil matrix and encountered yet another plaster floor, Patio Floor #6. 
This floor was preserved in good condition, and did not exhibit any traces of burning.  The floor sloped 
down to the north, and it is clear that this slope follows the original ground surface.  Its plaster, which is 
3 to 4 cm thick and made from limestone plaster, is in a good state of preservation.  It is possible that 
this earliest plaster floor does not articulate with an equally early house, but was sloped to channel 
rainwater northward away from the original Group 5 platform.  This hypothesis, however, is simply 
conjecture, as we did not have time to explore the earliest construction phases of Structure 64 as 
thoroughly as we might have wished.  Below Patio Floor #6, we removed a thin layer of ballast pebbles 
above approximately 20 cm of medium-sized chert and limestone cobbles, which sat atop natural clay. 
 
Natural Soil Levels 
 Because one of the major goals of the 2011 field season was to refine and substantiate the long 
chronology of occupation at Actuncan, we continued our penetrating excavations in front of and behind 
Structure 64 into natural soil layers.  The natural soil in this area is a very hard, red (10YR 4/2) clay.  In 

Figure 6.6. Middle Preclassic figurine head 
found in fill, Southern Terrace E/4. 
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Unit U, below the medium-sized chert and limestone cobbles that formed the fill of Patio Floor #6, we 
excavated approximately 70 cm of this hard red clay.  We did not encounter any additional architectural 
levels, but the clay contained artifacts in decreasing quantities.  Although we excavated Unit U to a 
depth of approximately 165 cm below the ground surface—65 cm below the last architectural 
materials—we did not reach sterile soil without artifacts in this area.   
 In the back (north) side of Structure 64, we also conducted a penetrating excavation in Unit R.  
Below the level at which the natural clay was cut when the foundation stones of Structure 64 were laid, 
we removed approximately 80 cm of hard, dark red clay.  Although it was not apparent during 
excavation, a second possible cut in the natural soil was visible in the trench profile at a depth of 108 to 
125 cm below the surface.  This may indicate an earlier phase of construction, or it may be a natural 
shift within the soil.  It may also be the case that this lower cut was dug out, the foundation blocks for 
Structure 64 were placed, and then the clay forming the upper stratum was replaced, in order to add 
stability to the structure’s base.  Artifacts were present in decreasing quantities in most of the hard red 
clay we excavated.  We reached sterile soil in this area at approximately 180 cm below the surface, and 
terminated this excavation at a depth of approximately 190 cm.    
 

Structure 65: Operation 11 
 
 Structure 65 is the western structure in Group 5, and possibly the largest structure in the group.  
The western edge of the Group 5 platform has a steep decline into the gulley or floodway that may have 
originally drained the low area around the aguada, and this slope is probably responsible for the poor 
state of preservation in which we found the back side of Structure 65.  The patio (east) side of the 
structure, however, was preserved in relatively good condition, and excavation of the structure 
proceeded rapidly.  Like Structure 64, Structure 65 was modified and rebuilt many times throughout its 
occupation history.  Also like Structure 64, our excavation consisted of a 2 m trench placed on the 
central axis of the structure, stretching from the patio area in front of the structure to the far back of the 
structure (Figure 6.7).  
 
Terminal Architecture: Structure 65-1st

 A line of large cut limestone blocks running north-south through Units E and F was visible from 
the surface, and excavation revealed that this line probably indicated the front (east side) of Structure 
65 during its terminal occupation.  This wall is designated as Aster Wall.  These limestone blocks may 
have slumped somewhat to the east over time, but they clearly formed a façade.  No additional 
architectural features associated with the structure’s terminal occupation were visible from the surface.  
In Units A and B as well as in the parts of Units E and F to the east of Aster Wall, we also encountered a 
patio surface, Patio Floor #1.  This surface, like the terminal patio floor in Op 9, was probably plastered 
in antiquity, but no traces of plaster remain.  A level layer of small ballast stones provide evidence for 
the presence of this floor   

  

 In the fill behind Aster Wall, we recovered a large number of ceramic sherds, many of which fit 
together.  This sherd scatter, designated Feature #1, was comprised of large vessels, mostly jars and 
possibly incensarios that Lisa LeCount dates to the Terminal Classic period.  
 During the first weeks of excavation, we attempted to locate the terminal western extent of 
Structure 65-1st.  We excavated Units C, D, G, and H with this goal in mind.  We found a large number of 
cut limestone facing stones that had clearly tumbled down the steep slope of the back of the structure, 
along with several promising stone alignments.  Unfortunately, the architecture of this area was in a 
very poor state of preservation, which made it very difficult to confidently identify the western extent of 
the structure.  It is possible that the alignments we encountered in Units C and D represent this far edge, 
but it is also possible that these alignments indicate steps in a tiered construction, and the edge of the 
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Group 5 platform and Structure 65-1st is further to the west.  We extended the trench 2 m west of Units 
C and D, adding Units U, V, and W, with the goal of ascertaining where this western edge was.  A large 
tree directly to the west of Unit C, however, made it impossible to excavate this area.  We decided 
against removing the tree, and terminated excavation on the back side of the structure, choosing 
instead to move the excavators on to more promising tasks.  Thus although I think it likely, I cannot say 
with certainty that the terminal western extent of the structure is located in Units C and D. If this indeed 
true, then the width of Structure 65-1st

 
 is approximately 9 m. 

Structure 65-2
 After excavating through the terminal structure façade, we found that the terminal patio 
surface, Patio Surface #1, may have been the same floor as a plaster surface we encountered in Units I 
and J on the western side of the wall.  For this reason, I designate all constructions associated with this 
plaster surface, called Plaster Floor #1, to Structure 65-2

nd 

nd

 As we removed Iris Wall and the fill immediately behind it, we noted several alignments of 
rough, unworked chert boulders that formed construction walls within the fill.  We also located a line of 
such boulders in Units O and P, which ran parallel to the wall in Units I and J.  It is likely that this 

.  We followed Plaster Floor #1 westward until 
we reached a structure wall, called Iris Wall that was preserved in very good condition.  This wall ran at a 
350° angle through Units I and J, and consisted of at least three courses of faced limestone blocks.  Some 
of the facing stones were very small, measuring only 4 by 6 cm, which perhaps indicates a lack of 
building resources on the part of the structure’s occupants. Iris Wall is otherwise unremarkable in its 
construction, but the shift in the structure’s orientation—from 350° in the penultimate phase to directly 
north-south in the terminal occupational phase—suggests a possible shift in the occupants’ use or 
conception of space.   

Figure 6.7.  Profile of Operation 11 trench, south side. 
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alignment formed a retaining wall immediately behind the rear façade of Structure 65-2nd

  

.  This is 
impossible to say with certainty, however, because directly to the west of this alignment, the structure 
slopes steeply downward, and any additional architectural features have been lost due to erosion.   

Structure 65-3
 Excavation of the fill of the penultimate construction phase revealed an east-facing structure 
wall, called Dahlia Wall, in Unit L.  This wall was constructed of at least six courses of small and medium-
sized worked limestone blocks, and it sat directly on Plaster Floor #1 (Figure 6.8).  As we excavated 
northward along the front of Dahlia Wall into Unit K, it became clear that the wall did not continue, but 
rather it turned a corner and continued westward toward the rear of the structure.  We also followed 
the wall southward by excavating approximately 15 cm into the southern sidewall of the trench in Unit 
L, and it was clear that the wall turned a corner in that area as well, continuing westward rather than 
southward.  Seen as a whole, these walls form a freestanding rectangular block that I refer to as a pier 
and it is the main component of Structure 65-3

rd 

rd (Figures 6.9 & 6.10).  The function of this pier is not 
completely understood.  I think it likely that it served as a base that supported one corner or center post 
of a perishable superstructure because we recovered a large number of daub fragments from the 
surface of this structure.  It is unclear whether the pier would have marked the front of the structure or 
would have sat inside the structure.  It is also possible that the pier served as a bench for sleeping, 
receiving visitors, or other functions.  The pier structure followed the same 350° orientation as Iris Wall 
of Structure 65-2nd

We followed the northern face of the pier westward into the center of the structure in an 
attempt to locate either an east-facing interior structure wall, which would have indicated that the pier 
was probably a bench, or the west-facing rear wall of the pier itself.  Neither of these features were 
present, nor were any other architectural elements associated with this phase of construction, except 
for Plaster Floor #1, which continued westward through Unit M.  In Unit M, this floor was preserved in 
very poor condition, and it was visible in Unit O only as a soil color change.  It is possible that this floor 
continued westward into Unit Q, but again any evidence of this has been lost due to erosion.  It is clear, 
however, that this floor was in use contemporaneously with the pier structure.  Plaster Floor #1 was not 
present beneath the pier 
structure.  Parts of this 
floor continued to serve 
as the floor level 
throughout the 
occupational periods 
associated with the 
penultimate and ultimate 
construction phases of 
Structure 65.  

.  

In removing the 
fill and facing stones of 
Structure 65-2nd, we 
encountered another 
interesting architectural 
feature.  This was a line of 
small cut limestone 
blocks, parallel to both the 
pier and the wall of 
Structure 65-2nd, 

Figure 6.8.  Elevation of Dahlia Wall (Structure 65-3rd “pier”), showing 
embedded line of stones and Plaster Floors #1 & 2.  
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embedded within Plaster Floor #1 
(see Figures 6.8, 6.9 & 6.10).  The 
tops of these stones were visible 
below the plaster, as if they had 
been covered over by plaster that 
had then worn through.  These 
cut limestone blocks faced the 
east, and the line of stones 
continued north-south across the 
width of the trench in Units K and 
L.  Although I originally thought 
this line would prove to be the 
top course of a multiple-course 
wall, further excavation revealed 
that this construction consisted 
of only a single course of stones, 
suggesting a step or the edge of a 
platform. 

After we removed the 
part of Plaster Floor #1 to the 
east of this line, we encountered 
another floor, Plaster Floor #2.  
Plaster Floor #2 abutted the 
bottom of this single course of 
embedded stones, and lipped up 
onto them.  Thus it appears that 
for at least part of the phase 
during which Structure 65-3rd

 

 was 
in use, the embedded line of 
stones served as a step up from the patio surface, indicated by Plaster Floor #2, into what I suggest is 
the interior of the structure, indicated by the part of Plaster Floor #1 to the west of the embedded line 
of stones.  Later in time, the part of Plaster Floor #1 to the east of the step was added, either increasing 
the interior space of the structure, or raising the height of the patio.   

Structure 65-4
 After excavating through most of the pier structure with the goal of locating its back wall, we 
decided to remove it completely in order to document earlier construction phases.  We removed the 
east- and north-facing walls and fill behind them, but we left the south-facing stones embedded within 
the south trench sidewall (see item #12 in profile).  When we removed the step of embedded stones, it 
became clear that Plaster Floor #2 continued westward at a diagonal through the trench.  It appears that 
the step was placed on small leveling stones directly above Plaster Floor #2, and that plaster was added 
to the faces and tops of the step stones, possibly at the same time that the portion of Plaster Floor #1 in 
the interior of the structure was built.  We followed Plaster Floor #2 westward through the entire trench 
into Units O and P.  Like Plaster Floor #1, Plaster Floor #2 may have originally continued into Units Q and 
R, but those units and all units to the west of them are badly damaged by erosion.  Eastward, Plaster 
Floor #2 reaches into Units E and F, but it is not visible in Units A or B.  In all, the areal extent of Plaster 
Floor #2 is 5 m east-west. 

th 

Figure 6.9.  Plan view of Structure 65-3rd “pier” structure, 
showing embedded line of stones and Plaster Floor #1.  
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Other than the step 
feature discussed above, the 
only architectural element with 
which Plaster Floor #2 is 
associated is a sascab bump or 
ridge that runs north-south 
through Unit M and the 
northern part of Unit N.  This 
bump appears to have been 
formed by soft limestone 
blocks, which degraded over 
time into soft, crumbly sascab.  
During excavation, it was 
difficult to differentiate 
between the original blocks, 
and the material crumbled as 
we removed it. One block 
made of harder limestone at 
the southern end of the bump 
may indicate the location of a 
corner.  It is probable that this 
sascab bump was originally some sort of structural element, but it is unclear whether it served as a front 
or back to the structure, an interior support for a perishable superstructure, or some other function.   

As we excavated downward into Plaster Floor #2, we encountered fragments of another plaster 
floor, which I call Plaster Floor #2b.  This floor was only present in small areas of Unit M, and it was 
preserved in very poor condition. This floor showed some signs of burning.  I think it likely that Plaster 
Floor #2 represents a simple re-plastering of Plaster Floor #2b.  
 
Structure 65-5
 Approximately 15 cm below Plaster Floor #2, we encountered another plaster surface, Plaster 
Floor #3.  This surface was present in parts of Units I, L, and N, and all of Units K and M.  It is likely that 
Plaster Floor #3 stretched into Units O and P, as a level layer of ballast stones was present at the level of 
Plaster Floor #3, but no plaster was preserved in those units.  Plaster Floor #3 was only present in the 
northern parts of Units L and N, and large chert and limestone cobbles filled the southern parts of those 
units.  Plaster Floor #3 covered a line of cut limestone facing stones that ran north-south through Unit K.  
This line of facing stones probably articulated with a similar line of cut facing stones running east-west 
through Units L and N.  This east-west alignment ran along the southern edge of Plaster Floor #3.  The 
two alignments sat at the same elevation, but large fill stones obscured the area where the corner 
should have been.  We did not remove these large fill stones because we reached this stage of 
excavation very late in the season and feared that the stones might be protecting a burial below.  

th 

At some point between the construction of Plaster Floor #3 and Plaster Floor #2, Plaster Floor #3 
was cut in Unit K, probably in order to remove a cache placed below Plaster Floor #12.  I return to a 
discussion of this probable cache below, in the section about the deep penetrating excavation in Unit K. 
Plaster Floor #3 also showed signs of burning in some areas. No additional architectural features were 
present in association with Plaster Floor #3, but as we excavated through Plaster Floor #3 in Unit I, it 
became clear that this floor was only one of several re-plastering events in this area.  Directly below 
Plaster Floor #3, we encountered Plaster Floor #4, and less than five cm below Plaster Floor #4, we 
encountered Plaster Floor #5.  These floors were not even separated by layers of pebble ballast.  It 

Figure 6.10.  Structure 65-3rd “pier”.  Note embedded line of stones, 
and on lower level, Structure 65-5th “steps.” 
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appears that before the addition of 
Plaster Floor #3, the alignment of 
stones running north-south through 
Unit K mentioned above served as a 
step up, probably into the interior 
space of a perishable structure. 
Plaster Floor #5 lipped up onto those 
stones.  When Plaster Floor #4 was 
added, the step became shorter, and 
the addition of Plaster Floor #3 
transformed the step into a gentle 
slope.   

Plaster Floors #3, 4, and 5 all 
partially covered another 
architectural feature, two alignments 
of worked limestone facing stones 
(Figure 6.11).  These two lines of 
stones both had their faces oriented 
toward south-by-southeast, but at 
slightly divergent angles. These two 
alignments were spaced 55 to 30 cm 
apart, with 35 to 7 cm between 
them. There is no evidence that 
either line of stones supported 
additional courses above.  Rather, it 
appears that the lines formed short 
steps or the edge of a low platform 
located to the north and at a slightly 
different alignment from those 
described for Structure 65.  It is 
unclear whether the two steps or platform edges were in use at the same time, or whether the plaster 
floors covered the upper (northern) step when the lower line was added.  The tops of the two lines are 
very close to the same elevation. It is likely that the platform or structure associated with these two 
lines of stones continues to the northwest of the Operation 11 trench; future excavations could shed 
much light on the nature of this construction, which is still far from completely understood.   

Plaster Floor #5 creates a surface covering the entire area north of the northern step within the 
Op. 11 trench.  We also recovered plaster between the two steps, although this plaster was fragmentary 
and I did not give it a numerical designation.  Another plaster floor, Plaster Floor #6, sits at the base of 
the southern step, and we exposed this floor throughout Units A, B, F, and a small area of Unit E.  
Excavation revealed numerous ceramic sherds directly atop this floor, but it is unlikely that they 
represent termination offerings or other ritual deposits.  Due to their fragmentary nature and random 
locations, I suggest that these sherds were simply placed within the fill that covered Plaster Floor #6.  

The most interesting aspect of these steps, and indeed of all of Structure 65-5th, is that this 
phase of construction differs in both orientation and location from later phases of Structure 65.  It is 
likely that the line of stones running east-west through Units L and N, along with the southern step in 
Units E and A, formed the southern edge of the structure and either its front patio or extra interior 
space.  Nonetheless, this southern edge sits underneath the axial line of later construction phases, 
indicating that in later times, the structure expanded southward.  If the northern step does represent an 

Figure 6.11. Plan view of Structure 65-5th “steps,” showing 
Plaster Floors #3, 4, 5, & 6.  Note location & orientation of 

Structure 65-2nd Iris Wall.  
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earlier form of a patio or room, a slight shift in orientation occurred when the southern step was added.  
Whether or not this was the case, Structure 65-5th

 

 represents a different structural orientation from 
both earlier and later construction phases.  

Plaster Floors #7, 8, 9, & 10 
 Near the close of the 2011 field season, my excavation team shifted focus from exposing 
architecture to conducting penetrating excavation in order to obtain a long chronology for Structure 65.  
To this end, we excavated through Plaster Floor #6 in Units A, B, E, and F, although we left the step 
features associated with Structure 65-5th in place.  We confirmed that Structure 65 underwent at least 
four earlier construction episodes before the construction of Structure 65-5th

 Less than 10 cm below Plaster Floor #6, we encountered Plaster Floor #7.  This floor was well-
preserved in some areas, but in other places its presence was only indicated by a small layer of pebble 
ballast.  Plaster Floor #7 likely represents a re-plastering episode.  Approximately 2 to 3 cm below 
Plaster Floor #7 we encountered Plaster Floor #8, which was preserved in very poor condition.  This floor 
was only present in Units B and F, and I argue that it reached a bad state of degradation in antiquity, 
which prompted the addition of Plaster Floor #7.   

, along with at least two 
episodes of floor re-plastering, which may or may not indicate structural modification as well.   

 After exposing Plaster Floor #8 in Units B and F, we proceeded to excavate only in Units A and B.  
We removed Plaster Floor #8 in Unit B and the small pebble and cobble fill at the same level in Unit A, 
and approximately 15 cm below the level of Plaster Floor #8, we encountered yet another plaster floor, 
Plaster Floor #9.  Like Plaster Floor #8, Plaster Floor #9 was preserved in poor condition, and it was likely 
used heavily in antiquity.  We removed Plaster Floor #9 and approximately 5 cm of small pebble and 
cobble fill, and encountered Plaster Floor #10.  Plaster Floor #10 was preserved in very good condition, 
and it actually consists of at least two episodes of plastering.  The plaster used for both phases of Plaster 
Floor #10 and for Plaster Floor #9 is much thicker than later plaster, possibly indicating a Preclassic date 
for these construction phases.  Plaster Floor #9 measures approximately 6 cm in thickness, and Plaster 
Floor #10 is approximately 4 cm thick.  Due to time constraints, we were not able to follow any of these 
floors westward to expose associated architecture, but it is likely that such architecture is present.   
 
Earliest Known Construction: Plaster Floor #11 and Associated Wall 
 We excavated through Plaster Floor #10 in Units A and B, and removed small ballast stones, 
which sat above medium-sized cobbles and large boulder fill.  Approximately 35 cm below the level of 
Plaster Floor #10, we encountered a final plaster surface, Plaster Floor #11.  This floor was made of 
limestone plaster.  It was preserved in fair condition, and signs of burning were present on the plaster 
surface.  The floor sat at the level of two large chert boulders in the northern section of Unit A, which 
appeared to be incorporated into the floor.  Plaster Floor #11 also abutted a wall of two to three courses 
of worked limestone blocks, found facing east in Unit B.  This wall, which I call Zinnia Wall, appears to 
continue southward beyond the Op. 11 trench, but it does not continue northward into Unit A.  This wall 
represents the earliest known construction of Structure 65, and its base is located 67 cm underneath 
Structure 65-5th.  I have not given it a numerical designation (such as Structure 65-6th) because of the 
probability of additional construction phases that are as yet unknown between the two constructions.  
This wall faces directly east, a change in orientation from that of Structure 65-5th

 We removed Plaster Floor #11 in Unit A, along with the two large boulders that appeared to be 
embedded within the floor.  Beneath the boulders and the medium-sized chert cobble fill that 
supported the floor, we encountered what appeared to be natural soil.  This soil was hard red (10YR 4/2) 
clay, similar to the natural soils reported from nearby Op 9.  The soil contained many artifacts.  We were 
not able to excavate more than 10 cm into this soil, due to time constraints.  I consider it highly likely 

.   
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that this clay is a natural soil and that there are no additional construction phases below it, but because 
we did not reach sterile soil, it is impossible to say this with certainty.   
 
Penetrating Excavation in Unit K 
 On our second-to-last day of excavation in the 2011 field season, we began a rapid excavation 
within the interior of Structure 65 in order to establish a construction sequence for the structure itself.  I 
chose Unit K for this penetrating excavation, because the architecture in that unit had consistently been 
recovered in good condition.  We were able to document at least two construction phases prior to 
Structure 65-5th

After removing approximately 8 cm of plaster and floor ballast from Plaster Floor #3 in Unit K, 
we encountered another plaster surface.  Careful clearing of the rocks that formed the alignment 
running north-south through Unit K (which pertained to Structure 65-5

 in this area.   

th

 It was also clear that Plaster Floor #5 was damaged in antiquity.  Where the plaster was left 
intact, we found it in good condition, but the plaster had clearly been removed in a large section of the 
unit.  The area where the plaster was missing had been filled with small and medium-sized chert cobble 
fill and dirt.  

) revealed that this plaster 
surface was the same as that designated Plaster Floor #5 in Unit I.  This floor sat atop the northern step 
feature, and we established that the floor both ran underneath the alignment of stones, and lipped up 
onto their outer face.  Therefore it is clear that Plaster Floor #5 consists of at least two plastering 
episodes, and that the architecture of Structure 65 was modified between the two episodes.  

 We excavated through Plaster Floor #5 in Unit K, and found that it consisted of a thick layer of 
plaster that sat atop loose, small and medium-sized cobble fill.  Approximately 30 cm below the top of 
Plaster Floor #5, we encountered another plaster surface, Plaster Floor #12.  Plaster Floor #12 had also 
been cut in antiquity, and the round cut in the plaster was smaller and more pronounced than that in 
Plaster Floors #5 and 3.  We excavated the area below the cut very carefully, as we had the analogous 
area below the cut in Plaster Floor #5.  No cache or other feature was present.  I consider it highly likely 
that a cache of some kind was placed below this cut, possibly when either Plaster Floor #5 or 12 was 
laid.  The cache was then removed sometime between the construction of Plaster Floors #3 and 2.  What 
is most interesting about this possible cache location is that although it is very close to the center line of 
the structure’s later construction phases, it is located close to the southeast corner of Structure 65-5th. 
At this time, we do not know where the center lines of Structure 65-5th

 After failing to locate cached materials, we removed most of Plaster Floor #12 and its associated 
fill to a depth of approximately 45 cm below the floor surface.  We did not encounter any additional 
construction features in Unit K, and because time constraints necessitated that we stop excavating, we 
terminated this excavation in fill.   

 or previous construction phases 
were.  It is possible that the occupants of Structure 65 who were responsible for the structure’s 
southward expansion may have chosen to place the center of their structure over this cache, which was 
known from older eras.  

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
Although more excavation is needed in order to fully understand the construction and occupation 
history of Group 5, we made significant progress in that direction during the 2011 field season.  We now 
know that occupation in this area was already underway by at least the Terminal Late Preclassic since 
material below Patio Floor #4 in Op 9 has been dated to that time, and further analysis of ceramic 
materials from deeper contexts may extend the occupation chronology further into the Preclassic 
period.  Several lots contained significant amounts of ceramic materials that dated to the Middle 
Preclassic Period.  In Op 9, such material was found below Patio Floor #1 (in Lots A/4 and V/3), in the fill 
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behind Lily Wall of Structure 64-2nd (Lots E/4 and F/3), and in the fill below Patio Floor #4 (Lots U/6 and 
V/6).  In Op 11, material dating to the Middle Preclassic period was recovered in the fill below Patio 
Floor #1 (Lots A/3 and E/7), in the fill behind Aster Wall of Structure 65-1st (Lot E/6), in the fill below 
Plaster Floor #1 (Southern Terrace J/8), in the fill below Plaster Floor #2 (Lot F/7), in the fill below Plaster 
Floor #6 (Southern Terrace J/8), and in a collapse context on the back side of structure 65 (Lot G/2).  It is 
also clear that the occupation and construction at Group 5 associated with Structure 65-2nd and Plaster 
Floor #2 in Op 11 date to the Late Classic period.  In the Terminal Classic period, the Maya continued to 
occupy and build houses, since Structure 65-1st and Structures 64-1st and 64-2nd

We also established that the western structure in Group 5, Structure 65, underwent several 
structural modifications that changed the structure’s alignment significantly.  In the earliest known 
phase of its construction, Structure 65 featured a wall that faced eastward, and was oriented 
approximately 10° west of north, or 350°.  In the next well-documented construction phase, Structure 
65-5

 date to this period.  

th, the 350° alignment is maintained, although two steps diverge slightly from this arrangement, 
possibly suggesting a slight shift in orientation.  The occupants of Structure 65 continued to maintain the 
350° orientation for their structure, with slight fluctuations of within 5°, until the final phase of 
construction, Structure 65-1st.  Structure 65-1st

Further analysis of ceramics and other cultural materials recovered from Ops 9 and 11 will shed 
light on the specific activities that the occupants of Group 5 carried out here.  Preliminary observation 
suggests that they were engaged in common domestic tasks including early-stage lithic reduction, and 
perhaps some craft activity.  A chert chisel was recovered from Structure 64, and several broken slate 
fragments were found in Structure 65.  More in-depth analysis of both the large finds and the 
microartifact samples taken during this field season would contribute much to our understanding of 
Group 5’s role within the Actuncan community and economy.   

 was aligned directly North-South.  Interestingly, all of the 
known construction phases for Structure 64, the northern structure in Group 5, share a similar east-west 
orientation.  The significance of these structural alignments is unclear, but it is obvious that the layout 
and arrangement of Group 5’s architecture shifted over time as its inhabitants modified their living area.   

Further excavation in Group 5 could increase our knowledge of this area significantly.  In 
particular, excavation of earlier construction phases within both Structures 64 and 65 could potentially 
provide a great deal of information regarding the shifts in domestic and craft activity, household 
organization, and Group 5’s relations with neighboring areas, especially as they shifted over time in 
response to changing political, social, and economic conditions.   
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Figure 6A.1. Operation 9 Harris Matrix. 
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Table 6A.1. Operation 9 Analytical Units. 
 
Harris Matrix 
Code 

Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

C1 Surface, front of Structure 64 A, B, U, V/1; A, B/2; B/3 Late Classic II 
C2 Surface, top of Structure 64 C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, 

M, N/1 
Late Classic II 

C3 Surface, back of Structure 64 Q, R, O, P/1 Not Established 
C4 Structure 64-1st A/5, B/6  wall & fill behind Terminal Classic 
C5 Fill below Patio Floor #1 U, V/2, 3, 4; A/3, 4; B/4, 

5, 7 
Late Classic II, possibly 
Terminal Classic 

C6 Structure 64-2nd E, F/2; C/2, 3, 4; A/6; B/8; 
D/2, 3, 4, 5 

 inset step, bench, 
& fill behind 

Late Classic II? 

C7 Structure 64-2nd E, F/3, 4  Lily wall & fill 
behind 

Terminal Classic 

C8 Material above Structure Floor #1 G, I/2 Not Established 
C9 Collapse above back of Structure 

64 
N/2, 3; O/2, 3, 4; P/2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7; Q/2, 3, 4; R/2, 
3, 4, 5 

Not Established 

C10 Patio Floor #3 & fill below A/7, 8; B/9, 10; C/5, 6; 
D/6, 7 

Not Established 

C11 Fill, back of Structure 64 N/4, 5 Not Established 
C12 Material above foundation cut, 

back of Structure 64 
R/6 Not Established 

C13 Patio Floor #2 & fill below U, V/ 5 Not Established 
C14 Patio Floor #4 & fill below U, V/6 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
C15 Patio Floor #5 & fill below U, V/7 Not Established 
C16 Patio Floor #6 & fill below U, V/8 Not Established 
C17 Natural clay layer, south of 

Structure 64 
U/9, 10, 11 Not Established 

C18 Natural clay layer, north of 
Structure 64 

R/7, 8, 9, 10, 11 Not Established 

C19 Sterile soil R/12 Not Established 
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Figure 6A.2. Operation 11 Harris Matrix. 
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Table 6A.2. Operation 11 Analytical Units. 
 
Harris Matrix 
Code 

Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

C1 Surface, front of Structure 65 A, B, E, F/1 Not Established 
C2 Surface, top of Structure 65 I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, 

R/1 
Terminal Classic? 

C3 Surface, back of Structure 65 S, T, G, H, C, D, U, V/1 Late Classic, possibly 
Terminal Classic 

C4 Structure 65-1st F/4, 8; E/5, 6; I/2, 3; J/2, 
4 

 wall & fill behind Terminal Classic 

C5 Feature #1 (sherd scatter) F/5, 9; J/3 Terminal Classic 
C6 Structure 65-2nd I/5, 6; J/6, 7; K/2, 3; L/2, 

3, 4; M/2, 3; O/2 
 wall & fill behind Late Classic II 

C7 Structure 65-3rd L/8; N/2, 3; P/2, 3, 4  “pier” & fill 
behind 

Not Established 

C8 Collapse above back of Structure 
65 

C, D, G, H/2 Terminal Classic 

C9 Material above Patio Floor #1 A, B, E, F/2; B, F/3 Terminal Classic 
C10 Plaster Floor #1 & fill below, east 

of step feature 
I/4, 7; J/5, 8; K/4; L/5 Late Classic II 

C11 Plaster Floor #1 & fill below, west 
of step feature 

K/6; L/7; M/4; N/3, 5; 
O/3; P/4 

Not Established 

C12 Materials probably above Plaster 
Floor #2 

Q, R/2 Not Established 

C13 Fill, back of Structure 65 C, D/3 Not Established 
C14 Fill below Patio Floor #1 A/3, 4, 5; E/3, 4, 7 Terminal Classic 
C15 Plaster Floor #2 & fill below, 

outside Structure 65 
B/4, 5, 6; F/6, 7; I/8; J/9, 
10; K/5; L/6 

Late Classic 

C16 Plaster Floor #2 & fill below, inside 
Structure 65 

K/7; L/9; M/5; N/4, 6; 
O/4; P/5 

Not Established 

C17* Plaster Floors #3 & 4 K/8, I/9 Not Established 
C19 Plaster Floor #5 & fill below K/9, 10 Not Established 
C20 Plaster Floor #12 & fill below K/11 Not Established 
C21 Plaster Floor #6 & fill below A/6, B/7, E/8, F/10 Classic  
C22 Plaster Floor #7 & fill below A/7, B/8, E/9, F11 Not Established 
C23 Plaster Floor #8 & fill below B/9 Not Established 
C24 Plaster Floor #9 & fill below A/8, B/10 Not Established 
C25 Plaster Floor #10 & fill below A/9, B/11 Not Established 
C26 Plaster Floor #11 & fill below A/10 Not Established 
*NOTE: Plaster Floors #3 & 4 were excavated together, and they are most likely re-plastering episodes of 
the same surface.  I have left C18 out of this list in case future excavators working at Group 5 wish to 
separate materials from Floors #3 and 4.   
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Chapter 7: Test Excavations in Actuncan Households 
 

Borislava S. Simova (University of Alabama) 

 
This season, we placed nine excavation units across Actuncan to gather chronological data and explore 
the construction histories of two patio-focused residential groups, Group 6 and Group 7, in the North 
Neighborhood, and one structure, Structure 73, located to the west of the sacbe that connects Actuncan 
North to Actuncan South, the Preclassic temple group and Plaza A.  Based on its location, Structure 73 
may have been either an elite structure, similar in layout to Structures 41 and 29, or a small ritual 
pyramid, similar in function to Structure 15 located on the opposite side of the sacbe from it.  In order to 
better understand the age and layout of this structure, test excavations on it were begun this year. 

In all, 5 structures were tested across the two patio-focused groups:  
• Group 6: Structure 53 (13C, D), Structure 54 (13A, B) 
• Group 7: Structure 56 (16E, F, G), Structure 57 (16A, B, C, D, K), Structure 58 (16H, I, J) 
Additionally, we placed three test units in Structure 73. Two were located near the top of the 

structure (18A, B, E, F) and one was placed on the south terrace, at the foot of the structure (18C, D). 
The goal of these excavations was to determine the stratigraphy of each residential area, within 
structures as well as within patios. Test pits were placed near the corners or midlines of platforms 
whenever possible to understand the articulation of platform walls to patio or structure floors. By 
determining the relationship of walls and floors, we are able to understand what was constructed earlier 
or later and gain a better understanding of the construction histories of residential groups. A terminus 
post quem (TPQ) date for individual analytical units was determined from the associated ceramics. In 
excavating to sterile soil within each group, we were able to establish the period of initial occupation or 
construction, terminal occupation, as well as any intermediate building events.  The following is a 
summary of analytic units found within each residential area.  

 
Group 6: Structures 53 and 54 

 
Group 6 is located approximately 30 meters north of Group 1.  It is composed of two structures, possibly 
flanking a patio area to the south. To the north, the 
group faces out upon open land from its vantage 
points near the tip of the ridge top.  It is smaller than 
most patio-focused groups, measuring approximately 
20 m in length and 10 m in width. Because of its close 
proximity to Group 1, it may have been an extension 
of this residential unit. Structure 54 is located on the 
west edge of the group. Our excavation units did not 
intersect the structure platform as intended, but were 
instead situated in the patio. The stratigraphy 
suggests a single patio building event over an early 
occupation surface. Structure 53 is located on the 
northeast edge of the group. The platform 
stratigraphy suggests two construction events and 
some of the recovered artifacts point to a ritual 
significance of the group (Figure 7.1).   
 
 

Figure 7.1.  Layout of Group 6 with 1 X 1 
excavation units. 
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OP 13, Units A, B 
Unit Placement and Description.  

Operation 13 began with the excavation of two 1 
X 1 m units (A, B) placed in the western portion of 
Group 6, near Structure 54. From subtle 
variations in surface elevation, it became 
apparent that the units were not placed directly 
over a structure, but rather within the patio. 
During excavation, we did not encounter any 
architectural evidence to indicate otherwise. The 
stratigraphy of the western test units consisted of 
four distinct layers, each labeled as a separate 
analytical unit.  

Analytical Units. Four analytical units --- 
two cultural and two natural --- were defined in 
Op 13 A and B (Figure 7.2).   

Undisturbed Surface: [Lots A/1, B/1]. The first analytical unit is a fairly deep (10 to 15 cm), 
naturally accumulated deposit. The matrix consists of a 10YR 2/1 silty loam, and the presence of very 
few, very small sherds and few small pebbles lends evidence to suggest that this material accumulated 
naturally and was not the product of platform filling or other cultural activities. A cohune palm grows a 
few feet away from the test units and the field was recently burned, so burned nuts were abundant in 
this layer. The few small artifacts mixed into the matrix were probably due to natural bioturbation 
processes. The first lot in each unit was terminated when we encountered cobbles that represent the fill 
of a possible patio. There was no evidence of a plastered patio surface or ballast on top the cobbles.  

Large Stone Fill: [Lots A/2, 3; B/2, 3]. The second analytical unit consists of a 10YR 3/1 clay 
matrix with small to large rock inclusions. The stones are not densely clustered and larger cobbles and 
undressed limestone tend to be found toward the base of the stratum. In unit B, there is one large, 
irregular piece of dressed limestone along the north profile. Rather than indicating the presence of a 
platform wall, this dressed limestone may be building debris used in the fill.  

Natural Soil with Artifacts: [Lots A/4, 5; B/4, 5, 6]. The third analytical unit has a 10YR3/4 clay 
matrix, a few larger (approx. 10 cm) limestone and chert cobbles, found toward the top of the stratum, 
and small limestone inclusions throughout. The presence of artifacts and lack of cobbles suggests that 
this was the initial occupation surface of the patio.  

Sterile Soil: [Lots B/7, 8]. The fourth analytical unit consists of natural 10YR 5/6 clay. The clay 
was dense and blocky, and only a few small artifacts were recovered from the lots closest to the patio 
fill. 
 
OP 13, Units C, D 

Unit Placement and Description. Units C and D were placed in the eastern portion of Group 6 
near Structure 53. From the surface appearance of the group, these units were placed within a platform 
structure. We initially expected to encounter architectural features, such as walls or floors, to confirm 
that we were within a structure, but this was not the case. Rather than encountering a line of stones or 
plaster, the deposits consisted of chert and limestone cobble fill. Nonetheless, three interesting artifacts 
were recovered: 1) a mano in lot C/3, 2) a jade bead in lot D/4, and 3) a shell tinkler bead in D/3. These 
artifacts indicate that the group may have been used for special ritual performances rather than solely 
domestic activities.   

 
 

Figure 7.2.  North profile of Units A and B. 
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Analytical Units. Six analytical units---
four cultural and two natural---were defined for 
Op 13 C and D. One of the cultural analytical 
units extends only partway across the 
excavation and is not represented in the south 
profile wall. Another represents a mixed context 
(Figure 7.3).   

Undisturbed Surface: [Lots C/1, D/1].  
The first analytical unit is a fairly deep (15 to 20 
cm), naturally accumulated surface with a 10YR 
2/1 silty clay matrix. The loose texture of the 
soil and the lack of pebbles or artifacts larger 
than a few of centimeters in size lend evidence 
to support the interpretation that this is a 
natural deposit rather than a cultural deposit. 
Recent burning of the field is evidenced by the 
dark soil color and charcoal inclusions. There 
are some small artifacts mixed in with the 
natural soil, most likely from natural bioturbation processes.  

Dark Soil with Large Fill Stones: [Lots C/2]. The second analytical unit consists of small to 
medium sized rock inclusions in a 10YR 3/2 clay matrix. The inclusions are fairly densely deposited and 
may represent shallow platform fill. In Unit C, the lot was terminated with the discovery of a mano in 
the southwest portion of the unit, just on top of a soil color change, which we originally thought might 
be an occupation surface below platform fill.  

Mixed Context: [Lots D/2]. In Unit D, Lot 2 was excavated a few centimeters into a soil color 
change, which represents a different analytical unit; therefore the third analytical unit is from a mixed 
context comprised of both the second and fourth analytical units.  

Light Soil with Large Fill Stones: [Lots C/3, 4; D/4]. The fourth analytical unit consists of 10YR 4/4 
clay loam with small to large cobble and limestone inclusions is unevenly deposited across the two units. 
It appeared more extensive in area in Unit C, but is not represented in the south profile wall (Figure 7.4). 
This analytical unit appears to be embedded in the fifth analytical unit described below. The distribution 
of the cobbles suggests that this may be the southern edge of an early platform, later expanded with the 
deposition of the second analytical unit.   

Natural Soil with Artifacts: [Lots D/3, 
5; C/5]. The fifth analytical unit consists 
mostly of 10YR3/4 clay loam with sparse, 
small limestone inclusions and common 
small artifacts. The lack of large fill suggests 
that this was the earliest occupation surface.    

Sterile Soil: [Lots D/6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The 
sixth analytical unit consists of two distinct 
natural deposits. Lots 6 and 7 consist of 10YR 
4/6 sandy clay. Lots 8 to 10 consist of 10YR 
4/6 sandy loam lacking any inclusions. The 
presence of a few small artifacts in these lots 
may be due to the existence of a large root 
disturbance on the east edge of the unit.   

 

Figure 7.3.  North profile of Units C and D. 

Figure 7.4.  Plan view of fourth and fifth analytical 
units. 
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Group 7: Structures 55, 56, 57, and 58 
 

Group 7 is located at the northwest corner of 
the site approximately 180 meters NW of 
Group 1.  It is composed of four structures 
arranged around a patio.   It is larger than 
most patio-focused groups, measuring 
approximately 30 meters in length. Unlike 
Group 1, Group 7 is not tightly arranged 
around the patio; rather it is expansive with 
plenty of space between structures.  
Structures 58 and 55 on the south and east 
sides of the patio also do not appear to be 
oriented in the same manner as Structures 
57 and 56 to the west and north.  This 
discordant alignment might indicate that the 
two sets of buildings were constructed 
separately at two distinct time periods, perhaps 
functioned differently, or were produced by 
separate social entities.  

Structure 57 appears to be more complexly arranged than originally mapped. There may be 
multiple platforms or multiple perishable structures on the platform, with separate footings. A child 
burial was found below the northern platform structure in Units C, K, and D, surrounded by deep fill 
from the patio construction. Structure 56 had a significantly less complex stratigraphy, with only one 
patio and platform construction event on top of an early occupation surface. Structure 58, in the south, 
appears to have held ritual significance, evidenced by a plate cache below the patio floor, in front of the 
platform wall, as well as a ritual metate deposit at the base of the wall. Here, too the patio shows only 
one construction event.   

Unlike Operation 13, Operation 16’s eleven 1 x 1 m test pits, placed in attempt to uncover the 
articulation of platform walls to patio structure floors, successfully intersected the fronts of four 
platforms (Figure 7.5).  In Figure 7.5, the placement of units on the Maler map was based our 
understanding of the position of the units on the mound, not on our grid coordinates. We suspect this 
inconsistency occurred because the original Maler map was made in 1994 using a different datum.  
 
OP 16, Units A, B 

Unit Placement and Description. Units A and B, oriented west to east, are located near the 
eastern façade of Structure 57, which is situated in the western portion of Group 7. Slight variations in 
surface topography appeared to indicate that the units were within a structure, but excavations 
revealed a low platform wall on the west edge of the excavation, in Unit A, suggesting that the two units 
are, for the most part, within a patio. Our excavations did not uncover a preserved plaster floor for the 
patio, but bits of plaster were present in the screen. Ceramics from the patio ballast date the final 
occupation of Group 7 to the Late Classic II (A. D.700 to 850). The earliest cultural deposit within Units A 
and B, however, appears to date to the Early Classic (A. D. 250 to 600).  

Analytical Units. Ten analytical units were defined for Units A and B: eight cultural and two 
natural (Figure 7.6).   

Figure 7.5.  Topographic contour map showing 
layout of Group 7 with excavation units. 
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Undisturbed Surface: [Lots A/1, B/2]. The 
first analytical unit is a natural layer of dark, 10YR 
3/1 clay that was more thickly deposited over the 
patio than on top of the small portion of the 
structure we uncovered. The soil showed 
evidence of recent burning. The presence of few 
small pebbles and small, worn artifact fragments 
suggests that this was naturally accumulated 
rather than culturally deposited.  

Mixed Context: [Lot A/2]. The second 
analytical unit is mixed. Before the platform wall 
was fully evident along the west edge of the unit, 
soil from both within and outside the platform 
was collected as a single lot. The soil was a dark, 
10YR 3/1 clay, with small to medium small rock 
inclusions and a few artifacts. This material is 
probably associated with both natural and recent 
processes associated with post occupation 
deposition and the terminal fill of Structure 57.   

Above Patio Floor: [Lot B/2]. The third 
analytical unit consists of a dark, 10YR 3/1 clay soil 
with mainly small rock inclusions located to the east of Carlos’ Wall. A couple of medium sized, irregular 
pieces of dressed limestone were present toward the top of the lot, possibly from the collapse of 
Structure 57’s platform. We terminated excavation when we encountered small, relatively densely 
packed rock inclusions. Although we did not encounter a preserved plaster floor, these inclusions likely 
represent a deteriorated, prepared patio floor. 

Patio Floor Ballast: [Lots A/3, B/3]. The 
fourth analytical unit corresponds to lots that 
had a slightly warmer, though still dark, 10YR 
3/2 clay soil. The ballast has a high density of 
small rock inclusions and ceramic artifacts. In 
Unit B, we found a well preserved fragment of 
a basal flanged polychrome bowl with a 
complex, though incomplete, motif.  Pieces of 
this mendable sherd were found in B/3 and 
A/4. In relation to Carlos’ Wall in Unit A, this 
ballast extends in depth from the base of the 
lowest rock in the bottom course to a couple of 
centimeters from the bottom of the top course 
of the wall. The ballast also extends from 
Carlos’ Wall across both units. 

Carlos’ Wall: [Lot A/9]. The fifth 
analytical unit is a wall that consists of two 
courses of cut limestone blocks and cobbles in 
various sizes. The top course consists entirely of 
cut limestone. The largest block measures 
25cm in length while the smallest one is about 
10cm in length. The bottom course consists of 

Figure 7.6.  North profile of Units A and B. 

Figure 7.7.  Elevation drawing of Carlos’ Wall,  
view to west. 
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faced chert cobbles and harder limestone cobbles. The largest cobble is about 40cm long. The wall’s 
orientation is slightly offset from magnetic north. This wall is probably the eastern façade of a platform, 
not the foundation of a perishable building (Figure 7.7).  

Structure Fill: [Lot A/10]. The sixth analytical unit is a small sample of material from the platform 
fill behind Carlos’ Wall. The matrix is a dark, 10YR 3/2 clay with small to medium sized rock inclusions. 
The ceramic artifacts indicate that it dates to the Late Classic period.    

 Patio Fill I: [Lots A/4, 5, 11, 12; B/4]. The seventh analytical unit extends across the two 1 X 1 m 
units, below the platform fill in Unit A and below the patio ballast in Unit B. The matrix is a 10YR 4/4 clay 
loam and the rock inclusions range in size from small to large. This appears to be the earliest Late Classic 
deposit based on the age of the ceramics.  

Patio Fill II: [Lots A/6, 7, 13, 14; B/5, 6]. The eight analytical unit is a fill layer that had small to 
large rock inclusions and a 10YR 5/6 clay loam matrix. The analytical unit appears to date to either the 
Terminal Late Preclassic or the Early Classic period. It sits directly below Patio Fill I described above, and 
its presence suggests at least two major episodes of building in the western portion of the group.   

Natural Soil with Artifacts: [Lot A/15]. The ninth analytical unit appears to be the earliest 
occupation surface. It lacks large rock inclusions; in fact, rock inclusions are sparse in general and mainly 
at the top of the stratum. The matrix is a 10YR 4/4 colored clay. We encountered charcoal flecking and 
more small bone fragments than in previous lots. The carbon samples we collected could be used to 
confirm the Early Classic date of the ceramics. This deposit may also represent washout from burning 
events occurring elsewhere in the group. 

Sterile Soil: [Lots A/16, 17]. The tenth analytical unit consists of lots containing sterile soil.  We 
encountered two natural strata with a somewhat irregular, undulating boundary. The stratum found 
mostly in A/16 has a 10YR 4/4 silty clay matrix while the stratum found in A/17 has a 10YR 5/6 silty clay 
matrix with common, white, silt mottles. Artifacts recovered in these lots may have percolated down 
from the above cultural deposits.  
 
OP 16, Units C, D, K 

Unit Placement and Description. This 3 x 1 m trench was placed near Structure 57 located in the 
western portion of Group 7, perpendicular to and adjoining Units A and B (See Figure 7.5). It was 
excavated in 1 x 1 m units. Based on evaluations of surface topography, this trench was placed to 
potentially intersect a structure wall running north to south. During excavations, we encountered the 
patio ballast seen in Units A and B, a deteriorated plaster floor, two platform walls, one possible 
retention wall, and a child burial (Feature #3). The few TPQ dates available at this time confirm the Late 
Classic date for the construction of Structure 57’s platform. Mariano’s Wall, the southernmost of the 
three, appears to be the last stage of platform construction, Structure 57-1st-a. Benedicto’s Wall, located 
to the north of Mariano’s Wall, was identified by a line of irregular pieces of dressed limestone.  In 
hindsight, these rocks may very well be fortuitously placed platform fill from 57-1st-a and not a wall. The 
Cobra Wall, located to the north of Benedicto’s Wall, consists of large cobbles. Whereas some of the 
cobbles of Mariano’s Wall intrude into a soil color change above the 2nd Patio Floor, the cobbles of Cobra 
Wall do not. This may indicate that Cobra Wall was a terminal platform construction on top of 57-1st-a. It 
is also likely that it represents a retention wall of 57-1st

Analytical Units. Sixteen analytical units were defined for Units C, D and K --- two natural 
deposits and 14 cultural deposits (Figure 7.8).  

-a since it lacks cut limestone façade stones.  

Undisturbed Surface: [Lots C/1, D/1, K/1]. The first analytical unit consists of surface lots 
containing the humus root zone. This stratigraphic layer was more developed in Unit K, over the patio 
surface, than in Units C and D, where platform fill was present much closer to the surface. It consists of 
10YR 3/1 natural, dark clay with a few small artifacts mixed in, most likely from natural processes.  
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1st

Patio Fill I: [Lots K/3, 4]. The third analytical unit consists of the lower portion of the patio 
ballast. The chert cobbles are more variable in size, with larger cobbles occurring toward the base of the 
stratum. While excavating lot K/4, we encountered a potential line of larger, 20 to 30 cm, chert cobbles. 
This may have been a coincidental arrangement, but we nevertheless took note of their position and 
elevations.  

 Patio Floor: [Lot K/2]. The second analytical unit corresponds to the Patio Floor Ballast in A/3 
and B/3. It has a 10YR 3/2 clay soil with a higher density of small pebbles and small sherds than the 
natural soil above. It appears to be a prepared patio floor lacking a plaster surface. From the profile, the 
floor appears to terminate at the base of Mariano’s Wall.   

2nd Patio Floor: [Lots K/5, C/8]. The fourth analytical unit was initially difficult to distinguish in 
the excavation, as it was only indicated by a soil color change, from 10YR 3/2 to 10YR 4/4. Later, a small 
amount of plaster was identified in the profile of Unit C (See Figure 7.8). This floor extends from Unit K, 
through Unit C, and possibly part way into Unit D.  In Unit K, the 2nd

Patio Fill II: [Lots K/6, D/7]. The fifth analytical unit is below the 2

 Patio Floor did not have a preserved 
plaster surface and the above fill intruded into it.   

nd

Patio Fill III: [Lots K/7, 8; C/9]. The matrix of the sixth analytical unit consists of a 10YR 4/6 clay. 
Undressed limestone and chert inclusions vary in size from small to medium. It appears to be contiguous 
with Patio Fill I of A/4, 5, 11 and 12 and B/4. This fill appears to have been deposited over Feature #3 in 
Units C and D. 

 Patio Floor. It consisted of 
10YR 4/4 clay matrix, relatively free of large stone inclusions. The majority of the inclusions were small 
pieces of degraded limestone, possibly filtering down from the floor construction above. It is unevenly 
deposited around some larger stone fill along the west edge of excavation Unit K. This analytical unit 
was not defined in Unit C, where we exposed the top of the upright stones of the child burial. 

 

Figure 7.8.  East profile of Units C, D, and K showing child burial (Feature #3). 
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Platform Fill I: [Lot C/2]. The seventh analytical unit represents a single lot of structure fill behind 

Mariano’s Wall and above Benedicto’s Wall located 40 cm north of Mariano’s Wall, at a slightly lower 
elevation. It contained more and larger chert cobbles than the surface lot and had a similar dark, clay 
matrix (10YR 2/1). The lot was terminated when a line of irregularly shaped pieces of cut limestone was 
encountered, which was judged to be a possible retention wall for Structure 57’s platform, recorded as 
Benedicto’s Wall (Figure 7.9). 

Platform Fill II: [Lots C/3, 4]. The eight analytical unit was excavated in two lots and contains the 
fill between Mariano’s Wall and Benedicto’s Wall. It contained medium to large sized chert cobbles in a 
dark, 10YR 3/2 clay matrix. At the base of lot C/3, there was another possible alignment of medium sized 
chert cobbles and a couple of pieces of irregular, dressed limestone. At the base of C/4, there was yet 
another possible alignment of larger, undressed rocks. Given the limited horizontal extent of the 
excavation, I may have simply created unsubstantiated lines of rocks within the randomly packed cobble 
fill of the platform.  

Platform Fill III: [Lots C/6, D/2]. The ninth analytical unit consists of the fill north of Benedicto’s 
Wall in Unit C and south of the Cobra Wall found in Unit D. The fill consists mainly of small cobbles, with 
a few medium sized chert cobbles at the base of the lot, on top of a perceived color change. The matrix 
consists of dark brown, 10YR 3/1 clay. 

Platform Fill IV: [Lots D/3, 4, 5, 6]. The eleventh analytical unit consists of large rock fill with 
dark, 10YR 3/2 clay matrix found behind Cobra Wall. The 2nd

 Platform Fill V: [Lots C/5, 7]. The lots of the tenth analytical unit have a lighter brown, 10YR 4/4 
clay matrix with fewer and smaller cobbles and artifact inclusions than the fill above them.  This fill 
underlies all construction episodes of Structure 57-1

 Patio Floor was not well preserved in Unit D 
below this fill; therefore, some of the fill intrudes upon the color change that marks the floor in the 
absence of plaster.  

st or all components of the single stage platform and 
its retaining walls. During excavations, we noted some limestone flecking at the base of these lots. 
Closer examination of the profile revealed a degraded plaster floor, labeled 2nd Patio Floor above.  

Figure 7.9.  Plan view of Mariano’s Wall, Benedicto’s Wall, and Cobra Wall. 
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 Platform façade and Fill VI with 
Unknown Feature: [Lots C/10, D/8]. The 
twelfth analytical unit consists of fill (light 
colored, 10YR 4/4, clay matrix with few small 
to large cobble inclusions) and platform 
walls found in association with Feature #3, a 
child burial. The excavation exposed the 
corner of a platform made of medium-sized 
cobbles and facetted siliceous limestone. An 
unknown feature was found immediately 
outside the platform wall southwest of the 
corner in Unit C.  The unknown feature 
contained a bone awl and some deer bone 
fragments. These artifacts may have been 
related to and deposited along with Feature 
#3 which is located inside the platform at the 
base of the fill.  Both are at approximately 
the same elevation.  

Indeterminate Fill: [Lots C/11, 15; D/9, 13]. The thirteenth analytical unit is found below Feature 
#3. It is about 10 to 15 cm deep and contains some charcoal and a lot of sherds. The sherd fragments are 
larger, possibly suggesting primary deposit. No evidence of burning was noted on the ceramics. This 
stratum appears to be deeper in Unit D than in Unit C. Lack of cobble inclusions suggest that this was not 
construction fill. 

Natural Soil with Artifacts: [Lots C/13; D/11, 12, 14]. The lack of cobble inclusions and presence 
of sparse, small artifacts suggests that the fourteenth analytical unit may have been an occupation 
surface. The soil contains more frequent charcoal inclusions than the above Indeterminate fill and fewer 
ceramics, more closely resembling the Natural Soil with Artifacts observed in Unit A. As with the above 
analytical unit, it is deeper in Unit D than in Unit C, suggesting washout down a natural slope. Rather 
than being a lived on surface, this deposit may have also washed down from burning events elsewhere 
on the ridge top.      

Feature #3: [Lots C/12, D/10]. The fifteenth analytical unit is a child burial.  Marked by large 
chert and limestone cobbles with naturally flattened faces, the feature extends beyond the limits of our 
excavation, but most likely not by much (Figure 11). The child was buried within the fill of the initial 
platform (Platform façade and fill VI) near the southwest wall located mostly within Unit C. The cranium 
was crushed flat from the weight of the stones above it. The head was oriented to the south, with the 
deciduous teeth oriented to the east, suggesting that the child was buried on its side. Because of the 
deterioration of the bones, the bulk of the burial was removed as a single chunk of soil and bone to be 
analyzed in the lab. Also beneath the stones, in the soil surrounding the burial, there were a few random 
pieces of ceramics and lithics as well as some bone that may not have been part of the child’s skeleton. 
The soil and inclusions resemble those of the twelfth analytical unit.  

Sterile Soil: [Lots C/14, 16; D/10]. The fifteenth analytical unit is sterile soil, consisting of yellow-
brown silty clay with white silt mottles common to sterile soils on the ridge top.  
 
OP 16, Units E, F, G 

Unit Placement and Description.  These three 1 x 1 m units were placed near Structure 56 in the 
north portion of Group 7, with the intention of intersecting a platform wall. Unit G was added when no 
apparent wall was found in Units E and F thus forming a 3 m long trench (See Figure 7.5). Although we 
did not encounter a clear wall during our excavations, we believe the units span both a portion of the 

Figure 7.10.  Corner of platform within which Feature 
#3 was found near the southeastern wall, view to east. 
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patio and of the platform. The 
stratigraphy in this part of Group 
7 is less well developed and 
shallower than that encountered 
during excavations near 
Structure 57 (Figure 7.11). The 
ceramic quick sort  
indicates a Late Classic date for 
the platform fill and the patio fill, 
while the lower fill or initial 
occupation surface has an earlier 
Terminal Late Preclassic TPQ 
date.  

Analytical Units. Across 
the 1 x 3 m trench, we defined eight analytical units associated with two episodes of structure fill, one 
episode of patio fill, and materials associated with an initial occupation surface. An additional two 
analytical units represent natural deposits.  

Undisturbed Surface: [Lots E/1, 2; G/1; F/1]. The first analytical unit is a fairly undisturbed, 
natural deposit of 10YR 3/1 clay. It is well developed over the patio (Unit E and a portion of Unit F), 
averaging about 20 cm in depth; however, it was shallower over the platform located in Unit G and a 
portion of Unit F. Like other areas of the Northern Neighborhood, the humus root zone consisted of 
blocky dark black clay showing evidence of recent burning. Most of the inclusions and artifacts are small, 
save for a couple of larger cobbles at the surface, possibly from structure collapse. Some artifacts were 
likely mixed in through natural bioturbation processes.  

Large Rock Patio Fill: [Lots E/3, 4]. The second analytical unit has a 10YR 3/4 clay matrix with 
small to large, densely packed inclusions of undressed limestone and chert cobbles. The patio surface is 
distinguished from the fill mainly by a change in soil color and inclusion density. No traces of plaster 
floor were observed and there did not appear to be a small stone patio ballast like that found in Units B, 
H, and K. This fill is approximately 25 cm deep, which is comparable to the Patio Fill I in Units A and B, 
and Patio Fill II in Unit K.   

Structure Fill I: [Lots G/2, 3]. The third analytical unit has a 10YR 3/2 clay matrix with dense, 
small to medium rock inclusions, consisting mainly of chert cobbles. This 15 cm deposit sits directly over 
an earlier fill layer without evidence of a floor in between them.  

Structure Fill II: [Lots G/4, 5, 6]. The fourth analytical unit has a lighter, 10YR 4/4 clay matrix with 
small to large inclusions of chert cobbles. The fill dips down slightly to the north. Other than the soil 
color distinction, Structure Fill I and II are similar in appearance, with only slight differences in rock 
inclusion size.  

Natural Soil with Artifacts: [Lots E/5; F/6; G/7, 8]. The fifth analytical unit is contiguous across 
the three excavation units, likely representing an early platform occupation surface. It has 10YR 4/4 clay 
matrix with sparse, small limestone inclusions, deposited over an uneven sterile surface. In the north 
end of Unit G, the stratum dips downward, as does Structure Fill II described above. The available quick 
sort dates indicate that this deposit dates to the Terminal Late Preclassic period.  

Natural Soil with Artifacts and Sterile Soil: [Lot E/6]. The sixth analytical unit has a mixed context. 
The boundary between the earliest cultural deposits and the sterile soil undulates resulting in a mixed 
lot that contains material from both. In all likelihood, any cultural artifacts found in the sterile soil 
originated from the fifteenth analytical unit described above.   

Sterile Soil: [Lots G/9, 10; E/7]. The seventh analytical unit consists of sterile soil. Only Units E 
and G were excavated to sterile soil. This natural stratum consists of 10YR 5/6 silty clay with white silt 

Figure 7.11.  West profile of Units E, F and G. 
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mottles. The few artifacts recovered were likely 
incorporated through natural bioturbation processes from 
the above cultural deposits.  

Mixed Context: [Lots F/2, 3, 4, 5]. The eight 
analytical unit is from a mixed context. The lack of a clear 
wall in the excavation of the intermediary Unit F prevented 
us from initially recognizing the patio fill from the platform 
fill; consequently, we did not collect material separately in 
this area. Our best indication for a possible boundary 
between the platform and patio may be seen at the base of 
Lot F/2, where larger stones appear clustered in the 
northwest half of the unit (Figure 7.12). 
 
OP 16, Units H, I, J 

Unit Placement and Description. These three 1 x 1 m 
units were placed near Structure 58 in the southeastern 
portion of Group 7 with the intention of intersecting the 
platform’s façade wall. Once a wall was identified between 
Units H and I, and we established that a sizable sample could 
be obtained from both inside and outside the structure wall, 
we stopped excavations in the southernmost Unit J (See Figure 7.5). Here, the stratigraphy differs from 
that found in the three other test trenches (Figure 7.13). We encountered a single patio floor, lacking a 
plaster surface, with smaller ballast fill than that observed in Units B and C. The next cultural deposition 
appears to be an occupation surface with few small limestone inclusions. Mostly interesting is the 
location of two caches on the axial center of the platform. Below the collapse of the platform façade we 
call Andres’ Wall we encountered what appears to be a ritual deposit of metate fragments (Feature #1) 
on the patio surface. Several centimeters below the patio surface, we encountered a second cache 
which consisted of a nearly complete, though badly deteriorated, Aguacate Orange Type plate (Feature 
#2). While the metates were found close to the wall, the plate was found some 30 cm to the north of it. 
The soil above the plate cache does not appear disturbed, suggesting that the plate was deposited on 
the same leveled surface the wall was built 
on.  

Analytical Units.  In this 1 x 3 m 
trench, I interpret 12 analytical units 
including two episodes of platform fill, a 
patio surface, two distinctly different 
caches, and the initial occupation surface.  

Undisturbed Surface: [Lots H/1, 2; 
I/1; J/1]. The first analytical unit consists of 
the surface lots containing natural soil and 
roots that had built up over time. The 
matrix was dark, 10YR 3/2 clay. There are 
some small worn artifacts present, possibly 
from bioturbation processes. There was 
more soil build-up in the northern most Unit 
H, which is positioned over the patio, than 
in Units I and J, which were over the 
platform.  

Figure 7.12.  Plan view of lot F/2. 

Figure 7.13.  West profile of Units H and I. 
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Structure Fill I: [Lot I/2]. The second analytical unit consists of the top stratum of the platform 
fill. It had a darker colored (10YR 3/2) clay matrix than the second stratum below it. The fill material 
contained small to medium sized, densely packed cobble inclusions. There is a root disturbance along 
the southern edge of the unit that has caused a depression in the strata.  

Structure Fill II: [Lots I/4, 5]. The third analytical unit consists of the second fill layer of the 
platform. It has a lighter colored (10YR 4/4) clay matrix, but the overall appearance of the fill is similar to 
that of Structure Fill I found above it.  

Andres’ Wall: [Lot I/3]. The fourth analytical unit consists of Andres’ Wall and associated 
material. The wall consists of two courses of large cobbles that are more or less in place, though leaning 
dramatically to the northwest. The majority of the stones are hard, likely chert, with some smaller 
pieces of limestone tucked in between. The cobbles of the top course have flat faces, while the larger 
cobbles of the lower course are more irregular. One of the larger stones removed during excavations 
was nearly 50 cm long, 30 cm wide and 20 cm deep. A small piece of burned plaster was identified on 
the face of Rock #15, which is located on the top course of the wall (Figure 7.14). 

Wall Collapse: [Lot H/5]. The fifth analytic unit consists of the collapsed rubble of Andres’ Wall 
and associated artifacts from the wall and fill of the platform. The matrix was similar in appearance to 
the natural soil of the surface lots, suggesting to me that the top of the platform had already eroded 
away. The rubble is made up of crudely shaped chert cobbles of various sizes and some small, irregular 
cut limestone blocks. Their arrangement suggests that the wall collapsed to the northwest.  

Natural Soil/Washout: [Lots H/3, 4]. The sixth analytical unit consists of soil that most likely 
naturally accumulated and/or washed down from the platform fill, covering the wall collapse. It is similar 
in appearance to the clay found in the surface lots of the first analytical unit although it is more 
compacted. It has a few small chert and undressed limestone inclusions and small artifacts. As we 
progressively uncovered more of the wall collapse in the southern portion of Unit H, we encountered a 
layer of small chert cobble fill, likely from the patio ballast at the base of this analytical unit.  

Feature #1: [Lot H/6]. The seventh analytical unit consists of a possible termination deposit. Just 
beneath the Wall Collapse lying on the Prepared Patio Floor described below, we encountered eight 
metate fragments, which we suspect may have been intentionally placed on the patio at the base of the 
wall. There is some evidence of burning in this area, consisting of small pieces of burnt limestone and a 
small section of burned plaster on the face of Rock #15 of Andres’ Wall (see Figure 7.14).   Apparently, as 
the ancient Maya of Actuncan abandoned this structure sometime in the Late or Terminal Classic period, 

Figure 7.14.  Elevation drawing of Andres’s Wall (left) and photograph (right). 
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they terminated it by burning and making offerings of 
simple household items placed near the base of the 
platform. 

Prepared Patio Floor: [Lot H/7]. The eights 
analytical unit is a prepared patio floor. Although we 
did not encounter any plaster floor, we suspect that a 
change in soil color to 10YR 4/6 and rock density 
indicates the presence of a prepared patio floor 
underneath the Wall Collapse. Both the collapse and 
the Feature #1 rest on the surface of this analytical unit 
and the last course of wall stones is sunk down into the 
fill below it. Two of the metate fragments were 
recovered at this level in the southwest corner of Unit 
H, where there is evidence of a root disturbance which 
intrudes into multiple analytical units, mixing their 
material.   

Feature #2: [Lot H/8]. The ninth analytical unit 
is comprised solely of an Aguacate Orange Type plate 
and the materials beneath it. The plate was found 
placed face down about 13cm below the patio surface 
and 30 cm to the north of Andres’ Wall. There is no 
clear evidence of disturbance in the soil above the 
plate that would indicate that the Maya dug down into 
the patio. As the strata above and below the plate are 
similar in appearance, the disturbance may just not be 
readily noticeable. However, since the deposit occurs 
at the same level as the base of the wall, it may also be the case that is was placed on a leveled 
construction surface. A flotation sample and residue analysis sample were collected from the cache. The 
plate was badly deteriorated presumably because of the lengthy time the low-fired pottery vessel spent 
buried in the perpetually moist clay soil (Figure 7.15). 

Natural Soil with Artifacts: [Lots I/6; H/9]. The tenth analytical unit may have been the initial 
occupation surface. It extends across both excavation units and has a light, 10YR 5/6 silty clay matrix 
with few small inclusions of undressed limestone. As discussed above, the natural soil may have been 
leveled prior to the construction of the formal patio group.  

Sterile Soil: [Lots I/7; H/11]. The eleventh analytical unit consists of sterile soil with a light 
yellow, 10YR 5/6 color and common white silt mottles. A few small artifacts seem to have percolated 
down from the above strata.  

Disturbance: [Lot H/10]. The twelfth analytical unit is a large root disturbance, visible in the west 
profile wall, which intersects the wall collapse and ritual deposit, dragging some artifacts down into the 
sterile soil. It is identified by a darker, 10YR 4/4, soil color and a looser texture.  

 
Structure 73 

 
Structure 73 is a medium sized pyramidal platform with a set of low terraces surrounding the main 
platform similar in layout to Structures 41 and 29 that have been interpreted by Lisa LeCount as elite 
houses (see Mixter 2011).  Unlike Structure 41 and 29, which are located on the eastern edge of site, the 
position of Structure 73 is centrally located just west of the sacbe that separates Actuncan North from 
Actuncan South.  In this position is very close to the Preclassic temple group and Plaza A; in fact, it is the 

Figure 7.15.  Feature 2, an Aguacate Orange 
Type plate in front of Andres’ Wall. 
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closest of all significant structures 
to the acropolis.  If this structure 
was the home to an elite group, 
they held a very privileged position 
within the community.  On the 
other hand, if this is a ritual 
building, its layout is unlike any 
other “temple” or civic building at 
the site.   

Test excavations at the 
structure were begun late in the 
season, and the project was unable 
to excavate deeply in six 1 x 1 m 
units (Figure 7.16). Indeed, we 
were unable to penetrate the 
structure’s terminal façade due to 
time and space constraints. In Units 
A and B, we encountered a 
potential burial, which could not have 
been fully excavated in the remaining 
time, so excavation there was terminated 
and the new Units E and F were opened. In Units, C, D, E, and F we encountered complicated 
stratigraphy with large inclusions and not well understood architectural features. Removing either 
would have required us to expand the excavation units, so instead they remained, restricting our ability 
to dig deeper by making it difficult to maneuver in the 1 X 2 m test pits.  On Figure 7.16, the units were 
shifted to better match their position on the mound as understood in the field. The problem occurred 
because the original Maler map was made in 1994 and our current field coordinates were established in 
2010 using different datums. 
 
OP 18, Units A, B 

Unit Placement and Description: Units A and B are situated at the east edge of the second 
terrace from the top of Structure 73. Excavation in these units was terminated upon the discovery of a 
chert eccentric (Figure 7.17), some bone fragments, and a human tooth (incisor) in association with 
large stone slabs, which combined we interpreted as signs of a possible crypt burial. Given that there 
was only a week of excavation left, we decided to stop as the possibility of excavating an elite burial 
would have required more time than this.  The possible crypt was assigned a feature number for future 
excavations (Feature #1).   

Analytical Units. I was only able to define three analytical units in the two, side-by-side 1 x 1 m 
test pits.   

Undisturbed Surface: [Lots A/1; B/1]. The first analytical unit consists of natural soil 
accumulation and humus root zone. These are rather deep in this location, up to 20 cm in spots, possibly 
due to Structure 73’s location in a more wooded area where organic plant material can accumulate 
more quickly. The soil has a dark, 10YR 3/2 color and clay texture. There are few small chert and 
limestone inclusions and eroded artifacts mixed in, possibly from natural bioturbation processes. The 
surface lots were terminated when we encountered a small pile of rocks between the two units.  

Washout/Collapse: [Lots A/2, B/2]. The second analytical unit is located below the undisturbed 
surface. It is a natural stratum that is characterized by a lighter, 10YR 4/2, clay matrix. There are a few 
more chert and limestone inclusions that were slightly larger than those in the surface lot.  These 

Figure 7.16.  Layout of Structure 73 with 1 X 1 m 
excavation units. 
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inclusions were concentrated between the two units.  
They may be wash out or collapse from a 
superstructure located to the north of the excavation 
units, at the top of Structure 73.  

Indeterminate Fill: [Lots A/3, 4; B/3, 4]. There 
was no evidence of a prepared floor over this fill, 
suggesting that the surface has long ago eroded away 
given the fact that it was buried by the deep humus 
root zone.  The fill itself consists of more densely 
packed, small to medium cobble an undressed 
limestone inclusions and ceramic sherds in a 10YR 4/4 
clay matrix.  At the base of Lot 3, in the southeast 
quadrant of Unit A, we found a chert eccentric (Figure 
7.17).  A worked piece of slate was recovered in lot 4, 
from the southeast corner of Unit B.  
 
OP18, Units C, D 

Unit Placement and Description. Units C and D are located at the base of Structure 73 within the 
terrace that runs along its southern edge.  The eastern edge of these units is disturbed by a large tree 
fall. Even taking into account the disturbance, the stratigraphy of these units was rather complex.  In our 
excavations, we encountered deep deposits of washout and collapse above a prepared patio floor 
lacking plaster, with some unusual accumulations of rock.  Directly underneath was a large rock patio fill. 
This fill covered a low wall in the northern portion of Unit D, which was positioned on top of a partially 
preserved plaster patio floor.  In Unit C, this second floor was not present.  We instead found a second 
low wall with a plastered façade and an additional plaster floor within it, below a dense deposit of small 
limestone pieces (Figure 7.18).  These units were terminated because the project ended, not because we 
found sterile.  Nonetheless, the constructions encountered in these test pits are too massive to be 
understood by such small units. 

Analytical Units. I defined eleven analytical units in this small 1 x 2 m test pit. 
Undisturbed Surface: [Lots C/1, 2; D/1].  

The first analytical unit, or humus root zone, is 
a deep (20 cm), natural soil accumulation of 
dark, 10YR 2/1 clay loam and organic matter.  
The few small cobbles and artifacts recovered 
during excavations could have washed down 
from the structure summit to the north or been 
mixed in through natural bioturbation 
processes. There is a small natural disturbance 
in the west portion of Unit C, and a larger 
disturbance along the east edge of the units 
from a nearby tree fall.  In Unit D, we 
encountered larger limestone and chert cobble 
rock inclusions closer to the surface, which 
were considered to be structure collapse, and 
therefore a separate analytic unit. 

Collapse: [Lots D/2, 3]. The second 
analytical unit was most evident in the 
excavation of Unit D, where more small to 

Figure 7.17.  Chert eccentric from lot A/3. 

Figure 7.18.  East profile of Units C and D. 
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medium sized chert and limestone 
cobbles were encountered above a 
lighter colored soil.  These were 
interpreted as collapse from 
Structure 73 because they are 
concentrated in the northern 
portion of the unit, closest to the 
summit.  The matrix is similar in 
color and texture to the natural 
soil, a 10YR 2/1 clay.   

Collapse and Washout: 
[Lots C/3, 4; D/4, 5]. The third 
analytical unit appears to be 
composed of natural soil with 
artifacts.  The soil has a lighter 
color (10YR 4/3) than the above 
natural deposit and is relatively 
free of medium to large inclusions 
of chert or limestone.  In Unit D, 
this stratum terminates at a 
prepared patio floor. In Unit C, it 
overlays an accumulation of rocks described immediately below. It appears that the floor was left open 
for a long period of time following the termination of the structure, allowing natural soil and debris to 
accumulate in a deep layer at the base of the structure.  

Accumulation of Rocks: [Lot C/5]. The fourth analytical unit represents a somewhat curious 
arrangement of rocks, including some cut pieces of limestone and cobbles with flat faces. These are 
concentrated in the southeast corner of Unit C, with an additional three pieces of limestone clustered 
on the west edge of the unit and stacked on top of smaller pieces of limestone (Figure 7.19).  Since our 
excavations were focused on two 1 X 1 m units, we were not able to expose more of the rocks. Perhaps 
they form some sort of feature, or represent early collapse from the structure summit.  The surrounding 
matrix consisted of 10YR 4/3 clay loam.  

Floor I: [Lot D/6].  The fifth analytical unit is a prepared patio floor. The floor has a compacted 
texture with very small limestone inclusions and few other small chert pebble inclusions throughout.  
The matrix consisted of a 10YR 5/4 clay loam.  Only a small portion of the floor was preserved in the 
northern half of Unit D.  In the southern half, we encountered tree roots and larger stones in the soft, 
disturbed soil.  The floor was not well preserved in Unit C, but it appears that the Accumulation of Rocks 
feature may have been on top of the floor and sunk into the soft soil as the floor deteriorated.   

Patio Fill I: [Lots C/6, 7; D/7, 8]. The sixth analytical unit has a matrix of 10YR 5/4 clay.  Chert 
cobble inclusions vary in size from small to large, the largest of which measures 40 cm by 30 cm. The 
largest of the rocks are on the periphery of the units, particularly along the east edge.  A couple of cut 
pieces of limestone were found in the fill, suggesting a complex construction history for the building. 
While excavating the corresponding lots in Unit D, we encountered a short, irregular wall, Wall I, 
extending from the middle of the west edge to the northeast corner of the excavation unit.  It is 
comprised of three large chert cobbles, one stacked on top of the other two, and a deteriorated 
limestone block. Due to time and space constraints, we did not excavate into this platform wall.  

Accumulated Soil: [Lots C/8; D/9].  The lots of the seventh analytical unit stood apart from the 
rest of the fill because they appeared to have significantly fewer medium to large limestone and chert 
inclusions. They are fairly shallow, just a couple of centimeters in fact, and are directly above a plaster 

Figure 7.19.  Plan view of Prepared Patio Floor and 
Accumulation of Rocks. 
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floor described immediately below, suggesting 
that the soil accumulated on the floor over time.  
The soil is a 10YR 5/4 clay loam.  

Floor II: [Lots D/10; C/9]. The eight 
analytical units appear to be a plastered patio 
floor. Its matrix consists of a light, 10YR 6/3 silty 
soil. Few very small inclusions of undressed 
limestone were recovered, as well as some 
ceramics and jutes. The plaster was not 
preserved well across the two units. An area of 
approximately 20 cm2 

Small Limestone Fill: [Lot C/10]. The ninth analytical unit is located directly below the degraded 
Floor II, in Unit C only. It is a fill consisting of densely packed small to medium pieces of undressed 
limestone. At first glance, it had a contiguous appearance, giving the impression of sascab bedrock. Little 
bit of soil around the rocks had a very light color (10YR 6/3) and was silty in texture. No artifacts were 
recovered from the single, shallow lot. This appears to be a ballast to Floor II. 

of well-preserved plaster 
was found in the northeast quadrant of Unit D, 
below Wall I, which protected it. In Unit C, there 
were no pieces of preserved plaster and the 
floor extended only halfway through the unit. In 
the southern half, small to medium sized rocks 
from the sixth analytical unit that buried the 
floor intrudes into it.  

Floor III: [Lot C/11]. This peculiar floor is located directly below the Small Limestone Fill 
described above. It appears to be associated with a second low wall, Wall II, located along the northern 
edge of Unit C running in an east to west direction. The wall consists of rectangular limestone blocks 
with a thick layer of plaster on the north face only. Floor III is to the south of Wall II, apparently 
contained within it. It lips up to the chalky limestone blocks of the wall and has a very compacted, light 
colored, 10YR 6/4, silty texture. The floor may have been thinly plastered, which has deteriorated over 
the years (Figure 7.20). 

Fill with Cut Stone: [Lots D/11, 12]. Below the Floor II in Unit D, we encountered large pieces of 
badly degraded limestone as well as a couple of long, rectangular blocks of cut limestone. The latter do 
not appear to be arranged, rather just thrown haphazardly into the fill. The soil of this fill was a 10YR 6/4 
silt. Very few artifacts were recovered.  
 
OP 18, Units E, F 

Unit Placement and Description.  These contiguous units were placed at the top of Structure 73’s 
pyramidal substructure, near its midline, at the base of a possible superstructure located off-center on 
the western side of the summit (See Figure 7.16). Our intention was to find structure floors and collect 
adequate samples to determine the construction history of the Str. 73. The stratigraphy of this 2 X 1 m 
test unit was somewhat unusual, in that Unit E and F differ significantly from one another (Figure 7.21).  

Most notably, we encountered a substantial ceramic deposit (Feature #2) near the surface of 
the excavation units, which may have been a part of a termination ritual. The sherds indicate a TPQ date 
in the Early Classic period. Near the base of the unit, we encountered two partial floors, some large cut 
stones, and marl slabs or surfaces that do not easily lend themselves to interpretation at this time.   
Excavations in these units were terminated because the project ended and we encountered massive 
constructions of marl and limestone blocks. 

Analytical Units. In this 90 cm deep excavation, I encountered twelve analytical units. 

Figure 7.20.  Plan view of Structure Floor and Fill 
with Cut Stone. 
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Undisturbed Surface: [Lots E/1, 
F/1]. The first analytical unit consists of 
dark, 10YR 3/2, naturally accumulated 
clay soil. It varies in depth from 5 to 20 
cm deep in places, which is typical for 
Structure 73. There are some minor root 
disturbances on the surface. Some 
artifacts and small chert and limestone 
inclusions are mixed in, possibly from 
natural bioturbation processes.  

Collapse: [Lots F/2; E/2, 3, 4]. 
The second analytical unit consists of 
small to medium sized cobbles, including 
some cut pieces of limestone, with a few 
large ceramic fragments. The matrix 
consists of a 10YR 3/2 clay. The deposit 
is unevenly distributed, which is 
consistent with collapse, and seems to 
slope downward to the south, i.e. down 
the southern side of the structure. In Unit 
F, we were able to clearly see a large ceramic deposit at the base of the collapse. Ceramics from this 
deposit were found in the northern portions of Unit E, as well, but at a lower depth, again creating the 
sense that the debris is moving down slope.  

 Feature # 2: [Lots F/3, 4, 5; E/5]. The third analytical unit consists of material belonging to the 
ceramic termination deposit, labeled Feature #2. The sherds are large, highly eroded, and apparently of 
poor quality, but with diverse Early Classic forms including basal flange bowls, Teotihuacan style feet on 
short cylinder vases, and striated jars. This combination of poor quality and diversity of style suggests 
that the pottery was produced specifically for the event. The large fragments support a primary deposit 
or smashing event. There was no evidence of burning on the sherds or in the surrounding soil. Some of 
the larger diagnostics were collected as 
special items. The deposit is more 
substantial in Unit F and appears to 
tapper to the south, or down slope, in 
Unit E.  The difficulty in defining a clear 
edge to the deposit arises from this 
drifting down slope (Figure 7.22). 

Accumulated Soil: [Lot F/6]. The 
fourth analytical unit consists mostly of 
soil---10YR 4/3 clay loam---with some 
large ceramic sherds mixed in, most 
likely from the termination deposit 
above. This may have been an 
accumulated surface on top of a 
prepared floor, suggesting that the 
structure was abandoned for an 
extended period of time before the 
termination or veneration ritual took 
place. At the same level in Unit E, we 

Figure 7.21.  East profile of Units E and F. 

Figure 7.22.  Feature 2, a Termination Deposit. 
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encountered large stones from the fill. The 
surface may be more eroded down slope 
or it may have been cut into.  

Material on Floor I: [Lot F/7]. The 
fifth analytical unit is a single lot consisting 
of the sherds that were partially embedded 
in the floor. They appear to have been laid 
flat and then smashed into the soft floor, 
either by people or from the weight of the 
above fill.   

Floor I: [Lot F/8]. The sixth 
analytical unit seven is under the 
Accumulated Soil described above. It was a 
floor that had a light, 10YR 5/3 color and 
silty texture. Some plaster was preserved 
in the northeast corner of Unit F, but was 
generally degraded over the rest of the 
unit. This floor was not observed to extend 
into Unit E, suggesting that the structure was cut into at a later time.  

Subfloor I: [Lot F/9]. The seventh analytical unit, located below Floor I, has more small inclusions 
of undressed limestone than the Floor I lots. Small bits of plaster are found throughout. The matrix 
consists of a 10YR 5/3 silty loam.  

Floor II: [Lots F/10, 12]. The eighth analytical unit was distinguished by the presence of marl 
along the east edge of Unit F and a horizontal root scar over a compacted surface. It does not extend to 
the southern edge of the unit, where we encountered some fill stones associated with Subfloor II. The 
floor is deep, approximately 20 cm, and was excavated in two separate lots. It appears to have been 
composed entirely of marl, with a soft and irregular portion on the western edge of the unit and harder 
section along the east edge. The inclusions of the soft portion are mainly pieces of small limestone or 
marl in a 10YR 7/3 silt matrix. The hard marl was left pedestaled, forming a slab-like surface which was 
not excavated (Figure 7.23).  

Subfloor II: [Lots F/11, 13, 14]. The ninth analytical unit has a light, 10YR 6/3, silty matrix with 
small to medium inclusions of undressed limestone and a few small chert cobbles. It appears at the 
same level as Floor II, in the south portion of Unit F and is bordered by the marl slab to the northeast.   

Small to Large Rock Fill: [Lots E/6, 7]. In Unit E, there was no evidence of the prepared floors 
described above, instead we encountered fill from the tenth analytical unit directly below the sherds 
from the termination deposit. We suspect that the floor may have been cut through and refilled with 
limestone and chert cobbles in this area.  It is therefore possible that the termination ritual also marks a 
feature buried in front of it.  The fill consists of a darker, 10YR 4/3 clay matrix with small to large cobble 
inclusions. With each successive lot we exposed more of a large cut block of limestone located in the 
northeast corner of the unit, adjacent to the marl slab in Unit F. It is visible in the upper right corner of 
Figure 7.23.  

Intermediate Fill: [Lot E/8]. The eleventh analytical unit is located directly below the Small to 
Large Rock Fill. The associated lot had a 10YR 5/4 silty texture and small to large limestone inclusions 
similar to those of the above described fill. The lot was terminated as we encountered large slabs of 
limestone or marl.  

Cut Stone Fill: [Lot E/9]. The matrix of the twelfth analytical unit has a lighter, 10YR 6/3 color and 
a silty texture from the abundance of chalky limestone. It is located below the Intermediate Fill and was 

Figure 7.23.  Marl slab in Unit F. 
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the last lot excavated in the test pit. At the base of it we encountered pieces of degraded dressed 
limestone. 

 
Summary 

 
The three residential areas tested this season proved to be disparate in function, as evidenced by 
differences in occupation period and construction history. Group 6, to the north of Group 1, had a 
simple stratigraphy suggesting that it was not intensively occupied for long periods of time. The 
discovery of artifacts with ritual significance, such as a jade bead and shell tinkler bead, further suggest 
that the group served a ritual purpose and was perhaps an extension of the residential Group 1.  

The Late Classic structures of Group 7, which appear discordant in alignment, showed evidence 
of serving different purposes as well. The patio and platform of Structure 56 appears to have been 
crudely constructed over the Early Classic occupation surface, suggesting a later and shorter occupation. 
The platforms of Structure 57 were built over an elaboration of the patio, suggesting a longer 
occupation in that part of the group. A ritual significance of the structure is indicated by a child burial in 
the patio below the northern platform. Structure 58, with a less elaborate construction history, appears 
to have also held ritual significance. This is suggested by the presence of a dedication cache in the form 
of an Aguacate Orange Type plate and a termination cache of 8 metate fragments at the base of a 
platform wall. Structure 55, in the eastern portion of the group, has yet to be sampled. 

Structure 73 is in a significant position and so far exhibits a complex construction technique. 
During excavations we encountered large plaster blocks, not seen elsewhere at the site. The structure 
was terminated in the Early Classic period, with an extensive deposit of ceramic sherds, possibly 
following a short period of abandonment. Although venerated in the Early Classic, there is not a lot of 
evidence of later re-visitation. This early abandonment allowed thick natural deposits to develop over 
the structure. Further excavation is required to determine if this was an elite residence or ritual 
structure. 
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Appendix 7A: Harris Matrices 
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Chapter 8: Geophysical Survey at the Actuncan Site 

 
Chester P. Walker (Archaeo-Geophysical Associates, LLC) 

 
This report presents findings from geophysical survey at the Maya site of Actuncan, Belize.  

Geophysical survey was conducted May 23 – 31, 2011.  A Fluxgate Gradiometer was used at two 
collection areas.  Figure 8.1 illustrates the survey area. The northern collection area measured 48,246 m² 
(11.9 acres) and the southern collection area measured 12,375 m² (3.1 acres) totaling 60,621 m² (15 
acres).   Chester P. Walker of Archaeo-Geophysical Associates, LLC, conducted geophysical survey.  The 
goal of this survey is to help locate an area with sub-surface archaeological features that were not visible 
from the surface as well as map known archaeological features such as house mounds that are visible on 
the ground surface.  A total of 102 anomalies representing possible archaeological features and eight 
areas of magnetic enhancement that represent general areas of archaeological interest were recorded.  

Geophysical survey investigations have become an important part of the pursuit of North 
American archaeology (Kvamme 2008). Several techniques have been derived from geophysical 
prospecting and adopted for archaeological investigations (Clark 2000; Kvamme 2003). Techniques used 
mostly for archaeological research include soil resistivity, soil conductivity, magnetic susceptibility, 
magnetometry, and GPR (Clark 2000; Kvamme 2003).  All produce different geophysical results and 
require different equipment. The different geophysical techniques that have been used in archaeology 
have been discussed in a number of seminal books and journal articles (see Bevan 1998; Clark 1990; 
Conyers 2004; Gaffney 2008; Gaffney and Gater 2003; Scollar et al. 1990; Weymouth 1986; Witten 
2006). 

 
Fluxgate Gradiometer 

 
Gradiometer surveys are a non-invasive and passive technique measuring slight variations in the 

magnetic properties of soil. Gradiometers have become the primary tool employed by 
archaeogeophysicists due in part to the fact that data can be collected and processed rapidly and 
efficiently, and when conditions are right due to the properties of specific soils, magnetometers and 
gradiometers have proven useful in locating negative relief features such as pits and post holes as well 
as thermally-altered features such as fire hearths and burned structures (Gaffney et al. 2000; Kvamme 
2006). The properties of the specific magnetometer used in the current study—a Bartington 601-2 
Fluxgate Gradiometer—is discussed in detail by Bartington and Chapman (2004). 

Magnetometers and gradiometers record the minute fluctuations that sediments and objects 
have on the earth’s magnetic field. This is known as induced magnetism because the object does not 
maintain its own magnetic field.  If the effects of this induced magnetism are strong enough compared 
to the magnetism of the surrounding soil matrix, even small pit features or post holes can be identified 
or resolved in the geophysical data along with the larger-sized features (i.e., structures).  A second type 
of magnetism called remnant magnetism is created when an object maintains its own magnetic field.  In 
prehistoric archaeological examples, this occurs when objects are thermally altered, thus creating a 
magnetic state called thermoremanent magnetism (Kvamme 2006:207).   
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Figure 8.1.  Geophysical collection areas at the Actuncan site. 
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Field Methods 
 
Magnetometer data in areas of tree cover was collected using grids measuring 20 x 20 m 

established on the cardinal directions.  This method requires the instrument be programmed to collect a 
set number of readings over a number of traverses. The pace of the surveyor or the rate at which the 
instrument records the data is set to match the survey parameters.  This results in a regularized or 
gridded dataset with no need for additional data interpolation prior to data processing.  

 
Table 8.1. Equipment Used during the geophysical survey. 

 
Instrument Sample Density  Area Surveyed 

Bartington Grad 601-2 Fluxgate 
Gradiometer 

1 m traverse interval 
8 samples per meter 

Northern Area 48,246 m² (11.9 acres) 
Southern Area 12,375 m² (3.1 acres) 

 
Data Processing 

 
The general goal of the data processing in archaeogeophysical surveys is to lessen the effects of 

background “noise” and to enhance the quality of the “signal” or “target” in the geophysical data. In 
field geophysics in general, and archaeogeophysics in particular, the term noise is used to discuss any 
return that is not a direct result of the object under investigation, the latter being referred to as the 
“target” or “signal.”  Hence, in some cases what is discussed as noise can in another case become the 
signal or target (Milsom 2005:13-14).  

For visualization purposes the data was clipped to =/- 3 nT.  A de-stripping zero median filter 
was run to balance the two sensors and minor de-staggering was preformed where needed.  Data was 
exported from Archaeosurveyor 2.0 as a geo-referenced raster file into ArcGIS for analysis.  All images 
are geo-referenced to the local Actuncan site grid. 

 
Survey Results 

 
The magnetometer survey at Actuncan was divided into two areas (Figure 8.2.). These two areas 

were chosen due to their ability to address larger research questions of the Actuncan Archaeological 
Project (See chapter XX of this report).  The northern collection area covers a residential precinct that 
includes several low lying house platforms.  The magnetometer survey was conducted here to assess the 
potential of using the technique to map and characterize areas with visible architectural remains as well 
as map in between the southern collection area was conducted across a constructed plaza. This area 
was included in the survey to attempt to locate any building remains in association with the raised plaza 
surface as well as to assess the potential of using the magnetometer to survey areas with complex 
cultural stratigraphy.   

The magnetic gradient of the Actuncan site is quite low (+/- 7 nT with spikes from ferrous 
material removed) (Figure 8.3). The northern collection area is characterized by several areas of 
enhanced magnetic gradients most of which correspond to areas with architectural remains that are 
visible from the ground surface (Figures 8.4 and 8.5).  A single area of magnetic enhancement is present 
in the northern portion of the southern collection area (Figure 8.5) and corresponds to a known 
architectural group. 
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  Figure 8.2.  Close up of the geophysical collection areas at the Actuncan site. 
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Figure 8.3.  Magnetometer data. 
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  Figure 8.4.  Magnetometer data overlaid with the visible architecture from Actuncan. 
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  Figure 8.5.  Areas of magnetic enhancement. 
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  Figure 8.6.  Geophysical anomalies located during the gradiometer survey. 
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Figure 8.7. Anomalies chosen for ground truthing. 
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Several magnetic anomalies are located scattered between areas with known architecture 
(Figure 8.6).  These range from small complex dipolar anomalies that appear to have rectangular forms 
to low amplitude linear anomalies with both positive and negative signatures.  Some limited ground 
truthing was conducted (Figure 8.7) (see chapter 9 of this report). Preliminary findings are positive, but 
do suggest the need for an intensive and systematic ground truthing process will be necessary to fully 
assess the potential of these data.  The test excavations did confirm the presence of thermally altered 
architectural debris associated with XX of the tested anomalies.  

The results from the magnetometer show great potential for mapping large areas of Maya sites.  
Several of the anomalies located by the current survey appear to be related to thermally altered 
architectural debris (daub).  A systematic ground truthing program would be necessary to fully discern 
the origins of the large number of magnetic anomalies present in the northern collection area. 
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Chapter 9: Ground Truthing Magnetic Anomalies at Actuncan 
 

John H. Blitz (University of Alabama), Ted (Clay) Nelson (University of Alabama),  
and Daniel J. Salberg (University of Alabama) 

 
The purpose of the magnetometer survey at Actuncan, described in the previous chapter, was to locate 
and map buried archaeological features (house remains, walls, floors, and other evidence of residential 
use) no longer visible on the ground surface.  We conducted a magnetometer survey because we 
wanted to know if the activities and associated features of the households that we are sampling at 
Actuncan extended beyond the visible structures that are the primary focus of our excavations. The 
magnetometer survey produced a map of magnetic signals known as anomalies. Both natural and 
cultural conditions can produce anomalies. Anomalies can only be confirmed and identified as 
archaeological remains by subsequent excavation or “ground truthing.” As a test of the reliability of the 
magnetometer survey to identify buried archaeological remains, ground truth excavations are 
necessary. If the ground truth excavations confirm that anomalies are cultural features, then ancient 
remains that are not visible on the surface can be rapidly located, mapped, and sampled as part of our 
research project to understand how the size, social status, and wealth of ancient Maya households at 
Actuncan developed over long periods of time. 

In this chapter we describe the 2011 Actuncan ground truth excavations and evaluate the utility 
of magnetometer surveys to locate cultural features at an ancient site in the Maya lowlands. The 
magnetometer mapping of anomalies and the ground truth tests at Actuncan have the potential to 
investigate the size, density and spacing of buried cultural features. In similar studies elsewhere, large-
scale magnetometer surveys are proving to be more than just a method to locate buried structures and 
features; subsurface survey data help archaeologists understand how communities were organized and 
arranged (Walker 2009). For this reason, it was important to include “public” or open spaces such as 
plazas and the interstitial spaces between patio-focused groups in the Actuncan magnetometer survey. 
Specifically, we had two objectives.  First, we wanted to know if there were previously unrecognized 
buried remains of small ancillary structures, patios, and other household activity areas clustered around 
visible residential structures at Actuncan.  Second, we wanted to determine if plazas, traditionally 
defined at ancient Maya sites as open spaces bounded by civic and elite structures, were “empty” 
spaces devoid of habitation or if plazas were urban projects that covered earlier residential structures.  
In regions that have benefitted from extensive magnetometer surveys at archaeological sites, 
archaeologists have learned to correlate magnetic signals with specific cultural features, especially 
architectural remains, such that unexcavated anomalies can be identified as possible houses, pits, walls 
and other remains with a high degree of probability (Gaffney 2008; Kvamme 2006). Such is not the case 
in Belize or elsewhere in the Maya lowlands, where magnetometer surveys and ground truth tests are 
rarely conducted because the densely forested, jungle environment presents unsuitable conditions for 
geophysical surveys.  Fortunately for us, most of Actuncan North is currently in pasture and, therefore, is 
amenable to geophysical surveys.  A program of ground truthing anomalies was necessary to take full 
advantage of the Actuncan magnetometer data collected and analyzed by Dr. Chet Walker (chapter #). 
Once ground truth tests establish that there is a positive correlation between magnetic signals of various 
amplitudes and cultural features, we can have greater confidence that many of the unexcavated 
anomalies mapped at Actuncan do indeed represent buried archaeological remains. 
 

Sampling Procedure 
 

For the reasons outlined above, the ground truthing of anomalies was an important step towards 
achieving the research goals of the Actuncan Archaeological Project. After the Actuncan magnetometer 
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survey, Walker generated a digital map of magnetic signals (Figure 8.3). As expected, visible patio groups 
included in the survey (e.g., Group 6, Group 7) produced strong magnetic signals. In areas without visible 
architecture, Walker highlighted areas of high magnetic signatures (Figure 8.6). Nine anomaly locations 
were chosen for ground truthing with test excavations in these areas. After discussion among Walker, 
LeCount, Keller, and Blitz, an intuitive sample of test anomalies was selected 1) based on anomaly 
configuration and range of amplitude that, drawing on Walker’s prior experience at North American 
sites, were considered to have a high probability for confirmation as cultural features, 2) to avoid 
placement on visible structures and patio groups (with one exception, Unit 15E, see below), and 3) to 
ensure extensive coverage of the survey area, including interstitial areas surrounding visible residential 
structures and a plaza. Anomalies selected for ground truthing included linear dipoles and weak positive 
magnetic rectangular patterns with low magnetic centers highlighted by Walker as possible large buried 
structures, as well as smaller complex dipoles that represent possible cultural features.   Magnetometer 
data taken across known structures at Actuncan clearly distinguish the outline of building foundations 
and collapse, and therefore were not tested. In addition, two “quiet” areas without anomaly signals 
were selected for test pitting to serve as control units for comparison to the other tests.  Magnetically 
enhanced buried cultural features were not expected to be found in the two control units. 

Cultural and natural forces interrupt the relatively static magnetic field of a site matrix and 
change the soil’s magnetic intensity. The magnetometer detects these changes as irregularities in the 
magnetism of unaltered soils, and when digitally mapped, these locations become anomalies for further 
investigation. Burning events (“thermal features”), digging events (“low relief features”), and highly 
magnetic objects (metals) are common sources of anomalies at archaeological sites (Walker 2009). In 
order to test the reliability of the magnetometer survey to detect buried cultural features at Actuncan, 
there should be a positive correlation between a sample anomaly and evidence of a thermal or 
architectural feature uncovered in the ground truth test excavation. The mere presence of ubiquitous 
artifacts such as pottery or lithics in an anomaly test unit is not a sufficient test of the magnetometer’s 
reliability to detect archaeological remains at Actuncan. 

The magnetometer survey was conducted in two separate areas in Actuncan North: the 
Northern Neighborhood, a cluster of patio-focused groups located on the northern edge of the site, and 
the Western Plaza where Angela Keller is conducting research into marketplaces (this volume).  A 
barbed wire fence (a highly magnetic feature) running east-to-west separates these areas, and a strip of 
land running immediate along it was not surveyed to avoid the magnetic interference of the wire. Figure 
9.1 shows the location of the anomaly test units in the two magnetometer survey areas. Nine anomaly 
locations were sampled by 10 excavation units (Units 15B and 15C are marked individually on Figure 1, 
but these tests were two contiguous 1x1 units that sampled a single location). Test units placed in the 
northern survey area (the Northern Neighborhood) were designated Operation 14, Units A-G.  Test units 
placed in the southern survey area (the Western Plaza) were designated Operation 15, Units A-E. Test 
units were imposed over the sample anomalies using the total station to ensure accuracy. Soil from all 
test excavations was passed through ¼-inch screens to recover artifacts. Carbon samples were taken 
from appropriate contexts. Unit strata profiles and features were drawn and photographed. Excavation 
lots were separated by observed strata. Chronological control was maintained by superposition of strata 
and the presence of temporally diagnostic ceramics (see Table a9.1 in appendix). Excavation depths 
were recorded in centimeters below datum (cmbd).  

 
Descriptions of the Anomaly Test Excavations in the Northern Survey Area 

 
Operation 14 Unit A 

Operation 14 Unit A was located about 15 m southwest of Group 6, and it sampled a complex 
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dipoles signature. This 1x1 m unit was excavated to a depth of 78 cmbd. Stratum A was a 5 cm thick 
humus layer of a dark clay loam (10YR 3/2) extending 40 cmbd to 45 cmbd. Twenty sherds were found, 
none diagnostic. Stratum B ranged from 45 cmbd to 70 cmbd, consisted of clay (10YR 3/4), and 
contained sherds, lithics, charcoal, and fired clay. Stratum C extended from 70 cmbd to the termination 
of excavation at 78 cmbd and contained ceramics, a piece of obsidian, lithics, charcoal, and fired clay 
(10YR 5/4). 

Feature 1 was a burning event found in Stratum B and consisted of charcoal and fired clay 
(Figure 9.2).  Feature 1 protruded from the west unit side wall 25 cm into the unit and measured 20 cm 
north to south. Thirteen carbon samples, ceramics, and one piece of obsidian were extracted from 

Figure 9.1. Locations of test units for ground truthing. 
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Feature 1. The Feature 1 ceramics were not 
temporally diagnostic. The feature was removed 
for flotation to better recover the visible charred 
botanical material. After removal, the unit profile 
revealed that Feature 1 continued into the west 
side wall beyond excavation. Feature 1 is certainly 
the anomaly detected by the magnetometer. 
Because only a portion of Feature 1was 
excavated, we are uncertain if it is cultural or 
natural; however, it appear to most observers to 
be a recently burnt tree trunk or root. 
 
Operation 14 Unit B 

Operation 14 Unit B was south of 14A and 
northwest of Group 1, and it sampled a complex 
dipoles signature. We excavated this 1x1 m test unit to a final depth of 90 cm below the ground surface 
(Figure 9.3). Beneath the grass mat, Stratum A (10YR 3/2) extended from 40 cmbd to 70 cmbd and 
contained ceramics, lithics, and jutes. Stratum B (10YR 5/3), from 70 cmbd to 85 cmbd, was a clay soil 
with ceramics and limestone inclusions 1 to 6 cm in size.  Below Stratum B, Stratum C continued to100 
cmbd and contained ceramics and burned limestone. Stratum D overlaps Stratum E, but both are 
directly under Stratum C. Stratum D is clay (10YR 4/4) and a large quantity of ceramics was recovered.  
Ceramics were abundant in Strata B, C, and especially D, with a terminus post quem (TPQ) date of Late 
Classic period. Stratum E was a uniform color of 10YR 6/8 and contained no artifacts. At 132 cmbd, 
culturally sterile soil was encountered and excavation terminated. 

The source of the magnetic anomaly in this unit is uncertain. The most significant aspect of this 
test unit was the concentration of ceramics from multiple time periods. Taking into consideration the 
amount of re-deposited sherds found in this small unit and how Stratum D cuts into Stratum E, we 
interpret this sequence as a cut-and-fill event and thus the most likely source of the magnetic reading. 
 
Operation 14 Unit C 

Operation 14 Unit C was a 1 x 1 m test unit south of 
Group 7, positioned to intersect one of the large weak positive 
magnetic rectangular pattern anomalies highlighted by Walker. 
We excavated Unit 14C from 50 cmbd at ground surface to a 
final depth of 140 cmbd. There were five indentified strata 
(Figure 9.4). Stratum A, from ground surface to 73 cmbd, was a 
clay loam (10YR 4/1) with small specks of red mottling 
interspersed throughout the matrix. Stratum A contained 
Terminal Classic pottery. Stratum B was the same color as 
Stratum A, but without red mottling in the soil. Stratum C, from 
83 to100 cmbd, was clearly demarcated with a soil color change 
(10YR 5/4).  In Stratum C, burned limestone and fired clay with 
Late Classic period sherds were encountered from 83 cmbd to 93 
cmbd and Early Classic period sherds were found from 93 cmbd 
to 100 cmbd. Small (0 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions were present 
throughout Stratum C. There was not a clear demarcation from 
Stratum C to Stratum D, only a slight color change to 10YR 4/3. 
Ceramics, limestone inclusions, burned limestone and fired clay 

Figure 9.2.  Unit 14A4_Feature 1. 

Figure 9.3.  Unit 14B east profile. 
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continued to be present in Stratum D. The last stratum, E, was a 
clay (10YR 5/6). There were a few small sherds in Stratum D and 
E, but none were diagnostic. Due to the lack of artifacts in this 
level and time constraints, the excavation was terminated.  

Notable material in the unit was the red mottling 
interspersed through Stratum A and the burned limestone and 
fired clay that was found throughout the excavation but never in 
large pieces. These materials may be the product of a burning 
event and thus the possible source of the magnetic signal. A 
close inspection of the magnetic signature map shows a 
rectangular pattern on the landscape, and perhaps the test unit 
is at the edge of this anomaly.  It is possible that this weak 
positive magnetic rectangular pattern represents a buried 
platform or terrace situated at the edge of a gulley or floodway 
that drains the low laying area around aguada to the creek.  To 

test this idea, more broad scale excavation is needed to define 
the rectangular feature. 
 
Operation 14 Unit D 

Operation 14, Unit D was a 1 x 1 m test unit 20 m west of Unit 14B, and northwest of Group 1.  It 
sampled a complex dipoles signature. The unit had two strata that extended in depth from 40 cmbd at 
ground surface to a terminal depth of 100 cmbd (Figure 9.5). Stratum A consisted of clay loam (10YR 
3/2) with ceramics and lithics. The ceramic TPQ date is the Late Classic period with eroded Middle 
Preclassic sherds present. In the first 10 cm of Stratum B, only five sherds, none diagnostic, were found 
and a clear color change was noticed in profile. This clay soil was culturally sterile. Stratum A was judged 
to be a fill episode by the excavators.  If so, Stratum A may be a continuation of the cut-and-fill event 
found in nearby Unit B and a possible source of the anomaly. 

 
Operation 14 Unit E 

Operation 14 Unit E was a 1 x 1 m unit located 10 m north of Group 7. The unit was a control 
unit for ground truthing an area with a normal magnetism and it was chosen to establish a point of 
comparison to other test locations with strong magnetic 
signals. As a control unit, it was expected that nothing cultural 
or natural would be found here that could be a source of 
magnetic signals. The unit was excavated to 92 cmbd (Figure 
9.6).   

Stratum A varied in depth from 35 cmbd to 50 cmbd on 
southern side of the unit and extended to 68 cmbd in the 
north. The layer’s slope probably reflects the general 
topography of the hillside where the unit was located. The 
matrix consisted of a relatively undisturbed humus layer of 
dark gray to dark grayish brown (10YR 3/1 to 10YR 4/3) clay 
loam with typical amounts of artifacts for an off-structure 
context at Actuncan, including ceramics, lithics, obsidian, jute 
and daub. Diagnostic ceramics recovered from Stratum A range 
in date from Middle Preclassic to Late Classic, a pattern 
indicating these sherds were mixed as they washed down  

Figure 9.4.  Unit 14C east profile. 

Figure 9.5.  Unit 14D west profile. 
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slope.  
Beneath Stratum A, Stratum B was a brownish yellow 

(10YR 6/6) clay matrix with small limestone gravel-sized 
inclusions, ceramics, lithics and jute. Stratum B continued for 
about 20 cm to a depth of roughly 75 cmbd on the southern 
side of the unit and 87 cmbd on the northern end. Although our 
initial assumption was that this clay matrix represented some 
sort of fill episode, the inclination of the stratum suggests it 
may have washed down slope from Group 7. No diagnostic 
ceramics were recovered from this stratum, but most likely the 
layer was formed sometime after the Middle Preclassic period. 
Stratum 3 consisted of white gray culturally sterile clay (10YR 
7/1). This stratum was excavated to a depth of roughly 92 cmbd. 
A single pottery sherd was recovered, but was assumed to be an 
intrusion from the overlaying fill or wash. The clay matrix had almost no rock inclusions and visually 
resembled kaolinite; it would probably make superior potting clay. A sample of the clay was collected for 
possible future analysis. 

The findings in Unit E are consistent with the magnetometer data and nothing recovered here 
would be expected to create a magnetic anomaly. Significantly, it appears that off-structure debris and 
small-scale fill or wash episodes do not greatly contribute to such anomalies. 
 
Operation 14 Unit F 

Operation 14 Unit F was a 1 x 1 m unit 60 meters north-northwest of Group 3. The location for 
the unit was chosen in an attempt to intersect a large set of 
linear and complex dipoles in an area of the site with little 
visible architecture, but on the anomaly map appears to have 
signatures similar to those seen for patio-focused groups with 
visible architecture.  The unit was excavated to a depth of 155 
cmbd throughout most of the unit and to as deep as 177 
cmbd in the northwest corner where a pit feature was 
encountered (Figure 9.7). 

Stratum A extended from roughly 35 cmbd at ground 
surface to about 60 cmbd. The matrix consisted of a humus 
layer of clay loam (10YR 4/3) with some minor root 
disturbance. The northwest corner of Stratum A extended to 
102 cmbd.  This depression was interpreted as the remains of 
a cohune palm. Mottling of the clay loam from Stratum A and 
the clay from Stratum B were also interpreted as the result of 
this root disturbance.  Stratum A yielded a surprisingly high 
amount of lithics relative to ceramics, as well as daub and 
very small amounts of jute and obsidian. Examination by 
Keller indicated that the lithic assemblage was quite 
generalized and could be the debris of a lithic production 
locus. Ceramic phase diagnostics produced a Late Preclassic 
period TPQ date. Stratum B, a small deposit of refuse, 
consisted of a yellowish brown (10YR 4/6) clay with small 
limestone gravel inclusions and Late Preclassic ceramics, lithics 
and jute, as well as lesser amounts of obsidian, daub, quartz 

Figure 9.6.  Unit 14E west profile. 

Figure 9.7.  Unit 14F north profile. 
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and slate. Stratum C was a slightly lighter (10YR 
5/6) clay fill or refuse with small limestone 
gravel inclusions. Artifacts recovered from 
Stratum C consisted primarily of ceramics, 
lithics, jute, daub, and a golf ball-sized lump of 
charcoal. In the northeast corner of the unit at 
about 132 cmbd, we encountered two large 
sherds (Feature 3). The Feature 3 sherd cluster 
was located directly above Strata D, which 
consisted of culturally sterile silty clay (10YR 
7/8). The Feature 3 sherds, which are Sierra Red 
Type deep bowls, dated generally to the Late 
Preclassic period, but found to exist through 
time, possibly as late as the Early Classic period. 
At roughly 144 cmbd in the northwest corner of 
the unit, we encountered several more large 
broken sherds that appeared to mark the top of 
a pit feature (Feature 4) dug directly into the culturally sterile silty clay. Ceramics from Feature 4 were 
tentatively dated to the Terminal Late Preclassic period. Figure 9.8 shows how the bedrock appears to 
be cut into by the overlaying fill or refuse in Stratum C. Feature 4 extended to a depth of about 171 cm 
in the extreme northwest portion of the unit. Excavation terminated in culturally sterile Stratum E, a 
stiff, silty, yellow clay mottled with some light gray clay (10YR 7/1). 

Most likely, the magnetic anomaly was caused by the contrasting soils produced by Feature 4, 
which is a trash filled pit dug into the culturally sterile soil matrix.  
 
Operation 14 Unit G 

Unit 14 Unit G was a 1 x 1 m unit 16 meters southeast of Structure 49. The location of the unit 
was chosen to ground truth a large complex, possibly linear, dipoles. As seen in Figure 9.9, Stratum A 
extended from approximately 30 cmbd at ground level to 55 cmbd. It consisted of dark brown (10YR 
3/2) clay loam with slight root disturbance. The stratum consisted of two lots, the lower of which 
contained noticeably more cultural materials. These included ceramics, lithics, jute, obsidian, slate and 
daub. 

Underlying Stratum A, we encountered a thin layer of yellowish brown (10YR 4/2) clay fill, 
Stratum B, replete with small limestone inclusions and 
extending to about 58 cmbd. Along the eastern side of 
Stratum B was a cluster of medium sized (10 to 25 cm) 
undressed limestone and chert cobbles. Ceramics 
indicate a Late Classic TPQ date. Stratum C was a 
yellowish brown clay fill (10YR 5/4) with large numbers 
of small limestone flecks and gravel, as well as larger 
limestone and chert cobbles. Stratum C extended from 
about 58 cmbd to roughly 82 cmbd and contained high 
amounts of Late Classic ceramics, as well as lithics, jute, 
obsidian, daub, and in the northeastern corner, several 
medium sized (6-25cm) chert and limestone cobbles, 
some burned. Although the excavation was terminated 
before sterile soil was encountered, the cobble and the fill 
layers indicate the edge of some sort of  

Figure 9.8.  Unit 14F11_Feature 4, a pit dating to 
the Terminal Late Preclassic period. 

Figure 9.9.  Unit 14G north profile. 
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construction.  Further excavations may have revealed a 
more definitive cause for this magnetic anomaly, but it is 
reasonable to assume that some sort of construction or 
occupation event, perhaps associated with Structure 49, 
was the source of the anomaly.  
 

Descriptions of the Anomaly Test Excavations in the 
Southern Survey Area 

 
Operation 15 Unit A 

Unit 15 Unit A was a 1 x 1 meter unit in the 
center of the Western Plaza. Unit 15A was the control 
unit for Operation 15, placed in a location where 
magnetic signatures were normal. Seven strata were 
uncovered in the excavation ranging from the surface at 
35 cmbd to the base of the unit at 145 cmbd (Figure 
9.10). Very few artifacts were recovered in Unit 15A.  

Stratum A was a large humus layer extending 
from ground surface to 60 cmbd (10YR 2/1) and 
contained a few Late Classic sherds. Stratum B was 
marked by a soil color change to a 10YR 4/2, small 1-6cm 
limestone inclusions, one large limestone cobble 35cm 
across, and a few sherds with a Middle Preclassic TPQ.  
Strata C (10YR 6/4) contained a limestone cobble measuring roughly 20 cm across and little else. 
Stratum D (10YR 5/6) produced small quantities of limestone inclusions 1 to 6 cm in size. Stratum E (10 
YR 6/8) contained a small quantity of lithics and jutes, but no ceramics. Stratum F was the same color 
soil as E, but with some red mottling (2.5 YR 6/4) and a single sherd dating to the Middle Preclassic. Final 
Stratum G (10YR 5/8) contained a few sherds with a Late Preclassic TPQ.  As anticipated, there was no 
indication of anything that would show a magnetic signature in a magnetometer survey.  
 
Operation 15 Units B and C 

These units were placed to intersect a linear dipoles anomaly in the Western Plaza highlighted 
by Walker. Units 15B and C were contiguous 1 x 1 m units, excavated separately, to create a 2-m long 
east profile (Figure 9.11). Units B and C 
excavation extended from 50 cmbd at 
ground level to a final depth of 150 cmbd 
(Unit B) and125 cmbd (Unit C). Stratum 
A, 50 to 70 cmbd, was a clay loam (10YR 
3/1) yielding lithics and ceramics with a 
Terminal Classic TPQ date. Stratum B, 70 
to 90 cmbd, marked a soil change to a 
clay matrix (10YR 3/3). Small limestone 
inclusions (0 to 6cm) and ceramics with a 
Late Classic TPQ were recovered. In 
Stratum C, 90 to 115 cmbd in the 
northeast corner and 90 to 100 cmbd in 
the southeast corner, small limestone 
inclusions were found, as were lithics,  

Figure 9.10.  Unit 15A east profile. 

Figure 9.11.  Units 15B and C east profile. 
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jutes, and Late Classic ceramics. Stratum D was a very thin layer of 
compact clay with white mottling (10YR 6/6), varying 100 to 140 
cmbd, with the small limestone inclusions more prevalent in the 
northern part of the unit and lessened to the south.  

Of special interest is Stratum E, visible as the cluster of 
large undressed limestone pieces in the 15B-C east profile (Figure 
9.11), and more easily traced in the 15B north profile (Figure 9.12). 
The dotted line in the Figure 11 profile signifies the approximate 
transition from small limestone inclusions to larger 6 to 25 cm 
limestone pieces. Stratum F, the final layer, was a hard clay (10YR 
8/2) and contained ceramics from the Middle Preclassic to the 
Terminal Late Preclassic periods. Excavation was stopped at this 
depth and before culturally sterile subsoil was encountered due to 
the low artifact recovery. The strata uncovered in Units B and C 
appears to be episodes in the filling or construction of the plaza, 
and associated features. The source of the anomaly is ambiguous 
and could not be confirmed. Perhaps the magnetic signal 
originates from Stratum E, which was apparent in the corner of the 
east profile, but extends across the northern profile, suggesting a 
linear orientation similar to the anomaly orientation.  
 
Operation 15 Unit D 

Operation 15 Unit D was a 1 x 1 m test unit 20 m southwest of Unit 15A, and it was placed to 
sample a weak positive magnetic rectangular pattern. Unit excavation measured from 40 cmbd at 
ground level to a final depth of 140 cmbd, with four visible strata. Stratum A, 40 to 70 cmbd, was a dark 
humus layer (10YR 3/1), which contained small limestone inclusions, lithics and ceramics with a Late 
Classic TPQ date. Stratum B, 70-80 cmbd, was a dark brown clay (10YR 3/2) with limestone inclusions, 
lithics, jutes, and ceramics that could not be dated. Stratum C was a lighter colored clay soil (10YR 5/3), 
80 to 105 cmbd, that had the appearance of a fill event and produced jutes, lithics, and ceramics from 
the Middle Preclassic, Late Preclassic, 
and Early Classic. At 105 cmbd, a plaster 
floor 7 cm in thickness was encountered 
(Figure 9.13). Below the floor was 
Stratum D, which extended from 112 to 
the termination of excavation at 140 
cmbd.  Stratum D appeared to be a fill 
event composed of cobble inclusions (6 
to 25 cm) in a clay soil with jutes, lithics, 
some carbon, and ceramics dating from 
the Middle Preclassic and Late Preclassic 
periods. 

The point of interest in this unit 
was the plaster floor and associated 
construction episodes. The floor 
extended horizontally through the 
whole unit. While the magnetometer 
does not detect plaster, the alteration of 
the clay matrix by construction and fill 

Figure 9.12.  Unit 15B north 
profile 

Figure 9.13.  Unit 15D west profile showing Late Preclassic 
plaster floor. 
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under and above the plaster is likely to be what the magnetometer detected as an anomaly.  
 

Operation 15 Unit E  
Unit 15E was a 1 x 1 m test unit on the northeastern portion of the large platform, informally 

called the Western Platform that borders the western side of the Western Plaza. This unit differed from 
the other anomaly test units because it was placed on a platform visible at ground level (which also 
showed clearly as a magnetic anomaly composed of 
linear dipoles). As expected, the stratification here was 
quite complex. Six strata were encountered (Figure 
9.14). Stratum A was a dark humus layer (10YR 3/2) 
above Stratum B, a stone surface made from limestone 
cobbles and plaster. Strata A and B ceramics have a 
Late Classic TPQ date. Stratum C, a brown clay fill 
(10YR 5/4) below the stone surface, measured from 60 
cmbd to approximately 82 cmbd and produced jutes, 
lithics, and redeposited Middle to Late Preclassic 
ceramics. Stratum D was another fill layer (2.5Y 5/4) 
that yielded pottery of possible Terminal Late 
Preclassic age. Stratum E, 15 to 20 cm thick, was a 
plaster floor and the associated chert cobble fill 
beneath it. Stratum F is a small layer of fill (10YR6/8) 
with ash ware ceramics. Stratum G is a layer of 
yellowish clay (10YR 6/8) with Middle Preclassic 
ceramics and no rock inclusions. Within Stratum G is a 
grey silty clay mottling (2.5Y 7/2), H, of uncertain 
origin. It was not clear if Strata G and H are original 
ground surfaces, but excavation was terminated due to 
the low artifact frequency. 

At Actuncan, structures and platforms produce 
intense magnetic signals. This test unit reveals that the 
Western Platform consists of various construction 
stages, probably originating in the Late Classic period. 
The deposition here is entirely artificial and it appears 
that the alteration of the original soil conditions 
through building events is a source of magnetic signals 
easily detected by the magnetometer. 
 

Results of the Anomaly Test Excavations 
 

We can now review and summarize the results of the 
2011 anomaly test excavations at Actuncan. 

• Unit 14A. Sampled complex dipoles. Probable 
source of the anomaly: a thermal feature 
(Feature 1). Interpretation: It was not 
determined if Feature 1 was an ancient Maya 
feature or possibly a more recent burning 
event (i.e., a fired area caused by modern 
clearing and burning of trees). We suspect the 

Figure 9.14.  Unit 15E north profile. 
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latter case due to the shallow depth, amorphous shape, and friable soil texture of Feature 1. 
• Unit 14B. Sampled complex dipoles. Probable source of the anomaly: a digging event (Stratum 

D). Interpretation: a cut-and-fill digging event by the ancient Maya. 
• Unit 14C. Sampled weak positive magnetic rectangular pattern. Probable source of the anomaly: 

a thermal event (Strata C-D). Interpretation:  burned limestone and fired clay residues of ancient 
Maya burning. 

• Unit 14D. Sampled complex dipoles. Probable source of the anomaly: a digging event (Stratum 
A). Interpretation: a digging and fill activity by the ancient Maya. 

• Unit 14E.  Control unit. The unit was placed here because no anomaly was detected at this 
location.  As predicted, nothing was discovered here that would be expected to create a 
magnetic anomaly. 

• Unit 14F. Sampled linear and complex dipoles. Probable source of the anomaly: a digging event 
(Feature 4). Interpretation: a pit feature of unknown function dug by the Maya during the 
Terminal Late Preclassic period. 

• Unit 14G. Sampled linear dipoles. Probable source of the anomaly: a digging and construction 
event (Stratum C). Interpretation:  A construction activity during the Late Classic period that 
resulted in the limestone and chert cobbles of Stratum B placed in or on a cut-and-fill layer 
(Stratum C). 

• Unit 15A. Control unit. The unit was placed here because no anomaly was detected at this 
location.  As predicted, nothing was discovered here that would be expected to create a 
magnetic anomaly. 

• Units 15B, 15C. Sampled linear dipoles. Probable source of the anomaly:  The source of the 
anomaly was ambiguous and could not be confirmed. Interpretation: It is possible that 1) the 
anomaly went undetected because placement of the units missed or only partially uncovered 
(Stratum E) a nearby linear anomaly; or 2) the unit excavation was not dug deep enough to 
discover the anomaly source because the unit was terminated before culturally sterile soil was 
reached. 

• Unit 15D. Sampled weak positive magnetic rectangular pattern. Probable source of the anomaly: 
digging and construction events (Strata C and D). Interpretation: a construction and fill activity 
under and above the plaster floor during the Late Classic period. 

• Unit 15E.  Sampled a visible platform, the Western Platform. Probable source of the anomaly: 
digging and construction events (all strata).  Interpretation: a platform with several stages of 
construction during the Late Classic period. 

 
Conclusion 

 
As a test of the reliability of the magnetometer survey to identify buried archaeological remains at 
Actuncan, ground truth excavations were necessary.  Nine locations with anomalies were selected for 
ground truth excavations with ten 1 x 1 m test units. Two additional locations that did not have 
anomalies were selected for test excavations as control units. Anomaly test excavations determined the 
probable source of the anomalies in 8 of 9 sample locations: two thermal events (Units 14A, 14C) and six 
digging/construction events (Units 14B, 14D, 14F, 14G, 15D, 15E). One sample location produced 
ambiguous results (contiguous Units 15B and C). As predicted, nothing was discovered in the two control 
units (14E, 15A) that would be expected to create a magnetic anomaly. Buried cultural features were 
confirmed in both the Northern Neighborhood and the Western Plaza. 

The positive results of the 2011 ground truth excavations make a convincing case that the 
majority of anomalies detected and mapped in the magnetometer survey are ancient Maya cultural 
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features, especially buried structure remains. With this premise as a working hypothesis, we refer again 
to the preliminary visual assessment of anomaly patterning on the Actuncan magnetometer map to 
draw two conclusions.  

First, the large rectangular patterned anomalies Walker highlighted as possible buried structures 
represent constructions of various sizes and layouts.  Some close groupings, like that seen near Structure 
48, are similar in size and arrangement to visible patio groups (e.g., Groups 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, etc.). The most 
likely explanation for this pattern is that these are also residential structures, perhaps nascent patio 
groups or similar domestic arrangements, which were not occupied as long or continually refurbished to 
the same extent as the visible patio groups. Other groupings, such as those seen north and possibly 
south of Group 7, may have been agricultural terraces or other kinds of non-domestic platforms. Within 
the Western Plaza, much of the space was magnetically “quiet”, a pattern confirmed by Keller’s (this 
volume) systematic study of chemical and artifactual data in the plaza.  Nonetheless, earlier Preclassic 
constructions were buried by later cultural, and possibly natural, deposits (see Unit 15D).  Late Classic 
civic platforms and features were clearly identified by cutting and filling episodes.     

Second, the magnetometer map reveals that other possible buried cultural features, smaller 
than the large rectangular anomalies highlighted by Walker, are widely dispersed across the survey area. 
This wide dispersal is no doubt due to a palimpsest of features generated during the lengthy history of 
settlement at Actuncan. Indeed, there are scattered Middle and Late Preclassic components in the 
survey area. More importantly, this dispersed pattern suggests that buried cultural features do not 
cluster in a “halo” around the visible patio groups as we might expect if numerous small ancillary 
buildings associated with these households had once been located in the area immediately adjacent to 
the visible structures. Rather, there are extensive quiet areas without large magnetic anomalies adjacent 
to these groups (see for example, the location of control test Unit 14E). Instead, the area is dotted with 
small magnetic features, such as pits and burned areas that do not appear to be spaced regularly around 
the immediate vicinity of the patio-focused groups.  

Our tentative conclusions are that many of the daily household activities such as cooking, 
eating, storage, and crafting of small items or finishing of larger items (such as chert tools) were highly 
concentrated directly at the patio groups, and that ancillary structures serving domestic functions are 
not lying hidden beneath the ground surface near patio-focused groups.  However, these hypotheses 
require further testing.   
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Appendix 9A 
 

Table 9A.1 Test Pit Ceramic Diagnostics. 
 
Op Unit Lot Sherd Count Terminus Post Quem date Complexes represented 

14 A 1 20 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 A 2 12 no diagnostics  

14 A 3 4 no diagnostics  

14 A 4 2 LP LP 

14 A 5 67 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 A 6 26 no diagnostics  

14 B 1 17 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 B 2 200 LC LC 

14 B 2 200 LC LC, LP, MP 

14 B 3 550 LCII LCII, LP, MP 

14 B 4 83 LC LC, EC, LP, MP 

14 B 4 101 LC LC, LP, MP 

14 B 6 146 LP LP, MP 

14 B 7 26 no diagnostics  

14 B 7 62 LP LP, MP 

14 C 1 47 TC TC 

14 C 2 106 LC LC 

14 C 3 230 LCII LCII, MP 

14 C 4 189 LC LC 

14 C 5 76 EC+ EC 

14 C 6 125 LC LC 

14 C 7 98 EC? EC? 

14 C 8 61 Classic Classic, MP 

14 C 9 13 no diagnostics  

14 D 1 16 no diagnostics  

14 D 2 42 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 D 3 55 LC LC, MP 

14 D 4 5 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 E 1 55 LCII LCII, EC 

14 E 2 145 LC LC, MP 

14 E 2 145 LC LC, MP 

14 E 3 86 LC LC, MP 

14 E 4 70 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 E 4 70 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 E 5 2 no diagnostics  

14 F 1 5 no diagnostics  

14 F 1 31 LP LP 

14 F 2 75 Classic Classic, MP 

14 F 4 142 EC? EC?, LP 

14 F 5 191 LP LP, MP 

14 F 6 172 LP LP, MP, LC? 
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Op Unit Lot Sherd Count Terminus Post Quem date Complexes represented 

14 F 7 112 LP LP, MP 

14 F 8 48 unknown LC, MP 

14 F 8 1 LP LP 

14 F 9 84 LP LP, MP 

14 F 9 84 LP LP, MP 

14 F 10 49 LP LP, MP 

14 F 10 2 TLP? TLP?, LP 

14 F 11 3 no diagnostics MP+ 

14 G 1 40 LC LC, MP 

14 G 1 40 LC LC, MP 

14 G 2 122 LC LC, TLP, LP 

14 G 3 188 LCII LCII, EC?, TLP? LP 

14 G 3 188 LCII LCII, LP 

14 G 4 376 LP LP, MP 

14 G 14 189 TLP? TLP?, LP, MP 

14 G 14 189 TLP? TLP?, LP, MP 

15 A 1 3 no diagnostics  

15 A 2 2 no diagnostics  

15 A 3 6 ash wares only Cunil or LC 

15 A 4 8 no diagnostics  

15 A 5 2 MP MP 

15 A 7 3 no diagnostics  

15 A 9 1 MP MP 

15 A 10 4 LP LP 

15 A 12 3 no diagnostics  

15 B 1 11 LC LC 

15 B 2 25 LC LC, LP 

15 B 3 57 LC LC 

15 B 4 103 LC LC, MP 

15 B 5 60 LCI LCI 

15 B 6 72 LP? LP? 

15 B 7 5 LP LP, MP 

15 B 7 54 TLP TLP, LP, MP 

15 B 8 30 LP LP 

15 B 9 7 LP LP 

15 B 10 3 LP LP 

15 B 11 1 MP MP 

15 C 1 37 TC TC 

15 C 2 51 LC LC 

15 C 3 59 LC LC, EC, LP, MP 

15 C 4 51 LC LC, LP, MP 

15 C 5 38 LP LP 

15 C 6 6 LC LC 

15 C 8 2 no diagnostics  

15 D 1 6 no diagnostics  
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Op Unit Lot Sherd Count Terminus Post Quem date Complexes represented 

15 D 2 4 Classic  

15 D 3 11 LC LC 

15 D 4 32 no diagnostics  

15 D 5 20 EC EC, MP 

15 D 6 9 EC? EC? 

15 D 7 14 LP LP, MP 

15 D 8 17 LP LP 

15 D 9 11 LP LP, MP 

15 D 10 3 no diagnostics  

15 E 1 15 MP? MP? 

15 E 2 48 LC LC 

15 E 3 111 LCII LCII 

15 E 4 22 TLP? TLP?, LP, MP 

15 E 5 41 TLP? TLP? 

15 E 6 4 MP MP 

15 E 7 1 no diagnostics  

15 E 8 6 LC LC 

15 E 9 10 MP MP 

MP=Middle Preclassic period 
MP+=Mars Orange ware plus other non-diagnostic, non-Middle Preclassic sherds 
LP=Late Preclassic period 
TLP=Terminal Late Preclassic period 
EC=Early Classic period 
LC=Late Classic period 
LCI=Samal phase (AD 600-660) 
LCII=Hat’s Chaak phase (AD 660-780) 
TC=Tsak’ phase (AD 780-1000) 
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Chapter 10: Reconstructing Everyday Practices in Maya Civic Centers: Preliminary Testing in 
Actuncan’s West Plaza 

 
Angela H. Keller (University of Texas, Arlington) and Krystal Craiker (University of Texas, Arlington) 

 
Abstract 

 
With their impressive pyramids and grand plazas, Maya centers reflect the complexity, variability, and 
ingenuity of Maya society. Surprisingly, though, we know little about what people actually did on a daily 
basis in their civic centers. Using ethnographic and historical sources, archaeologists have hypothesized 
that a wide variety of activities occurred in Maya centers – from blood sacrifice to market trade – but we 
have scant archaeological documentation of those activities. Here we present the preliminary results of 
archaeological investigations in open plaza spaces at the Maya center of Actuncan, Belize. Our ongoing 
work is aimed at identifying the archaeological correlates of daily practices in public plazas through the 
use of rapid systematic collection methods, soil chemistry analysis, macroartifact and microartifact 
analysis, remote sensing, and targeted excavations. 
 
 
 
During the summer 2011 field season, as part of the larger Actuncan Archaeological Project directed by 
Dr. Lisa J. LeCount, Dr. Angela H. Keller initiated the Plaza Research subproject with funding from the 
University of Texas at Arlington. The Plaza Research project will examine the physical correlates of 
everyday practices in plaza spaces at the Actuncan center with an emphasis on materials dating to the 
Classic period (A.D. 250-900). As an initial test, we investigated one large plaza, the West Plaza, located 
at the western edge of the Actuncan North civic center (Figure 10.1). We selected this plaza because it 
appeared to be a likely location for an ancient marketplace based on its open access and relationship 
with other site architecture including a causeway. The West Plaza afforded us the opportunity to build 
upon Keller’s previous examination of a probable marketplace at the nearby Classic center of 
Xunantunich, Belize (Keller 2006, 2007) and recent parallel work by other scholars (Bair 2010; Cap 2010, 
2011; Dahlin et al. 2007). Researchers in the Maya lowlands have created detailed models of the subtle 
residues and artifact patterning consistent with market trade (e.g., Chase and Chase 1987; Dahlin 2003; 
Fry 1979; Jones 1996; Tourtellot et al. 1992). The material correlates of most other ancient activities, 
such as ritual performance or administrative activity, have not been modeled in such detail. Preliminary 
analysis of the 2011 data from the West Plaza suggests a few discrete activity areas that may relate to 
market trade, site access, and trash disposal patterns during the Late Classic period.  
 

Reconstructing Past Practices at Maya Centers 
 
Considering the wealth of information available concerning the beliefs, customs, and history of the 
ancient Maya, the idea that we do not know, in any concrete fashion, what Maya people did on a daily 
basis at their civic and ceremonial centers seems absurd. Of course we know what they did. From their 
own accounts, and by analogy with later practices, we know that the Maya staged elaborate ceremonial 
events, played ballgames, offered blood sacrifices, conducted administrative and judicial business, 
hosted foreign dignitaries, and walked in procession, among other things. These various activities surely 
occurred in some manner at most centers some of the time.  
 Nevertheless, at any specific site in any one corner of any particular plaza, we cannot say with 
certainty that a specific activity, such as sacrifice, occurred without the support of more direct evidence. 
That direct evidence could include architectural features, use-related artifacts and microartifacts, 
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chemical residues in soil and plaster, burning events or other non-structural features, and subtle 
compaction features identifiable through remote sensing or micromorphology. Archaeologists have 
made few attempts to collect these data from plaza spaces due to the difficulty of excavating such large 
areas and the real paucity of features and artifacts. The Maya were remarkably fastidious in their public 
spaces and, therefore, very little in situ evidence exists that might be used to reconstruct their past 
practices.  
 One might question why we would attempt to recover the ephemeral residues of ancient 
activity when we know, in general terms, how the Maya used their civic centers: for administrative, 
ceremonial, and economic activities. The answer is twofold. First, knowing that the Maya probably 
conducted ceremonies and dispatched administrative duties in their centers in no way situates specific 
practices in particular spaces. That is, we are still unable to reconstruct the use of one plaza or one 
structure relative to others without archaeologically collected data sets. Second, we are beginning to 
realize that the particular constellations of power and authority maintained at different centers and by 
different rulers were quite diverse. Smaller centers were not necessarily mini versions of larger centers, 
but sometimes entirely different kinds of places with rulers who based their authority on different 
precepts, from divine right to communal enterprise (Keller 2012; Robin 2012). These differing 
constellations of power were likely supported by differing kinds of centers and differing daily practices.  
 

Maya Centers as Instruments of Power 
 
David Freidel (1992:129) has argued that Maya centers were designed as “viable instruments” of power. 

Figure 10.1. Map of Actuncan North showing the location of the West Plaza. 
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More recently, Jason Yaeger (2003:123) has suggested that a Maya center was a “nexus” of interaction, 
knowledge, wealth, and power: a magnetic place that attracted the allegiance and talents of its 
sustaining populace. Stated more simply, centers were the primary seats of power and authority in the 
ancient Maya world. While it would be disingenuous to say that Maya rulers did not carry a sort of 
embodied power with them wherever they went, in some important manner their power was bound up 
in the places where they lived (McAnany 1995). As David Webster (2001:132) explains, “the most 
respectable and legitimate Maya kings [and queens] were those firmly ensconced in ancient places of 
impressive scale located on sacred landscapes hoary with dynastic tradition.” In a recent assessment of 
ancient Mesoamerican aesthetics and architecture, Kathryn Reese-Taylor and Rex Koontz (2001:1) take 
up this same thread arguing that Mesoamerican groups “fashioned spaces for the purposes of accruing 
political power,” and further that they designed their monumental centers as “effective settings for 
communicating power relations.” 
 Maya centers were the places where power and authority were most clearly proclaimed, 
negotiated, and manifested on a daily basis. Therefore, the diversity of activities that elites and 
commoners conducted within their centers should speak to the diversity of power structures maintained 
by those centers. Instead of looking at Maya centers through a normative lens and assuming that plaza 
spaces were used for the same kinds of generalized functions, we suggest that researchers should 
investigate the subtle differences in the specific practices enacted in specific plazas and at specific times.  
 

Locating Practices: From Theory to Method 
 
This practice-oriented research is rooted in the concepts of individual agency and transformative 
relations advocated by prominent social theorists including Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1990), Anthony 
Giddens (1984), and Michel Foucault (1980), particularly his discussions of “productive” power. More 
immediately, our attempt to identify specific practices rather than generalized behavior is inspired in 
large measure by Timothy Pauketat’s meticulous and insightful work in the American Bottom (e.g., 
Pauketat 2001; Pauketat and Alt 2005). Pauketat makes a useful distinction between normative 
behaviors (e.g., construction behavior) and historically situated practices (e.g., the construction of a 
specific building). He argues that “behavior” is not equivalent to “practice,” and further that “the locus 
of microscale and macroscale change is people acting out or representing their dispositions in social 
contexts” through specific practices (Pauketat 2001:86, emphasis original). Furthermore, Pauketat 
suggests that investigating practices as the locus of cultural change requires not less but more 
methodological rigor and a “tacking back and forth between lines of evidence at multiple scales of 
analysis” (Pauketat and Alt 2005:231).  
 To locate the fugitive traces of ancient Maya practices at the site of Actuncan, we designed a 
research program incorporating diverse lines of evidence at multiple scales of analysis. Archaeologists 
are justifiably daunted by the prospect of “excavating” large public plazas. The spaces are simply too 
large for the usual methods of hand excavation, and the potential for the recovery of buried features 
and use-related artifacts is relatively low. Simply digging more, in the usual manner, will not result in the 
nuanced picture of ancient practice that we hope to achieve. Our approach, therefore, combines broad, 
systematic coverage of entire plazas using relatively small, standardized collection units: posthole tests 
(Fry 1972). From the 2011 posthole tests, we recovered soil samples for chemistry analysis, 
macroartifact and microartifact samples, pH readings, and limited stratigraphic data. In tandem with the 
posthole testing, we placed a small number of probing excavations to identify plaza surfaces. 
Additionally, during the 2011 field season, Dr. Chet Walker conducted a geophysical survey of the West 
Plaza using a magnetometer. When combined, these various data sets allow us to detect patterns that 
may be the shadows of past practices in the West Plaza.  
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The 2011 Field Season: Searching for a Classic Period Marketplace 
 
The proposed Actuncan marketplace, the West Plaza, is an open area covering roughly 1.5 hectares 
adjacent to the site's central civic and ceremonial plazas (Figure 10.2). The rectangular, level space is 
bounded by a causeway to the east, a reservoir to the west, and household groups to the north and 
south. The location, size, and accessibility of the proposed marketplace are similar to probable 
marketplaces at other Classic period sites including Xunantunich (Keller 2006, 2007), Chunchucmil 
(Dahlin et al. 2007), Sayil (Tourtellot and Sabloff 1994), and Caracol (Chase and Chase 1987). With the 
exception of the formal marketplaces at the sites of Tikal and Calakmul (the superpowers of the Classic 
Maya world), probable marketplaces at Maya centers are large, open spaces with minimal formal 
architecture. The lack of distinctive "market" architecture has contributed to the difficulty of identifying 
ancient marketplaces in the Maya lowlands.  
 Despite the documented existence of a robust market economy in the Maya lowlands at the 
time of Conquest, many scholars continue to doubt the existence of marketplaces and market trade 
during the Classic period (Coe 1961; Potter and King 1995; Sanders and Webster 1988). As described by 
early Spanish chroniclers, market trade was a vital component of the Maya economy at Conquest (e.g., 
Tozzer 1941: 94). The extrapolation of a market-based economy back into the Classic period, though, 
remains controversial largely for two reasons: (1) the lack of undisputed archaeological evidence for 
marketplaces, and (2) the perception that the documented Classic period Maya environment and 
system of tribute and gift exchange was inimical to market trade (Coe 1961; Dahlin et al. 2007; Masson 
and Freidel 2002). This project seeks to provide clear physical evidence for a proposed marketplace at 
Actuncan. Ultimately, the careful documentation of a Classic period marketplace will allow for a 
reconceptualization of Classic Maya political economy incorporating elite-controlled market trade, royal 
tribute, and gift exchange.  
 
Field Methods and Results 
 In the absence of clear architectural features, recent archaeological work on Maya plazas, and 
marketplaces specifically, 
has focused on limited 
artifactual remains and soil 
chemistry (e.g., Bair 2010; 
Cap 2010, 2011; Dahlin et al. 
2007; Keller 2007). 
Researchers have identified 
regularly patterned artifact 
distributions and soil 
chemistry signatures 
indicative of the end-stage 
production of durable goods 
and the chemical residues of 
perishable goods. These 
residues may be found in 
linear patterns conforming 
to our understanding of the 
spatial organization of 
ancient Mesoamerican 
marketplaces in rows of 
vendors, as documented 

Figure 10.2. Aerial photograph of the West Plaza, facing south. Group 
1 in foreground. [Photo taken by Dr. Chet Walker with a kite-

mounted aerial photography system.] 
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most clearly among the Aztec (Hutson 2000). Thus far, the most compelling data derive from two 
procedures: the analysis of artifact distributions, and the interpretation soil chemistry patterns.  
 The focus of the 2011 Plaza Research field season was the West Plaza. Rather than attempting 
to excavate the entire space, we created a grid across the West Plaza and systematically collected a 
number of overlapping data sets: geophysical survey data, soil samples for chemical analysis, pH data, 
and macroartifact and microartifact samples.  
 Geophysical Survey.  The West Plaza geophysical survey was part of a larger site-wide project 
conducted by Dr. Chet Walker and funded and coordinated by Drs. Lisa LeCount and John Blitz. The 
methods of the geophysical survey, conducted by Walker, are described by Dr. John Blitz and Mr. 
Theodore Nelson in their chapter, this volume. In the West Plaza, the most notable characteristic of the 
geophysical magnetometry survey was the relatively “quiet” magnetic signature of the plaza area 
relative to the more “noisy” North Neighborhood, which is filled with mounded residential structures 
and features (Figure 10.3). In the West Plaza, several subtle linear features are evident in the magnetic 
map that correlate with low, raised 
structural features. Surrounding the 
Plaza Platform, a large platform 
mapped in the 2010 field season (Perez 
2011), the magnetic survey revealed a 
broad sub-platform visible only after 
extensive vegetation clearing. In 
addition, we noted an east-west 
trending feature in the magnetic 
survey data that likely relates to a very 
low rise running from the edge of the 
Plaza Platform toward the northwest 
corner of Structure 12 (Salberg, this 
volume). Other notable magnetic 
anomalies do not correlate with 
surface features, and appear to reflect 
buried structures, floors, pit features, 
and pathways (Blitz and Nelson, this 
volume). One probable pathway in the 
southern portion of the survey block 
runs in a meandering line from the 
back of Structure 12 toward the 
western edge of the plaza. This 
minimally magnetic linear feature is 
not visible as a path on the surface any 
may reflect a historical feature, a 
prehistoric feature, or possibly a 
combination of both. 
 
Operation 15: Test Units 
 After the completion of the 
geophysical survey and before 
conducting the posthole testing, we 
excavated a small number of test units 
to investigate magnetic anomalies and 

Figure 10.3. Geophysical magnetometry survey data overlaid 
on a schematic map of site architecture, showing data blocks 

in the West Plaza and the Northern Neighborhood. 
[Geophysical data produced by Dr. Chet Walker.] 
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to provide stratigraphic data to guide 
the posthole program (see FIGURE 
9.1 Blitz, Nelson and Salberg, this 
volume). Our goal with the posthole 
program was to probe down to, but 
not through, the final plaza surface 
to collect soil and artifact samples. 
Without the preliminary view of the 
West Plaza stratigraphy afforded by 
the test units, we would have had no 
data to guide our posthole probes. 
Our test excavations revealed that 
the entire west plaza is covered by a 
20-30cm thick, dark black mollisol 

that has developed since the final 
use of the space by the Maya in the 
Late to Terminal Classic periods. The 
stratigraphy revealed in Unit 15B, 
discussed in greater detail in Blitz, Nelson, and Salberg (this volume), is a particularly clear record of the 
construction and deposition history of the West Plaza (Figure 10.4). The location of the terminal plaza 
surface appears to be the base of the black mollisol, where a structurally recognizable B horizon has 
developed between the mollisol and the underlying clay fill layers. The construction fills and features 
rest upon a deep natural deposit of yellowish-to-greenish, reduced silty clay that is likely Pleistocene or 
very early Holocene in age. In the sections below, we provide details concerning three test units placed 
to identify magnetic anomalies and stratigraphy in the West Plaza. A further test location (Unit 15B&C) 
is described in detail in Blitz and Nelson’s chapter, this volume. 
 Unit 15A.  Unit 15A was placed in an area with minimal magnetic noise and little likelihood of 
buried features. Twelve lots were excavated to a depth of 
146cm below the unit datum (Figure 10.5). The top lots 
consisted of a 25-30cm thick, black clay mollisol. Below the 
mollisol we encountered a well-developed, dark brown B 
horizon. The contact between the B horizon and the 
overlying black mollisol appears to be the elevation of a 
remnant final plaza floor surface. No evidence for lime 
plaster or stone ballast was found, suggesting that the West 
Plaza may not have been plastered in its final form.  
 At the base of the B horizon, we encountered light 
brown to yellow clays with small limestone flecks and some 
artifacts. This deposit appears to be a series of layered fills 
with varying amounts of stone and artifacts. In the lower 
levels of the clay fill, we uncovered several larger limestone 
cobbles. These stones appear to be fill stones placed early 
in the construction of the area.  
 At the base of the unit, we exposed sterile clays 
similar in color to the overlying clay fills, but lacking in 
artifacts and slightly more compact in texture. Three carbon 
samples were collected from the screen: one each from Lots 

Figure 10.4. Photograph of Unit 15B North Wall, 
demonstrating West Plaza stratigraphy. 

 

Figure 10.5. Photograph of Unit 15A, 
East Wall. 
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4, 6, and 8. The carbon in Lots 4 and 6 may be modern, 
brought down through root action.  
 Unit 15D.  Unit 15D was placed in the middle of the 
West Plaza and over a magnetic anomaly identified in the 
geophysical survey. The stratigraphy in Unit 15D was 
generally similar to that identified in 15A to the east, with 
some notable exceptions (Figure 10.6). Ten lots were 
excavated and artifacts were recovered from every lot. We 
terminated the excavation due to a lack of time. Judging 
from the other excavations in the West Plaza, we suspect 
that sterile clays underlie the fill layers roughly 20cm to 
40cm below the final level excavated in Unit 15D.  
 In the upper lots of Unit 15D we encountered a dark 
black mollisol which retained traces of disturbance from 
tree roots. Below the black mollisol, a dark brown B horizon, 
essentially identical to that identified in Unit 15A, was 
exposed. Below the B horizon, a series of lighter, yellowish 
clay fills were revealed. In Lot 7 of Unit 15D, we uncovered a 
partially preserved, lime plaster floor. Associated ceramic 
materials suggest that the plaster surface dates to the Late 
Preclassic period.  
 Below the plaster floor, in Lot 10, we identified a 
cluster of several large rocks in the northwest corner of the 
unit. These rocks appear to be an undefined structural feature, and may be associated with the plaster 
floor above. We suspect that the plaster floor and/or the cluster of rocks were the cause of the isolated 
magnetic anomaly noted in the geophysical survey. The floor and rock features do not relate to the later 
use of the space in the Late Classic period. They may speak to an earlier, more structurally complicated 
iteration of this space that we would like to explore in future work. 

 Unit 15E.  The final unit excavated in 
Operation 15 was Unit 15E, located on top of 
the Plaza Platform. We placed this unit to 
better understand the stratigraphy and 
construction history of the platform. The 
surface lots in Unit 15E, as in the test units 
placed in the West Plaza, contained a thick, 
black, clay mollisol. Below the mollisol in this 
location, we encountered a stone surface of 
fist-sized chert cobbles (Figure 10.7). This 
cobble surface was likely plastered in 
antiquity, but only faint remnants of gravel 
ballast were identified in Unit 15E. Embedded 
in the stone surface were two larger artifacts: 
a broken mano fragment and the base of a 
footed ceramic dish. The cobble surface 
(Floor 1) appears to date to the Late Classic 
period on the basis of associated artifacts. 

Figure 10.6.  Photograph of Unit 15D, 
North Wall. 

Figure 10.7.  Photograph of Unit 15E, base of Lot 2, 
showing cobble ballast of Plaza Platform final 

surface, Floor 1. 
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 Excavating below the cobble 
surface (Floor 1), we encountered a 
second floor (Floor 2) at the base of Lot 5. 
This floor was an extraordinarily well-
preserved, 20-25cm thick, lime plaster 
floor that sloped noticeably down to the 
north and east. The slope of Floor 2 does 
not appear to be the result of collapse or 
compression, but rather, the condition of 
the floor as constructed and used in 
antiquity. Ceramic sherds associated with 
Floor 2 were exclusively Middle Preclassic 
in age. Below Floor 2, we identified layers 
of yellowish fill clays with few artifacts. 
Unit 15E was terminated at the base of 
Lot 10 from which only one small lithic 
flake was collected out of a natural 
subsurface clay deposit (Figure 10.8).  
 The combined data from our 
Operation 15 test units suggest that the 
entire West Plaza area, including the Plaza Platform, is blanketed by a roughly 25cm-thick, black clay 
mollisol developed since the abandonment of the site in the Terminal Classic to Early Postclassic period. 
The constructed fills and features rest upon a deep natural deposit of yellowish-to-greenish, reduced 
silty clays that are likely Pleistocene or very early Holocene in age. 
 
Operation 17: Posthole Testing 
 During the summer 2011 field season, we placed 364 posthole test probes (posthole tests) 
across the West Plaza at 5m intervals (Table 10.1, Figure 10.9). To extract the samples, we used standard 
clam-shell type posthole diggers which created uniform 19cm diameter holes. The posthole tests were 
excavated down to the latest plaza surface or other architecture (stones, plaster, gravel). From each 
posthole test, we collected macroartifact samples and soil samples from the final plaza surface. In a 
select subset of postholes, we also collected microartifact samples. Readings of soil pH levels were taken 
at 20 m intervals. 
 

Table 10.1. Posthole Testing Summary Data 

 

a 

Maximum 
Value 

Minimum 
Value 

Mean  
Value 

Standard 
Deviation 

Totals 

Depth 43 cm 2 cm 26 cm 6.5 364 postholes 

Sherds 58 0 4 5.9 1562 sherds 

Lithics 8 0 1 1.3 349 lithics 

Shell 2 0 less than 1 0.2 13 shell frags 

Phosphorus 3 0.5 1.2 0.6 202 analyzed samples 

Note: a Posthole tests were 19 cm in diameter, and placed at 5m intervals.  
 
 Each posthole test was designated with a Unit letter (A-Y) and a Lot number (1-17). The units ran 
north to south, and the lots were assigned west to east. Therefore, a posthole designated B4 was 

Figure 10.8.  Photograph of Unit 15E, West Wall, 
showing thick white plaster surface, Floor 2, below 

cobble ballast of Floor 1. 
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located at the second row from the north and the fourth 
posthole from the west. The posthole test locations were also 
identified by their Northing and Easting coordinates within the 
Actuncan site-wide grid system. These two, redundant 
designation systems protected against the loss of data due to 
incompletely marked bags and field recording errors. We did 
not lose data from any of the 364 test locations. 
 All soil extracted from the posthole probes was 
screened through 1/4-inch mesh and all artifacts were 
collected. The collected artifacts (macroartifacts, greater than 
1/4-inch in greatest dimension) were identified to class and 
counted in the field. We also recorded disturbance as Low, 
Medium, or High. Most posthole test locations had very little 
(Low) evident disturbance. At the base of each posthole, the 
field crew recorded the final probe depth and the color and 
texture of the soils encountered. Some planned postholes were 
not excavated because they were located on structures or 
below excavation backdirt.  
 The field macroartifact counts were later verified in the 
lab and entered into a database along with the other posthole 
testing data. The resulting counts of ceramics, lithics, and all 
artifacts combined were plotted as contour maps and overlaid 
on the West Plaza testing grid (Figures 10.10, 10.11, 10.12). 

Ceramic highs correlate closely with overall artifact 
highs, as ceramics are the most numerous artifacts in 
the collection. Most of the ceramic and total artifact 
highs align with the outline of the Plaza Platform and 
the east-west rise emanating from the eastern edge of 
the platform. These artifact highs seem to reflect 
greater quantities of debris along the edges of the 
structures. One dramatic artifact high spot in the 
northwest corner of the testing grid, though, may not 
reflect the use of the space, but rather its 
construction. Crew members noted large limestone 
blocks and limestone rubble at the base of two 
postholes from which an unusually large number of 
artifacts were collected, suggesting the presence of a 
buried masonry feature.  
 The distribution of lithics is somewhat 
different from that of ceramics. East of Structure 12, in 
an area with only faint magnetic features, we 
identified a notable concentration of lithics including 
the only collected piece of obsidian. The lithic highs 
here may reflect small-scale lithic reduction in the 
Plaza. Targeted test unit excavations in the 2012 field 
season should enhance our understanding of the 
practices enacted in this area. 

Figure 10.9.  The 2011 posthole 
testing grid placed over the West 

Plaza geophysical survey grid. 

 

Figure 10.10.  Interpolated contour map of 
ceramic artifact distribution across the West 
Plaza (darker orange reflects higher quantity 
of ceramics). 
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Phosphorus Testing 
 Phosphorus (P) is one of the three important 
macronutrients, along with Nitrogen (N) and 
Potassium (K), required for plant growth and present 
in soils worldwide. The relative quantity of P in soils 
reflects both natural and anthropogenic inputs. Very 
high P values in cultural landscapes, such as Maya civic 
centers, often reflect past human actions, including 
food preparation and service, waste disposal, and 
active soil amending, that tend to increase soil P values 
due to increased organic waste inputs (Bair 2010; 
Dahlin et al. 2007). 
 At the end of the 2011 season, we conducted 
simple P tests in the field to reduce the number of soil 
samples exported from the country for analysis. We 
tested the soils from a 50% sample of all of the 
posthole test locations, analyzing soil samples from 
every other posthole test in a 10m-interval lattice 
pattern. Only a small amount of soil from each 
selected sample was required for the in-field testing 
procedure, and portions of all soil samples were 
retained for more extensive chemistry testing during 
the 2012 field season.  

 To test the relative quantities of P in the West 
Plaza soils, we used an inexpensive extraction method 
(LaMotte Soil N-P-K kit) that produced distillates ranging 
in color from very light to very dark blue. To allow for 
spatial mapping of the P value data, we converted the 
qualitative values (light to dark blue) into an ordinal scale 
from 0.5 (very light blue) to 3.0 (very dark blue), with 0.5 
increments between each color class. We maintained 
exemplars of each color value over the course of the P 
testing to standardize the classification of the samples 
(10.13). Keller determined all color values during a two-
week period.  
 The resultant P value data were plotted and 
overlaid on the West Plaza grid area (Figure 10.14). Most 
notable are lines of high P values along the northern and 
southern edges of the plaza grid. Presently, we suspect 
that these high values reflect organic trash disposal from 
Group 1 and Structure 73. The lines of high P values 
appear similar to “rings” of high P values that Cynthia 
Robin (1999) identified surrounding small household 
groups, typically at a distance of roughly 20m from 
mounded architecture. Robin interpreted the rings of high 
P values as the result of ancient trash disposal, specifically, 

Figure 10.11.  Interpolated contour map of 
lithic artifact distribution across the West 
Plaza (darker blue reflects higher quantity 
of lithics). 

Figure 10.12.  Interpolated contour map of 
total artifact distribution across the West 
Plaza (yellow and red areas contain higher 
quantities of artifacts). 
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the transport of organic waste to the edges of 
individual houselots (Robin 1999). Similarly, in the 
West Plaza we may have identified the chemical 
residues of the edges of household groups to the north 
(Group 1) and south (Structure 73). By extension, the 
lines of P high values may mark the northern and 
southern boundaries of the plaza’s public space, which 
might have been marked in antiquity by organic post 
and tree-lined fences. Most of the other high P values 
in the West Plaza are spatially associated with the Plaza 
Platform and a subtle east-west rise emanating from 
the platform. These high P values likely reflect activities 
involving organic materials conducted along these 
structural features. 
 In the 2012 season, we plan to experiment with 
a portable X-ray fluorescence (PXRF) spectrometer to 
analyze the chemical composition of soils in the field. 
The PXRF device should offer us much greater precision 
and speed, as well as the ability to detect the presence of a variety of other significant elements 
(Calcium, Zinc, Magnesium, Lead, and Copper, among others) that may reflect anthropogenic inputs. 
Recent soil chemistry work in the Maya area suggests that the analysis of the relative chemical 
composition of soils at archaeological sites has the potential to aid us in reconstructing spatially discrete, 
ancient practices (e.g., Antonelli and Rothenberg 2011; Bair 2010; Robin 2006; Wells 2004. Soil samples 
from plaza spaces will be analyzed in consultation with Ms. Kara Rothenberg, who is analyzing the 

chemical signatures of soil and plaster surfaces at 
Group 1 as part of her dissertation research. 
 
Microartifact Samples 
 The Maya carefully swept and cleaned their 
open public spaces, leaving few artifacts suggestive of 
ancient practices. Nevertheless, even in well-
maintained public spaces, we might expect that a few, 
very small use-related items would remain on plaza 
floors. This is particularly true for unplastered, tamped 
earth floors – such as the West Plaza may have been – 
where materials could become imbedded in the 
earthen surface through repeated trampling and 
sweeping. Analyses of very small items, microartifacts 
of less than 1/4-inch in size, have been successful in 
identifying possible activity areas at other Maya 
centers, particularly in combination with soil chemistry 
analyses (e.g., Cap 2010, 2011; Pugh 2001). 
 During the 2011 season, we collected 
microartifact samples from a small number of posthole 
test locations. Due to the time-consuming process of 
cleaning and sorting these samples of very small (less 
than 1/4-inch) items, we limited our collection to 
twelve 4-liter samples from twelve different locations. 

Figure 10.13.  Exemplars of color values used 
during the in-field P soil testing program. 

 

Figure 10.14.  Interpolated contour map of 
relative P values across the West Plaza 
(darker blue reflects higher total P values). 
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From the selected locations, crew members 
collected bulk soil samples that were later 
water screened over very fine mesh in the 
lab. The analysis of the microartifact 
samples is ongoing and will form the basis of 
Ms. Krystal Craiker’s Honor’s Thesis for the 
Anthropology Department at the University 
of Texas at Arlington. 
 Microartifact sample locations were 
selected after the completion of the initial 
posthole testing program. We used the 
relative counts of ceramic and lithic 
macroartifacts to stratify the posthole 
sample universe into high, moderate, and 
low artifact postholes. Lithic highs consist of 
four or more lithic artifacts per posthole. 
Moderate lithic postholes yielded two to 
three lithics each, and lithic lows one lithic 
only. Ceramic high postholes yielded ten or 
more sherds, moderates five to nine sherds, 
and lows four to one sherds. Of the 364 
posthole tests completed, 53 yielded no 
artifacts whatsoever. 
 Four microartifact sample locations 
were selected because they were both lithic 
highs and ceramic highs. Two sample 
locations had moderate levels of both 
ceramics and lithics. One sample was taken 
near a posthole that was a lithic low and 
ceramic moderate. Another sample was 
taken at a lithic low and ceramic low. The 
remaining four samples were taken near 
postholes that yielded no artifacts. No more 
than one microartifact sample was taken 
within each 20m block on the grid, and each sample was located a minimum of 15m from any other. 
This carefully constructed sample will help us interpret the patterning revealed by the macroartifacts 
collected across the entire West Plaza. In the 2012 field season, we will collect additional microartifact 
samples using the results from this year’s work as a guide.  
 

Summary 
 
At the outset of our research in the West Plaza, we were confronted by a large, flat, virtually featureless 
space. We had no data upon which to reconstruct discrete practices during its final use in the Late to 
Terminal Classic periods. Clearing the entire plaza with excavation units was neither practical nor 
desirable. We needed a way to collect, rapidly and systematically, a number of independent data sets 
that together might shed some light on the ancient use of the space. As described above, we created a 
grid over the West Plaza and collected geophysical magnetometry survey data, macroartifacts, soil 
samples for chemical analysis, and a sample of microartifacts. Our primary collection unit was the 

Figure 10.15.  Combined map of total artifact 
distribution, P values, and geophysical magnetometry 
survey data (contour lines represent artifact quantities, 
blue colored image map represents P values, grayscale 
image map represents geophysical magnetometry data, 
and straight lines represent visible architecture). 
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posthole, as originally described by Fry (1972) for use in the Maya area. Preliminarily, we can combine 
the magnetometry, macroartifact, and soil Phosphorus (P) data sets to create a multi-layered picture of 
the residues of human action in the West Plaza (Figure 10.15).  
 Our preliminary 2011 data suggest a few discrete areas of activity in the West Plaza and along 
the Plaza Platform. To the north and south, elevated P values suggest organic trash disposal along 
perishable features forming the boundaries between public and residential space. Adjacent to the Plaza 
Platform, the magnetometry data indicate a low subplatform and an east-west trending structural 
feature, both of which are visible as subtly elevated features on the landscape today. Along the edges of 
these features, artifact counts and P values are slightly elevated. To the west of Structure 12, artifact 
distributions suggest in situ lithic reduction in the West Plaza. This lithic reduction most likely occurred 
in association with market trade or as attached production for the royal court. Finally, the 
magnetometry data revealed a minimally magnetic linear feature that appears to be a pathway of 
indeterminate age. No path or other feature is evident in this area at present. Nevertheless, elevated 
artifact counts and low P values along the length of this possible pathway suggest that it is a genuine 
cultural feature. 
 During the 2012 field season, we will place several test units in the West Plaza to investigate the 
possible lithic production area, the pathway, and other notable features identified through artifact, soil 
chemistry, and magnetometry spatial patterning. The use of a PXRF spectrometer for in-field soil 
chemistry analysis, and the collection and analysis of micromorophology samples will increase the 
number of independent data sets available for interpretation. We will also expand our data universe by 
collecting comparable data from two other plazas with distinct probable functions: Plaza F, a likely 
ceremonial plaza; and Plaza C, a sprawling mixed-use civic and ceremonial space.  
 The ongoing Plaza Research program is designed to document the subtle material traces of 
activity in several distinct plaza spaces. Our research uses a variety of scientific techniques rarely 
combined in one project. These multiple, independent lines of evidence will dramatically enhance our 
ability to document the fugitive residues of past human action. Ideally, our work will identify discrete 
activity areas and distinct material patterns for the different Actuncan public plazas, which, arguably, 
would have had very different functions in the past. These material patterns, in turn, will help us model 
the kinds of power relations enacted at Actuncan as a distinctive polity in the greater Belize Valley 
political sphere. 
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